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HARRY W. BOYD

Harry W. Boyd, A.V.A. #613, died on June 16, 1965, of a heart attack in San Francis-
co . A retired railroad conductor, Mr . Boyd was 80 years of age at the time of his
death . Your Editor never made the acquaintance of Mr . Bovd. As our Association
continues to grow, there will be more members, like Mr . Boyd, who will keen the quiet
tenor of their ways . And even though we did not know him, we shall miss him, and we
wish him well on this, his last and longest journey .

Together with this issue we include the Index to Volume 19 of The Fare Box .
This will help you to find articles in last year's issues, and it should be put at
the end of your December 1965 copy of The Fare Box .

This is the last issue of The Fare Box that you will receive unless your 1966
A.V.A . dues of $4.00 are paid by March 1 . The February issue will go out during the
first week in March, and those who aren't paid up will not receive it . We also shall
print only enough to take care of the paid-up members, plus a very few extras, so if
you want to be sure to receive that issue, send in your dues now to the Secretary,
Donald Mazeau - P.O. Box 31 - Clinton, Conn. 06413 . Likewise, if you have been re-
ceiving The Fare Box by airmail and wish to continue getting it by airmail, you must
send in one dollar directly to the Editor . This service is available to any member
who wishes it, for one dollar extra. Airmail copies are always posted with commem-
orative stamps .

Henceforth we wish it to be understood that the American Vecturist Association
reserves the right to republish anything submitted for publication in The Fare Box .
This includes articles, listings in catalogue or check list supplements, etc . This
doesn't mean we reserve exclusive right . But we simply don't want someone coming to
us years Later, and saying "You can't print that, it's mine!" if we ever decide to
reprint certain articles from The Fare Box in book form, or form a catalogue from the
listings in supplements which appear herein .

Gordon Yowell has an interesting article on merchants' tokens with Lots of pic-
tures, including rare transportation tokens, in the March 1966 issue of FRONTIER
TIMES, which is now available on your news stand .

free download from: www.vecturist.com



CHANGE . OF ADDRESS

.- Morris Bram - 211-02 73rd Avenue - Bayside, New York 11364 (correction of ZIP)
,- Carmann L . Brekke - 129 Walnut Court - Santa Rosa, California 95405
- Frank C . Greene - Skyline Inn, Route 25 - Kansas City, Missouri 64151
- Fred E . Helthecker - 309 Larry Drive - Irving, Texas 75060
- Hubert L. Raburn - 229 W . Apsley St ., Apt . 4 - Philadelphia, Penna . 19144
-Franklin P . Snyder - (change ZIP code to 91006)
- Paul Targonsky - (change ZIP code to 06450)
-John Trembley - 1950 Mendocino Street - Seaside, California 93955
Gilbert E . Vogel - 1329 20th Avenue - Longview, Washington 98632

.-Edward V . Wadhams - (change ZIP code to 09820)

Congratulations to Charles E. Axthelm, AVA #L-241, upon his promotion to Com-
mander, U.S. Navy .

Officers of the A.V.A . are grateful to Dan DiMichael for making available to us,
at face value, the old commemorative stamps which we use on mail to the members .

New-style membership cards, recommended by Joe Kotler, are now in use and we
hope the members like them .

-Page 2-
= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

-Januah.y 1966-

780 SAM RUGGERI - 1018 S0 . CARLEY COURT - NORTH BELLMORE, NEW YORK 11712
Age 43 ; Chemical Engineer . Collects all types . (Cahrran)

'781 A .L. McCARROLL - 1101 MOGFORD - MIDLAND, TEXAS 79702
Age 41 ; Building Materials . U .S . & Parking . (Mazeau)

.782 DR . HERMAN M . AQUA - 487 BENNETT STREET - LUZERNE, PENNSYLVANIA 18709
Age 38 ; Dentist . Collects Pennsylvania only . (Camnan)

783 RICHARD K . BRIGHT - BOX 63 - ROBESONIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19551
Age 31 ; Research Chemist . Collects all types . ((Uhi iietd)

784 STEVE PENZES - 9310 WEST FORT STREET - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209
Age 45; Checker. Collects all types . (Bkeit:meye-k)

785 ORE H . VACKETTA - 426 SOUTH STATE STREET - WESTVILLE, ILLINOIS 61883
Age 51 ; Automobile Agency Owner . Collects U .S . (Sandena)

.786 WALT WEBBER - 262 WALTER AVENUE - HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NEW JERSEY 07604
Age 61 ; Sales Engineer . Collects U .S . only . (Co{i~ee)

787 ANGELO A . ROSATO - 44 BANK STREET - NEW MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 06776
Age 45 ; Jeweler & Horologist . Collects all types . (Cobsee)

/788 JAMES STACEY - 1444 VINCENNES AVENUE - CHICAGO HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60411
Age 40 ; Carpenter . Collects all types . (Ko-tteA)

789 ANTHONY C . GAUDIO - 38 SOUTH LAUREL STREET - HAZELTQN, PENNSYLVANIA 18201
Age 55 ; Barber . Collects U .S . only . (Co$jee)

! 790 HARRY'HONDROS - 1342 .17th .STREET - SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33580
Age 45 ; Newspaperman . Collects U .S . & Canada . (KotY.en)

791 TED HARTUNG - 3102 SOUTH 148th - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98168
Age 43; Supervisor . Collects all types . (ttLnde)

792 WILLIAM G. McADAMS II --32 VIRGINIA COURT - PALM BAY, FLORIDA' 32901
Age 28 ; Technical Writer . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (KotleA)

793 KENYON V . PAINTER - BOX '865 - PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85001
Age 46 ; Parking . Collects parking tokens only . (SehmaL)

794 NORMA B . PAINTER - BOX 865 - PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85001
Age 46 ; Housewife . Collects parking tokens only . (Sehmat)

795 BARRY UMAN - 4155 B MacKENZIE STREET - MONTREAL 26, QUEBEC
Age 21 ; Stock & Bond Deliveries . Collects all types . (H .V. Wen)

796 RUTH SHEID - 110 WEST ROLAND ROAD, PARKSIDE - CHESTER, PENNSYLVANIA
Age 44 ; Housewife . Collects U .S . only . (Kotte&)

19015

797 M. HOWARD KRAMER - 1901 NORTH ILLINOIS STREET - ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
Age 27 ; Electrical Engineer . Collects U .S . & Foreign . (Ko.&h)

free download from: www.vecturist.com
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= A.V.A . TO PUBLISH PARKING TOKEN CATALOGUE _

With the tremendous growth of interest in collecting parking tokens, and the
large number of new issues of these tokens, it has become necessary to have a special
catalogue, limited exclusively to parking tokens . There are now nearly a thousand
varieties of these tokens--nearly a fifth as many parking tokens as there are trans-
portation tokens--which Is incredible considering that 95% of the parking tokens
have been issued since the end of World War II .

The result will be Feisel's Catalogue of Parking Tokens of the World, to be
published by the Catalogue Committee of the American Vecturist Association . This
will be a cloth-bound, 160-page book, similar in size (6x9) and format to Atwood's
Catalogue of United States and Canadian Transportation Tokens . It will be a compan-
ion volume to the transportation token catalogue and, of course, we hope that every
A .V .A . member will want to own both books . The parking token catalogue will have at
least 200 tokens illustrated, both obverse & reverse, right in with the text, rather
than on plates at the rear of the book. This is a new departure, necessitating lots
of extra work, but we believe that this method of putting pictures right next to the
listings will be a considerable improvement .

The parking token section of the Atwood catalogue will, of course, be rendered
completely obsolete by the new book. Numbers and listings of tokens will be rearran-
ged wherever necessary to achieve chronological sequence, so it will be necessary for
collectors to have the new book to identify tokens by catalogue numbers .

We expect delivery of the books no later than the middle of April of this year .
This gives us plenty of extra time, because we really hope to have the books by the
beginning of April .

The retail price of the new parking token catalogue has been set at $4 .50 post-
paid . However . A .V .A, members

	

order the book between now and April 1 at the very
special members' price of only $3.00 postpaid . After April 1,the price for A .V .A .
members will be increased . Loose-leaf editions of the catalogue will be available to
members at the same price, $3 .00 if ordered in advance . After February 20, howeverr
no orders for loose-leaf books can be accepted. So if you wish a loose-leaf copy you
must orderimmediately . Only enough loose-leaf books to cover actual orders received
by February 20 will be prepared . All the rest will be cloth-bound books . If you do
not specify, you will be put down for the cloth-bound book .

Send your order for the parking token catalogue, together with $3 .00 payment, to
the Editor of The Fare Box, John M . Coffee, Jr. - P .O . Box 1204 - Boston, Mass . 02104.
Please make checks & money-orders payable to "John M . Coffee, Jr." to facilitate cash-
ing them. Canadians please send payment in U .S . funds (Canadian postal money orders .)
Do not send orders to Mr . FeiseZ . All orders for the parking token catalogue are be-
ing handled by the Editor of THE FARE BOX.

An initial printing of 500 books Is being ordered . There are more than 500
members of the A .V .A ., but we don't expect them all to order the book. However, we
do hope that everyone wants this book . Even If you don't collect parking tokens, it
will be a valuable reference book to give you valuations . For everyone comes across
a parking token now and then, and collectors of parking tokens are avid to get the
rare ones . You could get a very good transportation token in trade for a rare park-
ing token . We also need at least 300 advance orders to break even on the cost of
producing this book . You may order as many books as you wish at the special $3 .00
price, so long as you order before April 1 . We need your orders, so please take
care of this matter now and don't wait too long . Also, in the event that the book
does prove extremely popular, those who wait too long to order may have to await a
second print--which would take two more months--before receiving their books . So,
to help us out, and also to be on the safe side, send in your orders now for the new
parking token catalogue . It will list every parking token ever issued anywhere in
the world (there are some very interesting French tokens not yet listed in The Fare
Box) . We believe it will be a valuable contribution to numismatic knowledge, and it
represents a huge amount of research and just plain hard work on the part of Mr . Fei-
sel .

Supplements to the new parking token catalogue will appear regularly, of course,
in THE FARE BOX .

free download from: www.vecturist.com
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AUCTION SALE: Pa 400 B;. Bans 820 G H I.
R.J. DeSantis	-	108 N. Main Ave.

	

-	Scranton, Pa. 185^ :
CONN 30 A - Branford Electric Railway Museum special token for sale at 2 for $1 .00
plus stamped envelope . All proceeds go to help improve the track at this wonderful
museum of old trolley cars .
W. G. FyZer	-	P.O. Drawer 7	-	Babson Park, Fla . 33827
HAVE WASH 920 D or trade token from Rocky Ford, Colo . Will trade for any T.T. cata-
loguing 30¢ or more, or any trade token with business, city &,state on it.
James M. Miltard	-	3744 S.E. 168th Street	-	Portland, Ore. 97236
TRADE MO 370 C Da DbEFGHIJK;'Minn 50 LMN0PQ, 730 FGHI. Send me your
List and I will send mine. I would like to buy tokens that I need„ U .S. .only; let
me know and I'LL send my want-list and return your postage . Will trade other kinds
of tokens for TT 150 and up that I need .
Gordon WoZd	-	Route 1	-	Princeton, Minn. 55371
WANTED: telephone tokens ; military PX, NCO & canteen tokens . Presidential campaign
buttons. Will trade parking tokens for some of the above . Send list of what you
have . I also collect mettlach & regimental steins .
Norman E. Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105
TRADE GEORGIA 50 B, 60 J L T, 70 A B D E, 240 E, 540 A, 580 F, 750 H, 780-B E H I J
K; for following Ga . tokens : 20 B, 240 B C D, 540 B, 580 E G, 630 C, 750 C I; also
will trade Ga 880 A for Ga 20 A, 580 A, 750 E; also have one Ga 70 C to trade for
Ga SO A or 240 A .
Robert I. Oliphant	-	35 Overlook Drive	-	Golf, ILL. 60029,
SWAP OR SELL TORONTO Transit Commission subway tokens in cardboard folder at cost
price, 6 for $1 plus postage, or swap for equal value in your duplicate tokens .
A. E. Jay	 44 Avenue Street	-	Oshawa, Ontario
TRIPLE CATALOGUE!! I will pay TRIPLE catalogue for these : Conn 55 A, 85 C D, 160 A,
220 A, 230 A, 235 A C, 290 .A D I, 305 A BCE 1, 320 B, 325 A, 345 A, 525 A B D, 560
B, 998 A B C D E F ($1 .50 each), 3210 C D E, 3250 A, 3998 A ($2 .50), 235 B ($1 .00)
Faster B. Pollack	-	1841 Broadway, Jim 808	-	New York,' N.Y. 10023
EVERY TT COLLECTOR should have this conversation piece - The Henry Ford Pocketpiece
Token. Designed by Mr. Ford as an advertising scheme in 1917,. the dies were made
but the order of one million tokens was never filled because of WW1 . Complete with
story - bronze $1 .75.
Doug Smith	-	P.O. Box.5061	-	Grosse Pointe . Mich. 48236
I have Parking` Token Holland 3970 A, listed last month, in UNC. condition, to trade
for a token 1 need (parking) . Would consider Montreal 3620 A as one . All trades
invited. Will even consider U.S. token or tokens. Also for sale, no 880 F, .,Scot
land (Glasgow) 4d . token, 20¢ each . Plus stamped envelope please .
John G. Nicolosi	-	3002 Galindo St.	-	Oakland , Calif. 94601
NEW COLLECTOR offers selection of railway tickets from Great Britain' in exchange for
transport tokens from anywhere .
Peter Baldwin	-	92 Sparrows Herne	Basildon, Essex, England
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER: Ohio 15 B; NC 450 E; Pa 750 W; Fla 380 P;. Ky 510 BF; Neb
540 0. Will answer highest bidders only . FOR SALE: a few Neb 540 Z left, at 500
each plus self-addressed stamped envelope .
Gerald A . Sochor	-	1311 So. Glencoe St .	-	Denver Colo. 80222
Interested in any U .S. and foreign transportation tokens with any kind of watercraft
on them. Will buy or trade.
L.R. Lind en

	

-

	

P.O. Box 350

	

-

	

New Cumberland Pa . 17070
JACKPOT, if you t tte ets, tnteresting assortment of tZtngua Quebec Provance
issues of Transport Regional du Saguenay, successors to issuers of Que 100 A,B, in-
cluding one or two paper items with Autobus Saguenay obliterated. Mostly negotiable,
even $3 scenic tour, but in accepting them you undertake to keep them for a collec-
tion. Yours for the asking .
Don Allen	-	810 Hoopes Street	-	Arvida, Quebec
WILL TRADE 25 pieces of NY 630 AN for any reasonable offer of cash, trans or parking
tokens . Will also swap my trade List for yours both trans and parking tokens .
Don McKelvey	-	2822 19th Avenue	-	Port Huron, Mich. 48060
SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER: AGANA, GUA' 25 A .
G. W . Gallagher	-	568 Pine tree Jenkintown, Pa. 19046

free download from: www.vecturist.com
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TRADE Ida 440 H for any one of Cat 100 B, 205 C, 535 A B C, 745 G, 880 A . Trade c 7
one of NY 615 A, 905 D; DC 500 AE, for any one of Cal 50 A B, .320 E F G H, 275 A B,
650 A, 7155, 835X, 945FFJL.
Stephen Album	-	1810 University Avenue	-	Berkeley, Calif. 94703
SEND ANY AMOUNT of NY 630 Al's and receive (1) transv.t token -and bonus token, my
choice, or (2) 100 plus my choice bonus token . Send any amount, but include a little
postage . Have any N.Y. or Penna. tokens for sale or trade? Thanks!
Larr Edell	-	104-27 117 Street	-	Richmond Hill, N.Y. 11419
•

	

Highest Bidder : Fla 1000 A; Minn 520 A; Vt 150 D; Va 998'A; Wash 780 T; Puerto
Rico 640 A B C D; Samples 27 A; timetable G; France 520 B C.
Frank W. Guernsey	-	3725 N.E. 17th Avenue	-	Portland 12, Ore .
Trade your U.S. commemorative stamps mix 100 for one Quebec 620 bridge con .nem.
N.S. 200 A, $1 .50; Ont 675 L, $2 ; Quebec 120 C, $1 .50, 800 A to N, $18 .00 . High
bidder: Quebec 998 C, Ont 998 CD.
Olivier St. Aubin	-	52.0 Cote Vertu	-	Cite St. Laurent 9, Quebec
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Timetable G (see Atwood page 316) ; also C. & D. Canal
token J. RandeZ - 1825.
C.B. Tyson	-	613 Halstead Rd., SharpZey	-	Wilmington, Del . 19803
WANTED : TOKENS FROM U.S. CITIES WITH DUTCH NAMES--Mich 460 A ; NY 25 A B D G, 770 D;
•

	

940 B C. Will offer European transp. tokens in exchange .
A.C. Hazevoet	-	Ch. Leickertstraat 15/111	-	Amsterdam West, Holland
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER : one complete set Penna. zone checks 997 A thru Q, T7__
all different in excellent condition . Minimum bid $50 .00. Also singles 997 A B M N .
Roice V. Rider	-	4001 6th Avenue South

	

-

	

St. Petersbur Fla. 33711
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST CASH OR TRADE OFFER: 0 o X40 I wz e g . a to sen you my
parking token want-list and List of parking tokens I have available for trade if You
will just ask .
John A. Backora	-	83 Marke Street	-	Bellville Ohio 44813
MEDALET HONORING RALPH FREIBERG, A . V.A. CataloguCommittee Chairman, nickel-si ver,
scallped, only 200 struck, $1 .00 plus stamped envelope . (Only 504 to members of
Chicago Area Token & Medal Society .) Also, CATALOGUE OF 19th CENTURY CHICAGO TOKENS
by Arlie SZabaugh, 14p. iZLus ., $1.00.
Grant B. SchmaZaemeier Jr .

	

-

	

1317 West Eddy Street

	

. Chica 0 Ill. 60657
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Uta 125 A; Va 20 C, 65 A, 120 A B, 530 A, 600 A C, 620
•

	

H J K R, 720 A C; Wash 10 A, 340 A B D, 755 A, 780 J K, 880 F G H I J, 970 A, 990
B; WVa 830 F. I have several Greek telephone tokens to trade for like items or par-
king tokens I need. Also for trade only, Calif 3810 A and B .
Harold V. Ford - 1999 Gas ar D ive - Oakland Cali . 94611
MAIL AUCTION: Build your N .Y. borough coZtectzon! NY 629 C I J K, 630 X Z AA AB
AC AD, 631 A B C D E J K L N . Others in series available . All nice condition; none
counters tamped. For trade at equal value, Alas 300 C; Calif 745 CC; Ia 850 M; Mo 910
B; Tex 360 E. All VF to AU .
George Gould	•

	

-	P.O. Box 1208	-	Hollywood, Calif.
TRADE - Pa 750 AE for as many as three other tokens of comparable catalogue value .
Write zrs ! = u h Raburn

	

- 229 W. A sley St . -

	

PhiZadel hia Pa. 19144
SOCIETY OF RATION TOKEN COLLECTORS membership now forming . Dues per year, in-
cludes publication "THE RATION BOARD." Write George E . Brougten - 909 Chamberlin
Court - New Haven, Ind . 46774, for information & application . Fourteen Unc . state
sales tax tokens & 1 tire . for $1 .00 cash or Mo . TT's cat. at Least $1 .35. Stamped
envelope on trades .
Jerry Bates	-	Box 546	-	St. Charles Mo. 63301
WANTED : new collector wants to purchase U .S. transportation tokens, espectaliy Ill-
inois and Texas. Send list and prices .
Frank Milne	-	1145 Sandpiper Lane	-	Naperville, ILL. 60540
ATWOOD S CATALOGUE OF U.S. & CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS - 480 pages including 27
photographic plates, cloth-bound. Lists all known tokens and prices them ; includes
index making it possible to identify any token . Price to AVA members, $5 .50 postpd.
Please make checks payable to "John M. Coffee, Jr." to facilitate cashing .
American Vecturist Assn .	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass . 02104

= ALL AUCTIONS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE rEBRUARV 25 =

free download from: www.vecturist.com
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A HORSECAR TOKEN AS YOUR CALLING CARD

GIVE OUT your own calling card in the form of a beautiful large horsecar token .
Let fellow collectors, coin dealers, and transport companies know and remember your
hobby . A metal token is a lasting reminder that is kept by recipients, not quickly
thrown out like a paper card . See how fast and how long you will be remembered with
some elusive tokens for your collection .

OBVERSE : Your own name, address, and phone number or other message .
Lay out the lettering yourself .

REVERSE : A beautiful old horsecar on rails, fully loaded including driver and
a pair of dashing horses . Finely detailed engraving plus the legend,
"COLLECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION TOKENS" in large letters .

SIZE :

	

Big silver dollar size, 35 millimeters ; not a little trinket .

METAL :

	

Available in economical aluminum, shining brass, and rich nickel-
silver.

FOR A FREE SAMPLE JUST SEND A STAMPED ENVELOPE OR INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON . THESE
TOKENS REALLY HAVE TO BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED . WRITE NOW,

PRICES :

	

Effective December 20, 1965 .

100 pieces

	

500 pieces

	

1,000 pieces,
aluminum

	

$21 .85

	

$38.20

	

$63.30
brass

	

27.25

	

48.80

	

82 .00
nickel-silver

	

40.55

	

72 .80

	

122.55

Plus a one-time $10 die charge. We hold the die, and all
restrikings (to your order only) are without this charge.

POSTPAID : These prices include postage and insurance to all addresses within
the United States . Canada and foreign please add $1 .50 .

PROMOTE YOURSELF as a serious token collector . Impress your friends and con-
tacts with these attractive metal calling cards . Results will be measured in many
new additions to your collection . Write today for your free sample . We can also
make other tokens to your specifications . Write for details .

ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS, Second
Edition, 432 pages, 27 photo plates, full index, clothbnund, $7 .50 postpaid .
Describes and evaluates over 5,000 tokens from the 1790's to the present day .
Special to A.V.A . members only, postpaid	 $5.50

MUNZEN UND MARKEN DER DEUTSCHEN STRASSENBAHNEN (tokens of German Street Railways)
by W . Funck . Lists over 325 tokens from nearly 100 cities . NEW	$3.95

NURNBERG TRANSPORTATION TOKENS by A. Hyman, 34 pages, 46 photos, card covers .
Photos and history of these most interesting of all German tram tokens	$1.00

Index tabs for ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE, 50 states, D .C ., and Canada . Plastic-coated,
long lasting, easy to apply . Simplifies use of your catalogue, postpaid	$1 .50

J.M. KOTLER, Sook6e?IeX	-	POST OFFICE BOX 248	-	GLENCOE, ILLINOIS 60022

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TURNPIKES OF LANCASTER COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA by R .W . Musser,
17 pages, map, biblio . Covers the earliest of our U .S . tokens	$1 .00

FARES, PLEASEI by J .A. Miller, 204p . illus . THE history of transit	$1.50
FAMOUS BRIDGES OF THE WORLD by D .B. Steinman, 99p . illus, good primer	$1 .00

free download from: www.vecturist.com
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= A FIRESIDE CHAT WITH A MOTORMAN ON "THE OLD NO . 6 TROLLEY" _

By Clara M. Migley

Mr . Rodney Bell, a motorman for the old Lancaster (Ohio) Traction Company, was
born in Amanda Township on July 25, 1881 . His mother died when he was ten years old
and he then lived with an uncle till he was 19 . He started to work for the traction
company in 1904 . He was a motorman on the "old No . 6"--he said they called all the
trolleys by that name . The trolley, old number six, is the one pictured on the Lan-
caster, Ohio, celluloid tokens, and it did service from 1896 to 1937 . Mr. Bell was
paid 25¢ an hour and that was the wages for years--the owner of the trolleys having
said that that was all it was worth. The working day started at 5 :30 A.M. and ex-
tended through 1 :30 A.M. Not all worked that long a day, but sometimes they did .
The final run was called the "Owl run" on the "Owl trolley ." It was to accommodate
employees of the Hocking . Glass Plant, now called Anchor-Hocking Glass Corporation .

They had three routes in the city, and sometimes the motorman could not judge
the distance and speed too well when coming close to the end of the run, and the
trolley would jump the track, and they would have to call the barn and have another
trolley come out with a log chain and pull the car back onto the track .

The celluloid tokens were used at this time and sold at drug stores and other
places of business in a light brown envelope holding 33 red tokens for a dollar,
and later they sold 6 for 25* . The red tokens were used by the ordinary passenger .
The green and yellow ones were given out by banks as complimentary to business men
and lawyers and city officials . These tokens were not used as much as the red ones,
so they are in beautiful condition today. The lemon yellow ones were given to doc-
tors and nurses and used quite often . The maroon tokens were used only by employees .
As a passenger stepped into the trolley he would drop a token into a metal hopper,
and it would fall into a wooden box covered with 'lass . A pick-up man from the
traction company would come at noon and towards evening to get the fares and take
them back to the barn.

When the trolleys were discontinued in 1937, one gasoline double cylinder en-
gine with a switch board was taken to Dearborn Museum in Michigan . A couple of the
old trolleys were bought by individuals for use as chicken houses . The rails were
made of steel and sold to a local junk dealer . Some of the rails were estimated to
weigh 80 pounds to the foot .

Mr. Bell retired from the company in 1940 and lives alone at 238 South Maple
Street in Lancaster, in a small two-room apartment . His wife died twelve years ago,
and his only child died of diptheria at the age of seven . His health is not very
good but he reads and is a very good artist, painting landscapes . He showed me one
of his paintings, about 6" by 8" and framed it with the outer part of a register
which came from an old horsecar . The newer cars had a round register and these re-
gisters were high in the car, and registered when a fare was paid .

= FRANK HICKS TELLS ROTARY CLUB ABOUT TRANSPORTATION TOKENS =

The Editor received the following interesting letter from A .V .A . member Frank
Hicks of Weaverville, Calif ., along with a schedule listing him as speaker at one of
the local Rotary Club luncheons . . .

Dear John: The enclosed is to inform you that I spoke on, and showed, transpor-
tation tokens to the Rotary Club of Weaverville last Tuesday and was very well re-
ceived. I only took along about 50 of the more interesting tokens and it was inter-
esting that most of the members didn't realize that such a thing could be made into
a legitimate hobby nor had they ever heard of the word "vecturist ." So in order to
get their attention, my first remark was, "I can a happily married man, the father of
three children, and am also a practicing vecturist--my wife understands ." After a
long pause, there were some giggles as if I had said something dirty but at least
they were listening. I enjoyed doing it and I think other members who also belong
to service organizations would find it very interesting to present the story of
transportation tokens to those groups .
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A.V.A . A.V.A. NEW MEMBER APPLICATIONS UP 50% IN 1965

By Joseph Mark Kotler

With 151 new members in 1965, new applicants for membership in the A .V .A. jumped
507 over the 101 new members in 1964 . This is more than 325% better than five years
ago (1961) . An even better indication of the increased widespread interest is the
fact that in 1965 fifty-three members acted as sponsors, whereas there were only 29
in 1964 . Membership-sponsors and how many each sponsored are as follows :

Kotler 22,. Coffee 19, Carman 14h, Mazeau 14, Rider 9, Hinds. 6, Nordhof 5, H.D.
Allen 4, Schwartz 3, Tauscher 3, Zaika 3 .

The following sponsored two new members each : Edell, Maxwell, A .0 . Morgan,
T.M. Murdock, Nicolosi, Schmalgemeier, Smolen.

The following sponsored one new member each : Schmal, Matusoff, H .V . Ford, Gray,
Super, Krumrei, Delk, .Marie Johnson, Goyette, Wyatt, Heise, Clymer, Singer, Edkins,
Horowitz, Byrne, Ed Miller, James, Dence, Diehl, Thorpe, 3 . Jones, Vickers, R.M.
Brown, McKelvey, Pollack, Yowell, Sherman, A . Gibbons, Harrod, Evelyn Jackson, Ubinas,
K. Smith . J.R. Bolz was also a co-sponsor with Mr . Carman .

Editor's Note : Some special note should be made of the fact that this is the
first. time in the history of the Association that someone not in an official capacity
took top honors for sponsoring the largest ; number of new members . Joe Kotler de-
serves the highest commendation for sponsoring so many applicants last year!

= FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK =

We have received a postcard from Roland Atwood, mailed January 14 from Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil . "In Santos," he says, "the old open streetcars they bought in San
Francisco 60 years ago are still in service . Old streetcars from Paris 50 years ago
are in use in Asuncion, Paraguay . Old Baltimore cars are being used 'in Sao Paulo .
Everywhere else, trolley buses ."

Old time members of the A .V :A . will remember Emzy Lee Thompson, a former member
of this association . We have just learned that Mr . Thompson died on November 29 in
Nebraska .. It was he who made up the four pattern tokens listed this month .

Still no photographs with this issue, but with luck we shall have them with the
February issuer You can expect photographs at least every other month after that .
We have recently secured an excellent camera for photographing coins and tokens, and
this enables us to snap any tokens that are sent to us for that purpose . We can also
send you photographs of your tokens, in full size, or double or triple diameter, for
a very reasonable price . So if you want photos of your prize tokens, let us know .
One-day service, incidentally .

The Fare Box has settled down more or less regularly to a point where it is
mailed during the first week of the month following that stated in the masthead .
Until further notice, the closing date of each issue is the last Monday in the month ;
ads received after that will be printed if we still haven't done the ad pages, but
the probability is that they will have to wait until the following issue .

It might be well to mention here how 'important it is for members to answer their
mail promptly, especially that from other members . Common courtesy requires that you
reply to- a letter from a fellow member without a long delay . It also helps if you

enclose postage--especially a self-addressed stamped envelope--when you write some-
one asking for information . And if someone sends you tokens, whether you asked for
them or not, you should of course promptly return them if you don't want them . The
best way to treat your fellow AVA members is the way you would want them to treat
you . The Golden Rule applies to token collecting, too .

1W
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Mr. Capper and I supplied the Nicolosi New Issues Service with England 500 BP
and 545 AW and AX as well as the South Shields tokens listed above, so write him for
them if you would like them. Meanwhile, please continue to send me new listings .

KENNETH E. SMITH

	

-

	

328 AVENUE F

	

-

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIF . 90277

= ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE FARE BOX ARE FREE TO A.V.A. MEMBERS - UP TO 6 LINES =
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= JANUARY SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =

By Kenneth E. Smith

ENGLAND (all reported by D . Capper)
Bir ngham 80

BIRMINGHAM CITY TRANSPORT (CITY ARMS)
CF Cg 23 Sd Izd (dark green)

$0.15
Manchester 500

MANCHESTER CORPORATION TRANSPORT (ARMS)
BP Ce 23 Sd 1zd (Vars .) .15

Newcastle 545
NEWCASTLE CORPORATION TRAMWAYS (CITY ARMS)

AW Cg 22 Sd

	

3d. (Vars.) .15
AX Cw 22 Sd

	

4d. .15

SOUTH SHIELDS 700
SOUTH SHIELDS CORPORATION TRANSPORT (ARMS)

BA Cb 23 Sd

	

}d. .15
BB Cr 23 Sd

	

id. .15
BC Cy 23 Sd

	

2d. .15
BD Co 23 Sd

	

3d. .15

SWEDEN
Helsingborg 300 (Reported by K. Smith (I,J,K) and A.C. Hazevoet (BT))

HALSINGBORGS STADS SPARVAGAR OMNIBUS POLLETT FOR VUXEN
I o B 24 Tr-sc (RV705)(4-leaf rose) .50

HELSINGBORGS STADS HISS ORE 2 ORE
J o K Ov Ch (RV705)(25m17mm)

HELSINGBORGS STADS SPARVAGAR POLLETT FOR BARN
.50

K o WM 22 Ch (RV705)
HALSINGBORG STADS SPARVAGAR POLLETT FOR VUXEN

.50

BJo B 25 Ch (RV705)(Sc) .20
(Note that 300 BE is (Sc) . The company info+ms me that as of November 1965
the only items in use are 300 AX BD and BF .)

Norkoppings 600 (Reported by Smith (L M P Q R) and Hazevoet (N 0))
NORRKOPINGS SPAR VA CAR POLLETT FOR VUKNA (CAR)

L o Z 19 Ch

	

Kop Gasverkets Koks Tel . 132. .25
M o Z 19 Ch

	

it

	

to

	

It .25
NORRKOPINGS SPAR VA_ CAR

N B 19 Ch

	

Kop Gasverkets Koks .20
0 B 24 P-sc (same as obverse) (used by old age pensioners) .20
P WM 24 P-sc

	

rr

	

If

	

n

	

n

	

It

	

rr

	

n .20
NORRKOPINGS SPARVAGAR (STREETCAR)

Q o B 23 Ch

	

Norrkopings Sparvagar 15 Ore (5 chips)
NORRKOPINGS SPARVAGAR

.50

R B 24 Sd

	

Pollett for barn .20
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= JANUARY SUPPLEMENT To A17400D'S CATALOGUE

By Ralph Freiberg

ILLINOIS
Hillsboro 415 (Reported by Lee Hope)

F .H . DIERKERS BUS LINE GOOD FOR ONE TRIP BETWEEN HILLSBORO & DEPOT
•

	

o A Ov Sd Office With Hotel Hillsboro $5 .00

KENTUCKY
Beech Grove 45 (Reported by Lee Hope)

RANGERS LANDING FERRY KY . HWY . 136 O.B . KIRTLEY & SONS (STAR)
C A 35 Sd

	

Good For One Return Trip Over Green River

	

.50

MARYLAND
Patterns 998

FREDERICK TRANSIT CO. FREDERICK, MD . (STAR)
F A 25 Sd

	

School Fare
ANTIETAM TRANSIT CO . HAGERSTOWN, MD . (STAR)

•

	

A 25 Sd School Fare
[These two patterns were speculative pieces issued by a private collector .]

PENNSYLVANIA
Patterns 998

EAST BROAD TOP R .R. ROCKHILL FURNACE PENNA. N .G.
R B 32 Sd

	

Round Trip Adult (N .G .on obverse - "Narrow Gauge"]
S A 32 Sd

	

"

	

" Child
[These two patterns were speculative pieces issued by a private collector .]

WISCONSIN
Dodgeville 160 (Reported by Gerald Johnson)

HOTEL HIGBEE BUS GEO S MITCHELL
•

	

o B Oc Sd Good One Way (30mm) 3 .50

= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

This month we list our first oval-shaped depotel token, from Hillsboro, 111 .
Lee Hope's father lives in Hillsboro, and he began a search for the 415 A token . He
not only found a 415 A, he also found this previously unlisted depotel token! The
token has a design similar to the ferry tokens of St . Francisville, Ill ., so we may
assume, of course, that our Hillsboro depotel dates prior to 1920 . The depot is
about 14 miles from the Hillsboro Hotel, soo there was need for a form of transporta-
tion between the two .

The Kirtley's bought the Rangers Landing ferry late last summer, and thought it
would be a good idea to have tokens of their own . Their new token went into use on
November 15, 1965 . The fare is 500 one-way, 75e round-trip .

The four patterns listed this month were made several years ago by Emzy L .
Thompson, a former member of the,A .V .A. Emzy, at that time, was attempting to start
a business of striking tokens for various transportation firms . lie was not success-
ful, and no company ever purchased tokens from him . He did submit samples of these
four tokens to the companies whose names appear on them, but the companies were not
interested . However, Emzy had at least a couple hundred of each of these tokens
made, certainly more than were necessary for pattern purposes, and he sold and trad-
ed them to other collectors . Therefore we considered them a speculative issue and
refused to dignify them by a listing in our Catalogue . We also did not want to en-
courage the practise of private collectors issuing their own patterns . Now that Emzy
Thompson has died, there is no reason to withhold these listings any longer . We have
also received reports that various individuals are offering these patterns at very
high prices to unsuspecting collectors . They are quite common, and worth no more
than 50C to a dollar apiece . THE FARE BOX will not accept ads which offer them for
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auction, in view of their highly dubious nature .

Bob Oliphant was formerly stationed down in Fort Gordon, Ga ., and is now livi^ ;
in Golf, 111 . He sends a correction on the date the Islands Expressway (Ga 780 K)
opened . We said August 15, 1963 . The correct date is August 14, 1963 . The token is
used on a two-lane high speed (60mph) highway beginning near the eastern Savannah,
Ga ., city limits and extending across three islands with two large bridges and join-
ing U .S . 80 destined for Savannah Beach . The expressway is a short-cut to Savannah
Beach to siphon the heavy traffic off U .S . 80, which travels a circuitous route
through Savannah and neighboring Thunderbolt over city streets . The expressway is
3 .2 miles ong and tolls are 25C each way for autos, pick-ups, motorcycles and by-
cycles ; 300 each way for two-axle vehicles ; 400 each way for 3-axle or vehicles with
trailers ; and 50C for "semis" and buses . The tokens were put into use on opening day
at 12 noon, August 14, 1963 . About 40,000 tokens were struck and they are only used
for vehicles in the 25C category . We should correct the price to 25C on this token,
as they sell at 20 for $3 .00 . (We price a token at the full fare for which it is
a substitute .)

Evelyn Jackson of Ashland, Ky ., sends us a clipping regarding the last day of
streetcar operation in Ironton, Ohio, on the night of September 1, 1930 . The fol-
lowing day the Employees Bus Company started service, which gives us the earliest
possible date for Ohio 410 B . This also brings out a point which was not noted be-
fore, that possibly the token listed as WVa 290 A may also have been used in Ironton,
Ohio, and Ashland, Ky . It's also possible that some of the tokens of the Ohio Valley
Bus Company were used in these cities, Each city is in a different state, and they
are now all served by the same bus company, but I doubt if any tokens are now in use .
The article also mentions the ferry which was located at Coal Grove Ferry Landing,
which is between Ashland and Ironton . Streetcars operated between Ironton and Coal
Grove Landing to the ferry which operated across the Ohio River to Ashland . This
ferry operated until it was replaced by the Ashland-Coal Grove Bridge .

Eloise King of Corning, N .Y., sends in a question which has some merit . When
the Rochester Transit Corp . raised fares in August, 1949, they also came out with
tokens with the new name of the company, and copper-plated them to distinguish them
from the former tokens (16mm white metal) of that city . As this was about 16 years
ago, it may be possible that they have had more tokens struck, and put them into
circulation without plating them. The "unplated" tokens we have seen leave us in
doubt whether they were issued unplated, or if the plating has simply been worn off .
We shall try to arrive at a decision on listing the "unplated" ones in the future .
Meanwhile we hope Miss King can get more information about them, as the token is
still in use .

A letter from Julius Sherr mentions that he was told that there was a Blue Bus
Line in existence in 1937, which was sold out to A .B . & W . of Alexandria, Va . in
that year . He was also told that this firm used an aluminum token, which may well
have been the one we have listed as Unidentified #44 .

I was able to spend a few days in Chicago last month and met the collectors of
that area at their December meeting . When two or more collectors get together there
is always something that can be learned about tokens . I could spend a month in Chi-
cago and still not find out everything I'd like to know about the tokens of that
area . I went to La Grange to see why the bronze token was used . There was a fare
change on September 22, 1961, to 25C or 2 tokens for 45C but the token wasn't repor-
ted till 1962 . So mark after the 475 D (* 9/21/61) . The C and D are obsolete but
the C token (* 3/1/58) was issued earlier. The school token was put into use at
least four years before that but couldn't learn the exact date . While on the sub-
ject of dates we may as well include (* 9/3/22) for the A token, as on that date a
10C or 3/25 rate was started to Congress Park. West Suburban still operates as a
suburban line into La Grange but the other service is handled by La Grange - La
Grange Park Transit . Also, the West Suburban Bus Company took over the line of the
Blue Bird Company . We have tokens listed for this line from Lyons, Ill ., so mark
Ill 530 E and F obsolete, and note that this firm was taken over by West Suburban
on March 21, 1965 .
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= JANUARY PARKING TOKEN SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _

By Duane H. Felsel

Phoenix 3640 (Reported by H .C . Schmal)
CONTINENTAL NATIONAL BANK (EAGLE)

E WM 25 Sd Courtesy Token (11/65) $0 .25

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles 3450 (ex-Unid . 3038,3039 ; location reported by Mrs . Allen and

.25X

Bob Ritterband)
THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA

Bz 25 Sd Courtesy Parking

Y WM 25 Sd
CENTURY FEDERAL SAVINGS CFS

(same as obverse) .25

CONNECTICUT
Greenwich 3175

C o Bz 25 Sd

(Reported by Mrs . Allen)

.25
PICKWICK LANES (GATE)

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . C)(1963-64)

ILLINOIS
Evanston 3285 (Reported by Stephan M . Bezark)

.25
EVANSTON TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK (GATE)

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D)6 Bz 25 Sd

Peoria 3690 (Reported by Mrs . Allen)

A B 23 Sd
HUNTS FREE EXIT WITH MIN. PURCHASE PEORIA

.25Curb Service With Safety Control Hunts-Peoria

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston 3115 (Reported by OHF)

A 8 23 Sd
RAPID / SERVICE / BUILDING

.25Parking Token (ca . 1962-)

B B 23 Sd
RAPID SERVICE BUILDING /

.25Parking Token (1965-)

NORTH CAROLINA
North Wilkesboro 3630 (Reported by Mrs . Allen)

.25G B 23 Sd
HOTEL / WILKES / NORTH WILKESBORO / N .C .

Guest Parking Token

OH 10
Medina 3550 (Reported by Rev . John Backora)

A B 21 Sd
CITY PARKING METER TOKENS MEDINA, OHIO

(blank)(1964-) .15

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa 3860 (Reported by Mrs . Allen)

A B 23 Sd
H .M .C . (Hillcrest Medical Center)

Courtesy Parking Token .25

PENNSYLVANIA
Tyrone 3925 (Reported by DHF)

A B 23 Sd
TYRONE, PA . HUB OF THE HIGHWAYS

Good Only In Parking Lot Meters .15

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston

6 B 23 Sd

3240 (Reported by Mrs . Allen)
FIRST FED . SAV . & LOAN ASSN .

Exit Token Charleston, S .C . .25
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MANUFACTURERS'STOCKPARKINGTOKENS
Group 3057 (Unid . 3009 relisted as A ; B reported by John Nicolosi)

MERCHANTS PARKING ENTRANCE TOKEN
A

	

WM 20 Sd

	

Exchange For Exit Token

	

$0 .25
PARKING LOT EXIT TOKEN

B

	

WM 23 Sd

	

Exit Token Deposit In Machine

	

.25

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
Okla 3330 C : city code listed incorrectly when token was reported in 11/65 .

= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =

There seems to be a last-minute rush of new reports as the deadline for the new
catalogue rapidly approaches . As a matter of fact, I expect to have all material in
the hands of the printers by the time you read this report . Details concerning new
parking token catalogue prices, advance order information, etc ., will be found else-
where in this issue of THE FARE BOX .

The new token from Phoenix reolaces Ariz 3640 C which is now obsolete .
Information pertaining to the use of the two new listings for Los Angeles is

lacking .
From an old listing of Parcoa gate installations I noted one for Pickwick Lanes

in Greenwich, Conn . My written inquiries went unanswered, and by the time I managed
to visit the place the parking gate had been removed and no tokens were left on hand .
This information was passed along, and through diligent effort, Mrs . Allen has been
able to turn up one of the tokens . I have a lead on where the supply of the tokens
may be held, but so far have been unable to obtain any definite information .

The new listing from Evanston is used at the parking lot of the bank which is
set aside for customer use only . The supply of these tokens is very closely con-
trolled by the bank, so specimens will be difficult to obtain .

No information Is at hand concerning the Peoria token .
Recently while discussing my efforts on the new catalogue with a neighbor, he

mentioned that he had once used a token in a parking gate in Boston . I expressed my
disbelief, but followed up on the tip and found two tokens, rather than the one I
really did not even expect to find . A gate-controlled parking lot adjacent to the
building is operated by a key, by 502 in coins, or by a token . The tokens are sold
to certain employees of the building at 252 each to provide a reduced parking rate .
These tokens were made available to PTNIS also at that price, so the catalogue value
is given as 252 . The older tokens were first placed in use in 1962 ; the more recent
tokens, different even though the same wording as A, were obtained in 1965 and are
being placed in use gradually and are used Interchangeably .

Information on the Hotel Wilkes token is not on hand . Apparently the hotel
maintains a private parking lot for registered guests and for patrons of the rest-
aurant, etc .

The Medina, Ohio, tokens are used much in the same way as other merchant-muni-
cipality tokens so often described . According to an article which appeared in a
Cleveland newspaper, the parking validation plan has not been very enthusiastically
received by the Medina merchants .

Some years ago I contacted the Hillcrest Medical Center in Tulsa, and at that
time they were using MSPT 3051 C. Apparently a personalized token was later placed
in use .

The usual merchants plan is used in conjunction with the Tyrone, Pa ., token .
The lead on this token was o btained. i n State College, Pa ., where parking meters are
fitted for use with tokens, but none have even been used or manufactured . The Ty-
rone tokens have been in use for several years .

No information is available on the South Carolina listing .
The new MSPT listings are apparently in use in Chicago, and probably elsewhere .

Note that the A token is a relisting of Unidentified 3009 . In regard to Unid . 3010,
there is a doubt that this token exists . It is felt that perhaps a tarnished WM
token was mistaken for brass . Does anyone have Unidentified 3010?
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Members of PTNIS received several tokens In January_ including NY 3780 A (pro- .

mised earlier), Mass 3115 A and B, and a new variety of Wisc 3510 0 ; Pa 3925 A was
previously sent out . Of the issues reported this month, PTNIS members will receive
at least Ohio 3550 A . The mailing of this token will be delayed until other new is-
sues are also on hand . Members of PTNIS are requested to notify me if they with so
receive varieties and/or foreign parking tokens .

Reports of new discoveries and new issues should be sent to :

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

P.O . BOX 215

	

-

	

MEDFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 02052

= JANUARY NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G. NicoZosi

First I want to say Thanks for all the nice Christmas cards received . We head
the List this month with a nice ferry token, as I mentioned Last month . This is Ky
45 C, our sincere thanks to Mr . Lee Hope for making these available to us . Most all
Associate Members of N.I.S will receive this token. You may note small scratches on
the token; all tokens have the same scratches, which were put on the tokens in the
minting process. Then we also have more foreign tokens : 2 from Darwen, England 235
AI,AK, already listed in the October 1965 Fare Box . Thanks as usual to Joe Kotler
for making them available . AJ cannot be had at this time ; perhaps later.

We also have 4 more from South Shields, England. Mr. Ken Smith made these av-
ailable to us . These tokens, 700 BA BB BC BD; all regular and associate members will
receive BA and BD . Only ten of the associate members will receive BB, and only ten
regular members will receive BC, the yellow token, which is very hard to get now.
Tokens . will go out in order of seniority .

A good way to clean plastic, celluloid, and vulcanite tokens : take an old tooth
bruth with very soft bristles, dampen, rub over facial soap, and rub gently over the
token several times . Rinse in cold water, and you have a much nicer-looking token .
But don't Let any hot water touch the token! Just use cold water .

= CALIFORNIA CLUB HOLDS 52nd MEETING =
By Edrick J . Miller

The 52nd meeting of the California Association of Transportation Token Collect-
ors was held Sunday, January 9, at the Ontra Cafeteria in Los Angeles . Another large
turn-out, with 12 members and two guests attending : Mr . & Mrs . Carter, Crusen, Cut-
ler, Mr. A Mrs . Gould, Kubach, Marvin, Miller, Ritterband, Sherman, Bob Smith, Ken
Smith, and Elaine Willahan . Elaine Willahan showed the group a matrix which she had
prepared from information received from the members at the November meeting depicting
all the various items that our members collect . It was indicated that this list
would be duplicated in order for each member to have his own list .

A motion was made that we hold monthly meetings until the AVA convention, in
order that we may devote as much time as possible to making this the biggest and best
AVA convention ever held . Consequently, our next meeting will be held at the same
place on February 13 . So if any AVA members are in the area at that time, be sure
and drop in and give us a hand .

The balance of the meeting was taken un with the many details concerning the up
coming convention and the usual trading and selling took place at the conclusion of
the business meeting .

Howan.d .Hauseh, just back A'.om a tn,ip down there, nepont6 that tokens cute now
being used on babes in Lab Vegas, Nevada . UnSontunate4i they aren't using theiA own
tokens, but nathen CatL6 110 C, setting at 4 Aon $1 .00 .
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Our new catalogue of parking tokens will be ready no later than April 15 . The
copy has been sent to the printer, and a couple of sample pages we have seen are
excellent. If you have not yet ordered this book, there is still time to get it at
the prepublication price of $3 .00. Send your order to the Editor of The Fare Box.

In connection with the parking token catalogue, Duane Feisel says that he has
had to devote so much time to getting the book ready on time--with the Editor of The
Fare Box breathing down his neck all the time--that his correspondence has "piled sky
high." He pleads, "If those expecting to hear from me will be patient for just a
little longer, I will eventually get to all letters on hand . Compounding this cir-
cumstance, however, is a two-week long business trip in early March . Patience is a
virtue!"

A former member of the A . V.A. known to many of us, who sold his collection some
time ago, writes that he has taken up a new hobby . We agree with him that it is un-
usual and interesting. He collects those little pocket calendars that are given away
by banks and other institutions . There must be well over 10,000 varieties of them
made every year, and our friend says he has quite a collection now . . . but still needs
most of them. You would be doing an old friend a nice favor if you secured a few
of these wallet-size calendars from your town and sent them to him . He gets as much
pleasure out of these calendars as we do from getting a census token . His name and
address : Harry L. Porter - 1239 Blaisdell Street - Rockford, Illinois 61103 . Tell
him you read about his hobby in The Fare Box.

There are no photographs with this issue, unfortunately . Sam Rabinowitz, who
prepared and pasted up the plates, says he had a Little difficulty with them . How-
ever, your Editor is working on some plates, using pictures of many rare tokens taken
with our new camera, and these may--with luck--be ready for the next issue . If not
the March issue, then certainly the April . Included will be a complete set of pic-
tures of all major and minor varieties of the Muscatine Bridge tokens with, we hope,
a good history of the bridge . Once we get going, we hope to have pictures in every
issue. But a man can only do so much, and we hope this 20-page issue compensates for
the absence of pictures . We are especially pleased with the excellent listing in
this issue of the transportation tokens of Iran . Steve Album, an expert Linguist,
secured an Arabic typewriter and cut these stencils himself .
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Age .21 ; .U .S . . Navy,, ,C91) . ects alt types . (Bbandenbuhg)

	

/N.Y . 09501
808- J. MARSHALL ENGLISH .- 3500 24th . AVENUENORTH - ST . PETERSBURG, FLA . 33713

Age 22 ; Student . Collects U .S . only . (Kotteh)
819J IAN B . ALEXANDER - 125 BATHURST AVENUE - POINTE CLAIRE, QUEBEC

Age 17 ; Student . Collects all types . (H .1) . APLen)
! 820J CHARLES H . TOOMEY - 170 EAST DEERPATH - LAKE FOREST, ILLINOIS 60045

Age 17 ; Student . Collects Foreign only . (KotUeh)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Harold Frost - 505 Brown Building - Wichita, Kansas 67200
L .A . Hensley - P .O . Box 490 - Montrose, Colorado 81401
Joseph A . Mazza - 15 Bradbury Avenue - Huntington Station, New York 11747
Glen H . Reno - 5617 Middaugh Avenue

	

Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

= NOTIFY THE FARE BOX PROMPTLY IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES =

Age 67 ; Retired Insurance Underwriter, U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Co66ee)
809 BARRY PLATSKY - 119 GORDON AVENUE - WILKES-BARRE, PENNSYLVANIA 18702

Age 28 ; Drug Detail Man . •Collects U .S ., Canada, Parking . (MaKetvey)
810 JACK R. SMITH - 6200 BROOKVILLE ROAD, LOT 176 - INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46219

Age 31 ; Mail Carrier . Collects U .S . only . (Ingatto)
811 HARRY H . SMITH - 12th & EAST MONROE - BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS 78520

Age 57 ; Clergyman . Collects Texas & Mexico . , ( Cobjee)
812 ROBERT A . CLIFTON - 8007B 4th STREET - OSCODA, MICHIGAN 48753

Age 36 ; Air Navigator . Collects U .S ., Canada, Parking . (Cabman)
813 WALTER

Age
A . MATTHEWS - BOX 58 - SUNFLOWER STATION - DE SOTO, KANSAS 66019

68; Retired . Collects .U .S . only (M. Alien) .
814 ARTHUR

Age
W . SIEBERT - 10201 PLYMOUTH ROAD, APT . 15 - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48204

62 ; Retired . Collects Parking Tokens only . (Co56ee)
815 CORA

Age
LOHSE - 73 CRESTWOOD DRIVE - SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 94901
38 ; High School Teacher . Collects U .S . & Parking . (KottLeX)

816 BILL S . RILEY - ROUTE 2, BOX 510 - TEXARKANA, TEXAS 75501
Age 38 ; Engineering Technician . Collects U .S ., Canada, Parking (Cabman)

817J TONY 0 . VANIER -3801 NORTH 36th STREET - MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
(Ex,ick6on)

53216
Age 18 ; Student . Collects U .S ., Canada, Parking .

818 RICHARD HELM - 1293 VISTAGRAND DRIVE - SAN .LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA 94577
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= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

798

799

800

HAROLD G . BAVAIRD - 695 LAS CASAS AVENUE - PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIF . 90272
Sound Technician . Collects all types . (Mazeau)

JOHN D . NEVIN III - 14321 LAKEWOOD HEIGHTS BLVD . - CLEVELAND, OHIO 44107
Age 31 ; Research Analyst . Collects U .S . & Canada . (Mazeau)

FRED S . SCHMIDT, SR . - 3211 HARTFORD - ST . LOUIS, MISSOURI 63118
Age 53 ; Experimental Mixerman . Collects all types . (Ko-&eb)

801J FRED J . G'SELL, JR . - 1901 SHORT STREET - NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70118

802
Age 20 ; Student . Collects U .S . only (Kotteh)

JAMES H . MEDD - 1511 LEO STREET - GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 54303

803
Age 34; Sales Manager . Collects U .S . only (Geba&d Johnson)

RICHARD LEON MONTAGUE - 1060 WATER STREET - CAHOKIA, ILLINOIS 62206

804
Age 26; Window Cleaner . Collects U .S . only (Cabman)

ROBERT E. TORRES - 378 JERVIS AVENUE - COPIAGUE, NEW YORK 11726

8051
Age 26 ; Automobile Salesman . Collects U .S . only (Kotteh)

ARTHUR E. SMITH - 5399 MONTECITO AVENUE - SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95404

806
Age 13 ; Student . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Koteen)

NABIAH HOTTON - BOX 174 - BARBERVILLE, FLORIDA 32005

807
Age 51 ; Retired Army Nurse . Collects U .S . & Foreign . (Mazeau)

CHARLES F . RAISCH, BT3 (691-79-03) - B. DIV . USS WACCAMAW (AO-109) - F .P .O .,
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= THERE IS STILL TIME TO ORDER YOUR PARKING TOKEN CATALOGUE =

At this writing (March 3) we have received orders for 155 copies of the Feiscl
Parking Token Catalogue from A .V.A . members . We would like to have at least 200
orders from our 550-plus membership . We can still also take a few more orders for
the loose-leaf edition . We have ordered 100 loose-leaf copies, and orders for some
75 have come in . So if you waited too long, you are in luck because you can still
get one punched to fit a 3-ring binder .

This book, as we mentioned last month, will have 160 pages, listing all known
parking tokens, both U .S . and Foreign, with illustrations of some 200 of the most
interesting tokens right in with the text . It will be cloth-bound (unless you or-
der the loose-leaf edition), sixe 6x9 . Sample printed pages with pictures on them
have been sent to us, and the pictures are excellent . We believe we have achieved
something with this Catalogue .

You may still order the book for $3 .00 if you are an A.V.A . member, until April
1, 1966 . After that the price will be $3 .50 to A.V .A . members and $4 .50 to others
(all prices postpaid) . ?fake check payable to "John M . Coffee, Jr ." and please remit
in U .S . funds if you live in Canada (Canadian postal money orders are the best way
to send money from Canada ; we can cash them right at our own post office here) .

= DISNEYLAND CONVENTION PROMISES TO BE BEST YET =„

Perhaps some of you have already seen the striking multi-colored stationery
donated by Convention Chairman Bob Ritterband to the cause . The 16th Annual Conven-
tion of the American Vecturist Association will be held at Anaheim (right across
from Disneyland) California, on Friday, Saturday, Sunday, August 5,6,7, 1966, and
the California Association of Transportation Token Collectors are applying themselves
.assiduously to making this the most outstanding gathering of transportation token
collectors ever held . A floor and mail auction will be held, and a couple of fabu-
lously rare census tokens are already on the list for the auction . More details
will follow in future issues of THE FARE BOX, but plan now to attend .

= ADVERTISING RATES AND RULES =

Each A .V.A . member i4 entitled to a bnee ad in each iAbue o4 THE FARE BOX, ib
des.ixed, up to 6 tines pex in6extion (atlowing one ob those six Une6 bon your name,
addne44, and Zip Code) . Ad copy must be on a bepaxate sheet ob paper with yaux name
8 addnebs E Zip Code, and must be bubniitted each month (don't bend 6eveAat ado at
one time) . Ads must be dibbexent pitch time--don't keep sending in the flame thing .

AuctLon4 to highest bidden may be inb ented in your ad, with the u6uat unden-
Statding that puxchaoex has the night to return tokens box butt nebund within 15 days
bon any treason satiz4actoay to him. You my dectine to accept any bid which you
think iA too tow. However, auctton4 ma List onty tokens doted at 250 on more in
Atwood'4 Catato,que . Any aucicon wbucl' to t-?F;m catalogued at"T5r an7Y0T-W7tZ e
enwcely omitted from that iobue. Plea4e cooperate on thLo and have u4 both an an-
noying situation .

Ib your ad exceeds 6 tines, it wiet be cut to 6 tines, unteob you- specify on
the ad sheet that you axe wilting to be bitted, and cute willing to pay, 850 pen tine
bon any in exeeA4 o4 six .

Rates bon Langex ads axe as botlowe : Quarter Page, $7 .50 . Th,ucd ob a Page,
$9 .00 . Half Page, $14 .00 . FuZt Page, $24 .00 . you my deduct $4 .00 bnom the butl-
page rate ib you submit yowc own oteneil aixeady neatly cut (wn.ite the Editors binat,
however, before submitting stencil, to make once you use the night kind) . Count 83
Letters 8 epaee6 to the tine .

14 you pwcehaoe one ob the Laxgex ado, you axe not entitled to have a bnee ad
also that month, bon value o4 a bnee ad iA biguned iflhe nate6 bon Laxgen ads .
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AUCTION : Ala 40 A B, 120 J 560 E Ja Z, 750 B D E F G, 840 A ; Alas 300 D E G, 450 H ;
Ariz 6110 D E, 720 B, 885 C 975 A B ; Cal 125 D, 205 B C, 100 C, 275 Ba Bb, 300 J,
320 E, 395 B D E, 435 B, 915 C, 450 D G K, 535 C D, 575 Aa Ab C G 0, 7145 D E F G,
760 E, 775 C G, 805 A, 815 B D, 835 E F H 1; Col 260 N P, 4.60 D, 540 C D, 260 Q ;
Conn 30 A, 35 B, 85 D, 210 A, 235 B, 290 P, 305 R, 550A ; Fla 380 D E H J P, 530 H,
710 A, 860 A, 960 F, Hawaii 330 B ; Ill 120 B, 150 Ys 250 K L M N, 285 C, 320 B C,
370 Ba Bb C D, 417 A B, 470 C, 475 D, 530 E F, 600 A E 685 A, 755 D, 760 Aa Ab,
1000 A B C; Idaho 440 A; Ind 90 A, 460 J, 500 A, 580 B(scratched-Census 9), 610 D,
660 D, 930 C; Ia 30 D, 150 B, 270 A, 510 A, 600 A, 640 Jb, 730 A, 850 K L, 997 A B ;
Kans 40 B C F, 150 C, 480 A C D, 490 A, 600 A, 820 A Ea Eb F H Is 980 A ; Ky 10 Ob,
45 B, 250 B C, 480 E Ga Gb J S, 510 0 AK AL AO AP AQ AV BC BF BT, 520 A, 600 A,
680 H ; La B(green) D(green) ; Me 480 A ; Md 60 J Q T X AD AK AN AO AP, 940 A C ;
Mass 45 A, 50 A, 115 J(unpunched solid) 0 Q R S T U W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE, ],35 C D
305 B )s 505 A B, 550 B C D Q, 660 A B, 740 A, 960 A B ; Mich 65 C, 75 B I, 360 A,
370 0, 375 A B, 470 A s 530 I, 585 A, 680 0, 845 S, 1000 A ; Minn 50 L M Na Nb Oa Ob
Pa Pb Q, 210 A C, 510 A, 520 B, 540 F I AE AF AH, 600 A B, 620 B C, 820 B C ;
Mo 130 C, 350 C D, 440 As Ab Ac M P R S T U, 860 G, 880 I, 910 Ka M ; Mont 320 Ba ;
Nebr 120 C D, 540 0, 700 N Oa Ob, 700 Y, 800 C, 980 B, N . 11 . 30 A, 640 K ; NJ 30 A,
115 B, 555 B, 885 A D, 997 B C D; NM 430 B, 40 1 ; NY 70 A, 105 B K, 235 A, 305 A,
505 A, 615 Fb, 629 C I J K, 630 T Ua Ub X AA AB ACa ACb ADa ADb A0, 631 C D E G H I
J K L M N S, 690 A, 695 A, 715 A s 780 D, 800 A s 810 B, 945 D ; NC 130 A, 290 B C D,
380 C D E, 450 A E, 630 A, 670 A, 680 B C, 690 C D E s 770 B, 880 A B, 980 C F H I ;
ND 260 B, 320 A B C, 440 A, 600 Db, 960 A ; Ohio 10 B, 15 B, 165 AF, 175 V Wa Z AC,
230 Y Z, 440 Ba Bb Ca Cb Cc, 475 B C, 520 A B, 600 A, 640 E, 750 A, 860 L Ma Mb ;
Ore 700 I ; Pa 10 B, 15 E, 25 A B C D, 70 A Ba Bb C, 135 A, 150 A B, 190 C, 295 A,
310 A, 315 A, 320 A, 340 E, 400 C D G, 495 G J, 515 B, 525 Va W AA, 720 A, 725 A C
G, 750 G W AN AT, 770 C, 775 Ab Ba Bb, 860 A, 870 A, 965 C, 985 D E G 997 A B C D
Ea Eb F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q, 1000 B C; RI 520 D E F G I, 700 F ; SC 240 C, 500 A B
880 Ab, 997 A B C ; SD 10 A,260 B(filler-holed twice) ; Tenn 345 C, 430 A B, 600 N ;
Tex 145 B, 255 F, 265 A, 445 K L, 590 B, 690 A ; Vt 150 D E F G, 595 A B ; Va 120 A,
600 Ba Bb C Da Db L ; Wash 340 A B, 720 As Ab, 780 K, 840 D E S T, 860 A B, 880 Aa Ab
H, 998 1 ; W, Va 200 A F, 640 A ; Wisc 40 A B, 220 B, 410 F, 430 B E H, 440 E F,
500 B C, 510 E, 1000 A ; D . C, 500 A B H Ja K P AB AC AE AG, 997 A B ; P. R . 640 A #
Ca Cb Da Db Dc ; Mfg Samples Gr 11 A E F, 17 B, 23 A ; Timetable G 0 .
UNIDENT 83 84 85 86 87 88 95 . Don Edkins 120 Stanley Dr . Williamsburg, Va . 23185
A few Census 1 tokens too :
Ala 730 A ;Mich 1000 D ; Unident 82 89 Edkins 120 Stanlet Dr. Williamsburg, Va .

Trade Offer : If you can supply a PT on my want list I will allow $1 .00 in cat . Val .
for it towards any TT listed in above auction(except Census 1) and you submit a bid
for the balance of cat, value if you have chosen a big TT . My PT want list follows
Cal 3450 H 0 U Col 3140 A Conn 3998 A Ill 3150 H R Ind 3690 A; la 3150 A, 3850 A ;
Ky 3150 A ; La 3670 A; Mont 36)10 B C ; NY 3998 B ; N .C . 3700 B ; Ohio 3175 M ; Okla 3330B
Pa 3360 A, 3750 D, 3998 A ; R.I . 3998 A ; Tex 3050 A, Wisc 3890 A ; Unident 3001 2 8
10 11 27 Samples 3001 A B C, 3002 A Canada N .B . 3600A(blank reverse) Ont 3998A
Have many varieties of PT dupes to sell or trade too .
Don Fdkins 120 Stanley Drive Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

(paid advertisement)

SALE : Parking tokens - have lots of dupes, send your want-list and I will quote
and reserve any you need . Will accept your dupes up to 10 of a kind at cat, value
in lieu of cash . Write soon as only one of each of most of the scarce ones .
SALE : transportation tokens - have nice lot of 103 diff . including some 252 and
504 cat, items for $15 .00 postpaid .
Don Edkins	-	120 Stanley Drive	-	Williamsburq, Va . 23185

All material on this page was typed by the advertiser himself, with the exception
of the small advertisement immediately above .
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PA 985 H (listed August 1965) for sale at 254 plus postage or trade for two U.S. t-
kens . Pa 985 H is a special fare token used only for students, postmen, nurses,
etc., and next to impossible to get from the company, which will not cooperate with
collectors. I have only a few; first come first served .
Barry Platsky	-	119 Gordon Avenue	-	Wilkes-Barre, Pa . 18702
MAIL BID SALE: sales tax tokens, lot #1, 61 diff ., catalogued, value $8 .55; lot #2,
51 diff., catalogued, value $7.25; lot #3, 263 tokens, 33 diff.,,value $26.80; all 3
lots from 12 states. FOR SALE: W.Va. coal co . scrip, Benedict Coal Corp . $5, $1,
504, 254, 104, 5 pieces for $3 .50. WANTED: cord wood tokens., . will trade choice TTs
for them. = Larry Freeman	-	2427 Torrington Ave .	-	Parma, Ohio 44134
TRADE : Minn 210 A B C, 510 A, 540 1, 680 C D E, 730 B C E, 600 A B; Neb 540 0, 800 A ;
Md 60 J Q; Mass 50 A, 305 B ; Mo 910 K; Ind 90 A; IUD 260 B, 960 A ; NC 690 C E; Okla
590 D; Ore 700 I; Pa 15 E, 70 A B, 150 A B, 400 D, 595 B ; Tex 985 B, 565 A; Wash 970
A, 780 J; Wis 40 B. What do you have to offer . These are just a few I have on my
trade list . My list for yours . = Gordon Wold -Route 1 - Princeton, Minn . 55371
FOR SALE FOR CASH: Alas 450 H, 254; Ark 975 A, 604, 9?5 B, 304 ; Ind 260 A, 154, 660
D, 254, 690 A, 154; Kans 820 G, 204, 820 H, 504, 820 1, 300 ; NJ 997 A B C D, 254 ; NY
790 D, 154; Pa 870 A, 254 ; Puerto Rico 640 A C D, 504 ; Tenn 600 J, 504; Va 600 B D F
I J L, 254. = Daniel DiMichael	-	P.O. Box 485	-	Coatesville, Pa . 19320
WILL TRADE the following for tokens of comparable value : Ohio 860 B; Guam 25 A.
Arthur D. Jordan, Jr .	-	P.O. Box 92	-	Flourtown, Pa. 19031
WANTED: NH 30 A, 100 A, 500 C, 520 A B, 640 B thru I K L M; Conn 290 C D E F I J K
0; as a starter . TRADE OR SELL : 2x2 holders; send me your dupe list . Best trade or
cash offer gets 50 diff . U.S. TTs. Also 100 diff., shipped prepaid . U.S. coins av-
ailable, send want-list & condition wanted . Trade my 5 diff . "S" cents for 154 U.S .
TT & stamped self-addressed envelope .
Ray In galls	-	3202 E. New York St .	-	Indianapolis, Ind . 46201
TRADE OR SELL my surplus U .S. coins, approx. 6500 - $650; 220 assorted TTs $20 ; 72
OPA red points, $1 .25; 95 asstd. state sales tax tokens, $3 ; 214 asstd. amusement
tokens, $15; a variety of U .S. & foreign medals, trade tokens, etc ., $150 . FOR
TRADE ONLY: Cal 575 Ab; Va 20 L, 500 J, 530 B, 580 C, 775 A . Want U.S. items only
that I can use in TTs, medals, store cards, trade tokens, watch fobs, badges, etc .
K.T. Hall

	

-

	

130 Stanlez Drive

	

-

	

Williamsbur Va. 23185
MAIL BID SALE: Ala 560 Z; Ariz 680 A; Fla 380 F; Ill 530 E; Ia 150 A B; Mzch 30 A;
Mich 630 C (br . plated) .
Gerald Johnson

	

-

	

1921 Chase St .

	

-

	

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis . 54494
I AM CATALOGUING KANSAS, COLORADO, NEBRASKA, OKLAHOMA (which includes O .T. & I.T.)
merchant trade tokens and wish to add to my listings and my personal collections
with the help of all AVA members . I collect these four states' transportation and
parking tokens also . I have merchant trade tokens & transp . tokens to trade with
fellow members from almost half the states so write me what your interests are .
J.L. Har ett		P.O. Box 757	-	OkmZgee Okla. 74447
ALL DIFF. TTs (no die vars ., e.g., no 80 Aa and 80 Ab in same lot) : 50 diff.
100 diff. $12.50; 150 diff. $19.50; 200 diff. $27.50 . Postpaid, in 2x2 unlabeled
kra t envelo ea . = K. V. Ha es Jr.

	

-

	

5 Arbor Way

	

La a ette Cal . 94549
TRADE : any 13 TT, U.S. - for 50 1960-D circulated cents (small date) .
Charles R. MulZin	-	111 Alter Avenue	-	Staten Island. N.Y. 10304
WILL TRADE PA 750 S for compara e Mte TT; a so have Mzch 375 C ; want 460 A .
R. Bernard Keith - 18440 Fieldir Avenue - Detroit 19 Mich .
SUPPLEMENT #2 IS HERE!! COMPLETE LISTING OF ALL ADDITIONS AS LISTED IN THE FARE BOX
from Nov . 1963 thru Dec . 1965. Price $1 .50 postpaid . (members of NEVA for 1965 & 66
get theirs free) .
Northeastern Vecturist Assn .

	

-

	

1841 Broadwa Rm 808

	

- New York NY 10023
ARVIDA GREETINGS = QUEBEC 3999 D yours for the asking . . .
Don Allen

	

810 Hoo es Street Arvida Quebec
NEW COLLECTOR of transportation tokens interested tz recetvtng offers from dealers
and other collectors . Also I have a supply of Ontario 400 C (2 vars .) which I would
like to trade token for token, to add to my collection .
Sam Ruqqeri	-	1018 South Carley Court

	

._

	

North Bellmore . N.Y. 11712
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WANTED: pictures of taxicabs, ferry boats, see of a

	

t s, . . rai ron oco-
motives. Write what you have .
Ross E. Thorpe	-	181 West Chalmers Avenue	-	Youngstown, Ohio 445 :1 "
WILL TRADE - 8 TT for one comm . goldine half dollar - can use no more than 2 of a
kind. Many trades available .
Carl 0. Schwab	-	630 So . 4th St .	-	Hamilton, Ohio 45011
PARKING TOKEN NY 3629 D for sale at $3.50 or will trade for parking tokens, TTs or
foreign tokens, Get yours now before the new parking token cat . comes out and the
price goes up!
Foster B. Pollack	1841 Broadway, Rm 808	-	New York, NY 10023
SELL OR TRADE: 1,000 2x2 colored coin-envelopes, 200 each of S colors . $2.75 per
1,000 postpaid, or trade for back, issues of THE FARE BOX that I need prior to Febr .
1964. Will also buy Fare Box issues . What havee you?
Doug Williams	-	4.139 12th N.E. t Apt. 300	-	Seattle, Wash . 98105
I WILL PAY 4 TIMES CATALOGUE FOR THESE : Ohio 440 D; Ill 350 A B; Ind 998 B; Ia 290
A, 850 1; Md 60 A D E F; Mass 115 C, 997 A C D, 998 A B; Mich 525 Ab B, 845 B Ca Cb ;
Miss 460 La; Mo 700 A B, 998 N 0; NJ 997 E F H; NY 630 C Da Db K L M N 0 P Qd, 998
C D E; Pa 765 A; SC 310 A; DC 998 A; AS 15 A; Unid. 40; Ont 325 B; Que 345 A B C D E
620 M, 998 C. Or I have lots of trades. Please write.
Norman E. Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105
OKLAHOMA TRANSP. TOKENS WANTED: 320 A, 330 A B C D, 380 C, 640 B, 860 Lb, 900 A, 998
A B C D E F G. My parking token want-list for yours .
Mrs. Mary Allen	-	200 East Burney	-	Madill, Okla. 73446
WANTED : Florida trade checks, Fla . merchant trade checks and Fla . wooden nickels .
Will pay good prices for them or trade for TT I may have that you may need .
Joseph Allis	-	48 East 29th Street	-	New York, N.Y. 10016
UP!C. OPA blue WC, WH at 900 each . Mo 997 I at 250 . Kans 820 B thru I at $2 .30 per
set. 14 diff.- unc . state sales tax tokens & 1 circ . at $1 .00. . All above require
stamped aHH-essed envelope. Need No 910 A B D H I J L M N P Q, 997 A thru G. Quote
price or trade offer. = Jerry Bates	-	Box 546	-	St. Charles, Mo. 63301
WANTED:' Michigan TTs for cash : 5 A, 30 A, 80 A, 125 A, 225 C D E, 265 A, 460 A, 470
A B, 495 A; 500 A B, 515 B, 585 B, 630 $ C, 635 A B, 650 A, 750 A B, 770 A B C E,
775 A B C, 930 A B, 935 A B C D E, FOR SALE : NC 980 H and I, 500 cash for the pair
plus self-addressed stamped envelope or'iwhat do you offer in trade?
Howard T. Breitmeyer	-	P.O. Box 5702	-	Detroit, Mich . 48239
TRADE FOR TOKENS : several years weekly tickets of Kansas City Public Service Co .,
each week a different design. So-called'-"weekly passes ."
Frank C. Greene

	

-

	

Sk line Inn Route 25

	

Kansas Cit Mo. 64151
NEW MEMBERS - 50 DIFF . TRANSP . TOKENS FROM THE STATE,OF WASHINGTON . No die vars .,
or coated, or plated . All diff . listed numbers . Price $17 .50 . Can't make a bad
bargain when you get to look them over for 15 days .
Clarence E . Heppner	-	1331 3rd Avenue	-	Seattle, Wash . 98101
FOR SALE: England 235 AI, 200, AK 300, 500 BP 200, 545 AX 200, 700 BA 200, BD 200 ;
Glasgow, Scotland 4d . token, 200; FZa 880 F, 200 ; Ariz 640 E, $1, 1000 B C, 204 ea .
2 diff. Haifa, Israel, tokens, 350 each.
John G. Nicolosi - 3002 Galindo Street - Oakland Cali . 94601
COMMON TOKENS - I nee the fo Zowzng common tokens for my co Zectzon. Can you e p?
Mass 45 B, 115 J AB AC, 550 D K L M, 630. D, 645 A, 760 B C E F; Conn 30 A, 35 J, 85
C D, 290 E F, 305E I J K L, 320 B, 345 B, 525 A B D, 550 A, 560 B. Also need many
other 154 to $1 tokens .
Don Wilson	-	5305 Dudemaine A t . 6

	

-

	

Montreal 9 Quebec
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Ind 930 C; NC 770 B; Minn 50 L; Wash 720 A; Mass 115 U;
Pa 720 A. TRADE: black celluloid token from Kittanning . Pa. 515 B, for any 2 diff.
250 tokens from Hilo, Hawaii,
Gerald A. Sochor

	

-

	

1311 So. Glencoe Street	-	Denver, Colo. 80222
FOR SALE : Ne r 420 Aa A B C D E F G H.' 8 tf, . to ens, plus 1 variety for $5 .00
per set postpaid. Have a few extra Nebr 420 Aa Ab and H tokens for auction to the
highest bidders in cash or Nebr TT's that I need. I do not need the following :
Nebr 420 Aa Ab B C D F G, 540 W X, 700 H .
J. Roger Bola	-	6118 Hartley	-	Lincoln, Nebr. 68507
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WANTED : motion pictures of trains on 16mm sound film, showing old steam Zocomotivo',,

etc ., in action . Please write ; advise if privately made or commercial film, Zengtia,
price, etc. = R.S. Croom	-	867 W. 42nd St .	-	Norfolk, Va. 235v'
I HAVE WASH. STATE TAX TOKENS by the hundred . One roll 38-P & 58-P Jeff., common
"S" cents, 60-D SD cents by the rolls, "P" mint cents 1916-1930 mixed . I need lots

of TT tokens. What am I offered?
Gilbert N. Vogel	-	281 22nd Avenue	-	Longview, Wash . 98632
Our Museum is selling and auctioning streetcar & bus timetables, transfers, tickets,
and tokens, to raise funds for museum construction . Next auction bid closes 4/15 .
Send for list . Also we have lists of Los Angeles and other city transfers and time-
tables for sale, sent on request .
ORANGE EMPIRE TROLLEY MUSEUM	-	Box 548	-	Perris, Calif. 92370
RUBBER STAMP of your name & address & A .V.A. number with small A .V.A. trolley car
seal, a17Z on one rubber stamp, $2 .25. (AVA receives 754 commission on each one sold)
A.V.A. TROLLEY CAR SEAL RUBBER STAMP, size of the one in Fare Box masthead, only $1
(AVA receives 304 commission on each seal stamp sold) .
Charles H. Palmer	-	26 Hanmer Street	-	East Hartford, Conn . 06108
FOR SALE - complete, not to be broken into lots, at auction, my entire Kennedy stamp
collection. All stamps perfect mint condition . Bound in 2 beautiful Kennedy stamp
albums, mounted on White Ace topical pages . Each stamp in a show-guard safety mount .
Each page is protected with a plastic cover . Actual value of stamps, $500 . Send
for my complete list so you can see the size & value of collection yourself . DEAD-
LINE, APRIL 1 . = June B. Barekman - 3302 W. Diversey Ave . - Chicago Ill . 60647
WANTED: transp. tokens from Oklahoma cities . Will buy or trade . Send List o w t
you have and prices .
George L. King	-	2611 Garland Street	-	r1uskogee, Okla. 74401
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Wash 780 F; Wis 40 A B D, 70 A, 220 A B, 410 F, 430 E,
700 E, 940 A, 1000 A; Wyo 100 D E F G H J, 120 C D E K . What am I offered in trade
for the following : Calif 760 B; Hawaii 540 A ; La 790 A B; Miss 660 C; NM 40 A; NY
630 E; Tex 890 A. = Harold V. Ford - 1999 Gaspar Drive - Oakland, Cal. 94611
Collecting membership buttons for union transportation workers . Will trade one N.M.
430 B (cat. 754) for any two, old or new .
W.A. Whitfield	-	110 California, S .E.	-	Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
FIFTY CENTS EACH: IZZ 1000 A C; Denmark 10 AM, 640 I; Germany 100 F, 390 P, 480 A B,
835 A; Norway 600 K M 0 (Nazi) ; Sweden 300 AB AX BF, 820 QJ (elevator pictorial) .
FORTY CENTS EACH: Vt 150 B F; Denmark 10 AT, 160 D (mermaid) ; Norway 100 A; Sweden
240 FI FJ FK, 300 AT, 500 AD ; Turkey 400 C D E F G H I J K. TWENTY-FIVE DIFFERENT
BRITISH transport tokens $3 .95. . . please arM postage on all orders .
J.M. Kotler Bookseller

	

-

	

Post

	

ice Box 248

	

-

	

Glencoe Illinois 60022
BEST CASH OFFER FOR THE LOT : Ala 120 G J K, 560 D Y, 570 E, 680 Aa Ab, 800 F; Alas
50 A B, 450 A N, 900 B; Ariz 80 A B C D F, 640 B C, 780 A, 840 A C D; Ark 105 A B C,
360 D F G, 405 B, 435 J K, 450 B, 480 A,N,P,Q, 720 C, 885 G. ALSO FOR AUCTION : Ala
750 B C, Alas 300 D E G, 450 H, 800 A ; Ariz 640 D E ; Ark 975 A B .
George W. Diehl	 -	Fort Loudon, Penna . 17224
WANTED : for cash or trade, all Mississippi transp. tokens to complete my collection .
I am also interested in purchasing store cards from Louisiana & mississippi .
Paul M. Poirrier - Rt . 3 Box 15 Crestview Subdivision - Gut ort Miss . 39501
TRADE: IZZ 320 B, nice condition, for best offer zn Calif TT's cataloguing 35 and
above, or Cal . trade checks . Please no 450 D, 575 A C Q, 745 G, 775 C D, 880 A .
Sphen Album	-	1810 Universit Avenue

	

-

	

Berkele CaZi . 94703
TRANSP. TICKETS of local miniature railroad lines - 3 diff. for 25 plus stamp.
Wooden nickels - 10 diff. for 504 plus 2 stamps. Transp. tokens - 10 diff. (incl. 1
@ 204 cat .) for $1 plus 2 stamps .
Ray Goyette	-	8 Barry Drive	-	West Oran e N. J. 07052
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER: SD 260 A, 260 B ; Mo 130 A; IZZ 320 B, 320 C; Mic 170 B,
590 B; Ark 405 A; Mo 920 B (holed) ; Pa 315 A; Ind 580 B; Mo 200 A; 200 B .
At Hoch	-	17 Eva Path	-	Commack, N.Y. 11725
PERSONAL TOKENS issued by collectors of tokens wanted for my collection . Will send
you one of mine for one of yours . Am compiling a list of all that are known .
J.M. Coffee, Jr .	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass . 02104
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480 pages one u'sng 27
plates of photographs of mare tokens and a M61-page . index of obverse inscriptions
making it possible to identify any token as to its origin . Cloth bound, size 6x9.
The official standard of the hobby and the finest reference work ever published on
any category of tokens . Regular price $7.50. Price to A.V.A . members, $5 .50 post-
paid. Make checks payable to "John 14. Coffee, Jr." to facilitate cashing, please .
American Vecturist Assn.	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston . Mass . 02104
FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, 160 pages including photographs
of at least 200 tokens in the text, size 6x9, cloth bound. Includes index of ob-
verse inscriptions . This book maintains the same high standards as the Atwood Cata-
logue. Publication date, April 15, 1966. Price to A.V.A. members until April 1,
only $3 postpaid. After April 1, $3 .50. Price to others, $4.50. A very few loose-
leaf editions are still unordered and available . Same price.
American Vecturist Assn .	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass . 02104

- ALL AUCTIONS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE MARCH 28 =

wwwww

= A.V.A. GROWTH ^ATTERN ACCELERATES =

This month we welcome our 801st member, with only a seven-month interval since
the 701st was added last July. And if anyone thinks our rate of growth is accelera-
ting, he is quite right, according to curator-historian Robert Ritterband .

The A.V.A . was organized with 34 charter members in October, 1948, and member-
ship #101 was assigned in July, 1950 . It was five and a half years later, in Febru-
ary, 1956, before the next one hundred members had come along . Then the speed-up be-
gan, and #301 was reached by June, 1959, after only 40 months .

In ever briefer intervals, #401 joined 31 months later (Jan . 62), #501 after 19
months (Aug . 63), #601 in 13 months (Sept . 64), and then 10 months to #701 . Mr.
Ritterband predicts that if this rapid trend continues, our association will likely
be entering member #1001 on its rolls before 1966 comes to an end .

= A NEW LEGITIMATE VARIETY OF THE SAANICH MOTOR BUS TOKENS =

On page 135 of the September 1965 issue of THE FARE BOX we listed the differen-,
ces between authentic examples of six Canadian tokens, end examples of dubious auth-
enticity . . .and we warned collectors to beware of paying high prices for the dubious
ones .

Harold Ford now comes forth with a new variety of B .C. 700 C which, while it
resembles one of the "dubious" tokens, is actually quite authentic . The problem now
arises that we must explain to our readers how to differentiate between them .

First of all, BC 700 Cb (authentic) has a star right in the center of Its ob-
verse . So if your token has this star, it is OK .

BC 700 Ca, however, lacks this star . On this one and on the dubious token,,the
letters "M.B." are curved along the bottom rim of the token . The differences be- c
tween the authentic 700 Ca and the dubious 700 Ca, are, then, as follows :

B.C . 700 Ca (authentic) : (most important difference) the distance between the
letters M and B, at their closest point, is just one millimetre (on the dubious
token it is 2mm) . On this token the beading is joined, and is a good 1mm or more
from the outer rim, on obverse . The stars on both sides are smaller than those on
the dubious token .

B .C . 700 Ca .(dublous) : (most important) the distance between the letters M and B,
at their closest point, is 2mm (on the authentic token it is 1mm) . The token has
individual dot beading, which on the obverse is close to the edge of the token .
The stars are larger than those of the authentic token .
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NEW FINDS =

Rare tokens are starting to turn up again . This month's Catalogue Supplement,
with ten census tokens added to the list, of which five are depotels, indicates that
some members are having good fortune . Mr . Hargett, one of our new members, but long
known in token collecting circles, also sent for the Editor's inspection a Newton,
Kans ., token like Kans 690 8 but with no "Y" in RAILWAY . It was made that way, and
a photograph will appear shortly of this interesting item . He also sent a "blue"
token like 690 B. But the color doesn't look just right, and until at least another
one turns up we hesitate to list this one . We think it may have been spray-painted .

Ed Dence reports	: . that he picked up the very rare plank road token, Pa
750 D "from an old time neighbor who really dug to find it ."

Larry Freeman reports picking up a number of scarce tokens, but the beauty in
the group is Ohio 270 A . His is the second one to be known . The other one is owned
by Harold Ford, who got It from the Atwood collection in 1961 .

Bernard Keith writes an interesting letter to us about his problems in finding
rare tokens :

The new finds column always intrigues me . I am a collector and skip tracer by
profession but I lack something when it comes to obtaining a rare token . I recently
took a day off and ran down Mich 775 A (public libraries, directories, etc ., etc.,
phone calls! but this so-caZZed "common" token isn't so common . By similar methods
I located a 15¢ token of the Border Cities Auto Stage Line (Ontario 950 A, formerly
listed from Laredo, Texas), but the owner of the token won't part with it . He does
not collect tokens and won't put a price on it . I offered him a Canadian proof set
or other coins, keeping the value down around $5 . He doesn't say, but I think he
thinks he has a gold mine . The same is true of Mich 225 A & B . I know where they
are but the owner, a non-collector, is wealthy enough that money doesn't count .
What do you do in cases like this? Any suggestions would be appreciated!

A fascinating account of some new finds comes to us from Gordon YoweII, one of
our more competent token digger-uppers :

I really hit the jack pot while on a trip to the "bow & arrow country" (the Nez
Perce Indian Reservation over in Idaho .)

	

After finishing my business I stopped at
a cafe, and while eating engaged the waitress in conversation which Zed to old coins
and tokens . She said I should see an Indian Zady whose husband, a white man, had
recently died and left her "a whole trunk full of stuff ." She said this old Indian
woman lived in the second log house beyond the flag pole and I "couldn't miss it ."
I didn't miss it, and opened the gate and after threading my way carefully through
an "obstacle course" of old furniture, old cars, numerous dogs and a pet elk that
wanted to be friendly, and a goose which didn't, I found the Indian woman and ac-
quired among other things three aluminum pieces that especially interested me . I
left for home and encountered heavy snow between Clarkson and Pomeroy, Wash ., but
wanted to get home and "do research" so didn't mind too much . on arriving home I
hurriedly greeted my wife and our cat, "Prison Kate," in that order, and got my At-
wood Catalogue . Now here is the pay-off. One token was Iowa 850 M. The second was
Mich 530 D. The third was an unlisted depotel token from OrtonviZle, Minn . (see the
Catalogue Supplement this issue) . It just goes to show that you never know where
you will find them. In the heart of an Indian Reservation, of all places!

The Mich 530 D referred to by Mr. Yowell has since been relisted from its correct
city, Michigan City, Indiana . Until now, there was only one of these tokens known,
owned by Ralph Freiberg .

We round off this month's report with a note from Alexander Faubert, who has
located a copper Portage Lake Bridge token from Houghton, Mich . Unfortunately he
couldn't see the reverse of it, as It is mounted in a fancy frame . The owner, who
is not Mr. Faubert, says he has turned down $100 for the token . So we don't list it
till we see the other side . But, anyway, you know now that a copper one exists .
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= THE DOCKSTADER TOKENS OF MARION, KANSAS =

In his recent, and often successful, efforts to trace down rare tokens, Al Hoch
occasionally receives interesting letters from people who remember the lines . Last
August he received a letter from the daughter of the man who issued Kans 620 A, and
her account follows :

Dear Mr. Hoch : . . .I remember our phone number as being 93 . I was a girl of
seven when Mr. Doekstader died . My brother sold the hack line to a nun named George
Washburn and he left Marion and I was told he went to Kansas City . . . I can recall
the tokens, he kept them on top of our phone, but when he took sick Washburn took
over and took everything. I guess he (Washburn) got the hack line for little or no-
thing as he claimed he had half share. in it. So he took everything. Of course it
is doubtful if he is still alive as I am 56 years old and was seven when my dad died .
My mother passed away in August, 1948 . My aunt and I went back to Marion, Kansas, in
1946 but I haven't been there since and I really don't know who to refer you to.
Most of the people I knew have passed away since such a long time has passed between .
He had a horse-drawn carriage and a buss which held about 12 people and he met the
trains day and night . I remember that, as mother used to go with him at night and
leave me home sleeping . I can remember the tokens, and am sure it said just what
you said, and they were brass.

The lady who wrote the above letter now lives in Canada . Oftenthese letters we
receive from people who remember the hacks contain colorful and harsh comments about
various townspeople which we would like to print, but which discretion tells us not
to . The old horse-drawn hacks, which met all the trains, made one of the most color-
ful chapters in American and Canadian history, and it is unfortunate that, today, so
few people even know that they existed .

= THE "PATENTE DE AMBULANTE" TOKENS OF ARGENTINA =
By A .C. Hazevoet

On page 13 of the January 1965 Fare Box Is a listing of an unidentified item
from Central or South America, described as follows :

PATENTE DE AMBULANTE 10 PESOS 1895 NO . (STAMPED NUMERALS)
Bz 37 Sd

	

(AR scrolled on reverse)

Recently I acquired a different piece of similar nature for my collection . My item
shows that these pieces are from Argentina in South America . This second piece of
this type can be described as follows :

PATENTE DE AMBULANTE (NATIONAL ARMS OF ARGENTINA)
Bz 37 Pc

	

NO. (NUMERALS INCUSE) 10 Pesos Ano 1898

The piece is pierced near the edge (for an eyelet?) and exactly in the vertical axe
of the coin (between "de" and "ambulante" . The national arms of Argentina which are
also on some coins and stamps of this country are two clasping hands holding a stick
with a Phrygian cap (symbol of liberty) on top.

In view of the fact that we know now that . the pieces are Argentine, I believe
that the "AR SCROLLED ON REVERSE" as listed in the January 1965 Fare Box, should
really be "RA SCROLLED ON REVERSE," the "RA" being an abbreviation for Republica Ar-
gentina . Certainly this would seem to make sense .

PRICES REALIZED AT HAROLD FORD'S AUGUST AUCTION

R.
1.

520 D $1 ; F $1 .50; G $1 ; 700 C $4 .50. S.C. 240 C $1 .20; 310 B $1 .75; 490 B
$1 .50; 500 A $1 .50; B $1; 880 Aa $1 .75; Ab $2 .35.
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REMINISCENCES OF STREETCARS IN MORRISVILLE, PA ., AND TRENTON, N.J. _

By Richard K . Atkins

My introduction to, and experience with, the Pennsylvania-New Jersey Railway,
and the Trenton & Mercer County Railway, which issued and used NJ 885 A and Pa 660 9 .,
came shortly after World War I, when my father, who had recently graduated from the
Philadelphia Divinity School and been ordained into the ministry of the Episcopal
Church, was called as Rector of the Church of the Incarnation in Morrisville, Pa .

Morrisville, after that war, was a far cry from what it is today with its huge
Fairless Works of the U .S . Steel Company . Scarcely more than a big village, it was
just across the Delaware River from Trenton, the large and bustling capital of New
Jersey . Even in those days people naturally tended to gravitate to Trenton for shop-
ping and amusement .

Inasmuch as automobiles were still not common in every family, even though Henry
Ford's Model T was becoming increasingly popular, and since roads left much to be de-
sired, the way to go to Trenton was on the little green wooden streetcars of the Penn-
sylvania-New Jersey Railway Company . Fares were cheap--seven cents--and the little
cars ran frequently, and everyone rode them . In Trenton the terminus was the Trac-
tion Terminal, a large rambling building with a multiplicity of tracks and platforms,
the latter protected from the rain by roofs similar to those used in smaller railroad
stations .

At Trenton one could connect with the city lines operated by the Trenton & Mer-
cer County Traction Company, which used tokens . . . and one could also take the big yel-
low interurbans which ran to Pennington and to Princeton, and covered Mercer County
thoroughly, justifying the latter portion of the name of the firm which operated them .

From the Traction Terminal the lines of the Pennsylvania-New Jersey Railway ran
over city streets to the north end bridge over the Delaware River to Morrisville,
where they ran west for several blocks, finally turning south on Pennsylvania Avenue .
At this point two lines diverged, one running west as an interurban line to Newtown,
Pa ., where connections could be made for Doylestown, the county seat of Bucks County,
in which Morrisville was located .

The other line, also an interurban, turned north and generally followed the
banks of the Delaware River and the old Pennsylvania Canal, over which barge loads of
coal still occasionally came down from the anthracite country . The interurban oper-
ated to Yardley, Pa ., a textile center, where it turned and recrossed the Delaware
into New Jersey, where it terminated at Lambertille, N .J .

In Morrisville, the little green cars from Trenton ran south on Pennsylvania Av-
enue for a mile to the center of town where they turned left again, then after a two-
block journey they once again turned left and, following River Road, paralleled the
Delaware River till they reached the North End Bridge, where they rejoined their or-
iginal entry tracks into Morrisville--the whole line forming a loop thru Morrisville
and back to Trenton .

In Morrisville, where the loop line turned left from Pennsylvania Avenue toward
the river and River Road, there was an interchange with a line than ran from a dead
end at this point south through the village of Tullytown, Pa ., site of today's Fair-
less Works, and on to Bristol, Pa ., where connections could be made with lines into
Philadelphia .

I never knew the name of this last-named operation, and would appreciate hearing
from anyone who might recall anything about it .

The Pennsylvania-New Jersey Railway was a unique little line, one which I long
remembered, and which--I'm sorry to say--like so many others did not long survive
the onrush of the motorcar and motorbus .

While the Trenton lines did use tokens at this time (NJ 885 A), the Pennsylvania-
New Jersey Railway did not, so the tokens were issued later, probably shortly before
the line went out of business . My first token from this line, which I rode so often,
came from a friend living in Trenton, some time after the line went out of existence .

I should be glad to hear from any readers who also know something about these
operations, and who could perhaps correct any minor errors which the distance of
many years has inflicted on my memory .
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= ANDY BAUMAN, STREETCAR VISIONARY OF LANCASTER, OHIO =

By Mrs . Clara Migley

Horsedrawn streetcars operated in Lancaster from 1880 to 1896, when electricity
took over, .with overhead trolley wires . The electric cars continued in service un-
til 1937, when motor buses took over .

During the Lancaster County Fair in 1890, as many as seven horsecars would be
used to haul people to the fair . Cars ran between City Hall and the East End, and
between the railroad depot and Forest Rose Avenue . Cars were kept in stables on
Main Street, where teams of horses were fed and housed .

In 1889 the Lancaster Street Railway was organized, and 5 routes were proposed.
By January, 1891, this firm had shown such large profits that its manager, a Mr .
Andy Bauman, innovated a monthly pass, good for as many rides as the passenger wanted
for one month, at a cost of $1 .00 . The first such pass was issued on Monday, Feb-
ruary 1, 1891 .

Andy Bauman was a great innovator . He announced that when passengers wished to
board a horsecar, they should raise & lower their arms as a' signal to the driver .
Once inside the car, they should tug at the bell rope twice as a signal that they
were inside and the car could move again. When desiring the car to stop, they were
to pull the bell rope one time . Signs inside the cars warned passengers about how
to pay their fare : Do Not Wait Until the Driver Has to Ring the Bell (to remind you
that you haven't paid your fare) . Do Not Compel the Driver to Come Into the Car To
Ask For Your Farel The fare box was right next to the driver, and not in the rear
of the car, as in other cities .

In addition to managing the streetcar system, Mr . Bauman was an energetic and
ambitious wholesale grocer, as well as a bread & cake baker . In 1891, somewhat with
tongue in cheek, he described the streetcar system of the future for Lancaster, in
these glowing terms which, while they may seem extreme to us, were not too far from
the turgid rhetoric of his day :

Nickel-plated rails are to be used on the extension on North Broadway and Lundy's
Lane . These rails wilt allow the cars to run smoothly . Old cars to be sold or giv-
en to Sugar Grove, Ohio, and new cars to be manufactured, to the following specifi-
cations :

They are to be made of rosewood, with the exteriors landscape-painted by Local
artists. Windows are to be of stained glass, and steps are to run out to the side-
walks. Seats are to be platform rockers, upholstered in silk plush and stuffed with
imported perfume powder. Floors to have velvet carpets and windows to have lace
curtains. Pictures of happy thoughts are to adorn the sides, and French pier mir-
rors will reflect the passengers, each of whom is to have a fan and a glass of lem-
onade, and the Latest edition of the- :Lancaster Eagle to read. AZZ magazines and
periodicals are to be on file in the car, and an automatic orchestra will play "An
nie Chestnut" and other selections . The driver is to have a uniform half zouave
and half British Hussar. Lighted incandescent jets, set in many-colored globes will
reflect from mirrors in the ceiling . The motor to be used will be electricity, us-
ing overhead wires .

Some of Mr . Bauman's ideas eventually did come to pass!
During the early days of the electric cars, trolley parties were very popular .

One party invited 1,000 guests and hired . four cars to carry the crowd . The festiv-
ities began at 11 p .m., and the guests returned to town at 2 a .m., singing loudly
from the cars such things as "Moonlight Will Come Again," "Only Thee," "Someday,"
and closing with the chorus of "Good Night Gentle Folk ."

The various colors of celluloid tokens were used , on these electric cars, and
continued in use right up until 1937, probably being the last celluloid tokens in
regular use in the United States . The design of the A .V.A . seal was taken from the
little trolley car depicted on the reverse side of these tokens .

= HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR PARKING TOKEN CATALOGUE YET? =
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TRANSPORTATION TOKENS OF IRAN reported by Stephen Album

TEHRAN 750
1 J ac9; I Le1.-g- '::.SJ

A o B 19 Sd
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.

	

.50
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E SAHAMI OTO 2 ADL 1 R = Oto Adl Joint Company

1 Real)
(Rev . transl . : Khatt-e 3 = Line 3

t jz ,r D ;m1.4s 1~
•

	

o B 22 Sd (Flying eagle) 1. .25
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E OTO SHAHPUR E NOU KHATT-E 4 = Oto Shahpur

Nou Company Line 4)
(Rev. transl . : 4)

Y , T t o u

C o B 26 Sd

	

(Head of a lion)

	

.75
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E OTO SHEMIRAN 2,5 R 7 = Oto Shemiran Company

2 .5 Rials 7) (7 is the number of the line)

Y J 1 ~ly_Aa~a, Syw
•

	

o B 19 Sd (Head of a lion) .75
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E OTO SHEMIRAN 1 R 7 = Oto Shemiran Company

1 Rial 7) (7 is the number of the li ne)

(two small roses)

	

A ' 1'°'
•

	

o B 22 Sd (Mercedes-Benz symbol, i .e ., 3-pointeed star in a circle) .25
(Obv . transl . : KHATT-E 8 = Line 8)

F o B 19 Sd

	

(ornamental palace ate)

	

.25
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E SAHAMI-E OTO BAHARESTAN KHATT E 9 TA°ASIS

1332 = Oto Baharestan Joint Company Line 9 Founded 1332)
!a
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C /J y

	

l y,. r-Sl (2 5-pointed stars)
•

	

o B 19 Sd (two-headed mythical beast) .50
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E SAHaMI-E TEHRAN SIR NOU 11 MITT = Tehran

Sir Nou Joint Company Line 11)

•

	

o B 22 Sd iT .40
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E OTO NADERI = Oto Naderi Company)
(Rev . transl . : Khatt-e 12 = Line 12)

I o B 16 Sd

	

(cinquefoil)1 1 1 T .)as-

	

.25
(Obv . transl . : as on 750 H)
(Rev . transl . : Khatt-e 19 12 = Lines 19, 12)

	

_

J o B 22 Sd

	

1A k .

	

(man-headed eagle above ornament)

	

.50
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT E OTO 14OWLAVI-E NOU 18 KHATT = Oto Mowlavi-e

Nou Company Line 18)
(Rev . transl . : Khatt-e 18 = Line 18)

` ` T C C (in monogram)(entire inscription within shield)
• o B 19 Sd Y . .h>- (ornament below) .75

(Persian letters and monogrammed Latin letters on obv . are equivalent)
(Rev . transl . : Khatt-e 20 = Line 20)
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o B 22 Sd (Mercedes Benz symbols as on 750 E) .75
(Obv . transl . ; SHERKAT-E SAHAMI-E OTO REY NOU KHATT-E 22 = Oto Rey

Nou Joint Company Line 22)

M o B 20 Sd

	

~ Y

	

UT J~

	

1 .50
(Obv . transl . : SHAHR ARA = Ara City) ra City is a housing develop-

ment on the outskirts of Tehran)
(Itev . transl . : 2 RIALY = 2 rials)

i r Y' £ v-:.-.~ J3 kL`TJJ '

	

( two 5-pointed stars)
N o B 19 Sd

	

(sitting king and standing servant)

	

.50
(Obv . transl. : SHERKAT-E RA'FAT BA MAS'ULIAT-E MAHDUD TA'SIS 1334

Ra'£at Company, Ltd., Founded 1334)

lJ9"'•~" _(J, v )J-43 c'La" SJ t (two 5-pointed stars)
•

	

o B 22 Sd (standing king holdif spear)
_ A

.50
(Obv . transl . : SHERKAT-E SAHAMI-E TEHRAN TERFIK KHATT-E SHUSH =

Tehran Terafik Joint Company Shush Line ; Shush square
is located in the southern part of the city .)

°~: ,tjl

	

lr% (two 5-pointed stars)
•

	

o B 19 Sd (deer-head above ornamentl _ 2 .00
(0bv . transl, : SHERKAT E 'EDALATPANAH BAZAR BAGH -E SAM = Edalat-e

Shah Company Bazar Saba Gardens ; this line ran from
the Bazar to Saba Gardens)

4.:.:} .-)h1, °L~ :JLUSC_ r: (two 5-pointed stars)
Q o B 22 Sd

	

(deer-head above ornament)

	

.75
(0bv . transl . : SHERKAT-E 'EDALATPANAH BAZAR HESHMATIYYEH = Edalat-e

Shah Company Bazar Heshmatiyyeh ; this line ran from
the Bazar to Heshmatiyyeh)

rri SJ)Jr a1.a:
0
LjLw

R o B 20 Sd

	

J L,a l

	

1.50
(Obv . transl. : SHERKAT-E TA'AVONI E Si1ZMAN-E NAQSHE BARDARI 1336 =

Topographical Foundiation Cooperative Company 1336)
(Rev . transl. : 1 Rial)
(750 R was used by the above company to transport its employees from
their barracks to the work site .)

Note : 750 A through Q came into use at various times after the Second World War
and were all retired in 1956. They were used by various independent companies
but were discontinued when the Persian government ordered the unification of
all bus transportation companies in the city of Tehran . Paper tickets have
been in use since 1956 . 750 R was used sometime after 1336 (1957 A .D.), ap-
parently only for a short time, and is now obsolete .

- CLOSING DATES FOR ISSUES OF THE FARE BOX =

The ctoa.i.ng date bog each £ague o4 THE FARE BOX La the Last Monday in the month.
Thus, the next (Maneh) cLosea Makch 28 . 16 we haven't cut the atencdza we'L.L put
yours ad in, £6 it comes Late, but we can't p'com,iae unless you get it hehe by the Last
Monday.

Remembers that yours copy ob THE FARE BOX .i,a not "Late" even though you get it
duAing the month 4ottowfng that listed inn the masthead . Your copy contains news that
was {heah a week be4ohe your Laaue avtivea.
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= FEBRUARY SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =

By Kenneth E. Smith

ENGLAND
Bournemouth 110 (Reported by J . Douglas Ferguson)

BOURNEMOUTH CORPORATION TRANSPORT SERVICE
ZAo K 31 Sd

	

(blank)

(Mr. Ferguson reports that these were never used as fare tokens or passes, but
were used as follows : After World War II the bus company put women in opera-
tion of buses. There was the problem of washroom accommodations for the ladies
while on their runs . Arrangements were made for them to use several private
lavatories, with payment for the services in the form of this token which the
company redeemed when it was presented for redemption by proprietors of the
lavatory facilities . The tokens were discontinued a few years ago . About 180
of these tokens have come to light ; they are common now, and I can supply them
to collectors at 15¢ apiece .)

CORRECTIONS :
France 400 A & B (La Havre) should be omitted. Not transportation tokens .
France 400 K has rounded corners .

More listings next month . Please continue to send in reports of new issues and
discoveries of foreign transportation tokens .

KENNETH E. SMITH

	

-

	

328 AVENUE F

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. 90277

Cowes - 220

E o Pt 32 Sd

(all reported by K . Smith)

$3 .00
COWES FERRY

(blank)
}d- (incuse)

COWES FERRY id (incuse)
F o Pt Sq Sd (blank)(45mm) 3 .00
G o Pt 45 Sd " 3 .00

H o Pt Ob Sd
COWES FERRY 1fd (incuse)

3.00(blank)(76mm long)
I o Pt Ob Sd " (67mm long) 3.00

J o Pt Ov Sd
COWES FERRY 2d (2 rosettes)(incuse)

3 .00(blank)(53mn long)
K o Pt Ov Pc "

	

"

	

" 3.00

Tynemouth 795 (K.E.S .)
TYNEMOUTH ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS (HORSESHOE & MAGNET)

patternZAo Cr 23 Sd 3d.

Warrington (Reported by D . Capper)
WARRINGTON CORPORATION TRANSPORT (ARMS) (SMALL LETTERS)

patternZAo Cp 25 Sd

	

1/2 d.

FRANCE
Paris 660 (reported by H . Ford; Bingen; K. Smith)

TCRP (in monogram) NON REMBOURSABLE EN ESPECES (OBVERSE)
BON POUR UN PARCOURS 20c A VALABLE JUSQU'AU 31 DECEMBER 1923 (REV .)

BMo A Oc Sd (number 3 under TCRP)((all 20mm)

	

.25
BNo A Oc Sd (number 15

	

"

	

)

	

.25
BOo A Oc Sd (number 5

	

"

	

)

	

. 25
BPo A Oc Sd (number 43

	

"

	

)

	

.25
BQo A Oc Sd (number 46 "

	

)
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CANADA-QUEBEC
Patterns 998 (Reported by Olivier St . Aubin)

TRANSPORT URBAIN DE BULL
F WM Oc H

	

Bon Pour Un Passage (17mm)

-Page 30-
= FEBRUARY SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE

By Ralph Freiberg

-Febnuaty 1966-

INDIANA
Clinton 160 (Reported by Daniel DiMichael)

D o A Oc
INDIANA BUS LINE CO . RETURN TICKET

Sd

	

(blank)(32am]
CLINTON-UNIVERSAL

$3.50

KANSAS
Neodesha 680 (Reported by J .L. Hargett)

JOHNSON HACK LINE GOOD BETWEEN DEPOT & HOTELS TEL. 12

E o B 33
/NEODESHA KS ., (inscription in 22mm circle)

5 .00Sd

	

25 (circle of dots around outer edge of token)

MICHIGAN
Manistee 590 (Reported by Sam Rabinowitz)

MANISTEE, FILER CITY AND EASTLAKE RAILWAY CO . HALF FARE
/The Whitehead & Hoag Co . Newark, N .J.

C o Cg 32 Sd

	

F.C. Larsen Dry Goods and Groceries [paper-thin] 3 .50

MINNESOTA
Ortonville

B c A 28

630 (Reported by Gordon Yowell)

Minn. 5.00
A .E . RANDALL BUS LINE RETURN TRIP ORTONVILLE, MINN .

Sd

	

Twin City Cigar Co . American Opera Cigar Minneapolis,

NEBRASKA
Hastings 440 (Reported by Michael Jorgensen)

5 .00
HASTINGS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY . HASTINGS NEB .

Sd

	

One Fare 5 Cents .H o Cg 22

Wahoo 940 (Reported

B o B 29 Sd

by James M. Millard)
R.G. NELSON BUS BAGGAGE TRANSFER

Good For Trip One Way
WAHOO, NEB .

5 .00

PENNSYLVANIA
Lancaster 525 (Reported by Richard Musser)

L . E & 14 PIKE 4
3 .50ACo B Ob Sd (blank)[25x22mm](incuse letters on obverse) [rounded corners]

TEXAS
San Antonio

H o Pg 31 Sd

810 (Reported by Arthur D. Jordan)
KELLY A F B BUS

(same as obverse) .50

WISCONSIN
Ripon 750

A o A 25

(Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

3 .50Sd
HACK & LIVERY H. LYLE RIPON

Omnibus Transfer Check Ripon

Weyauwega 955 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

3 .50Sd
WM. WATTERSON WEYAUWEGA WIS .

Good For One Ride on BusA o A 25

UNIDENTIFIED (Reported by J .L . Hargett)

105 B 21 Sd
THE COLORADO VALLEY RY. CO .

5
PAYABLE ON THE 1st DAY OF ANY MONTH
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CORRECTION
Unidentified #102 (listed 9/65) : the correct metal is aluminum, not brass .

NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

The Clinton, Ind ., token is similar to the A and B tokens already listed from
this city. Perhaps there are yet other varieties issued by this firm, which operated
back in the 1920's .

The Neodesha token differs from those already listed in its size, its having a
circle of dots around the outer edge instead of the dentillations found on B, and in
that "& Hotels" is on one line, whereas on B the "&" is above "Hotels" . See the ex-
cellent photographs of B,C,D, in the 1958 Catalogue . This gives us 5 varieties from
this firm, of which all but the "A" token are unique . Two are known of "A." These
are among the most primitive looking of depotel tokens, which makes them all the more
interesting.

Sam Rabinowitz informs us that F.C . Larsen, whose ad appears on the reverse of
the Manistee token, was in business from 1874 to 1908, so this would limit the use of
the token, presumably, to that period . The token is really a round paper-thin piece
of cardboard which is laminated . We have a few other similar tokens listed .

See elsewhere in this issue the interesting story of how Gordon Yowell found the
newly listed Ortonville, Minn ., token . The reverse is identical to that of Minn 60 B .

Mike Jorgensen saw the green celluloid Hastings token in a museum there . No
doubt the carmine token also exists solid .

Mr . Millard does not own the Wahoo, Nebr ., token, but he obtained a rubbing from
the person who does own it, and the token is identical to Nebr 940 A, including the
design and ornaments, except for having a different name .

Pa 525 AC differs from 525 L principally in that AC is made of brass, while L is
made of zinc .

Dave Jordan says that the Kelly AFB tokens were discontinued in 1955 . There may
be other varieties of tokens issued by this service . It is extremely difficult to get
any information on this line, as letters to military posts just don't seem to get ans-
wered.

We can't find any listing for a Colorado Valley Railway Company, so we list the
token as a maverick. Actually this may well have been a trade check used in a com-
pany store, rather than a fare token . The "5" on its reverse could mean $5 as well
as 5p . We are listing it in the hope that some of our token tracers, such as the two
Donalds--Punshon and Mazeau--might get busy and find some information for us on these
tokens .

The two Wisconsin tokens listed are depotels, but we have no history on them,
except for a lady who remembers the Weyauwega tokens "many years ago ."

Ed Dence sends a clipping stating that Philadelphia Transportation Company may
be taken over by an authority called SEPTA--South Eastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority . The clipping also mentions various tokens now being used by PTC, which
are mentioned in the catalogue . . .any of the 16mm tokens are being accepted . So we
may well have a new token when and if SEPTA takes over in Philadelphia .

Julius Sherr also sends a clipping, about the GSA transportation system in Wash-
ington, D .C . They have used several tokens, and the two plastic ones are still very
rare among collectors . Even letters to cooperative congressmen have failed to get
them (except for John Coffee, whose congressman got him one of each) . It seems that
the GSA is giving a 3-month trial to a company using the Minibus type of bus . This
trial started December 1, 1965 . If successful, the GSA will stop operating its own
buses .

Donald Punshon sends us some information about the CASA BONITA BUS of Chicago
(I11 150 S) . This single bus line was operated to give people living in the Casa
Bonita Apartments, a deluxe apartment house (swimming pool and all), on Chicago's
North Side in the late 1920's to mid 1930's . . .to give these tenants bus service from
the apartments to the Howard Street station of the elevated line . In the 1920's and
1930's most cities were served by streetcar lines, so when some real estate company
wanted to develop this property, it was decided that the best thing to do was start
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their own bus line until the local transit company provided service, which would be
provided if it could be shown,that the line would pay for itself . A similar opera-
tion used the Benson Gardens Jitney token, which was listed on page 181 of the Nov-
ember 1965 Fare Box . If you know of any similar lines, we'd like to hear about them
because they also may have used tokens .

On page 141 of the September 1965 Fare Box I mentioned the varieties of the New
Hampshire tokens . We've heard from Ruth Van Kleeck, Jack Carman, and Don Edkins,
on this variety . We can only describe the varieties as "Big Rocks and Little Rocks ."
It's difficult to get a supply of the newer variety for the New Issues . Service, as
they are all mixed in together.

We have a number of varieties of errors listed in our catalogue . Some of these,
such as Ind 90 B, Pa 985 C, and Tex 985 B, were mistakes by the manufacturer, who
made large quantities: with the error on them and sent them on to the transit company,
which proceeded to use them until correctedd tokens arrived . Now we also have some
errors on older vulcanite tokens. There is an error of Pa 750 0 which is pictured
in the 1963 Catalogue . Now another interesting error has been reported to us by
Mr. Hargett . This is a token like Kans .690 B, except that in place of the words
"RAILWAY CO" there is just one word, run together : "RAILWACO" with no 'room for the
missing Y . These older tokens may be listed in the future if there is evidence that
they were issued and used by the companies, in spite of the mistakes on them .

= FEBRUARY NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John C. Nicolosi

This is a very Zean month . In fact, the regular new issues service members
won't receive a single token this month. Associate members that collect foreign
will--or have already--receive the set from Istanbul, Turkey 400 D thru K, listed
in the December 1965 Fare Box. They will also receive England 230 BA to BE, inclu-
sive, 3 tokens in all . Joe Kotler has seen to it that these tokens are made avail-
able to our associate members who missed out when they were sent earlier to regular
members.

I forgot, to mention in my last report that you would receive, in January, tok-
ens from Manchester and Newcastle, made available to us by Kenny Smith .

For March we have more foreigns in view. Lately we have been obtaining more
foreign than U. S. tokens . It would appear that there is a lull in the issuing of
new tokens in this country, but we are certain lots more wilt be coming . Meanwhile,
see what you can find. Probably several tokens are in use right now in this country
which we don't know about .

I have hopes of sending you a couple of nice Canadian tokens shortly .

a>fasa

CHICAGO TRANSFERS AVAILABLE FREE

Any reader who collects transfers will be interested in an offer made recently
by the Chicago Transit Authority ., They Will be happy to send you a collection of
about 100 different mint transfers used on the Chicago system, free for the asking .
Address : Chicago Transit Authority, Public Information Denartment - Merchandise
Mart Plaza - Chicago, Illinois 60654 . Common courtesy suggests that you send them
10t in stamps, although they did not ask for it .

*****

Robvvt Singe& nepoht6 an £ntexeattng token on the pexLpheny o$ out inteneht. . .

SUTHERLAND'S TIJUANA STAGES CIGAR STAND
WM 21 Ch

	

Good Foi. 50 In Trade

ThLo fihrm operated in the ea.2y 1920'4, San Diego to Tijuana, Mexico .
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UNIDENTIFIED PARKING TOKENS (Reported : Erickson, Bezark, Schmalgemeier, Backora)
THE GOLDEN BATTER PANCAKE HOUSE

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK PARKING TOKENS
Group 3057 (relisting of items previously listed in 1/66 ; others reported by Nicolosi

MERCHANTS PARKING ENTRANCE TOKEN
A

	

B 20 Sd

	

Exchange For Exit Token

	

.25

B WM 20 Sd

	

"

	

"

	

n

	

"

	

.25

PARKING LOT EXIT TOKEN
C

	

WM 23 Sd

	

Exit Token Deposit in Machine

	

.25

D

	

B 29 Sd

	

Exit Token Deposit in Machine

	

.60

F R A N C E
Paris 3660 (Reported by DHF)

A B 22 Sd
PARIS PARKINGS - QUAI - DE - L'HOTEL - DE - VILLES - (INCUSE LETTERS)

(same as obverse) .25

Rouen 3760 (Reported by DHF)

A B 22'Sd
PARKING DU PALAIS ROUEN (INCUSE LETTERS)

.25(same as obverse)(10/12/60 -)
B B 23 Sd .25"

	

"

	

"

N E T H E R L AND S
The Hague 3280 (Reported by A .C . Hazevoet)

.25A WM 23 Ch
CITY PARKING DEN HAAG

H . Van Der Heijden Caltex

-Febnurity 1966- -Page 33-
FEBRUARY PARKING TOKEN SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _

By Duane H . Feisel

ILLINOIS
Cicero 3165

A

	

Bz 25 Sd

(Reported by Ralph Freiberg)
CLYDE SAVINGS CICERO, ILLINOIS (GATE)

Over Fifty Years of Savings Safety 50 (7/1/65 -) $0 .25

TENNESSEE
Jackson 3375

A

	

B 23 Sd

(Reported by Joseph Mark Kotler)
CITY OF JACKSON TENNESSEE (SEAL OF CITY)

5¢ Parking Token .15

3019 B 23 Sd

	

(same as obverse)

3020
MERCHANTS BANK (GATE)

Bz 25 Sd Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . C)

3021 B 23 Sd
CLAYTON INN HOTEL PARKING

(same as obverse)

3022 B 23 Sd
OPTIMIST PARKING LOT E . ALL SAINT STREET

Special Parking Token

WASHINGTON
(Reported by J . Douglas Ferguson)

DIAMOND PARKING SERVICE CONVENIENT PARKING SINCE 1922
Patterns 3998

A B 30 Sd
501 (DIAMOND)

Seattle Seafair Annual Celebration (hydroplane)

B B 25 Sd

(beaded borders, smaller letters than Wash 3780 H)
FREE SHOPPERS PARKING 251 (DIAMOND)

Park & Lock Free Parking Ask Your Merchant (2 "ears")
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= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H. FEISEL =

The listings this month complete the roster of tokens which are described in the
new catalogue except for some new listings which involve variations in the arrange-
ment of identical wording on different lines . For these listings, plus additional
variety listings, you will have to refer to the new catalogue .

For anyone interested in parking tokens whether it involves collecting them,
Identifying them, selling, or whatever, the new book will be indispensable . The
completely prepared manuscript, ready for printing including the photographs, was
mailed to the printers on February 23 . It is estimated that 5 to 6 weeks will be
required to complete the job, so the mid-April release date looks reasonable . While
the new catalogue will contain some errors (I already know of a couple!), it will be
substantially less In typographical and other types of errors because of the stellar
work of Mrs . Mary Allen who diligently proofread the entire manuscript . I suspect
that she compared every token in her collection against the listing so as to improve
accuracy . I am deeply indebted to her for her work, and I know the collectors using
the catalogue are also grateful for all the errors she caught (and there were lots
of them) . Mrs . Allen Is undertaking the preparation of a key to the changes of lis-
tings of tokens, and plans to have it ready for an early Issue of THE FARE BOX . That
way, the recataloguing of collections will be greatly simplified . There are many
changes in listings, and descriptions of many previously unreported varieties . Il-
lustrations are provided not only to add interest to the catalogue, but to assist in
identification of tokens and varieties . . There are innovations in the catalogue
which are certain to be employed in subsequent A .V .A . publications .

The Cicero, Ill ., tokens are given in exchange for a ticket issued by a "ticket-
spitter" as the bank patron enters the parking lot . The token is then used for exit
from the lot.

A standard merchants meter parking token'validation plan is In operation in
Jackson, Tenn . This plan is administered by the Downtown Jackson Council .

The State of Washington patterns have been known for some time, but listing has
been delayed while endeavoring to obtain Information about them . While I have seen
a rubbing of A, I know of no collector possessing the piece . The B listing, which
Is pictured in the neww catalogue, is quite unusual in appearance . I believe, in the
absence of any definite information, that the configuration of this token is aimed
at circumventing a restriction on a size similarity of a token with a U .S . coin .

The tokens listed as unidentified are accorded the numbers assigned to them in
the new catalogue . Do any of these tokens ring a bell with someone?

In the January 1966 Supplement were listed two tokens in MSPT Group 3057 . Sub-
sequent to that listing it has been conclusively determined that the small brass to-
ken does exist (I have one now), and in addition there is a larger brass exit token .
These tokens are presently used in several locations in the Chicago area . The loca-
tion I visited presented two choices for entering the parking controlled by a gate :
pay a cash fee, or pay 35t for a token (B now in use, but A had been used previous-
ly) . The token can be exchanged at certain business for the exit token . Exit from
the lot requires either the token or payment of another cash fee .

Each of the French tokens is issued to patrons of commercial parking garages
upon payment of the parking fee which Is related to the time the facility was used .
The token is used to gain exit from the gate-controlled exit lane .

Information Is lacking on the manner in which the Netherlands token is used,
but these data are forthcoming and will be reported at a later time .

Subscribers to the Parking Token New Issues Service (PTNIS) will receive a nice
shipment this month . On hand now for shipment are the following : Ohio 3550 A (re-
ported in January), MSPT 3057 B C D ; Tenn 3375 A is expected at any time, and will be
shipped if on hand when the new Issues are sent out ; otherwise it will be included
with the next shipment . The chances are good that Ill 3165 A will be available for
shipment at a later time . Efforts are being made to obtain supplies of the French
and Netherlands tokens, but there Is not yet any affirmative indication that they
will be made available to PTNIS . Please send Information & new reports on tokens to :

DUANE H. FEISEL

	

-

	

P.O. BOX 215

	

MEDFIELD, MASS . 02052
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l

VOLUME 20, NUMBER 3	MARCH, 1966	 OUR225thISSUE

Don't Zook for pages 41-42 in your copy of the March Fare Box, because those
two pages aren't here . Bob Butler prepared and printed the ten-page 1966 member-
ship roster for us in Minneapolis, as he has so often in the past . As usual, it is
a beautiful job. He then nailed it to us in 3 packages, all by Special Delivery,
on Thursday, March 31 . Three days later, on Sunday, April 3, two of the packages
arrived. We have held up The Fare Box until now--this is written on Friday, April
8--hoping the missing package would arrive. It never did, and we must assume that
it is Lost. So don't put your trust in the U .S . Post Office! We apologize for the
missing sheet; it pains your Editor to send out an incomplete Fare Box . The missing
sheet will be redone, and sent out with your April Fare Box, which you will receive
in 3 weeks . So there is a gap in the middle of the membership roster, and what was
to have been a 28-page issue of The Fare Box turns out to be a 26-page issue . But
there is one compensation. By not having the extra sheet, the weight of this issue
just gets under the 3-ounce mark, and we save $30 in postage!

This issue contains two pages of photographs, all depotel tokens which had not
previously been photographed. One of them is not attributed; we are still working on
a firm location for it and don't want to tip our hand Zest some sleuths beat us to
it. Every issue, from now on, will have at Least two pages of photographs .

If any member who has ordered Feisel's Parking Token Catalogue would like his
copy autographed by Mr. Feisel, send a postcard direct to Mr . FeiseZ and he will be
glad to oblige. Another piece of urgent business : you have only two weeks in which
to make nominations for A .V.A . o ficers (see announcement on next page) . So now is
the time to act if you wish to nominate someone for office . Also, give serious con-
sideration to placing some good tokens in t'ie A .V.A. Convention auction . Ken Smith
is running this for us . See his announcement in this issue .

In today's mail (April 8) came news of a fabulous find of rare depotel tokens
from Kansas by J.L . Hargett . These are too Late to be Listed this month, but watch
for them next month. This qualifies as The Find of the Year. He also Located three
varieties of old airplane tokens--that's right--used in 1919 to pay for rides on an
ancient barnstorming plane in Kansas. Photographs and news of the find will appear
soon. So things are happening in our hobby, and collecting transportation tokens
gets more interesting and exciting every month .

.°	"	". ... .. .. . . . . . .

Transportation Token Collectors
i,nnnnnnninii!!!!!!lnnnmimiii„m,„n„niiipntmmiipnn,,,, iimmmunmn,

EDITOR

f. 11. COEPIH, 5R .,
P. P . Box 1204
4oston 4, gassachusetts

Associate Editors
117IRRY C. BTRWICEIY
ROBERT JA, BUWICB1
jl"O iD FORD, JR .
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Age 58 ; Executive . Collects U .S . only (Ruggeni)

REINSTATEMENT TO MEMBERSHIP

274 J . WILLIAM ROSS - c/o THE COIN EXCHANGE, GRANT BLDG. - PITTSBURGH, PA . 15219

CHANGEOFADDRESS

Harry C. Bartley - 224 Lincoln Ave ., Bellevue

	

Pittsburgh, Penna . 15202
William G . McAdams II - 1815 Madison Avenue - Eau Gallic, Florida 32935
Bill S . Riley - Route 2, Box 501 - Texarkana, Texas 75501
Rev . Edward Shemelia - P .O. Box 2446 - Muncie, Indiana 47302

The cost of our metal address plates has gone up to 170 each! A .V.A. members repor-
ting changes of address may send 104 or 15¢ to help pay the cost of the new plate if
they wish, although this is not mandatory. But in any case please notify the Editor
immediately if you change your address, and include that new ZIP number! Some class-
es of mail will be required to have the zip code as part of the adrdress, and we may
be sending you material by 3rd class mail, in addition to THE FARE BOX which always
goes out by First Class !flail . So see that we have your correct Zip Number if you
want to be sure to receive everything that we nail out .

= T1IE CALL FOR NOMINATIONS =

All officers of the American Vecturist Association : President, Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Curator, are up for election this year . Nominations are now
open, and should be made in writing directly to the Secretary, Donald N . Mazeau -
P.O. Box 31 - Clinton, Conn. 06413 . Any member who is 21 years of age or older, and
who has been a member of the A .V.A. for at least 3 years, is eligible to be nomina-
ted for any of the five offices . Nominations will close April 30, 1966, so time is
short . Ballots will be mailed with the June issue of THE FARE BOX.

- Daniel DiMichael, President .

= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

821 DARWIN L . TOWNSEND - R .F.D . I - CLEARMONT, MISSOURI 64431
Age 46 ; Farmer . Collects U .S . only . (Zai,ha)

822 HENRY C . REIDLING - 11516 FLAMINGO LANE - DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
Age 27 ; Policeman . Collects all types . (Mutdoeh)

823 WALTER H . CUSHMAN - 30 HAZEL AVENUE - METUCHEN, NEW JERSEY 08840
Age 37 ; Banker . Collects all types . (Ko.tZeA)

824 JAMES L . HARRISON - 1759 KENDALE AVENUE - MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38114
Age 61 ; Retired . Collects Ferry Tokens . (KottZeb)

825 JAMES J . MANNING, JR . - 3740 GREENBRIER ROAD - LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
Age 40 ; Aerospace Engineer . Collects U .S . & Parking . (Mazeau)

90808

826 LEWIE L . SMITH - 1419 LYNN STREET - OWOSSO, MICHIGAN 48867
Age 48 ; Painter . Collects U .S . & Canada . (Cabman)

827 FRED FRYER - BOX 217 - CAMPBELL, NEW YORK 14821
Age 53 ; Church Custodian . Collects U .S . & Parking . (Kottet)

828 FRED W . BORCHER - 1591 SOLANO AVENUE - BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94707
Age 37 ; Coin & Antique Dealer . Collects all types . (AEbum)

829 DONALD WAYNE WILLIS - 2003 9th STREET - WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
Age 24 ; Coin Dealer . Collects U .S . only . (Andrew Motgan)

830 E .M. RICE - 212 WESTHAVEN DRIVE - AUSTIN, TEXAS 78746
Age 66 ; Retired . Collects U.S . & parking . (Mazo'cu)

831 MICHAEL ALEXANDER - 1830 BASHOR - GOSHEN ; - INDIANA 46526
Age 23 ; Machine Operator . Collects U .S . only. (Cabman)

832 DAVID E . PEARSALL - 635 MERRICK ROAD - BALDWIN, NEW YORK 11510
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AMERICAN VECTURIST ASSOCIATION
Members in Good Standing for 1966

676 ABBOTT Eugene H . 1619 Market Street Youngstown Ohio 44507
472 ALBUM Stephen 1810 University Ave . Berkeley Calif . 94703
756 ALEXANDER Grant 34 51st Avenue Lachine Quebec, Canada
819J ALEXANDER Ian B .

Arthur W ..
125 Bathurst Avenue
1623/ Harrison Street

Pointe Claire, Quebec, Canada
Davenport

	

Iowa

	

5280389 ALLEN
L441 ALLEN Harold Don 810 Hoopes Street Arvida

	

Quebec Canada
L594 ALLEN Mrs . Mary 200 East Burney Madill

	

Oklahoma 73446
L431 ALLIS Joseph cio Sea Horse Motel

685
39 So . Ocean Ave . Daytona Beach Florida

AMERICAN Transit Histor-
ical Association Box 45-A Pawling New York 12564

765 AMONETTE George V . 218 Benita Drive Marshall Texas 75670
782 AQUA Dr .Herman M . 487 Bennett Street Luzerne Pa . 18709

L166 ATKINS Richard K . Box 293 Clinton Conn . 06413
L 1 ATWOOD Roland C . 281.8 Colorado Ave . Santa Monica Calif . 90404
L241 AXTHELM CDR Chas .E. MISTRAULANT Dam Neck Virginia Beach Virginia 23461

434 BABBITZ Harley B .

	

745 Cornish Drive

	

San Diego

	

Calif .

	

92107
383 BABINGER Max

	

30-05 29th Street

	

Long Island City, N . Y .

	

11102
401 BACKORA Rev,John A . 83 Markey Street

	

Bellville

	

Ohio

	

44813
734 BAKER Harry W .

	

6625 East Wilshire Drive Scottsdale

	

Arizona

	

85257
L244 BAKER Lambert(Bert)71 South 12th Street

	

Minneapolis

	

Minn .

	

55403
741 BALDWIN Peter J .

	

92 Sparrows Herne

	

Basildon Essex England
760 BAMFORD Wayne G .

	

322 Bungalow Drive #3

	

El Segundo

	

Calif .

	

90245
511 BAREKMAN June B .

	

3302 W . Diversey Ave .

	

Chicago

	

Illinois 60647
L227 BARNES John M . 1402 Greenfield Ave . Apt .4 Los Angeles Calif . 90025
L 38 BARNETT Floyd 0, 5425 Portland Ave . So . Minneapolis Minn . 55417
L119 BARNETT Mrs . Martha 5425 Portland Ave . So . Minneapolis Minn . 55417

71 BARRACLOUGH B . T . 3635 Nicollet Ave . So . Minneapolis Minn . 55409
46 BARTLEY Harry C . 22.4 Lincoln Ave . Bellevue Pittsburgh Pa . 15202
695 BASSETT Kenneth 4427 June Avenue St . Louis Missouri 63121
675 BATES Jerry Box 546 St . Charles Missouri 63301
798 BAVAIRD Harold G . 695 Las Casas Avenue Pacific Palisades Calif . 90272
670 BEAM Frank M. 209 Laurel Avenue Pittsburgh Pa . 15202

L224 BEIMER Richard H, 1710 Avenue "B" Fort Madison Iowa 52627
755 BERGER Charles V . 2216 South Troost Tulsa Oklahoma
721 BERNEBURG Julius C . 28 Chestnut Street Merrick L .I . New York 11566
331 BERNSTEIN Harvey S . 811 Central Avenue St . Petersburg Florida 33701
600 BESS George W . 2416 Greenlawn Blvd . Mishawaka Indiana 46544
743 BEZARK Stephen M . 2044 Pratt Court Evanston Illinois 60201
339 BIERY F . Paul 505 Park Avenue New Cumberland Pa . 17070

L272 BINGEN F . J . Tollensstraat 11 Capelle A/D Ijssel Holland
7 BLACK Mrs . Corinne M . 1409 Evans Avenue McKeesport Pa .

	

15132
589 BLACK Edward Box 549 Charlottetown, P .E .I ., Canada
L 6 BLACK William L . 1409 Evans Avenue McKeesport Pa . 15132
218 BLAND John D . Jr . 16 Norwalk Lane Selden L .I .

	

New York 11784
533J BOCKUS Dennis 4136 Grand Drive N .W . Canton

	

Ohio 44708
764 BOESE Walter W, 10 East 'rokay Street Lodi

	

Calif . 95242
463 BOLZ J . Roger 61L8 Hartley Lincoln

	

Nebraska 68507
L368 BORACA Arthur S . 2600 West Iowa Street Chicago

	

Illinois 60622
293 BOSLER Larry 439 Sunnemead Avenue Warminster

	

Pa . 18974
279 BOWMAN Fred 210 53rd Avenue Lachine Quebec Canada
439 BRAM Morris 211-02 73rd Avenue Bayside New York 11764
553 BRANDENBURG R . V . Box 3132 Pueblo Colorado 81005
394 BRANDT David 57 So . Washington Str . Rochester New York 14608
428 BRAUN LeRoy 214 Pusey Avenue Collingdale Pa . 19023
688 BREITMEYER Howard T . Box 5702 Beech Sta . Detroit Michigan 48239
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559 BREKKE

	

Carmann L . 129 Walnut Court Santa Rosa Calif . 95405
783 BRIGHT

	

Richard K . Box 63 Robesonia Pa . 19551
704 BROWN

	

Harry S . M .P .O . Box 743
c/o Gen'l . Whse . Corp . Springfield

	

Missouri 65801 . x,
328 BROWN

	

James A . 227 Waverly Avenue

	

Newark

	

N. J . 07108
501 BROWN

	

Richard C . 1531 Locust Street

	

San Mateo

	

Calif . 94402
565 BROWN

	

Robt . M . Jr . 220 So . 13th Street

	

Harrisburg

	

Pa . 17104
697 BUCK

	

Stanley 7040 Sunnyside Ave .

	

Norridge

	

Illinois 60656
445 BURMAN

	

Jack L . 237 Baltimore Pike Springfield Del .Co . Pa . 19064
L122 BUTLER

	

Mrs .Anna M. 731 East 26th Street

	

Minneapolis

	

Minn . 55404
L 97 BUTLER

	

Robert M . 731 East 26th Street

	

Minneapolis

	

Minn . 55404
536 BYRNE

	

Ray 701 N . Negley Ave .

	

Pittsburgh

	

Pa . 15206

453 CANADIAN Numismatic Ass'n 74 St .Claire Avenue Ottawa 5 Ontario Canada
738 CANFIELD

	

Joseph M . 4540 Lilac Avenue Glenview

	

Illinois 60025
763 CAPPER

	

Donald 32 Stanhope-St . Reddish-Stockport Cheshire England
296 CARLSON

	

Arthur E . 335 Wyandotte Street Bethlehem

	

Pa .

	

18015
460 CARMAN

	

Jack E . R . R . #3 Box 250 Edwardsburg

	

Michigan 49112
42 CARMICHAEL Melvin 0 . 4041 Delaware Avenue Klamath Falls Oregon 97601

L380 CARNEGIE Museum of Coins 4400 Forbes Avenue Pittsburgh Pa . 15213
128 CARPENTER Roy H . 4599 Student Lane San Jose Calif . 95130
114 CARR

	

William L . 2648 Pelton Avenue Akron Ohio 44314
461 CARTER

	

R. B . 2232 North Kays Avenue So .San Gabriel Calif . 91777
L240 CASE

	

Dorothea Box 43 Brokaw Wisconsin 54417
L251 CASSIDY

	

J. A. W . 740 43rd Avenue Lachine Quebec Canada
724 CATARINA

	

Frank Box 221 Stapleton Sta . Staten Island New York 10304
105 CHESNEY

	

Harold T . 3841 Inglewood Avenue Minneapolis

	

Minn. 55416
233 CHING

	

Samuel D . Y . 1267 Kanewai Street Honolulu

	

Hawaii 96816
411 CIECKA

	

John J . Jr. 3456 Primrose Road Philadelphia

	

Pa . 19114
661 CLARK

	

Douglas M . 204 Turner Avenue Syracuse

	

New York 13219
627 CLARK

	

Leonard A . 1718 Herbert Avenue Salt Lake City Utah 84108
324 CLARK

	

Mrs . Miriam 1000 High Street Worthington

	

Ohio 43085
777 CLEVELAND Fred W . Route 4 Holdenville

	

Oklahoma 74848
812 CLIFTON

	

Robert A . 8007B 4th Street Oscoda

	

Michigan 48753
59 CLINE

	

Ivan B . 1118 W . Illinois Str . Evansville

	

Indiana 47710
281 CLYMER

	

John C . 2914 Nicholson Drive Dallas

	

Texas 75224
L 14 COFFEE John M . Jr .(Winter) P . 0 . Box 1204 Boston Mass . 02104
L 14 COFFEE John M . Jr .(Summer) 4104 Sixth Avenue Tacoma Wash . 98406
544 COFFING

	

Courtney L . Box 485 Sidney Ohio 45365
707 CONNER

	

Luther O .Jr . 923-'i Harrison Street Monroe Michigan 48161
603 COOLEY

	

L. Paul

	

202 North James Street Ludington Michigan 49431
481 COYE

	

Robert H .

	

Box 3326 San Diego Calif . 92103
L323J CROCKETT

	

Moton H . III 705 Sparks Avenue Austin Texas 78705
599 CROOM

	

R. S .

	

867 W . 42nd Street Norfolk Virginia 23508
524 CRUSEN

	

Andrew

	

2717 South Hill Street Los Angeles Calif . 90007
746 CURTIS

	

John K .

	

Box 263 Willowdale Ontario Canada
L215 CUTLER

	

Edward M .

	

11603 Ruthelen Ave . Los Angeles Calif .

	

90047

647 DANIELEWICZ Joseph A .Jr . 1857 Sixth Street Sarasota Florida 33577
730 DARRELL

	

Paul 1500 Chanslor Avenue Richmond Calif . 94801
498 DAVIS

	

Lester G . 1500 Riviera Avenue New Orleans La . 70122
L 95 DAWSON

	

Morton H . 182 Whiting Lane West Hartford Conn . 06119
671 DE ALVAREZ George G . Box 446 Capitola Calif . 95010
384 DELK

	

Chas . W . Sr . 1329 22nd Street Des Moines Iowa 50311
412 DENCE

	

Edward L . 8627 Crispin Drive Philadelphia Pa . 19136
715 DESANTIS

	

Ralph 108 North Main Avenue Scranton Pa . 18504
282 DE VOS

	

Prosper Box 454 Carnegie Pa . 15106
570 DEWEY

	

Robert A . 1544 Montgomery Ave . Muskegon Michigan 49441
327 DIEHL

	

George W . Fort Loudon Pa . 17224
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L 50 DI MICHAEL Daniel Box 485 Coatesville

	

Pa . 19320
141 DOCHKUS Charles J . 3522 E. Thompson Str . Philadelphia

	

Pa . 19134
729 DRACHENBERG Doris V . Box 97 San Perlita

	

Texas 78590
766 DUNWOODY W . J . 2906 Scott Road Burbank

	

Calif . 91504
666 DWORNIK Frank C . 15934 Dobson Avenue So . Holland

	

Illinois 60473

205 EASTERLY Philip 4138 Woodbridge Ave . Cleveland

	

Ohio 44109
554J EDELL Larry 104-27 117th Street Richmond Hill New York 11419
526 EDKINS Donald 0 . 120 Stanley Drive Williamsburg

	

Virginia 23185
532 EGERTON Benjamin G . 407 Gittings Ave . . Baltimore

	

Maryland 21212
660 EICKER John R . 322 East 25th Street Baltimore

	

Maryland 21218
111 EISENBERG William E . 3728 Mayfair Street Pittsburgh

	

Pa . 15204
69 EMRICK Dr. M . W . 1426 Market Street Harrisburg

	

Pa . 17103
808 ENGLISH J . Marshall 3500 24th Avenue No . St . Petersburg Florida 33713

Milwaukee

	

Wisconsin443 ERICKSON Alexander H . 3125 No . 49th Street 53216
686 ERICKSON Helen 415 State Park Drive Bay City

	

Michigan 48706

630 FAIRFIELD Benadean 7211 Ilex Houston

	

Texas

	

77012
342 FAIRFIELD Walter D. 7211 Ilex Houston

	

Texas

	

77012
496 FALLER Andrew T . 33-28 Halsey Road Fairlawn

	

N. J .

	

07410
208 FAUBERT Alexander 3431 Webber Street Saginaw

	

Michigan 48601
705 FEINBERG Alan R . Box 27 Winnetka

	

Illinois 60093
L305 FEISEL Duane H . Box 215 Medfield

	

Mass .

	

02052
350 FELDPAUSCH Melburn J . 21 Lakeview Drive Belleville

	

Illinois 62223
744 FELTS Eldon W . 130 East South Street Bremen

	

Indiana 46506
LIOO
157

FERGUSON
FERRARO

J . Douglas
Alfred J .

c/o Spencer Supports Ltd .
Box 146

Rock Island Quebec Canada
Phillipsburg

	

N. J .
517 FESSENDEN George J . 2687 Poplar Street Denver

	

Colorado 80207
L129 FIELD Albert 2025 29th Street Astoria

	

New York 11105
723 FIELD Floyd E . 1618 North Adams Enid

	

Okla . 73701
L124 FORD Harold Jr . 1999 Gaspar Drive Oakland

	

Calif . 94611
L308 FORD John J . Jr . 176 Hendrickson Ave . Rockville Centre N . Y . 11570
192 FORINGER Olney L . 2813 Tennessee Ave . Baltimore Maryland 21227
694 FOX Melvin 1384 Carroll Street Brooklyn New York 11213

L340 FREEMAN Larry G . 2427 Torrington Ave . Parma Ohio 44134
L 62 FREIBERG Ralph 632 Ashbury Street San Francisco Calif . 94117

20 FRISBEE R . K . 211 King Street Denver Colorado 80219
L379 FRITZSCHE Walter C . Box 614 Tujunga Calif . 91042
519 FROST Harold 505 Brown Building Wichita Kansas 67200
242 FULD Dr . George 469 Sandhurst Road Akron Ohio 44313
171 FULD Melvin 6701 Park Heights Ave .Apt .ID Baltimore Maryland 21215
447 FULLUM James A . 16 Gibbon Avenue Milford Mass . 01757

L 80 FYLER Wadsworth G . Lake Ave . P .O .Drawer #7 Babson Park Florida 33827

568 GALLAGHER Granville W.Jr . 568 Pine Tree Road Jenkintown Pa . 19046
L 24 GALLAGHER William C . 4125 Madrona Road Riverside Calif . 92504
408 GARAY Chas . J . Jr . 4924 West 29th Street Cicero Illinois 60650
503 GASQUE John M .

	

222.5 Blossom Street Columbia S . Car. 29205
789 GAUDIO Anthony C . 38 South Laurel Street Hazelton Pa . 18201
748 GEBER Julius 35 Manor Drive Newark N . J .
572 GENTZLER Doris 119 Pine Street Harrisburg Pa . 17101
181 GIBBONS Anthony A . 1121 Mulberry Street Scranton Pa . 18510

L 53 GINTHER Paul H . New Holland Illinois 62671
359 GITTIS Samuel 902 Arch Street Philadelphia Pa . 19107
690 GLAZE Fred E . 137 Nevada Street El Segundo Calif . 90245
768 GOLDBERG Eliott L . 10 Earnshaw Street West Roxbury Mass . 02132
478 GOLDSTONE Ralph 374 Chestnut Hill Ave . Brookline Mass . 02146
250 GOULD Irving H . Box 7941 Chicago Illinois 60680
335 GOULD Maurice M . Box 141 Chestnut Hill Mass . 02167
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435 GOYETTE Raymond A . 8 Barry Drive West Orange N . J . 07052
567 GRACZYK Henry E . 101 Gittere Street Buffalo New York 14211
643 GRADY Joseph W . 570 82nd Street Brooklyn New York 11209
204 GRADY Lester D . Residence Park Palmerton Pa . 18071
531 GRAY Ruth Box 325 Miami Florida 33147e
35 GREENE Frank C . Skyline Inn Rt .35 Apt-2B Kansas City Missouri 64151

246 GRIMALA Walter J . 28 Richmond Avenue Worcester Mass . 01602
801J G'SELL Fred J . Jr . 1901 Short Street New Orleans La . 70118
102 GUERNSEY Frank W . 3725 N .E . 17th Ave . Portland Oregon 97212

649 HALL Kenneth T . 130 Stanley Drive Williamsburg Virginia 23185
486 HANEY Jack C . 623 Vine Street Ironton Ohio 45638
424 HANOUSEK William L . 2542 42nd Street Astoria L .I . New York 11103
769 HARGETT J . L . Box 757 Okmulgee Oklahoma 74447
699 HARRIS J . Osborne 142 Rosalyn Ave . So . Hamilton Ontario Canada
352 HARRISON Robert Box 892 Atlantic City

	

N. J . 08404
466 HARROD Maynard 433 So . Lincoln Street Enid

	

Oklahoma 73701
791 HARTUNG Ted 3102 South 148th Seattle

	

Wash. 98168
550 HARVEY Harold K . 247 Fifth Avenue LaSalle Quebec Canada
718 HAUSER Howard J .

	

Route 2 Prior Lake

	

Minn.
416 HAYES Francis J .

	

813 Pennsylvania Ave .NW Washington

	

D. C . 20004
593 HAYES Kenneth V .Jr . 5 Arbor Way LaFayette

	

Calif . 94549
326 HAZEVOET A . C . Chas .Leickerstraat 15/111 Amsterdam West Netherlands
170 HEATON Charles T . 135 Kensington Place Syracuse New York 13210
560 HEIN Robert E . 737 Stevens St .Apt .204 Medford Oregon 97501
545 HEISE Lt-Warren L . USS Duxbury Bay (AUP 38) FPO New York New York 09501
774 HEITHECKER Fred E . 309 Larry Drive Irving Texas 75060
818 HELM Richard 1293 Vistagrand Drive San Leandro Calif . 94577

L159 HENSLEY L . A . P . 0 . Box 490 Montrose Colorado 81401
L314 HEPPNER Clarence 1331 3rd Avenue Seattle Wash . 98101 ..~470 HIBARGER Edwin G . 3462 Whitfield Ave . Cincinnati Ohio 45220
489 HICKS Frank E . Box 58 Weaverville Calif . 96093

L287 HINDE Ralph A . 225-30 106th Avenue Jamaica New York 11429
681 HINKLE Eugene H . 347 North 3rd Street Lehighton Pa . 18235
376 HINKLE Walter Jr . 511 North 34th Fort Smith Arkansas 72901
299 HIORTH Clarence C . 308 E .Hinckley Ave .Apt .3C Ridley Park Pa . 19078
392 HOCH Alfred D . 17 Eva Path

	

Commack New York 11725
182 HOFMANN Wm . C . L . 1684 Dixwell Avenue Hamden Conn. 06514
790 HONDROS Harry 1342 17th Street Sarasota Florida 33580
522 HOPE Lee 300 South Parker Drive Evansville Indiana 47714
628 HORWITZ Nathan S . Box 375 Utica New York 13503
806 HOTTON Nabiah Box 174 Barberville Florida 32005
421 HOUSE Amos F . Box 202 LaVerne Calif . 91750
26 HOUSER Charles W . 734 St . John Street Allentown Pa . 18103

367 HUDSON Dr.Robt .J . 121 University Place Pittsburgh Pa . 15213

735 INGALLS Ray 3202 E.New York Str . Indianapolis Indiana 46201
174 IRWIN Roy L . 430 Steves Avenue San Antonio Texas 78210

700 JACKSON Evelyn 1230 Grandview Drive Ashland Kentucky 41101
578 JAMES Samuel L .Jr . 914 South Ave .Apt .F-4 Secane Pa . 19018
771 JAMES Stuart W . 1319 Ingra Street Anchorage Alaska 99501
651 JANKOVICH T . W . Box 1085 Chibougamau Quebec Canada
710 JAY Albert E . 44 Avenue Street

	

Oshawa Ontario Canada
L 52 JEFFERSON C . G . 18501 52nd West

	

Lynnwood

	

Wash . 98036
753 JOHANSEN Paul H . 417 Cherokee Road

	

Charlotte

	

N. Car, 28207
464 JOHNSON Byron 606 N . W . 80th

	

Seattle

	

Wash. 98107
L 77 JOHNSON Floyd L . 183 West Gibson Street Canandaigua

	

New York 14424
L275 JOHNSON Gerald E. 192.1 Chase Street

	

Wisconsin Rapids Wis . 54494
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295 JOHNSON Irwin V . Winchester Road Winsted Conn . 06098
341 JOHNSON Marie A . Box 176 Tecumseh Michigan 49286
719 JOHNSON Ronal L . 1233 Oakland Terrace Rd . Baltimore Maryland 21227
406 JOHNSON Warren L. 6 Blackwell Place Newport Rhode Is . 02840
353 JONES C .Howard 3645Sardis Road Murrysvi l le Pa . 15668
294 JONES Orisan G . 457 East Elm Street Woodbury N .Jersey 08096
78 JORDAN Arthur D . Box 92 Flourtown Pa . 19031
702J JORGENSEN Michael 525 So . Lexington Hastings Nebraska 68901
614 JOSEPH Syd 870 So . Hudson Street Denver Colorado 80222

485 KEITH Bernard 18440 Fielding Avenue Detroit Michigan 48219
658 KELLEY Frank J . Box 24 Harbor Oregon 97415

L291 KELLEY Robert R . 6315 Parkview Circle Mason Ohio 45040
L298 KELLY Doris B . 5014 N .E . 25th Ave . Portland Oregon 97211

9 KIBBE lone E . 529 Driftwood Road No .Palm Beach Florida 33403
640 KIMBALL Robert G . Box 42 So .Ashburnham Mass . 01466
47 KIMMONS Eroy L . 521 E.Live Oak Street Austin Texas 78704
706 KING Miss Eloise L . 53 Roberts Avenue Corning New York 14830
678 KING George L . 2611 Garland Street Muskogee Oklahoma 74401
395 KISTLER Clarence M . 8144 31st Ave . S .W . Seattle Wash . 98126
237 KITCH John H . 258 Seneca Street Harrisburg Pa . 17110
318 KNOBLOCK Robert S . 234 Bates Avenue St . Paul Minnesota 55106
187 KOENIG Charles W . 1910 George Street Chicago Illinois 60657
22 KOLLER Ralph T . 1135 Bedford Ave .S .W . Canton Ohio 44710

345 KONTNICK John S . 68 Christian Street

	

Wallingford Conn . 06492
754 KORITZ Alex H . 4, Tollbodgate, P .O .B . 180

	

Oslo Norway
587J KOSKIE Albert T .Jr . 9256 25th Ave . N .W . Seattle Wash . 98107
399 KOLLER Joseph M . Box 248 Glencoe Illinois 60022
595 KRAMER Clarence C . R D #1 Drums Pa . 18222
797 KRAMER M .Howard 1901 No .Illinois Str . Arlington Virginia
432 KRASNOV Nathan L . 14 Harding Court Southbridge Mass . 01550
334 KRAUSE Chester L . Iola Wisconsin 54945
277 KRAUSE Henry H . 200-1060 Bishop Str . Honolulu Hawaii 96813
564 KREINKAMP Norman C . 6914 Velma Avenue Parma Ohio 44129
646 KREMER Albert E . 2601 Simpson Evanston Illinois 60201
597 KRONMILLER Lowell 2103 Pond Street Urbana Illinois 61801
418 KRUMREI Mrs .Edna 4809 N. Fairfield Ave . Chicago Illinois 60625
772 KRZASTEK Matt 5721 Coniston Way San Jose Calif . 95118
709 KUBA George 3218 Mansfield Ave .S .E. Cedar Rapids Iowa
571 KUBACH Robert W . 5080 Highland View Apt .5 Los Angeles Calif . 90041
48 KURTZ Julius A . 928 13th Avenue So . Minneapolis Minnesota 55404

49 LAFLIN Quincy A . 1476 Iglehart Street St . Paul Minnesota 55104
450 LANDAU Gerald H . 646-8 Argyle Road Brooklyn New York 11226
586 LANHAM Edwin C . 6116 N Street S .E . Washington D . C . 20027
650 LAVIGNE William F . 13 Hillside Place Ilion New York 13357
469 LAW

	

Dr . Howard J . 12021 Edgewater Drive Cleveland Ohio 44107
762 LEA Ralph M . Rt . 4 Box 1320 Lodi Calif . 95242
88 LEJEUNE Samuel 748 Majorca Avenue Coral Gables Florida 33134

502J LE LEIKO Neil 1212 Ocean Avenue Brooklyn New York 11230
245 LESSIN Harry M . Box Ill Norwalk Conn . 06852
606 LESSNER Joseph F . 2144 W . Berteau Ave . Chicago Illinois 60618
622 LEWIS Jack E . 7607 Azalea Lane Dallas Texas 75230
366 LINDGREN Leonard R . 3 Crescent Court

	

New Cumberland Pa . 17070
569 LINK Irene E . Box 2.65

	

Maxwell Calif . 95955
444 LINKE Lawrence E . 812 Pedersen Street

	

St. Paul Minnesota 55119
L5 39 LITTLEJOHN B . Richard Box 196

	

Spartanburg So . Car . 29301
455 LLOYD Thom Jr. 611' Sherman Street

	

Johnstown Pa . 15905
759 LOCKLEY Neil H . 1671 The Alameda, Suite 314 San Jose Calif . 95126
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815 LOHSE

	

Cora 73 Crestwood Drive San Rafael Calif .

	

94901
713 LORRAIN

	

L.Maurice 43 Frontenac St .Jean

	

Quebec

	

Canada
691 LUSCH

	

Robert K . 401 N .Macomb Street Monroe Michigan 48161

457 MACDONALD A .Mitchell 2 St .Margarets Bay Rd . Armdale, Halifax, N .S ., Canada e
714 MAC INNES Rev .Donald I . 407 Melody Lane Placentia Calif . 92670

L 65 MACKIE

	

John M . Jr . Box 507 Mars Pa . 16046
104 MAFFEO

	

Pasquale H . 145 Kimberly Avenue New Haven Conn . 06519
372 MAGEE

	

William 1320 Pandora Avenue Victoria B .C .

	

Canada
175 MAHAN

	

Sherman A . 210 South 6th Street Yakima Wash . 89801
728 MANDEL

	

Philip 402 So . Laramie Ave . Chicago Illinois 60644
484 MARVIN

	

Robt .W .Jr . 923 West Broadway Anaheim Calif . 92805
590 MASON

	

Walter L .Jr . 12120 Dalewood Drive Silver Springs Maryland 20902
696 MASUDA

	

T. Richard Box 1960 Chibougamau Quebec Canada
813 MATTHEWS

	

Walter A . Box 58 Sunflower Sta . De Soto Kansas 66019
752 MATTHIAS

	

Lawrence D . Box 8114 7th Street Union City

	

N.Jersey
516 MAT US OFF

	

Leon 17 Third Street Arcade Dayton

	

Ohio 45402
336 MAX

	

Charles 13288 W .Exposition Dr . Denver

	

Colorado 80228
648 MAXWELL Mrs .Gladys H . 1921 Shardell St . Louis

	

Missouri 63138
J32J MAXWELL

	

Janis Ann 1921 Shardell St . Louis

	

Missouri' 63138
731J MAXWELL

	

Kathy Jean 1921 Shardell St . Louis

	

Missouri 63138
L312 MAZEAU

	

Donald N . Box 31 Clinton

	

Conn . 06413
588 MAZZA

	

Joseph A . 15 Bradbury Avenue Huntington Sta . New York 11747
792 MC ADAMS

	

Wm. G . II 32 Virginia Court Palm Bay Florida 32901
781 MC CARROLL A . L . 1101 Mogford Midland Texas 79 702
749 MC CORNACK Alex E . 608 So . Na-Wa-Ta Ave . Mt . Prospect Illinois 60056
263 MC DANIEL Thomas 5255 Guessman La Mesa Calif . 92041
555 MC KAY-CLEMENTS John L . 610 Lake Shore Rd .Box 970 Haileybury Ontario Canada

5 MC KEE

	

Robert B .

	

255 Edgewood Avenue

	

Kenmore New York 14223
592 MC KELVEY Donald R .

	

2822 19th Avenue

	

Port Huron Michigan 48060
726 MC KENNA Christopher L . 1188 16th Street

	

Wyandotte

	

Michigan 48192
488 MC PHERSON Paul Q . 605 West 5th Street

	

Pittsburg

	

Kansas 66762
802 MEDD James H . 1511 Leo Street

	

Green Bay

	

Wisconsin 54303
596 MEDLEY R . Lee 1806 Layton Avenue

	

Ft. Worth

	

Texas 76117
201 MERRIFIELD Wilton 1411 English Avenue

	

Indianapolis

	

Indiana 46201
770 MIGLEY Clara M. 210 South Maple Str .

	

Lancaster

	

Ohio 43130
740 MILLARD James (address withheld by request)
209 MILLER Edrick J . 3257 Idaho Lane Costa Mesa

	

Calif . 92626
739 MILNE Francis E . 1145 Sandpiper Lane Naperville

	

Illinois 60540
L236 MISHLER Clifford Box 194 Iola

	

Wisconsin 54945
803 MONTAGUE Richard L . 1060 Water Street Cahokia

	

Illinois 62206
654 MOONEY Glenn A . 521 Penn Vista Drive Pittsburgh

	

Pa . 15235
480 MORGAN Alfred 0 . Route 1 Midland

	

No. Car . 28107
652 MORGAN Andrew 1500 North 8th Street Wichita Falls Texas 76304
436 MORITZ Morris 466 East 187th Street Bronx

	

New York 10458
779 MOYER Russell R R #2 Hamburg

	

Iowa 51640
155 MULLIN Charles R . 111 Alter Avenue Staten Island New York 10304
677 MURDOCK Mrs . Pat Box 411 Mesquite Texas 75149
577 MURDOCK T . M . Box 411 Mesquite Texas 75149
373J MUSSER Richard 311 Clover Avenue Lancaster Pa . 17602
537 MYER Kenneth M . 4437 Sussex Drive Columbus Ohio 43221

662 NAMETH Andy Keremos Br-Col .

	

Canada
635 NELSON Robert A . 2554 Quinto Drive Dallas Texas

	

75227
799 NEVIN John D .III 14321 Lakewood Hghts .Blvd . Cleveland Ohio

	

44107
L116 NICOLOSI John G . 3002 Galindo Street Oakland Calif .

	

94601
L 30 NILSON August J . 326 N .W . 78th Street Seattle Wash .

	

98107
625 NORDHOFF Harriet 300 West 27th Street Holland Michigan 49423
387 NORTHCUTT James P . 2222 N . Bissell Street Chicago Illinois 60614
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449 NORTHEASTERN Vecturist Association
Paul Targonsky, Sec . 46 Norwood Street Meriden Conn . 06451

393 ODA Joseph 1501 Oili Loop Honolulu

	

Hawaii

	

96816
698 ODESSER Ben 158 N . Parkside Ave . Chicago

	

Illinois 60644
634 OLIPHANT Robert I . 35 Overlook Drive Golf

	

Illinois 60029
581 OLSEN Lt . Gary K . 116 E. Spruce Street Titusville

	

Pa .

	

16354
757 OLSON C . 1001 8th Avenue N .E . Calgary Alberta Canada
767 OLSON Raymond E . 39850 Schoolcraft Plymouth

	

Michigan 48170
313 OSCHMAN Edward L . 135 Longvue Drive Pittsburgh

	

Pa .

	

15237
397 OTTAWAY Hal N . 3002 Grail Wichita

	

Kansas

	

67211

L610 PADDOCK

	

Stuart R . 956 Noe Street San Francisco Calif . 94114
638 PAIGE

	

Robert E . 225 Lincoln Avenue Collingdale Pa . 19023
793 PAINTER

	

Kenyon V . Box 865 Phoenix Arizona 85001
794 PAINTER

	

Norma B . Box 865 Phoenix Arizona 85001
591 PALMER

	

Charles H . 26 Hanmer Street East Hartford Conn . 06108
243 PALMER

	

Foster M . 104 Mt . Auburn Street Watertown Mass . 02172
712 PALMER

	

John H . P . 0 . Drawer 1665 Port Arthur Texas 77641
618 PALMER

	

Kenneth A . #10 Wesanford Place Hamilton Ontario Canada
689 PARK Capt . William H . JUSMAG Box 322

	

APO San Francisco Calif . 96346
626 PATRICK Robert D . 257 South Eliot Denver Colorado 80219
483 PATTERSON Frederic L . 3323 East Oregon Ave . Phoenix Arizona 85018
284 PAUL Leonard H . 311 Parsons Avenue Bala-Cynwyd Pa . 19004
784 PENZES Steve 9310 West Fort Street Detroit Michigan 48209
510 PERKINS Gerald B . RA55367112 HQ 32nd Arty Brigade APO New York N . Y . 09227
655J PERKINS Terry J . Box 464 Station ACC Abilene Texas 79601
451 PICTON George R . 183 Hanover Street Wilkes-Barre Pa . 18702
338 PINKUS Max 34 Nassau Street Toronto 2B Ontario Canada
682J PLASKY Harold H .Jr . 1531 North Noble Street Chicago Illinois 60622
809 PLATSKY Barry 119 Gordon Avenue Wilkes-Barres Pa . 18702
679 POIRRIER Paul M . Rt . 3 Box 15 Crestview Subd . Gulfport Miss . 39501

L211 POLLACK Foster B . 1841 Broadway Room 808 New York New York 10023
656 POSEY Mrs .Cora D . 1308 17th Street Port Huron Mich .
737 POTTER Theodore P . RD #1 Wescosville Pa .

	

18090
637 PRICE Willard J . 3827 Marcil Avenue Montreal 28 Quebec Canada

L440 PUNSHON Donald G . 3360 No . Neenah Ave . Chicago Illinois 60634

430 RABINOWITZ Samuel

	

51 East Rogues Path

	

Huntington Sta . New York 11746
621 RABURN Hubert L .Jr . 229 W .Apsley St . Apt .4

	

Philadelphia

	

Pa . 19144
807 RAISCH Charles F . BT3(691-79-03)-B .Div .USS WACCAMAW (AO-109) FPO N .Y . 09501
520 RENO Glen H .

	

5617 Middaugh Avenue

	

Downers Grove Illinois 60515
683 RICE Robert N . 740 Princeton Lansing Michigan 48915
425 RIDER Roice V . 4001 6th Avenue So . St .Petersburgh Florida 33711
184 RIEDER Robert A . USA School Europe APO New York New York 09172
816 RILEY Bill S . Rt . 2 Box 510 Texarkana Texas 75501

L118 RITTERBAND Robert M . 6576 Colgate Avenue Los Angeles Calif . 90048
271 ROBBINS Theodore W . 7 Thomas Street Thompsonville Conn . 06082
538 ROBERTS George H. 1208 California Street Oceanside Calif . 92054
74 ROBERTSON W . Gordon 3502 Sussex Road Baltimore Maryland 21207

632 ROGERS B . R . 3651 Sewells Point Road Norfolk Virginia 23513
252 ROHRER Bernard J . 68 West 51st Long Beach Calif . 90805
787 ROSATO Angelo A . 44 Bank Street New Milford Conn . 06776
143 ROSELINSKY Frank 1971 Fulton Avenue Monterey Park Calif . 91754

L259 ROSENBLUM Leon S . 36-24 Ferry Heights Fairlawn N . J . 07410
751 ROSMERSKI Pete 1646 Mohawk Street Shamokin Pa . 17872
419 ROSS C . R . 1334 East 8th Street Okmulgee Oklahoma 74447
644 ROTH Irving M . 89 Whittlesey Avenue Norwalk Ohio 44857
407 ROY John H . 10201 Christophe Colomb Montreal 12 Quebec Canada
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780 RUGGERI Sam 1018 So . Carley Court

	

North Bellmore New York 11712
612 RUGGLES Lee E . 115 East Gambier

	

Mt. Vernon Ohio 43050
437 RULAU Russell c/o Coin World Box 150 Sidney

	

Ohio 45365
540 Gladstone Avenue

	

Aurora

	

Illinois225 RUNYON Charles H . 60506

607 SABEL Mrs . Judy 6026B No . Winchester

	

Chicago

	

Illinois 60626
355 SAFFORD Dwight A . 4043 42nd Street

	

San Diego

	

Calif . 92105
L375 SAILOR Harry Warren

	

Minn. 56762
504J SANDERS Charles Jr . Box 186

	

La Junta

	

Colorado 81050
357 SANDERS George H . 1570 South Quieto Ct .

	

Denver

	

Colorado 80223
297 SANDERS Lee R . 854 Kennedy Drive

	

Kankakee

	

Illinois 60901
733 SANDOS Seymour 2522 Soper Avenue Baldwin

	

New York 11510
761 SAYRE Herb 1401 Radcliff Garden City

	

Michigan 48135
L631 SCHAETZEL Eugene 6993818 FN USS Hoel DDG(13) FPO San Francisco Calif .
402 SCHMAL Harold C . Box 5238 Phoenix

	

Arizona 85010
1462 SCHMALGEMEIER Grant B .Jr . 1317 W . Eddy Street Chicago

	

Illinois 60657
800 SCHMIDT Fred S . Sr . 3211 Hartford St . Louis

	

Missouri 63118
L185 SCHRODER George W . 78-14 160th Street Flushing

	

New York 10066
514 SCHWAB Carl 0 . 630 South 4th Street Hamilton

	

Ohio 45011
L 3 SCHWARTZ Max M . 28 West 44th Street New York

	

New York 10036
L230 SCOTT Melvyn A. 1024 Knott Building Dayton

	

Ohio 45400
L417 SCOTT Roy I . Jr . Route 2 Crestline

	

Ohio 44827
362 SCROGGINS Irwin C . 4160 North 36th Street Milwaukee

	

Wisconsin 53216
703 SELANDER A . C . 1022 Tieton Drive Yakima

	

Wash . 98902
176 SELLENTINE Lola 5725 41st Avenue So .

	

Minneapolis

	

Minn . 55417
361 SHAFER Neil

	

c/o Whitman-Pub . Co . 1220 Mound Ave . Racine Wisconsin 53404
264 SHAFFER Frances E .

	

819-A Bates Service Rd . Fort Devens

	

Mass . 01433
796 SHEID Ruth 110 W . Roland Rd . Parkside Chester

	

Pa . 19015
673 SHEMELIA Rev . Edward RD #1 Box 285C Farmland

	

Indiana 47340
L611 SHERMAN Norman E. 4295 Marina Drive Santa Barbara Calif . 93105
193 SHERR Julius E. 1115 South 18th Street Arlington

	

Virginia 22202
396 SHIRROD Ivan R . 3500 90th S . E . Mercer Island Wash . 98040
217 SHUPE W . D . 1071 Cassingham Road Columbus

	

Ohio 43209
814 SIEBERT Arthur W . 10201 Plymouth Rd . Apt .15 Detroit

	

Michigan 48204
152 SILVERMAN Joseph J . 1935 83rd Street Brooklyn

	

New York 11214
390 SINGER Robert F . 728 "A" Street San Diego

	

Calif . 92101
805J SMITH Arthur E . 5399 Montecito Avenue Santa Rosa

	

Calif . 95404
776 SMITH Douglas D . Box 5061 Grosse Pointe Michigan 48236

L228 SMITH F . Gordon 2930 Colorado Ave . (B-3) Santa Monica

	

Calif . 90404
811 SMITH Harry H . 12th & East Monroe Brownsville

	

Texas 78520
810 SMITH Jack R . 6200 Brookville Rd . Lot 176 Indianapolis Ind . 46219

L 27 SMITH Kenneth E . 328 Avenue "F" Redondo Beach Calif . 90277
775J SMITH Kirk Scott 328 Avenue "F" Redondo Beach Calif . 90277
256 SMITH R . H . 2066 So . Birch Street Santa Ana

	

Calif . 92707
500 SMITH Shirley 114 N . Gretta Avenue Waukegan

	

Illinois 60085
720 SMITH William D . 54 Excelsior Ave . Princess Bay Staten Is . N . Y . 10309
492 SMOLEN Frank P . 138 Carroll Avenue

	

Painesville

	

Ohio 44077
51 SNYDER Franklin P . 2418 So . Baldwin Ave .

	

Arcadia

	

Calif . 91006
55 SNYDER Kenneth W . 15' Glenwood Ave . No .

	

Minneapolis

	

Minn . 55403
180 SOBOTTA Myron C . 4058 West 215th Street Fairview Park Ohio 44126
585 SOCHOR Gerald A . 1131 So . Glencoe Street Denver

	

Colorado 80222
79 SPRAGUE Thomas B . 4206 Kelway Road

	

Baltimore

	

Maryland 21218
788 STACEY James 1444 Vincennes Avenue

	

Chicago Heights Illinois 60411
386 ST AUBIN Olivier 520 Cote Vertu Cite

	

St . Laurent 9 P .Q . Canada
546 STEPHENS John W. 5 Centre Str . Box 131

	

Sydney Nova Scotia Canada
583 STEPHENSON Earl E . 4409 Pine Lakes Drive

	

Myrtle Beach

	

So . Car . 29577
329 STEWART Donald M . 610 Third Street S .W .

	

Calgary Alberta Canada
479 STEWART LeRoy 43 Forbes Street

	

London Ontario Canada
438 STRALKO Edward J . 1156 Grandview Road

	

Oil City

	

Pa . 16301
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552 STREETER Kermit B . Lower State Rd . RD #1 North Wales Pa . 19454
722 STROUGH Harry L . 2703 Milam Houston Texas 77006
17 SUPER Michael 4895 Melbourne Rd . Baltimore Maryland 21229

659 SWANSON Mrs . Elaine 4402 Chicago Street Omaha Nebraska 68131
169 SWEARENGEN Carroll 1813 28th Street Two Rivers Wisconsin 54241

351 TAKEMURA SP7 Mitsuo RA30109400 20th Sta . Hosp . APO New York New York 09696
347 TALISMAN Dr . M . R . 6200 S .W . 123 Terrace Miami Florida 33156
269 TANNER James G . 2049 South 18th Street Philadelphia Pa . 19145

L370 TARANTINO Edward Jr . Box 614 Tujunga Calif . 91042
34 TARGONSKY Paul 46 Norwood Street Meriden Conn . 06450
548 TETRAULT Edward S . 29725 Baker

	

Selfridge A .F .B . Michigan 48045
145 THOMPSON Claude G . 4333 Vernon Ave . So .

	

Minneapolis Minn . 55424
551 THORPE Ross E . 181 West Chalmers Ave . Youngstown Ohio 44507
103 THRALL Don T . 610 Arlington Avenue Berkeley Calif . 94707
820J TOOMEY Charles H . 170 East Deerpath Lake Forest Illinois 60045
804 TORRES Robert E . 378 Jervis Avenue Copiague New York 11726
636 TREMBLEY John L . 1950 Mendocino Street Seaside Calif . 93955
667 TWISS Jack L . 247 Montgomery Str .S .E. Grand Rapids Michigan 49504
172 TYSON Cornelius B . 613 Halstead Rd . Sharpley Wilmington Delaware 19803

523 UBINAS Henry 191 North Pine Street Massapequa

	

New York 11761
795 UMAN Barry 4155-B MacKenzie Street Montreal 26 Quebec Canada
16 UNDERWOOD Walter W . Box 87 Dillon Beach Calif . 94929

785 VACKETTA Ore H . 426 South State Street Westville Illinois 61883
81 7J VANIER Tony D . 3801 North 36th Street Milwaukee Wisconsin 53216
674 VAN KLEECK Mrs .Ruth B, 327 School Street Berlin New Hamp . 03570
716 VARGO Edward F . 14122 St . James Ave . Cleveland Ohio 44135
389 VARNER Maudie S . 12.14 Beverly Lane Alamogordo New Mex . 88310
557 VELDMAN Robert H . 470 North Street Oakland Calif . 94609
758 VESTAL Robert J . 4260 N .E . 26th Street Des Moines Iowa 50317
573 VICKERS Edward M . RR #1 Box 298 Poughquag New York 12570
604J VOGEL Gilbert E . 1329 20th Avenue Longview Wash . 98632

L160 VREDENBURGH Walter J . 830 Mary Meadow Lane St . Louis Missouri 63141

309 WACKER Donald J . T . 1318 Emma Place Linden N . J . 07037
381 WADHAMS Edward V.

	

Box 502 Noroton Hghts . Conn . 06820
778 WAKEFOOSE Donald E . 240 West' Penn Street Bedford Pa . 15522
623 WALL Horace F . 640-A Monroe Street Brooklyn N . Y . 11221

L405 WALSER James Box 1955 Albany New York 12201
527 WALTER Roy E. Jr . 26045 Normandy Roseville Michigan 48066
562 WAR FORD John W . 8829 Fort Hamilton Pkwy . Brooklyn New York 11209
459 WEBB Norman A. 1424 S .W . Maplecrest Dr . Portland Oregon 97219
786 WEBBER Walt 262 Walter Avenue Hasbrouck Hghts N . J .

	

07604
602 WEIGHELL Alan T . C . 86 Ledbury Road Toronto 12 Ontario Canada
173 WERNER George W . 5236 McCausland Ave . St . Louis Missouri 63109
736 WHITE Loyde R . 1417 Richard Street Dayton Ohio 45403
68 WHITFIELD W . A . 110 California Str .S .E. Albuquerque N. Mex . 87108

745 WIGGER Robert C . 9261 West Third Street Beverly Hills Calif . 90213
487 WILLAHAN Mrs . Elaine J . 516 W. 99th Street

	

Los Angeles Calif . 90044
687 WILLIAMS Allan 5218 South Cornell

	

Chicago Illinois 60615
L725 WILLIAMS J . Douglas II 4139 12th N .E . Apt .300 Seattle Wash. 98105

12 WILLIAMSON T . F . 312 Lexington Ave .

	

Syracuse New York 13210
512 WILSON Donald 5305 Dudemaine Str .Apt .6 Montreal 9 Quebec Canada
415 WILSON Mrs .Natalie J . 326 East 50th Street

	

Minneapolis Minn . 55419
19 WINANT Ralph W . 500 West Summit Ave .

	

Wilmington Delaware 19804
665 WITHINGTON Lewis D . 1320 East Tenth Street Hutchinson Kansas 67501
541 WOLD Gordon Route 1

	

Princeton Minnesota 55371
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605 WYATT George H . Skylark Lane

	

Lunenburg

	

Mass . 01462

584 YOUNG George D . 307 Hillview Ave.

	

Syracuse

	

New York 13207
692 YOUNG Harold H . Box 3756 University Sta . Charlottesville Virginia 22903 ..e
363 YOUNG Thomas O .MD 2616 East 5th Street

	

Duluth

	

Minn . 55812
448 YOWELL Gordon R . Box 1231

	

Walla Walla

	

Wash . 99362

601 ZAIKA Alexander Box 65 Bellmawr

	

N. J . 08030
446 ZELL Frederick C . 5837 Saul Street Philadelphia

	

Pa. 19149
268 ZERVAS James G . 1145 So . Downing Str . Denver

	

Colorado 80210
773 ZILBER Herbert 215 Cozine Ave . Apt .6G Brooklyn

	

New York 11207
140 ZUBRYSKI Fred P . 4430 W .Lk .Harriet Blvd . Minneapolis

	

Minn . 55410
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= THE A.V .A . CONVENTION AUCTION =

-Pcga 47-

An auction will be held in connection with the Annual Convention at Disneyland
this year, and it will be conducted in two parts .

Part One will consist of the better tokens, cataloguing 25C or more, which may
be placed in the auction by anyone, with a minimum reserve if you wish (if no reserve
is indicated, an automatic minimum of catalogue value will be assumed) . On all tok-
ens sold, 5% of the price will go to the A .V .A. A number of rare tokens have al-
ready been submitted for this auction, such as two of the Lucas tokens of Elizabeth
City, N .C ., an old Montreal bridge token, a couple of Lancaster Turnpike tokens, and
the three unique Hawaii 210 M N 0 . Anyone, including dealers, is welcome to place
tokens in this auction. There will be mail bids and floor bidding on this section .

Part Two will consist of commoner tokens cataloguing 25C and over (if in indiv-
idual lots) and tokens listed at 15C or 20C in sets from states or foreign countries .
In this section, a price of 5% to 10% above catalogue price will be placed on the
lot, and the lot will be sold at that price with cat . value going to the person who
submitted the lot . If more than one party bids on a lot, a mathematically random
pattern will be followed to determine the lucky party . This section is a mail bid
sale only, and bids will have to be submitted at least a week prior to convention
time . There will be no floor bidding on Part Two .

Please advise the auction chairman immediately of what material you have for the
auction, including what condition it is in, and be ready to send it in to him soon .
Tokens will be kept in a safe deposit box until the auction . Indicate also what re-
serve you want to place on the tokens .

Kenneth Smith has been named auction chairman for the convention . Mr . Smith has
lots of experience in handling auctions, and we expect this to be one of our most in-
teresting sales of tokens . A complete list of lots for auction will be printed in
a later issue of The Fare Box . Write Mr . Smith directly about what tokens you will
be placing in our convention auction . His address : Kenneth E . Smith - 328 Avenue F
Redondo Beach, California 90277 .

NEW FINDS

Things are beginning to warm up in our hobby, as well in the weather, as Spring
comes upon us . A surprisingly large number of rare tokens, especially depotels, are
turning up . . . but the owners of many of them are holding up the listings until they
check to see if they can find any more of them . James Millard, of Portland, Oregon,
had some good fortune recently . Here it is in his own words :

Being a small pocket dealer and trading with members of our fine A .V.A ., I star-
ted to get a large supply of extra trade and transportation tokens . Being a member
of 3 coin clubs in this area, I took a bourse table at one of our meetings here .
After putting up my anvil collection of transp . tokens on display and trading and
selling the extras, another dealer came by, and said he had received a few tokens
from his father-in-law from Wahoo, Neb ., and wanted to know if I wanted one for my
collection . After explaining about Atwood's Catalogue, and looking the token up, we
found a token like his, but not the same . A few days later I got a rubbing and sent
it to our excellent Fare Box Editor, and a few days later received a reply . The to-
ken wasn't mine at the time, but the owner said he had a couple lying around and
would part with one for the price of a fine key coin . He said he knew of only 3 at
this time, and decided the trade looked better than the tokens . I now have 3 of the
tokens, and after much checking I'm certain there are no more to be had. I'm keeping
one, one is spoken for, and the third is up for offers . The token is Nebr 940 B .

Gordon Yowel I reports that his article in FRONTIER TIMES netted him a nice one .
"A man in West Seattle," he says, "sent me a bunch of stuff among which was the rare
Wash 230 6, Des Moines Auto Co ." Gordon's token is only the 3rd or 4th one known .

If you've picked up a rare token lately, why not tell us about It? It encour-
ages us all to know that there are still rare tokens out there waiting to be discov-
ered .
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FOR SALE TO HIGH BIDDER: Conn 345 B; Ind 460 P, 997 D; Ky 45 A, 510 I T; Mich 470 A
Minn 620 B; NM 430 B; Ohio 10 I J K L, 165 Z, 230 M; Wise 40 A, 220 B ; DC 500 A;
timetable G. = Donald Mazeau

	

-

	

P.O. Box 31	-	Clinton, Conn. 0641 :%
2,x3/ print of ferry boat that used Ill 760 G, for any TT your choice . As it appear-
ed while using tokens . = A .W. Allen - 1623# Harrison St . - Davenport, Ia. 52803
SWAPFEST: I can use all of your duplicate parking tokens up to 20 of a kind and will
give you equal cat . . value in all different transportations of my choice including
items cataloguing 250 and 500. Nice bonus for any lot of more than 100 pieces .
Want to purchase PT collections for cash too .
Don Edkins	-	120 Stanley Drive	-	Williamsburg, Va . 23185
Commemorative medal of the Atweg Monorail built for the Seattle World Fair, approx.
30mm brass, looped . 500 plus 100 postage .
Stephen Bezark	P.O. Box 861	-	Evanston. Ill. 60204
For Trade - cash offers secondary . . Ark 975 A B; Conn 35 B; Ill 235 B; Md 60 J; Minn
210 C; NJ 30 A; NY 505 A, 715 A ; Pa 70 A(in BU), 750 W; Tex 565 A; Wis 220 A B E,
410 Ca Ea, 510 G, 790 A . Make your mix and offer vectures, wood nickels, Civil War
store cards, or store checks (of later dates). of Wisconsin only . Write first .
A.H. Erickson	-	3125 N. 49th St .	-	Milwaukee, Wis. 53216
Sale to highest individual bids : Mass 115 A; Va 20 C; Ontario 325 A C .
G.W. Gallagher	-	568 Pine Tree Road	-	Jenkintown, Pa. 19046
WANTED: SCARCER TRANSPORTATION TOKENS, THE $3 AND UP VARIETY. All correspondence
answered. -Maurice M. Gould	-	Box 141	-	Chestnut Hill, Mass . 02167
Have 6 different railroad time tables circa 1937-40 . Passenger ship manifest and
plans circa 1900 also many postcards mint and canceled U.S. & foreign circa 1900 to
1939. All or part for best offer in military memorabilia U.S. or foreign. All let-
ters answered . = Ubinas	-	191 North Pine St .	-	Massapequa, N.Y. 11761
WANTED: Pa 750 AC AE AJ . Write
Larry BosZer	-	439 Sunnemead Avenue	-	Warminster, Pa. 18974
TRADE: 16 uncirculated, bank-wrapped rolls of 1964-P 14 for 160 TT's of your choice .
Write first! One trade only. Each pay own postage .
Hu h Raburn

	

-

	

229 W. A sle St. A t . 4

	

Philadel hia Pa 19144
Trade foreign coins for tokens . For any TT s or PT s you se , I

	

return twice
the catalogue value in foreign coins . In other words, will trade double Atwood for
Yeoman. = M. Howard Kramer	-	1901 N. Illinois St .	-	Arlington, Va . 22205
WANTED: ILL 680 A. Will trade one 420 A or buy outright .
Ore H. Vacketta	-	426 So. State Street	-	Westville, IZZ . 61883
WANTED TO BUY : La 30 A D, 520 A, 790 A ; Okla 210 A, 330 F, 590 B, 610 B, 640 H I J,
700 A D, 860 D F H K; Tex 145 K, 255 M, 265 A, 445 K, 565 A, 590 A, 640 B, 690 A B,
710 D, 760 B, 810 G, 985 A B .
Mrs . Pat Murdock	-	Box 411	-	Mesquite, Tex . 75149
For Sale at Catalogue or trade (prefer trades) : Calif 450 B J, 760 D F; Colo 260 G
H; Conn 305 M 0, 520 A ; Fla 130 D, 380 S, 530 C ; Ga 60 J, 450 B C; Ill 10 D, 150 X,
350 G; Ind 260 A B D, 270 A, 280 B C, 290 A, 390 B, 460 K R, 660 C, 690 A, 860 C;
Kans 970 C D E F G H; Ay 150 A B C, 510 AM AN; La 670 A; Mich 225 F K, 315 A, 680 Q;
Minn 190 B C; Mo 910 E; Neb 700 H; NJ 20 D, 115 G; NY 105 D, 230 A I, 630 AN, 760 A B
R. Kelley	-	.6315 Parkview Circle	-	Mason, Ohio 45040
FOR SALE AT 100 ABOVE . CATALOG: Tex 3255 D E H I, 3275 A B C, 3340 Ba E, 3840 A, or
will trade at catalog for PT's I need. Have one Okla 3700 A to trade for best offer
in PT's & TT's . Am also swapping personal tokens . Send yours and receive mine by
return mail . = T.M. Murdock	-	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Tex. 75149
Will trade the following issues of THE FARE BOX for Minnesota tokens I need: April,
July, Oct ., 1954; all of 1955 except Jan . & March . April, May, Aug ., Oct., Nov .,
Dec . 1956 . March thru Nov. of 1957. Value each issue, 350 . I need plenty from
Minnesota so write .
Fred P . Zubrycki	-	4430 W. Lake Harriet Blvd . -	Minneapolis, Minn . 55310
Trade any of the following tokens for tokens I need (common ones) PT's or TT's . Alas
50 B; Ariz 1000 C; Cal 805 A; Colo 760 B J N; NY 560 A; Ohio 230 Y Z ; Okla 700 C;
Tenn 600 J; Tex 50 L, 320 B ; Pa 775 B, 840 E, 985 D E; Unidentified 83 86 87 88 92a;
Mich 3920 A; NY 3240 A, 3435 B, 3670 A; Ohio 3335 C; Pa 3437 A, 3635 A, 3920 A, 3987
A C; Tex 3275 B. Unid. 3015 3016 3017 .
Don McKelvey	-	2822 19th Avenue	-	Port Huron, Mich. 48060
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New AVA member would like to purchase any Wisconsin TT's to complete collection.
Even common ones needed. Would appreciate hearing from you .
James H. Medd	-	1511 Leo Street	-	Green Bay, Wise . .
BARGAIN HUNTERS' SPECIALS --- 50 different TT's of my choice for $5.50 postpaid. How
can you go wrong? If this doesn't suit you how about this : NC 130 H, 350 B, 440 A,
980 D,H,I, all six $1 .00 plus self-addressed stamped envelope . Still need Michigan
TT's for my collection. Please quote what you have for sale in singles and quanti-
ties. I am interested in many TT's if the price is attractive.
Howard T. Breitmeyer	-	P.O. Box 5702	-	Detroit, Mich . 48239
Need Trade Tokens from the western states and trans . tokens from your area . Also
any Elk (B.P.O.E.) tokens from your area. Will trade the following for yours : Ind
690 ' Kans 970 G; Mich 680 Q; NC 20 B, 130 H, 190 D, 350 B C, 440 A C, 980 D H I ;
NY 230 I; Ohio 355 A; Pa 340 C, 695 A, 705 C, 940 B, 930 C D; Wash 920 D. or trade
token from Rocky Ford, Colorado .
James M. Millard	-	3744 S.E. 168th Street	-	Portland Ore . 97236
Auction to highest bidder : Conn 345 B; Ky 560 Ca Cb; Mass 115 0 P Q R S T U W X,
660 A B, 740 A, 960 A B; Mich 75 B, 225 D, 375 A B, 515 A, 885 A; Minn 50 L M N 01-
245 A, 540 1; 600 A B, 820 C; Mo 440 P U, 997 C G; Neb 540 A Z, 700 M 0, 800 C; NJ
30 A, 885 A; NY 70 A, 105 K, 615 A, 630 Qa, 631 A, 690 A, 715 A, 735 E, 810 B; NC
670 A; ND 320 B; Ohio 10 Ba I, 165 X AF, 175 Y Z, 440 C; Okla 610 B, 860 F; Pa 10 B,
25 A B C D, 70 A(Unc .) Ba Bb, 135 A, 295 A, 495 1, 570 A, 720 A, 750 W, 870 A, 985
D E; AT 520 E; SC 500 B; Tex 690 A, 985 B; Vt 595 A (unc .) ; Va 20 C, 120 A (Unc.),
600 A B C D F I J L, 620 J; P.R. 640 A Ca Cb Da Db Dc ; N.S. 200 A B; Quebec 997 Unc .
not enameled . = Olivier St-Aubin - 520 Cote Vertu - Cite St. Laurent 9, Quebec
New Collector of transp. tokens, has only 200 different, wants to trade Alaska 50 B,
any amount, for your duplicates . Also interested in parking tokens.
Stuart W. James	-	1319 Inqra Street	-	Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Have several trades of the following tokens : Ind 690 A; Ohio 730 B D; Okla 590 C D.
Also others or trade. = Geo. Sanders - 1570 So. Quieto Ct . - Denver Col . 80223
WANTED : GERMANY 740 E Sta t . Spar sse wet scene an c o s zn s
Furth Strassenbahn 20 Pfennig .

C. Bartle

	

-

	

224 Lincoln

y Nur

Pittsbur h Pa. 15202
PARKING STAMPS ANYONE? These are being use w ely t roug out The Americas and col-
lectors are showing interest . Should Parking Stamps appeal to you the soon-to-be
issued monthly newsletter pertaining to these stamps should be of interest . A large
size stamped envelope will insure your receiving a copy of the first issue .
American Transit Historical Assn .	-	P.O. Box 45-A	Pawlin,q, N.Y. 12564
I AM IN NEED of Ohio 3175 A parking token. I will buy out right or wilt trade the
scarce Ill 3640 B for it. = W.L. Carr - 2648 Pelton Ave .	-	Akron, 0. 44314
HAVE BOUGHT A FOREIGN COLLECTION (Bob's) and can offer 298 different items neatly
housed in 2x2 envelopes for $120 .00 . Items are English, Scandinavian, French, Ger-
man, Turkish, etc ., and range from 15¢ to $1 .50 each. New issues included. A bit
over list price but a fine starter or addition . First M.O. or cashier's check only
will take this lot. Also for best offer, cash or trade, goes a South Africa 900 B,
commemorative trans . in A. U. A Beauty!
Quinc A. La in

	

-

	

1476 I lehart

	

St. Paul Minn. 55104
I NEED ELONGATED COINS, roZZed as souvenirs, from fairs, exposztzons, polztzca cam-
paigns or by fraternal organizations etc . Will buy or trade for pieces I need .
Richard Helm	-	1293 Vistagrand Drive	-	San Leandro, Calif. 94577
PARKINGS WANTED: Calif 3450 H 0 U; Colo 3140 A B; Fla 3840 B; Ill 3150 H R T AH AO

AT; Ind 3660 A, 3690 A; Ia 3150 A, 3850 A; Ky 3150 A B; La 3670 A, 3810 A; Mass 3435
B; Mich 3370 B, 3930 C; Mont 3640 B C D E; Neb 3700 D; NY 3445 B, 3629 C E; NC 3160
G, 3390 C, 3630 B E, 3700 B. Will trade obsolete Conn 3175 C for any-of the above .
Mrs . Mary Allen	-	200 East Burney	-	Madill, Okla . 73446
WANTED: TELEPHONE TOKENS for cash . Send list of what you have and prices . Will
trade one La 810 F for TT from your city .
G.V. Amonette	-	218 Benita Drive	-	Marshall, Texas 75670
N.C. and S.C. TT's & PT's for sale . Send your want-list. Will send the ones I have
on approval .
Odell Morgan	-	Route 1	-	Midland, N.C. 28107

Har Avenue Bellevue

rg-
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will trade postage stamps for your transportation & parking tokens : 100 different' -

Large U.S. commemoratives for 1 token cataloguing 504 or 2 tokens cataloguing 254
each ; 1,000 diff. worldwide for 3 tokens cat . 504 each or 6 cat. 254 each . Also will
send one NY 785 B for any token sent - include stamped, addressed envelope .
Sam Ruqqeri	-	1018 So. Carley Court	-	North Bellmore, N.Y. 11712
NEW UNLISTED AND UNOBTAINABLE PARKING TOKEN from Park Place Motor Inn, Traverse City,
Mich . $4 .00 . New variety of Milliken PT, also Traverse City, 504 plus - stamped en-
velope. BEST CASH OR TRADE OFFER : Ind 680 A; Ia 110 C; Ky 520 A; Ark 405 A; Pa 725 C
Marie A. Johnson	-	Box 176	-	Tecumseh Mich. 49286
NEW MEMBERS: 50 diff trans . tokens from the State of Washington, all different lis-
ted numbers. Price $17.50 (also a surprise token included from Wash ., cat. $1.00) .
Clarence E. Heppner	-	1331 3rd Avenue	-	Seattle, Wash. 98101
WISH TO DISPOSE OF PRIVATE COLLECTION. Last count (in 1963) was 3,575 U.S., 21 Can-
ada, 41 foreign, and 350 spares . Collection all carded and enclosed in cellophane.
Value - $2,285 .85. Best offer above $2,000.00 .
F. Gordon Smith	-	2930 Colorado Avenue	-	Santa Monica, Calif. 90404
Are these worth anything? Wash. State beer sales tax stamps; Wash. Liquor Control
Board. 1 red point OPA token. I want TT or cash . . . send 5 TT and I'ZZ send 5 diff.
I have thousands of poet marks from many places and . would Like to trade 25 diff. for
any of the following: 1 TT, 3 common S-mint cents, or 154 cash . All trades must
have self-addressed stamped envelope .
Ed Vogel	-	281 22nd	-	Longview, Wash.
WILL TRADE FOR BEST OFFER IN KANSAS, COLORADO, NEBRASKA, OKLAHOMA : Ark. 405 A, 435 B;
Kans 40 B, 450 C, 640 A, 690 B, 820 A-I (set only), 880 A, 980 A B ; Mo 160 B; Okla
190 C; Tex 360 B; Misc 32 A (3 known) . I also wish to buy or trade for MERCHANT
TRADE tokens from these same states & Yukon Territory, Dawson, Carcross, Whitehorse,
etc. I have scarce "SUTLER" tokens to trade for material I can use.
J.L. Hargett	-	P.O. Box 757	-	Okmulgee, Okla. 74447
AUCTION: NC 130 A; SC 997 A; Wash 880 A; Calif 450 G. TRADE: Tenn 430 B, for any
one of the following from Alaska : 450 D F G or L .
Gerald A. Sochor	-	1311 So. Glencoe Street	-	Denver, Coto . 80222
WILL TRADE ARK 405 A forr equal value in tokens I need from New York or New England
states. What have you to offer? FOR SALE : 100 diff. tokens for $12 postpaid. My
listing of duplicates for sale or trade is yours for stamped envelope .
Ralph A. Hinde	-	225-30-106th Avenue	-	Jamaica, N.Y. 11429
SUPPLEMENT #2 IS READY. Complete listing of all additions to Atwood's Catalogue as
Listed in supplements in THE FARE BOX from Nov . 1963 thru Dec . 1965 . Price $1 .50 pp.
Northeast Vecturist Assn .	-	1841 Broadwz Rm 808

	

- New York N.Y. 10023
TRADE OR SELL a $20.00 gold certificate very nice for how many tokens? I wtZZ take
the best offer in cash or tokens that I need, 154 and up . Don't any of you guys
collect'TT? I have a very nice trade List from $2 to 154 tokens . The old as well
as the new. My list for yours. I would Like to buy TT that I need . Can you help?
I need a lot of them. = Gordon WoZd	-	Route 1	-	Princeton, Minn. 55371
WANTED - trade checks - merchant tokens and wooden nickels from the State of Florida.
Will trade TT's for them or pay well .
Joseph Allis	-	28 East 29th Street	-	New York, N.Y. 10016
WANTED: New co lector wants tokens, preferab y Canadian, all kixds including store
checks, transportation, parking, and love tokens . Please send list.
Ian B. Alexander	-	125 Bathurst Avenue	-	Pointe Claire, Quebec
BEST TRADE OR CASH OFFER : Ariz 640 D, 1000 A D C; NY 800 A; NJ 997 G; NC 630 A; Ohio
10 Aa, 175 Y Z, 230 M, 440 A, 860 B, 520 C . Will trade Ohio 175 Wa for Wb or best
cash offer. = J.G. NicoZosi	-	3002 Galindo Street	-	Oakland, Cat . 94601
25 DIFFERENT BRITISH TRANSPORT TOKENS, several colors, $3.95 postpaid. Buenos Aires
(Argentina 160 G) thick subway token 504 . Haifa, Israel, set of 2 subway tokens 504 .
Copenhagen Tramways (Denmark 160 D) mermaid token 404 . CrefeZd Tramways (Germany
230 A B) set of 2, $1 .50. Leipzig Tramways (Germany 480 A B) 2 diff. metals $1 .00.
Breslau Tramways (Germany 160 A B) dated & plain $1 .50 . Postage please .
J.M. Kotler, Bookseller	-	P.O. Box 248	-	Glencoe, Ill . 60022
BEST CASH OFFERS WITHIN 3 WEEKS : OHIO 200 A a. or b. Excellent condition.
Clara Migley	-	210 S. Maple St.	-	Lancaster, Ohio 43130
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FOR SALE : Pa 146 A B C, 50¢ each ; Pa 525 U (3 vars.), $1 each; Pa 997 A B E F G M L,
$2 each. Only a few of each - first come first served.
F. Paul Biery	-	505 Park Avenue	-

	

New Cumberland, Pa . 1707_
TRADE WASH 920 D for any TT cataloguing 250 . Limited supply.
Frank Kelley	-	P.O. Box 24	-	Harbor, Oregon 97415
TRADE OR SELL MY EXTRA FOREIGN COINS, approx. 134, cat. value $25: equal value in
American or foreign TT's . Stamped envelope for List or send want-list and offer .
L .D. Matthias	-	P.O. Box 8114	-	Union City, N.J. 07087
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Calif 125 D, 275 A B, 395 B, 450 D G K, 535 A B C D (as
a set), 575 Ab 0, 705 A, 715 U, 760 E, 775 C D, 805 A, .815 B, 835 E H, 975 A; Conn
550 A; Md 60 AE; Mass 115 P R T U ; Ohio 440 C; Pa 985 D; Wash 780 S; Wis 70 A, 220 A,
700 E; DC 500 Z AC. Also AVA 10th Anniversary Medal/1958, UNC .
Robert E. Paiqe	-	225 Lincoln Avenue	-	Collingdal ,Pa. 19023
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : DC 500 A B E F H I Ja Jb K 0, 997 A B ; Puerto Rico 640 B;
Kans 40 E; Ky 560 B; Mass 305 B; Minn 540 I; Mo 420 B, 440 A ; Colo 260 N 0 ; ILL 417
A B. I have several old San Francisco telephone tokens to trade for similar items
or parking tokens I need .
Harold V. Ford	-	1999 Gaspar Drive	-	Oakland, Calif. 94611
A.W. GALE TOKEN. It is believed that Less than 300 of these exist . It is New Hamp-
shire's only Civil War store card token . I have a few in spotted uncirculated that
I would Like to trade for the rarer TT's . These Gale tokens should be worth at least
$15 each . = Al Kremer	-	2601 Simpson St .	-	Evanston ILL . 60201
FOR SALE: 8 trans . tokens, $1 .00. 19 tokens of various kinds, trade, advertising,
play, etc. $0 .60 plus 104 postage. 1933 Chicago tokens 5-10-20 Mex UNC 55 .50 . 3
tax tokens 35¢ . 4 500, comm. coins and one dollar comas . $4 .00. Goldwater dollar $1 .10
Charles H. Toomey	-	170 East Deer Path	-	Lake Forest, ILL . 60045
My surplus coins for your duplicate and surplus tokens . Have large cents t ru half
dollars to trade . Write first and state what you need and your offer.
Roice V. Rider	-	Route #3	-	Lake Odessa, Mich . 4 8849
SEND YOUR PERSONAL TOKEN AND I'LL RETURN ONE OF MINE, or if you are interested to
these and have none of your own, just request, and I'LL be honored to send one, on
the House. = Carl 0. Schwab	-	630 So. 4th	-	Hamilton, Ohio 45011
WANTED! KY 10 F. I thought I had this common token, but found that I had 10 H in
the envelope instead . So now I need 10 F . I am also starting to collect what
won't cost me a fortune, namely DRAYAGE CHECKS and REAL ESTATE TOKENS . if you have
any of these, I'LL be happy to purchase or trade for them .
J.M. Co ee Jr.

	

-

	

P.O. Box 1204

	

-

	

Boston mass . 02104
Atwoo s Catalogue of U.S. & C. .tan Transportatton Tokens, the offscta standard
of the hobby, 480 pages cloth-bound, including 27 plates of photographs and an index
making it possible to ascertain the origin of any token by means of its inscription .
Price to AVA members, $5 .50 postpaid ($7 .50 to others) .
Feisel's Catalogue of Parking Tokens of the World, 160 pages with illustrations in
the text, cloth-bound. Price to AVA members, $3 .50 postpaid ($4 .50 to others) .
This book will be ready for delivery the last week in April . In both cases please
make check payable to "John M . Coffee, Jr." to facilitate cashing .
American Vecturist Assn .	-

	

P.O. Box 1204	-	 Boston Mass . 02104

= ALL AUCTIONS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE MAY 2 =

AdveAtisement6 in THE FARE BOX ante bxee to A .V .A. members, up to 6 tined in each -is-
sue i6 des(ned . I6 yourt ad nuns overt 6 tines -i t wLU be cut to 6 tin .e6 unLe64 .i t -i.a
stated on the ad copy .i tseL6 that you axe wi ttLng to pay 854 pelt tine bat each tine
oveA 61.X. oux ad mould be printed ox typed (please, no move handwxi'i.ng!) on a
6epaxate piece ob papex with your name 9 addrteaa . AuctLona may not include tohena
eatatogued at less than 25 in Atuooo T6Catalogue . But you may objet 154 ox 204 to-
(aena Jot 6tra,Lght cash sate at any pxLce you wish . The .6.x tohena, B .C . 700 A,B,C,
850 A,B, and Manitoba 900 E, may not be. advertised unless the -statement is .included
that they axe guaranteed to be oni.gina.ta and not the dubious "reatxikeds" described
in the September 1965 Faxe Box. AU adventL6eha axe expected, o6 eouxae, to ob6enve
the A.V.A. Code ob Ethics, as axe membexa who answer the adds .
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= DEPOTEL TOKENS =
4a&ch 1966-

By J.M. Coffee

Following the sheet on which this story is printed, you will find two pages of
photographs of fare tokens used on horse-drawn hacks . These tokens have never before
been photographed, and we are grateful to Lee Hope for lending 111 415 B to us for
photographing ; to J .L. Hargett for Kans 680 E ; to Joe Kotler for Mich 170 A and Mo
190 A and B; to Mr . Hargett for Unidentified 11102 ; and to Alan Weighell for Ontario
260 A and 700 A. The other tokens are from the Editor's collection, with the excep-
tion of Minn 630 B, the photograph of which was supplied by Gordon Yowell . Except
for this picture, the photography was done by our new Polaroid CU-5 camera .

The two Neodesha, Kans ., tokens are pitted, especially 680 E, with the result
that good pictures were difficult to get . Kans 680 F will be listed next month in
the supplement . It differs from 680 E in that the "&" is above "hotels" while on E
the "&" is on the . same line as "hotels" . It differs from B in that it is 32mm in-
stead of 35mm. It does have the same reverse die as B, but the obverse has differ-
ent letters . The planchets are also different . By comparing the photo of . Mich 170
A in this plate, one can readily see the difference between 170 A and 170 D which
was pictured in the February 1965 Fare Box .

The hack pictured is typical of the vehicles on which these tokens, and all de-
potels, were used . This particular picture was taken in the 1880's, and it is copied
from a larger photograph of three such vehicles all standing in front of the old Car-
son & Lewis House in Weatherford . The tokens Tex 965 A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H, were used on
these vehicles . The A,B,C,D, are pictured on plate XXI of the Atwood Catalogue . It
is interesting to note the name "Mary" on the side of the hack above the windows .
Mr . Baker named his three hacks after his three daughters . Mary Baker, after whom
this vehicle was named, is still living in Weatherford, and it was from her that I
secured the photograph, as well as several of the tokens back in 1959 . A passenger
can be seen sitting in the hack. Now compare this photograph with the hack which is
pictured on the Robinson & Hitt advertising token, and you will see that they are
nearly identical . Perhaps Mr. Baker obtained his hacks from Robinson & Hitt . Note
also the hack pictured on 111 350 A of Galesburg . The hack pictured is exactly the
same . The advertising check actually is the same size as the Ill 350 A (but made of
white metal, with blank reverse) . Judging from the similarity in letter arrangement
and die work, I believe the advertising token and Ill 350 A were struck by the same
token manufacturing firm .

Often new collectors have difficulty understanding how old these tokens are .
Some of them, such as *iich 170 A, simply say "bus line," and it is natural to assume
they were issued by a modern motor bus firm. But the horse-drawn hack was usually
called a "bus" in its day, although often it was spelled "buss ." Sometimes they
called it a "horse bus ." They were the only public transportation available in small
towns . Actually small towns had little need of public transportation . But there
were occasions for it : large outings, funerals, etc . The livery stable rented car-
riages and "busses" on these occasions . And the livery stable also provided the de-
pot to hotel (and back) service, which used these tokens . Persons arriving on the
train--and in those days passenger trains served every little town, as trains were
the only available means of intercity travel--had to get to the hotel some way, and
they took the horse bus . Travelling salesmen, in one day and out the next, were
burdened with sample cases and needed transportation . So they took the "bus" to the
hotel and paid 25C round trip, being given the token for the return trip to the de-
pot next day (hence the frequent wording "good only from hotel to depot .") Local
people rarely used the depot-to-hotel bus, so even people who remember the hacks of-
ten don't realize they used metal tokens .

This type of service flourished from 1875 or 1880 to the end of World War I .
Some of them continued into the early 1920's with primitive motor buses, and a few
of these early bus lines grew into modern transit lines . But usually the coming of
automobiles and taxicabs drove them out of business . Thus passed into memory one of
the most interesting modes of transportation in American and Canadian history--and
even the memory is fading now. Only the tokens survive--about 300 known varieties
and more being discovered each month--to remind us of a fascinating chapter in the
history of transportation . They are the rarest tokens known to numismatics .
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FARE TOKENS (DEPOTELS) USED ON HORSE-DRAWN HACKS

Hack of Baker's Transfer, Weatherford, Tex .

ILL 350 A

XANS 680 E

Hack Manufacturer's
advertising token (enlarged)

ILL 415 B

IOWA 290 A

IOWA 865 A

KANS 680 F
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WISC 750 A

MICH 170 A

MO 190 A

UNID. #102

= MORE DEPOTEL TOKENS =

WISC 160 A

WISC 955 A

ONTARIO 260 A

LA 470 A

Minn 630 B

MO 190 B

WISC 420 E

UNIDENTIFIED #100
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= PRICES REALIZED AT DON EDKINS' FEBRUARY AUCTION =

-Pa.^e 55-

Alabama California Illinois Kentucky Massachusetts
40 A $6.00 815 B

	

$2.50 600 E $1 .05 1480 S

	

$0.55 305 B $2.25
40 B 6.00 815 D

	

1.05 685 A 1 .25 510 0

	

10.00 355 D 1 .05
120 J .45 835 E

	

.40 755 D 1 .25 AK

	

1.00 505 A 2.00
560 E 4 .00 835 F

	

1 .00 760 Aa 1 .00 AL

	

.50 505 B 6.00
560 Ja 4 .50 760 Ab .90 A0,

	

.45 550 B .55
560 Z 2 .25 Colorado 1000 A .75 AP

	

1.10 C 2.25
750 B 2 .25 260 N

	

.75 1000 B .75 AQ

	

1.25 D 1 .25
750 D 2 .25 260 P

	

2.00 1000 C .75 AV

	

2.25 Q 1 .25
750 E 2.25 260 Q

	

2.05 BC

	

1.05 660 A 1 .00
750 F 5 .25 460 D

	

1 .50 Indiana BF

	

.55 660 B .75
750 G 4 .50 540 C

	

4.00 90 A 1 .35 BT

	

1.55 740 A 1 .00
840 A 5 .00 540 D

	

1 .00 460 J 4 .95 600 A

	

1.60 960 A 1 .00
500 A 2 .25 680 H

	

10.00 960 B 1 .00
Alaska Connecticut 580 B 22 .00
300 D 1 .55 30 A

	

1.05 610 D 4 .50 Louisiana Michigan
300 E 1 .05 35 B

	

.75 930 C 6.00 670 B(gr) 1 .00 65 C 1 .25
300 G .65 85 D

	

1 .10 670 D (gr) 1.00 75 B .80
235 B

	

4.50 Iowa 75 I .75
Arizona 290 P

	

.55 30 D .80 Maine 360 A 1 .00
640 D 4 .50 305 R

	

.55 150 B 6.90 480 A

	

10.00 370 0 1 .35
640 E 4 .50 550 A

	

2.25 270 A 1 .10 470 A 6.00
510 A 8.80 Maryland 530 I .50

Arkansas Florida 600 A .85 60 J

	

1.30 845 S .95
720 B .75 380 D

	

1.65 640 Jb 10.00 Q

	

4.50 1000 A 4.50
885 C 1 .75 380 E

	

4.00 730 A 1 .25 T

	

1.00 1000 D 18.00
380 H

	

4.00 850 K .85 X

	

8.50
California 380 J

	

1.25 850 L 1 .25 AD

	

.50 Minnesota
100 C 2.40 380 P

	

1.25 997 A 1 .25 AK

	

1.10 50 L 1 .25
125 D 1 .00 530 H

	

.35 997 B 1 .10 AN

	

4.50 14 2 .00
205 B 1 .00 710 A

	

2.25 A_0

	

4.50 Na 2 .00
205 C 4 .50 860 A

	

.75 Kansas AP

	

4.50 Nb .75
275 Ba .75 960 F

	

1.25 40 B 2.00 940 A

	

6.00 Oa 2 .45
275 Bb .75 40 C 1 .00 940 C

	

6.00 Ob 2 .45
300 J 1 .35 Hawaii 40 F 1 .10 Pa 1.00
320 E 1 .00 330 B

	

2.35 150 C .80 Massachusetts Pb .50
395 B 4.00 480 A .80 45 A

	

2.25 Q 1 .10
395 D 1 .25 Idaho 480 C 1 .00 50 A

	

.75 210 A 1.00
395 E 1 .25 440 A

	

4.00 480 D 1 .05 115 J(Sd) 1 .50 210 C 1 .20
435 B .75 490 A 1 .25 0

	

1.00 510 A 6.00
445 C .25 Illinois 600 A .80 Q

	

1.00 520 B .85
450 D 1 .25 120 B

	

5.10 820 A 6.00 R

	

1.00 540 F 5.75
450 G .60 250 K

	

1.25 820 Ea .95 S

	

1.00 540 I 1.20
535 C 2.00 250 L

	

.45 820 Eb .50 T

	

1.00 540 AE 1 .25
535 D 1 .60 250 14

	

3.00 820 F .95 U

	

1.00 540 AF 1 .25
575 Aa 7.85 250 N

	

4.00 820 H 1 .05 V

	

.50 540 AH 2 .55
575 Ab 3.10 285 C

	

.65 820 I .80 W

	

1.00 600 A .60
575 C 5.60 320 B

	

12.00 980 A 1 .25 X

	

1.00 600 B .65
575 G .50 320 C

	

12.00 Y

	

1.00 620 B 4 .50
575 0 .40 370 Ba

	

4.00 Kentucky Z

	

2.25 620E 4.50
745 D 1 .50 370 Bb

	

1.30 10 ob 1 .10 AA

	

3.00 820 B 1 .00
745E 1 .75 370 C

	

4.00 45 B 2 .00 AB

	

2.25 820 C 1 .10
745 F 1 .75 370 D

	

1.00 250 B 1.00 AC

	

3.00
745 G 4 .50 470 C

	

2.25 250 C .50 AD

	

2.25 Missouri
760 E .40 475 D

	

1.00 480 E 1 .10 AE

	

2.25 130 C 1 .00
775 C 2.00 530 E

	

.50 480 Ga 1 .00 440 Aa 1.25
775 G 2.25 530 F

	

.55 480 Gb .75 135 C

	

1.50 Ab 1.00
805 A 2.25 600 A

	

4.95 480 J 1.00 135 D

	

1 .05 M .50
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Missouri New York Ohio Rhode Island Washington
440 P $0.40 630 ACb $0.55 175 AC $0.75 520 D

	

$1.00 840 S

	

$1.`0
R 4 .50 ADa

	

1.00 230 Y 9.00 520 E

	

1.00 840 T

	

1.%5
S 4.50 ADb

	

.55 230 Z 9.00 520 F

	

1.00 860 A

	

1.00
T 1 .20 AO

	

.75 440 Ba 3.60 520 0 .60 860 B

	

1.50
U 1 .25 631 C

	

1.00 Bb 3.60 520 I 1 .35 880 Aa

	

1.15
860 G 1 .00 D

	

.75 Ca 1 .05 700 F 1 .00 Ab

	

1.15
880 1 .50 E

	

1.05 Cb 1 .05 H

	

1 .05
910 Ka .75 G

	

.55 Cc 1 .05 South Carolina 998 1

	

6.00
910 M 1 .10 H

	

.55 475 B 11 .50 240 C

	

1.00
I

	

1.25 475 C 11 .50 500 A

	

1.10 West Virginia
Montana J .55 520 A 4.50 B

	

1.00 200 A

	

1.50
320 Ba 1 .05 K

	

.25 520 B 4 .50 880 Ab

	

2.25 200 F

	

4.50
S .55 600 A 1 .35 997 A

	

2.25 640 A

	

2.50
Nebraska 690 A

	

4.00 600 E 1.10 B

	

2.25
120 Ca 1 .05 695 A

	

8.50 750 A 1 .25 C

	

2.25 Wisconsin
120 Cb .80 715 A

	

1 .05 860 L .50 40 A

	

.65
120 D 1 .25 780 D

	

1.65 Ma .50 South Dakota B

	

.65
540 0 1 .05 800 A

	

4.50 Mb .50 220 B

	

.8510 A

	

1.00
700 N .55 810 B

	

.60 260 B(hole)8.55 410 F

	

2.25
700 Oa .85 Pennsylvania 430 B

	

1.00
700 Ob .85 North Carolina 10 B .55 Tennessee 430 E

	

.95
700 Y 1 .00 15 E 8.50 430 H

	

1.38130 A

	

1.05 345 C

	

2.25
800 C 1 .10 290 B

	

1.05 25'A .55 430 A

	

6.00 440 E

	

2.25
980 B .55 290 C

	

.85 25 B .55 430 B

	

6.00 440 F

	

2.25
290 D

	

2.60 25 C .55 600 N

	

2.25 500 B

	

18.68
New Hampshire 380 C

	

1 .20 70 Ba .55 500 C

	

1.00
30 A

	

4.00 380 D

	

1 .20 C .50 Texas 510 E

	

4.00
640 K

	

1.10 380 E

	

1.30 135 A 1 .00 145 B

	

4.50 1000 A

	

5.50
450 A

	

2.50 150 A 2.50 255. F

	

2.25
New Jersey 450 E

	

2.20 150 B 3.50 265 A

	

2.50 Dist. of Columbia
30 A

	

.55 630 A

	

1.05 190 C 1 .00 445 K

	

2.25 500 A

	

2.25
115 B

	

4.55 670 A

	

1.05 295 A .55 590 B

	

8.50 B

	

2.25
555 B

	

4.50 680 B

	

8.50 310 A 6.50 690 A

	

1.05 H

	

1.25
885 D

	

.55 680 C

	

8.50 320 A 4.00 Ja

	

1.25
997 B

	

1.00 690 C

	

.55 340 E 1 .05 Vermont K

	

1.25
C

	

1.00 690 D

	

.55 400 C 2.75 1-50 D

	

4.50 P

	

1.00
D

	

1.00 690 E'

	

.55 400 D 2.50 150 E

	

4.50 AB

	

1.00
770 B

	

1.50 495 G 4.50 150 F

	

1.05 AC

	

1.00
New Mexico 880 A

	

1.55 495 J 1.30 150 G

	

1.05 AE

	

.55
40 1 .55 880 B

	

2.10 515 B 3.25 595 A

	

2.25 AG

	

.35
430 B 4 .00 980 C

	

1.05 525 Va 1 .10 595 B

	

2.25 997 A

	

1.00
980 F

	

1.00 525 W 1.05 997 B

	

1.00
New York 980 H

	

.55 525 AA 1 .10 Virginia
70 A .55 980 I

	

.55 720 A .55 120 A

	

.55 Puerto Rico
105 K .40 725 A 12.37 600 Ba

	

.35 640 A

	

1.25
235 A 1 .05 North Dakota 725 C 6.00 Bb

	

.35
305 A .50 725 G 7.00 C

	

.75 .Mfg. Samples260 B 1 .00
615 Fb .40 320 A

.
2.25 750 G 9.25 Da

	

.35 11 A

	

.50
629 C 1.10 320 B 1 .50 W .80 Db

	

.35 11 E

	

1.10
I .55 320 C 1 .00 AN 2 .25 L

	

.75 11 F

	

1.10
J .55 440 A 1 .40 AT 10.10
K 1.00 600 Db 3.05 770 C 1 .10 Washington Timetable G 5 .00

630 T .55 775 Ab .50 340 A

	

2.65
Ua 1.25 Ohio 860 A 1 .25 340 B

	

2.05 Unidentified
Ub 1 .25 10 B .60 965 C 11.00 720 Aa

	

1.15 83

	

1.05
X .60 15 B 3 .50 985 G 1.00 720 Ab

	

1.15 84

	

4.50
AA 1 .25 165 AF .80 1000 B 1 .05 780 K

	

.85 85

	

3.75
AB 1.10 175 V 4 .50 1000 C 1 .05 840 D

	

.55 86,87,88 @ 1.05
ACa .55 175 Wa 6.00 840 E

	

.65' 95

	

5.00
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CALIFORNIA CLUB CELEBRATES ATWOOD'S 70th BIRTHDAY =

By Edrick J . Miller

The 54th meeting of the California Association of Transportation Token Collec-
tors was held Sunday, March 13, at the Ontra Cafeteria in Los Angeles . Thirteen men,
bers and 3 guests were present : Atwood, Carter, Crusen, Cutler, Mr . $ Mrs . Gould,
Kubach, Marvin, Mr. ii Mrs . Miller, Ritterband, Frank Roselinsky E son, Sherman, Ken
Smith, Elaine Willahan . The meeting was called to order at 2 :30 pm, and while Roland
Atwood was detained outside, a large birthday cake picturing a . trolley care on top
was set out on one of the tables in honor of Roland's 70th birthday . The look on Ro-
land's face when he entered the room and saw the cake was a sight to behold! After
the cake was served, AVA convention chairman Bob Ritterband brought the group up to
date on the various committees' progress since the last meeting . Things are progres-
sing along very well, and those AVA members planning to attend the convention at Dis-
neyland in August will be guaranteed several pleasant surprises . The usual exchange
of tokens followed the conclusion of the business meeting .

**x+e+e

= VECTURISTS ARE TRULY POPULAR =

An interesting sidelight was brought out during the California group's recent
discussion of AVA convention plans for this summer . Robert M . Ritterband reported
that since the time he was named convention chairman, he has received mail from no
less than 37 hotels and resorts in all parts of the nation, asking consideration as
the site of our annual conclave . These invitations came from 19 states of the Union,
plus Quebec, according to Ritterband's tabulation . We vecturists are just popular
people!

In spite of all temptations, however, the California Club is standing fast on
its intention to host the gathering at Disneyland . The dates will be August 5-7,
with headquarters at the Charter House Hotel . It is an excellent place, in a big
garden setting, and is directly opposite the Disneyland entrance . Better make plans
now for you and your family to be with us!

= ANNIVERSARY MEDALS ACQUIRED =

Last December the Curator's year-end report stated that the AVA itself did not
own a specimen of the attractive bronze tenth anniversary medal issued in 1956
through the efforts of Past President F. Gordon Smith . This shortage has now been
overcome. John NicoZosi, New Issues Manager, recently discovered a fine copy in an
Oakland coin shop . The asking price was rather stiff, so Nick and Robert Ritterband,
AVA Curator, combined to buy the piece and jointly donate it to our association's
archives . Just a few weeks later, a second specimen was donated by Lester Grady, a
Pennsylvania member . The two pieces have been mounted, obverse and reverse, in a
little plastic case and will be among the displays at this summer's convention in
Disneyland. Our assets for the enjoyment of present and future collectors thus con-
tinue to grow!

= TEXAS COLLECTORS TO MEET SATURDAY, APRIL 23 =

This organization meeting will be held at John Clymer's house, 2914 Nicholson Drive,
Dallas, beginning at 10 a .m. Refreshments will be served . Any collector in the vi-
cinity will be welcomed, and Duane Feisel is expected to be present to show off the
first copy of his Parking Token Catalogue, hot off the press . A club will be formed,
a constitution adopted, and those present will be charter members . If you need help
finding the place, John's phone is WH 2-4317 . Bring along some duplicates to trade .
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= MARCH SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _
By Ralph Freiberg

CALIFORNIA
San Luis Obispo 785 (Reported by Norman Sherman)

SAN LUIS TRANSIT CO . RIDE AND SHOP
C B 19 Sd

	

(same as obverse)

	

$0.15

ILLINOIS
Caseyville 123 (Reported by Richard Montague)

CASEYVILLE BUS 1
A o B 18 Sd

	

Good For One Ride

	

1 .00

Patterns 998 (Reported by Max M . Schwartz)
T .C . RY CO FULL FARE

J Z 16 Bar

	

(same as obverse) [this token is like 760 F, but a diff . metal]

IOWA
Forest City 370 (Reported by Max M. Schwartz)

S .E . KITNER MOTOR BUS FOREST CITY, IOWA
A o A Oc Sd

	

Good For One Ride (23mm)

	

3.50

MARYLAND
Patterns 998 (Reported by Max M. Schwartz)

THE POTOMAC EDISON CO. PE
H B 16 Sd

	

Good For One Fare PE [same as 560 C but different metal]

MINNESOTA
Alexandria 40 (Reported by J . Douglas Ferguson)

KENT & SON, BUS LINE RETURN TRIP ALEXANDRIA, MINN .
A o A 31 Sd

	

Twin City Cigar Co. Cabinet, International, Iona .
/10 Cent Cigars . Minneapolis, Minn .

	

3.50

NEW JERSEY
Patterns 998 (Reported by Max M . Schwartz)

FIVE MILE BEACH ELEC . RY . CO .
C B 16 Dd-sc Good For One Fare (like 975 A,B, but different metal]

MANUFACTURERS SAMPLES
Group 5 (Reported by Max M . Schwartz)

BELL REGISTER, INC .
R o WM 16 7

	

Springfield, Mass .

CANADA-ONTARIO
Newmarket 555 (Reported by Alan Weighell)

NEWMARKET TOWN BUS 10t~
A o A 22 Sd

	

Good For One Fare (colored red)

	

.15
NEWMARKET TOWN BUS 15e,

B o A 22 Sd

	

Good For One Fare

	

.15
[555 A,B were used from 1959 to November, 1965]

= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

The San Luis Obispo token was placed into use about a month ago . The token is
not sold on buses, but is sold to merchants who in turn pass them out to customers
who make a minimum purchase . The token is good for a ride home from the store . Oth-
er cities have had various tokens of this sort, but most of them are good either for
5C in parking or 5C toward bus fare . This token, on the other hand, is good for the
entire fare home. . . thereforewe list it as a transportation token .
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The Caseyville token was found by Richard Montague of Cahokia, Ill ., which i

only a few miles from Caseyville . Mr . Montague tells us that the token was first I :, -
sued in 1938, and that only 500 of them were struck . When the company stopped using
tokens they collected and destroyed all that they could find, and very few of them
survived . About 5 years ago the Caseyville Bus line was taken over by Bi-State Tran-
sit . Caseyville is a small suburb of East St . Louis . We list the token at $1 .00,
because it is a comparatively recent issue . However, should no more of them turn up,
the value would be expected to be in the census category .

This past month I was fortunately able to make a trip to New York City and at-
tend one of the N.E .V .A . meetings . A couple days later I visited Max Schwartz and he
showed me a group of tokens . Three of them we have listed as patterns, and another
as a manufacturers sample . This last token has a regular "7" in the center instead
of the "7-sc" of the token presently in the catalogue . We don't mark patterns as
obsolete because they were never placed in use in the first place, hence no pattern
should be considered as ever being "current" or "obsolete ." They just never saw any
use at all .

The Forest City, Ia ., token is one of those late depotel tokens used about 1920,
right after the first motor buses were being put into common use in the country . The
line served the same purpose as the older horse-drawn hacks . In this particular case
we have communicated with the son of the :man who operated the line, who informs us
Kitner originally operated a horse-drawn hack, but then "modernized" his service .

The Alexandria, Minn., token is a typical depotel token . It is the third such
Minnesota token known to us bearing the advertisement of the Twin City Cigar Company .
We wonder how many others will turn up .

A word is in order on the prices given to new discoveries . On an old and very
rare token, we assign a price of $5 .00 if, since finding the token, someone has made
a good effort to locate more of them tokens in the town, but has found no more of
them. Thus a single rare token, on which no more have been found even after looking
for them, we assign a $5 .00 price . We put the price at $3 .50 if more than one token
has been found, or if we think they may turn up again . Naturally these prices are
only relative, and the owner is not likely to part with his token for any price .
Then when the next edition of the printed catalogue comes out, if the new discovery
is still unique, we probably will assign the top price to it, which may be $10 in the
3rd edition of Atwood, which will be published at the end of 1967 .

I am sometimes asked why unpunched solid tokens are not listed (that is, tokens
issued with some kind of design punched out, but which through error escaped having
the punching done and came through solid) . Mr . Atwood tried to make a list of these
about 15 years ago, but the list was never anything like complete because there were
dozens of such tokens not reported to him . We don't list them because we believe that
any token which was supposed to be punched may exist in the solid, "unpunched" state .
The punching machinery sticks sometimes, and a token misses getting struck by it .
Recent unpunched solids reported to me are NJ 115 G without the slots punched out,
and Minn 760 E without the center hole punched out . Often if you visit a bus com-
pany and talk to the right person, and convince him to search through his junk box in
his drawer, you can obtain one or two unpunched tokens . Back in 1951, when I was in
North Carolina, I was given a solid token like NC 240 I by the Duke Power Co ., and in
Raleigh the fellow there gave me a token like NC 660 B but solid, without the "W"
cut out of the center . I know about most of the unpunched solid tokens that exist,
but there are probably also many that I have never heard about . If collectors are
interested, and will report their unpunched solid errors to me, perhaps we can pub-
lish a list of them in The Fare Box .

In the past months I've been able to attend meetings of the Chicago and New York
clubs, but in making these trips I have fallen behind on most of my correspondence .
Sooner or later I shall get caught up . I'll sign off early now, because I imagine
this issue of The Fare Box will be big enough without my adding to its size!

kieie~Fx'

Capital T'uanait og Txenton, N .J ., haw aaL5ed each 4aYLeS ;yxam 25G -to 30C, and .tokens
sxom 5/$1 .15 to 10/$2 .50 ; schoot -totaew) axe up to 10/$1 .50 5rom 10/$1 .
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= MARCH SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =

By Kenneth E. Smith

LATVIA
T35-pa'a) 400 (Located by Jerzy Stefanski)

LIBAUER STRASSENBAHN 3k .
A o K 24 Sd

	

(blank)

	

$5.00

(The first report and description I had of this token was in 1948 . Recently
a non-member of the AVA sent me a rubbing of the token, followed in less
than a week by another rubbing from Larry Edell. I acquired the first tok-
en, a beautiful almost uncirculated token, and Mr . Edell traded the second
token at a NEVA meeting . The 1948 description proved, for once, to have
been correct . Mr. Stefanski is a collector of Polish coins who works for
the same consulting firm I do, and he identified the token's location and
probable usage . Mr. Stefansky left Poland in 1939 after the German inva-
sion and served as an officer in the Free Polish forces under Ike as a tank
commander. The town of Liepaja was settled mainly by Germans, and German
is the second language, which accounts for the German inscription on the
token. The token probably was used in the 1890's as a child fare, based
on the 3 kopek rate .)

More listings next month. Remember, please, to send rubbings when reporting new
listings of foreign transportation tokens to me .

Kenneth E. Smith

	

328 Avenue F

	

Redondo Beach, Calif. 90277

rx* •r

= HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR COPY OF THE PARKING TOKEN CATALOGUE? =

i

ENGLAND
Chesterfield 170 (Reported by D. Capper)

CHESTERFIELD CORP. TRANSPORT (NEW CITY ARMS) (VERY SMALL LETTERS)
BS Cr 22 Sd 1d. .15

(note that BP BQ BR also have the "new city arms" and very small letters)

Leeds 445 (D. Capper)
LEEDS CORPORATION GAS DEPARTMENT
/(ARMS)

CITY TRAMWAYS ONE Id- STAGE

E o B 31 Sd Trams (numerals)

500 (Reported by D. Capper)

6.00

Manchester
MANCHESTER CARRIAGE AND TRAMWAYS COMPANY

J o B Ov Sd 3 (24xl8mm) 3.00
MANCHESTER CORPORATION TRANSPORT (ARMS)

BQ Cg 23 Sd 2d (dark green)(Vars.) .15
BR Co 23 Sd 3d (orange)(Vars .) .15

(Because of the high speed presses used to make the BQ and BR tokens, a
small percentage of them came. out oval-shaped. The supply sent to Mr .
Nicolosi were mostly circular, but a few are the scarcer oval shape .)

STOKES-ON-TRENT- 730 (D. Capper)
STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES STREET RAILWAY CO . LIMITED

B o B Ov Sd

	

Trains Patent (horsecarriage & marble arch) (24xl9nmr)

Wigan 865 (K. Smith)
(CITY ARMS)

6.00

ZAo Cp 25 Sd

	

*d School pattern
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*Patterns 998 (Reported by DHF)
A

	

X 26 Sd

	

(same as Missouri 3910 G, but struck in solid gold)

NETHERLANDS
Zandvoort 3970 (Reported by Don Edkins and A .C . Hazevoet)

PARKEERPENNING P BOUWES-ZANDVCORT (BLACK BACKGROUND)
B

	

A 34 Sd

	

Geldig Betaalmiddel Waarde-Value-Wert-Valeur 1 Gulden
Bouwes Zandvoort (red background)

	

.25
("Parkeerpenning" = "Parking Token" ; "Geldig Betaalmiddel" = "Valid Cur-
rency" ; "Waarde" (Dutch) = "Value" (English) = "Wert" (German) = "Valeur"
(French) .

= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =

This will be an unusual and memorable month for the field of parking tokens .
The supplemental listing is given for a catalogue that has not yet appeared, for a
starter . I have seen the checking copy sent to me for approval prior to binding,
and I am extremely well pleased with it . The technique employed to situate the tok-
en photos right in the text worked to perfection, and the reproduced photos are the
equal of the originals . The new catalogue will be mailed out as soon as possible
during the week of April 24, so you can look forward to receiving it then if you
have placed your order .

By the time you read these notes I shall be well along on a 3-week trip which
will carry me to San Francisco, Phoenix, Albuquerque, and Dallas . While in Dallas I
plan to attend the organizational meeting of a new collectors' group .

	

I shall have
with me the checking copy of the new parking token catalogue plus a selection of
scarce tokens for display . This 3-week trip will also mean that my problems with a
huge stack of correspondence to answer will become much worse . I offer my apologies
'to those of you to whom I have owed letters for so long, and you have my promise that
I shall wade through that stack just as soon as possible, so please bear with me .

Patrons of Chicago's Balmoral Theatre can exchange their parking lot ticket for
an exit token when they purchase an admission ticket to the theater .

Citizens Savings provides a free exit token to their patrons which enables them
to leave the bank parking lot without paying 254 in coin .

-Ma ei 1966-

ILLINOIS
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= MARCH SUPPLEMENT TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS =

By Duane H . Feisel

(Reported by Ralph Freiberg and DHF)Chicago 3150

AW Bz 25 Sd
BAL'fORAL THEATRE (GATE)

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D)(12/52- ) $0,25

AX WM 22 id
CITIZENS SAVINGS 3 LOAN ASSN . EXIT

(blank)(10/63- ) .25

AY B 22 Sd
EXIT TOKEN H & H CAFE

(blank)(6/6/64- ) .25

KANSAS
Kansas City

C B 22 Sd

3490 (Reported by Don McKelvey)
KANSAS CITY KANSAS AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE MINNESOTA AREA
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

.15Good For Downtown Parking Only Kansas City Kansas (9/1/65-)

MISSOURI
St . Louis 3910 (Reported by Stephan M . Bezerk ; location by DHF)

.30

THIS COIN GOOD AT FACE VALUE IN CASH OR TRADE 30 CENTS

G
MEYER BROS . PARKING SYSTEM (GLOBE, WREATH, EMBLEM)(1964- )

Sv 26 Sd

	

May The Holder Get His Wish Good Luck (4-leaf clover)
(For a similar token in Gold, see *Pattern Section .)
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-Match
Exit from the parking lot serving the H & H Cafe is provided by the free tokens

given to patrons of the cafe . The parking gate has been damaged and has not been ii
use for several months, but plans are to have it repaired and restored to active du -r;

The new tokens for Kansas City are used in the standard merchants fashion in
which the tokens are given to customers with purchases of a given size . This token
can then be used in parking meters in place of a nickel, and then the tokens are re-
deemed by the merchants group from the city so that the cycle can start again .

The token for St . Louis is a very handsome and striking piece, and is struck in
coin silver . The tokens are sold In packages of 40 tokens to stores and individuals,
and each token is good for one hour parking regardless of the rate (minimum rate in
St . Louis area is 354 per hour) . To promote and advertise these tokens, 12 pieces
were struck in 18 karat gold and presented to notables in the city . Because of the
limited availability of these gold tokens, they are listed in the *Pattern section .
One of these gold tokens was even used in the regular way, and came back to the cen-
tral office in the collection receipts ; You will note that the symbol in the 3rd
column of the listing is given as "X" for gold .

Netherlands 3970 A is now obsolete and has been replaced by the extremely hand-
some piece reported this month . The appearance of this token is quite unusual as
the raised portions retain the untreated aluminum color, while the background has
been colored (probably anodized) and the color is different on obverse and reverse .
A second feature of this token is that it is multi-lingual, carrying words from four
languages, which possibly indicates the popularity of this seaside resort . The use

for this token is the same as previously reported for A in the December 1965 issue
of The Fare Box .

Members of PTNIS will receive the following tokens : III 3150 AW,AY ; Kans 3490

C ; Mo 3910 G. It is hoped that III 3150 AX will also be made available, but at this
writing the supply had not yet been received . These tokens will not be mailed out
until the end of April, and will be included with the new issues for next month . Re-
member, though, these tokens are now on hand and will be supplied to all PTNIS sub-
scribers . Incidentally, there is still room in PTNIS for a few more members . The
list will be closed at 100 subscribers, so act now if you do not want to be disap-
pointed .

After reading this report, don't you agree with the first sentence? Please keep
the reports of new issues & discoveries coming to me . They always receive Immediate

attention . Send them to me at :

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

-

	

P.O. BOX 215

	

MEDFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 02052

MARCH NEW ISSUES REPORT =
By J.G. NicoZosi

Well, we finally have come up with a U .S. token this month. We thank Norman
Sherman of Santa Barbara for looking around and finding this one for us, and for
making it possiblee for the New Issues Service to get a supply . This is the first
new token from San Luis Obispo since the end of World War II. We are also sending
you 2 nice tokens from Newmarket, Ontario (555 A,B), which were used from 1959 to
November, 1965. They have thus been in use a while and show some wear . We are
grateful to Alan WeigheZZ for supplying these to us .

All members, regular and associate, will receive the above two tokens . This
month I am also adding 5 more members from the waiting list to associate membership
(as per story on page 148, October 1965 Fare Box) . Welcome aboard, one and all!

We expect to have another new Canadian token next month .
Our thanks to Grant Schmalgemeier for the nice rubber stamp he sent me, showing

statement of account, and for the cardboard sheets he sent to help mail out tokens .

= HOW MANY NEW MEMBERS WILL YOU PROPOSE THIS YEAR? =
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OUR 226th ISSUE

At the end of this issue you will find the sheet containing pages 41/42 which
should have been part of the March, issue . Insert this in the proper place with your
March Fare Box, and things will be all in order . The lost package never came, and
Bob and Anna Butler, our long-suffering custodians of the membership roster, did the
missing pages over again . Our gratitude goes out to them!

A colorful folder about Disneyland is included this month for most of you. As
we were able to obtain only 500 of them, a few of you will not receive it . Also in
this issue are details about our August convention . Disneyland is located about 30
miles south of Los Angeles in a suburban district . Though there are nearly 100
motels in the area, everything sells out quickly for the entire summer . There is no
such thing as "some little hotel around the corner with plenty of rooms cheap ." So
make your room reservations early . See directions inside .

Also included as part of this issue are photographs of all varieties--major and
minor--of the Muscatine Bridge tokens of Iowa, together with an excellent account of
the bridge's history, written exclusively for THE FARE BOX by Mr. Harry L. Fryberger,
former Superintendent of the Bridge . Photographs were all made by our CU-5 Polaroid
camera, which provides instant prints without having to wait to get them developed .
Next month we'll have two more pages of photographs of recent rare discoveries in-
cluding Mr. Hargett's six depotels from Marion, Kans ., and the 3 airplane tokens he
has reported to us, and which will be listed next month when the pictures appear .

The New York Times on Sunday, April 24, 1966, mentioned the A .V.A . and The Fare
Box, together with Don Mazeau's address . Don has received 48 requests for applica-
tion blanks as a result! Hope they follow through and join us . Speaking of applic-
ation blanks, the Editor is all out again, but I'll run off another batch as soon as
this issue is behind me, so if you would Like a few, drop me a card .

The loose-leaf parking token catalogues have been mailed to those who ordered
them. The cloth-bound copies still haven't arrived . We've received the shipping
slip, and the books are somewhere between Boston and Michigan on a very slow truck .
You'll get your copy as soon we we get the shipment . But have patience . The book
is well worth waiting for . Your Editor has seen the loose-leaf pages, and the book
is magnificent! The pictures are perfect . I wish our Atwood were half as nice!

pra~x~a.. WqTT T1 , 171
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= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

833 RON H. SCHIEBER - 1382 COPLEY ROAD - AKRON, OHIO 44320
Age 25 ; Coin Dealer . Collects U .S . & Canada . (Co66ee)

834 MURRAY HANDELMAN - 340 WEBSTER AVENUE - BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11230
Age 27 ; Businessman . Collects U .S . & Canada . (Mazeau)

835 DR. PAUL FEDERBUSH - 3418 OCEANSIDE ROAD - ODEANSIDE, NEW YORK 11572
Age 36 . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Mazeau)

836 WALTER H . NEEMANN - DUNBAR, NEBRASKA 68346
Age 54 ; Farmer . Collects U .S . & Parking . (Moyeh)

837 T.N . McCOY, JR. - ROUTE 2, BOX 104 - GREYDON HEIGHTS - CATLETTSBURG, KY . 41129
Age 30 ; Postal Clerk. (R.N . Rice)

838 ROBERT J . MISDOM - BOX 731, PAMRAPO STATION - BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY 07002
Age 27 ; Film Developer . Collects U .S . & Parking . (Canman)

839 DOUGLAS REDIES - 512 THIRD STREET, S .W . - CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 52404
Age 32 ; Printer . Collects U .S . & Canada . (Camnan)

840 ASTERISK CLUB - BOX 294 - TUCSON, ARIZONA 85702
Nolan G. Tucker, President . Collects U .S . & Parking. (NoA n Shenunan)

REINSTATEMENT TO-:MEMBERSHIP

742 JAMES L . GABEL - Box 4744 - San Francisco, California 94101
619 ORAZIO LOMBARDO - P.O . Box 203 -'Sherbrooke, Quebec

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Joseph Allis - 48 East 29th Street - New York, N .Y . 10016
Alfred D . Hoch - Harvard,:Road - Stow, Massachusetts 01775
Philip Mandel - 324 North Loral - Chi$ago, Illinois 60644

- FINAL LIST OF

FOR PRESIDENT
Robert M. Ritterband (accepted)
Duane H . Feisel (accepted)
J. Douglas Ferguson (declined)
Daniel DiMichaeZ (declined)

NOMINATIONS FOR A .V.A. OFFICES -

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Hinde (accepted)
John Clymer (accepted)
Neil Shafer (accepted)'
Norman Shermcox (declined)

FOR SECRETARY

	

FOR CURATOR
Donald N. Mazeau (accepted)

	

A.H. Erickson (accepted)
Sam Rabinowitz (accepted)'

FOR TREASURER

	

John Clymer (declined)
R.K. Frisbee (accepted)

	

Robert M. Ritterband (declined)
Joseph Mark Kotler (declined)

So the election contests will bee between Ritterband and Feisel for President ;
between Hinde, Clymer, and Shafer,'for Vice-President ; between Erickson and Rabino-
witz for Curator . Mazeau and Frisbee, with no opposition, are automatically re-
elected to their respective offices . Ballots will be mailed with the June issue of
The Fare Box, and the deadline will be one day prior to the opening of the Disney-
land Convention . Results will, be announced at the Convention and in the August is-
sue of The Fare Box .

= PLAN NOW TO ATTEND THE A.V.A. CONVENTION AT DISNEYLAND - AUGUST 5-7 =
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MUSCATINE, IOWA : THE CITY, THE BRIDGE, THE TOKENS

By J .M. Coffee

-Page 65-

There are twenty-three varieties of transportation tokens listed from Muscatine,
Iowa. . . including the new discovery reported this month. And until recently we knew
next to nothing about any of them. Iowa 640 L is certainly the oldest of them, and
it's a very interesting token . It will be relisted as 640 A in the next edition of
our catalogue . It was a horsecar token, but we know little about it . The many is-
sues of the Muscatine City Lines are a complete mystery . They were listed in the
1932 Check List printed by R .W. Dunn, but inquiries in Muscatine have elicited ab-
solutely no information about a firm of that name . No one seems to know anything
about it . All five of the Muscatine City Lines tokens are rare . We do know that
the Midwest Transit Lines operated in Muscatine, and the tokens listed from Ames--
Iowa 30 E F G, were also used in Muscatine .

The tokens of the Muscatine Bridge were discovered by collectors during the
1930's. They are not listed in the 1932 Dunn list, but we find some of them in the
1942 Atwood list. I had always been interested in them, because there are so many
of them and they are all rare . But letters to Muscatine brought no results, either
in tokens or information .

Finally, in August 1964, while driving across the country from Tacoma to Boston .
I visited Muscatine and spent the night there . I remember driving into the city in
darkness on a Friday night . Friday night is shopping night in Muscatine, and the
traffic was terrible . The streets are one-way in the center of town, and I recall
driving around in circle trying to find a hotel . Finally I found one right next to
the river and only a block from the bridge . All night long I listened alternately
to the frequent trains of the Milwaukee RR and the Rock Island RR, and to the rattle
of the traffic going over the old bridge . That evening I visited a former employee
of the bridge and obtained one of the tokens from him (Ia 640 D) . We had a delight-
ful evening talking about the bridge and the city . In view of the fact that I was a
total stranger who came knocking at the door of his house well after dark, I can
state that--if this man was typical--the people of that wonderful city are among the
friendliest in America. He gave me the name & address of a former superintendent of
the bridge--who was then out of town--and suggested that I communicate with him .
After two years of communications, and a fine friendship built through the mails, I
have prevailed upon Mr. Harry L. Fryberger to furnish us with a fine history of the
bridge, which appears elsewhere in this issue .

The morning after my enjoyable visit with the man who had worked for the bridge
I left Muscatine and crossed the old bridge to Illinois, and then drove north along
the Mississippi River through lush green country . My visit had happy results in ad-
dition to the information which has now been acquired, for I also acquired a com-
plete set of the bridge tokens, including all major and minor varieties with one ex-
ception . The exception (Is 640 Wa) is in Dan DiMichael's collection, and he obtain-
ed it when he purchased the Vredenburgh collection . Dan loaned me the token for
photographing, so that we could include with this issue a complete set of pictures
of all major and minor varieties of the Muscatine Bridge tokens .

The tokens themselves are pictured in the order that I believe they were is-
sued . The first three-C,E,G--were undoubtedly issued together in 1922 . The 20C
token for trucks, the 15C token for automobiles, the 22C token for extra passengers
in the car or truck, or for a person crossing on foot . I believe the 640 G was the
first of the 2'C tokens because the die work is similar to C and E, and it has the
same inscription on both sides, like C and E . Also the crossbar in the "C" is very
light on its obverse, as it is on E . The catalogue errs in putting a "c" and not a
"C" on these tokens (E and G) for it is actually a "C" on both of them, but the
crossbar is very light . Tokens, like the cardboard tickets that were used earlier,
were sold in quantities at a discount . It developed that the 15C and 20C tokens
were not popular (no doubt because of the relatively large outlay required to buy
them in quantity) while the 2'-

z
c tokens proved immensely popular . So it was soon

necessary to reorder the 22C tokens . They continued to make them in aluminum, but
changed the reverse design by adding the words "Good For Return Over Mississippi
River ." Whether H or I came first is just guess work . Probably the I was the ear-
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lier token, because the H is more like the later brass issues in appearance . These
tokens continued to be popular and the bridge apparently kept running low on them,
so they took the 154 and 204 tokens and, because they were rarely used, punched holes
in them and used them for .2/c tokens . Thus we have .640 D and F. This explains why
the solid 154 and 204 tokens are relatively rare in relation to the holed ones . The
only solid ones to escape the punching process were the few which were then in the
hands of patrons of the bridge--mostly Illinois farmers who did their shopping in
Muscatine .

Aluminum being a light metal, easily bent, the bridge authorities then decided
to use brass . Brass is almost as inexpensive as aluminum . So they issued the 640 K
tokens--first the rather primitive-looking one with serifs on the letters in "Good
For Return" and later the neater-looking job without the serifs . When the supply
of these was low, they ordered again, this time choosing a design somewhat similar
to the old aluminum 640 H, but without the little design on the reverse . This type
apparently was ordered at least three times, for there are three known die varieties .
This token was unknown to collectors until recently, and we list it here for the
first time--although it is quite possible that some collectors may . own it and think
that it is 640 J, because the wording is identical .

Finally, no doubt around 1929, the bridge adopted the design of 640 J, and we
know of at least four die varieties of this one . The J is the only Muscatine Bridge
token which is not in the "census" category, although I believe that the varieties
with the periods after "CO ." and "CTS ." would be census if we had a breakdown on
them. The varieties without the periods are the commonest of the lot, but even
these are quite scarce . . . for, when the bridge went off tokens and returned to card-
board tickets, they destroyed all the tokens that were left . Photographs of 640 J,
all 4 die varieties, are on the reverse side of the picture sheet . In the next ed-
ition of the Atwood Catalogue we probably shall assign separate major listings to
the .640 J type tokens with periods and those without periods .

The census on the Muscatine Bridge tokens, at this writing, is as follows :
640 C (3) ; D (10) ; E (5) ; F (8) ; G (6) ; H (8) ; I (8) ; J is not census ; K (8) ; W (4) .
However, now that pictures have been made public, it may be that there are more of W
than we thought . The Editor would appreciate very nuch hearing from any reader who
owns 640 W (which of the 3 types?), and also would Zike to hear from .any reader who
has 640 J with the periods .

A fewmore of these tokens may be owned by farmers across the river from Mus-
catine, but people have advertised for them and very few have turned up . The tokens
of the Muscatine Bridge will always be rare, and they are interesting artifacts of
the old days on the bridge which connects-Muscatine with Illinois . If anyone ever
makes a study of the numismatics of the Mississippi River, these toll tokens will
deserve an important chapter .

HISTORY OF THE 4JSCATINE BRIDGECOMPANY =
By Harry L . .Fryberger

The location of Muscatine was discovered in 1673 and inhabited by the Muscoutin
Indians . In 1683 a trading post was erected here of logs, at Sandstone Bluffs, or
Grindstone Bluffs as some are disposed to call them, this being the present site of
Muscatine . When the first plat was made the name of Newburg was given the town .
Musquitine was given the territory by the Indians, which meant "Burning Island," a
name given because of the rank grass that grew here and was annually destroyed by
fire . On January 23, 1839, the name was changed to Bloomington, and the town was
incorporated . However, because of a city in Illinois called Bloomington there was
much confusion in the mails, so the city was finally named Muscatine, after the or-
iginal Indian name . It is the only Muscatine in the United States .

Muscatine is a beautiful city lying in a valley extending to the Mississippi
River, .. with high bluffs overlooking the river. Years ago the river was six to eight
miles wide here, extending to the bluffs on the . Illinois side . Today there are lev-
ees on both sides, holding the width to about half a mile at high water .
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In the old days Muscatine was a logging and sawmill center, and large rafts of

logs were floated down the river . There were several sawmills along the river in
what we call South End, the lower part of Muscatine . In those days there were ferry
boats between Iowa and Illinois at this point. The pearl button industry originated
in Muscatine, and today Muscatine is still the world's largest center for the manu-
facture of plastic and pearl buttons .

By the 1880's the need for a bridge was beginning to be felt by the people, and
in 1887 and 1888 the Muscatine Evening Journal issued opinion polls asking the peo-
ple to state their ideas about building a bridge . Many people thought the cost of
constructing a bridge--$150,000--was too much, and suggested that the ferries were
satisfactory . Others hoped that the railroads could be persuaded to build a combi-
nation railroad and wagon bridge . However, a bridge company was formed, and its
first meeting was held the evening of November 29, 1887 . The bridge was built, and
it was opened to traffic on May 8, 1891 . The bridge was supported by a 3% tax voted
by the people (the vote : 1,464 in favor, 197 against) . The bridge was built by the
Milwaukee Bridge Company at a cost of $149,000--one-third of which was raised by the
3% tax, and the balance by private subscription and the sale of bonds . The first
pile had been driven October 21, 1889 .

The total length of the bridge from landing to landing is 3,101 feet and 6 in-
ches . The piers are constructed of stone from the Cedar Valley quarries, and the
extreme height of the longest (442-foot) span above water is 112 feet . The load cap-
acity is 30 tons .

The City of Muscatine had the option, after ten years time, to purchase the
bridge. But it did not exercise the option, and the bridge has continued as a pri-
vate corporation down to the present .

	

_
A number of incidents have marked the history of the Muscatine Bridge . During

construction one man lost his balance and fell, striking one of the iron members,
and was killed instantly . This was the only fatality during construction . Then on
February 4, 1899, the second span on the Illinois side fell . It was a very cold day .
It seems that the end of this span was riveted to the shoe of the first span, and on
the Iowa side the span was on rollers to take care of expansion . Because of the
cold the bridge contracted, leaving the end of that span in a precarious condition .
A team and wagon was crossing the span, and the end on rollers slipped off and went
down . The man driving the team was unhurt, but the horses were hurt so badly that
they had to be shot . The span was raised, and the bridge was fit for travel again,
on March 2, 1899 .

Then on June 1, 1956, this same span was crashed into at the Illinois end by a
boy who was being chased by the police . He lost control of his car, and the span
was shoved toward Illinois . There were two large semi trucks waiting to cross over
after the wrecker removed the car . Unfortunately the bridge was not examined, and
they thought everything was OK and started towards Muscatine . One semi just started
onto the next span and the other was In about the center of the span, and the end
towards Muscatine slipped off on the right side, twisting the span, and down it
crashed . This time the span could not be fixed . The bridge was closed 132 days,
and opened to traffic again on October 12, 1956 . Fortunately no one was hurt in
this accident . The first semi just hung on the edge of the bridge and didn't go
down .

In 1957 on January 2, the bridge was sold to the Muscatine Bridge Commission
with no payment down ; it was to be paid for by the revenues, and some time this year
it will be paid off . The purchase price was about a million dollars . When the Com-
mission took over they doubled the rates .

Not long after the bridge was in operation, cardboard tickets were issued in
denominations of 201, 151, and Se, and these were used for many years . Then in 1922
when automobile traffic was increasing they issued the metal tokens, 201, 151, and
2/1--the rate for footmen and passengers having been cut from 51 to 210 each way .
These tokens were sold at a discount, and they were discontinued about 1932 .

Then came the merchant tickets good for a 51 footman rate or passenger rate,
the rate for these categories having been increased to 51 again . These tickets
were sold to merchants and for each dollar the Illinois farmer spent he would re-
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calve one ticket good for 5t . This actually made a free bridge to the farmer who .
traded in Muscatine . We sold these tickets to the merchants at $3 .50 per 100, and
the bridge company took up the $1 .50 .

Now going back to the tokens' and the reason there aree so many types . In the
beginning we started out with the 20t, 150, and'2fC . These were ordered In small
quantities of 2,500 per lot and as we ran short we kept on buying more of them--I
would say about every six months . The first ones were made of aluminum, but they
were so easy to bend and so many came in all twisted that we changed to brass . The
reason most of the 20C and 15¢ tokens have holes punched in them is that the 200 and
15E tokens weren't used very much and we had quite a number on hand . One time we
ran short of the 2f tokens,, so we, made use of the 20¢ and 15t tokens by punching a
hole in them, and used them as 2f tokens .

It seems that every time ve ordered tokens the order was a little different .

There are at least 16 different types . In the beginning the 20¢ tokens were used
for trucks ; the 15t for automobiles ; the 21C 'for footmen and passengers . When we
discontinued using these tokens they were destroyed so they could not get back into
circulation .

I worked for the Muscatine Bridge Company for about thirty years, and also
helped my father for years before that on the bridge . I have been toll collector,
superintendent, and manager, and finally retired in '1957 .

(Editor's Note : We are grateful to Mr. Fryberger for the foregoing splendid and
fascinating account of the Mississippi River Bridge at Muscatine, which was so much
a part of his . life for many years . I am also grateful to him for supplying me with
several of the tickets used on the bridge, some of which are pictured in this . issue,
for the photograph of the bridge which is reproduced here (along with several oth-
ers), for several newspaper clippings, and Zast--but certainly not least--for sell-
ing me his complete set of the bridge tokens, thereby enabling us to produce cur
photographic essay in this issue . Knowing Mr.'Fryberger, and others like him, is
really the chief reward and the nicest part of collecting transportation tokens.)

THE BILTMORE FOREST STAGE LINE _
By Donald N . Mazeau

The community of Biltmore Forest is a small incorporated town adjacent to Ashe-
ville, North Carolina. It was founded in 1920 as a real estate venture, and now is
one of the most beautiful localities in the United States . The town is completely
comprised of homes of the most wealthy North Carolina families, and is a collection
of mansions set in a lush pine forest near the former Vanderbilt home .

The Biltmore Forest Stage Line, which issued the token listed as NC 40 A, began
operations in 1920 and was used exclusively by Negro construction workers building
the homes and roads in the town . In 1920 Biltmore Forest was considered a remote
location and there was no other way to bring these workers to the area . In later
years the line was used too bring Negro servants to their daily work in the various
homes . The line was operated by the real estate company, the Biltmore Forest Com-
pany, until 1948, when operations were taken over by Bryson Bus Lines, who held the
franchise until 1965 . At present the route is a part of the regular city line oper-
ations of the White Transportation Company .

This information was supplied by Mr . Joseph Sevier, an official of the Biltmore
Forest Company, and a descendant of the first governor of Tennessee, John Sevier.
Mr. Sevier recalls that the aluminum token (NC 40 A) was used in 1920, and in later
years was replaced by a brass token "about the size of a penny, with a hole in the
center ." Only one of the aluminum tokens' can be accounted for today (owned by John
Coffee), and as far as I know the brass one mentioned by Mr. Sevier does not exist
in any collection.

(Editor's Note: Don Mazeau obtained the above very helpful information about
this token while on a trip to Tennessee. Before he left he had threatened to "bring
back a sack of Biltmore Forest tokens." At least he got the story of the token t)
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= TOKENS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE AT MUSCATINE, IOWA (USED 1922-1932) =

Ia 640 H

la 640 F

Ia 640 K(a)

Ia 640 I

Ia 640 D

Ia 640 K(b)

Ia 640 W(a) Ia 640 W(b) Ia 640 W(c)
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= THE TWENTY-SIXTH STREET FERRY =

By Evelyn Jackson

The 26th Street Ferry was owned and operated by the Twenty-Sixth Street Ferry Co .
of Proctorville, Ohio, with Captain Paul F . Thomas being the largest stockholder and
the operator from its start to its finish . He was one of the most successful river
ferry operators on the Ohio River and during his lifetime had operated ferries at var-
ious points along the Ohio . His family before him had operated ferries at Boudes Fer-
ry and Augusta, Ky . Capt . Thomas moved to Proctorville in 1913 and became a partner
in the Proctorville Ferry. He sold out his interest in 1916 and formed the Twenty-
Sixth Street Ferry Company and took over the ferry that had operated there and at
Central City .

There were many boats used at these operations over the years, including the
Rosemary, Whisper, Relief, 7 Wonders, Arion (named for a race horse), Central City,
David F . (named for Capt . Thomas' son), Oweva, Champion III, and Paul F . Thomas .

The fare naturally varied over the years and depended on the type of vehicle .
Most cars were 10t each way . However at the time tokens were used, the fare was 25t
round trip . Dave Thomas, in charge of the boat bearing his father's name, had 1,000
of the tokens struck for use only on the Paul F . Thomas . The other boats continued
to use paper tickets with the name of the boat printed on them .

The opening of the Huntington-Chesapeake Bridge on May 1, 1926, did not hurt the
operation of this ferry, as it was unable to handle all its business . Often 1,500 to
1,800 cars with around 3,000 to 5,000 persons would be a regular day's service . The
business was so heavy in the late 1930's that another boat had to be built to help out
in the trade .

Of all the boats operated by the Thomas family the two that were best known up
and down the river were the "Oweva" and the "Paul F . Thomas ." The "Oweva" was built
in 1921 on the river bank at 26th Street in Huntington, W .Va., by local shipmen and
laborers . It was considered to be the most beautiful ferry ever to operate on the
Ohio River. There is now a replica of the Oweva in the River Museum at Marietta, 0 .

The "Paul F . Thomas" was built in 1934 at Howard Shipyards in Madison, Indiana .
After the hull came to Bradrick, Ohio, the machinery from the Oweva was transferred
to the Paul F . She was the fastest and reputed to be the largest sternwheel ferry
in service on the Ohio River. Her speed was around 10-12 mph, upstream against the
running river with a full load of 25 cars . She had 2 non-condensing engines using
"D" slide valve control, which were from the river packet "Carrie Brown ."

The first and only ferry radio station, Wt1MS, operated in conjunction with the
ferry during floods . This station was never licensed by the FCC but had been granted
a permit for this unusual service years before the FCC existed (see May 1963 issue of
Electronics Illustrated) . There had been no radio laws to cover this type of work so
the station ran unlicensed until the ferry service stopped . The call letters are per-
haps the most unusual in this respect . This station operated from 1924 to 1947 .

In December 1947 the hull of the Paul F . Thomas was broken by ice and since Capt .
Thomas was getting old, he decided that the $20,000 it would take to repair it was
just too much, since the bridge would also become toll-free in a few more years . The
boat was dismantled, the whistle was donated to the River Museum at Marietta ; the en-
gines were given to the Ohio State Museum at Columbus as a memorial to Capt . Thomas ;
the hull was sold to the folks of Hanging Rock, Ohio, for a boat dock which burned
down within a year or two . Thus ended the ferry service, the last one of this area .
Captain Thomas died in 1958 .

Near the banks of the Ohio River in Proctorville there stands a large brick
house, former home of the Thomas Family . On this site stands the pilot-house of the
old "Champion No . 3" which is now used as a playhouse by the neighboring children .

t~*w •
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(paid adv .)
UNC STATE SALES TAX TOKENS, ANYONE 7

Available in Rolls
Material

Ala 1 mill - . Alum
" 5 mill Brass
Ariz 1 "

	

Copper
•

	

5
La .

	

1 "

	

Alum
"'

	

5

	

Brass
Miss 1

	

Alum
"

	

5

	

"'

	

Brass
Mo

	

5 "'

	

Zinc
"'

	

1

	

"'

	

Plastic
Okla 1

	

Alum
•

	

5 Brass
Utah 2 "

	

Plastic
•

	

5 m w

•

	

1 " Alum
It

	

5

	

n

	

111

(#) means very limited (less than 4 rolls available) All rolls are 501n, except
Plastic which are 45 in. Postage is extra on cash or trade as I use padded mailers
for protection. Most rolls are in plastic coin tubes but some will be in original
paper wrappers . The amount listed under T .T . .Cat, is flexible as preference and
discount will be given on trades for T .T .'s which I need and which are listed as
follows : MO 130 A,B,C ; 140 ABODE; 160 AB; 200 ABCDE ; 230 AB; 335 A ; 350 ABODE;
370 ABCDEFGIL; 420 All ; 430 All; 440 ABCEFGHILMQRSTU ; 600 A; 640 AB ; 665 A; 700 AB ;
820 All; 830 AB; 860 All ; 870 A; 880 A ; 880 CDEFH; 910 ABDHIJLMNPQ ; 920 AB; 950 AB ;
997 A thru G; 998 All. All zone checks wanted except NJ 997 A,B,C,D; other tt's
needed : Conn 30 A ; Ill 150 AD, AE ; 250 K,L,M,N ; 760 L,M,N,O,P ; 1000 A,B; Ky 45 A,B;
Mass 115 AD, AE, ; . .Mont 320 Aa; NJ 250 A; NM 40 I ; NY 630 AP ; 631 s ; Pa 445 C ; Vt
150 C,D,E ; all Time Tables (but G) ; Germany 740 Y,AC,AI,AN,AR,

Membership in The Society of Ration Token Collectors ; Dues $1.00 per year,
Write to Mrs . N. J . Keel, Route 1, Guymom, Okla ., 73942 .

Save this ad as I will refer to it in my future "Fare Box" ads .
There will be a slight delay in my replies to letters and orders from June

4th to July 5th as I will be on vacation then.
Other offers ; Set (14 diff unc & 1 circ) sales tax tokens Special .80
WC Blue OPA token Una .90

	

WH Blue OPA token Unc .90 Limited on both
MM Red OPA "

	

" .90 Missouri Cardboard Tokens (my choice of type) .50 ea
35 mixed Red OPAts(most unc) 1.00
22 Mixed Blue. " (some unc) 1.00 . while supply lasts .
Canadian Blue. Meat Ration Token(used) .60
Stamped addressed envelope required on above other offers .

DUPE LIST :

	

Cal 445 B; 450 B; 450 J ; 575 F ;Fla 530 C ; Ga 60 J ; 450 B; Ind 260
A,B,C, ; 270 A; 290 A ; 350 C; 460 W; 660 C; 690 A ; 860 C; 930 H ; Iowa 310 F ; 930 J ;
Kan 820 B thru I (in sets only) ; 880 B; 970 C,D,E,F,G,H ; KY 510 AM,AN ; Mass 115 N ;
Mich 75 D; 225 F,H; 370 I ; 680 M,Q, ; Minn 190 C; 230 G,I ; 540 L; MO 370 H,J,K ; Mont
660 G, NJ 15 A ; 20 F, 115 G ; NY 105 D; 445 C,G.; 760 A.B,C ; 830 C; 995 A ; NC 130 C,H
190 D; 240 B,G,I ; 350 A,B,C ; 440 A; 980 D; Ohio 355 A,B; 505 F; 640 A; 860 E . 990 B
Ore 700 G; Pa 10 F; 65 S; 165 G, 305 E, 325 B, 420 A, 425 C, 463 A, 465 A, 485 A,
495 N, 605 G,K,N, 675 B, 705 .c, 750 AA,AF,AH,AR, 775 B, 765 AB, 870 A, 985 D,E .
Tex 275 E, Va 20 K, 580 G,K, 730 C, W. Va 830 D, MO 997 I, Germany 740 J,K,T,V,W,X,
AE,

If you are interested in OPA Ration Material, watch for large ad which will be
in " The Ration Board"/ COMING SOON	
SAMPLE	Unused Unissued Ration Book 8.,130

	

(one only)

	

$5.00
If

	

It

	

onl
"

	

"

	

Coffee Coupon'R.1209 tone

	

2 .50
above 8-1209 overprinted for one pound . sugar

JERRY BATES AVA 675 SRTC C..2 PO BOX 546 ST . CHARLES, MISSOURI

	

63301
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Center Wording, Cash T.T. Cat,
Holed - Sales Tax 2.60 3.75
Solid "

	

" 4.50 7 .00 #
10 .00 16 .00
10 .00 16.00

holed Pub Welfare 2.60 3 .75
" "

	

" 5.00 5.00 #
" Sales Tax 3 .50 6.00 #
" "

	

" 5-.00 8.00 #
11, n

	

n 3 .50 5 .00
solid "

	

" 2.00 3 .50 #
holed Old age assist 3.00 5.00

"' m n

	

" 5.00 8.00
solid Sales Tax 2 .00 3.50 #
n m

	

n 2.00 3 50 "'
holed Emerg Relief 3 .50 6.00 "'
m n

	

m . 4.50 7.00 #
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WANTED : token Ill 25 B, any brass horsecar token from Iowa, also strap type James-
town, Va., watch fob 1607-1907 gold watch chain charm "Improved Order of Red Men"

YOUNG & McSHEA'S MERRY GO ROUND with lighthouse & sailboat scene on obverse; ATLAN-
TIC CITY with horse.voman attempting to lance hanging ring on reverse . Old!
G.W. Gallagher	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown, Pa. 19046
Auction to highest bidder : Me 480 B, 740 A ; Pa 10 B, 25 A B C D E (set), 70 A B C,
165 E, 320 A, 325 D, 340 E, 400 C D, 405 A, 445 C, 495 E L, 515 B, 720 A, 725 G J,
750 L W Z AT, 860 A, 870 A, 965 C . = G.W. Diehl	-	Fort Loudon, Pa . 17224
Thanks for response to my January ad on Henry Ford Poeketpiece Tokens . Still have
a few left in bronze at $1 .75 or trade for 18 TT's . I need traders.
Doug Smith	P.O. Box 5061	-	Grosse Pointe Mich . 48236
NEW COLLECTOR: Will trade 2 foreign coins (no Mexico, Canada, Great Britain) for
each token sent. (any kind) . Postage please over 12 trades .
Charles F. Raisch BT3 691-79-03-B. Div. USS Waccamaw (AO-109)-FPO New York 09501
FOR SALE: PA 15 E, $2.50. ILL 495 G, $1 .50. For Auction: Ind 20b A, 520 B; Ill
120 B, 420 A. Monthly listing of over 500 transit tokens for sale, free on request .
Jack E. Carnan	-	R.R. 3- Box 250	-	Edwardsburq, Mich . 49112
WANTED : TELEPHONE TOKENS all kinds I need for research work . Highest price paid .
Robert K. Lusch	-	401 N. Macomb St.	-	Monroe . Mich. 48161
TRADE: 3 diff. P-mint 1¢ from 1916P to 1920P and 1923P to 1930P for any transp . tok-
en of your choice . Also trade 1 Mercury 104 for TT's except Kans 970 C G H K . I
prefer NY 630 AN,Qr Pa 750 AL . All trades include self-addressed stamped envelope .
Hugh Raburn	-	229 W. Apsley St .~~ Apt . 4	-	Philadelphia, Pa . 19144
WILL TRADE A WOODEN 5y` from Chicago Worth War (all lettering & face is raised) for
best TT offered . Also for sale or trade at catalogue : Go 60 L; Ind 20 C, 180 E,
590 A, 660 A B D E F; Kans 540 A; Mx 60 AM; Neb 420 D; NJ 115 C; NY 105 F, 760 C,
830 C; NC 240 G; Ohio 10 R, 125 K M, 165 Al, 230 L, 355 A B, 385 A, 505 F, 640 A,
830 C D E F, 860 D E, 915 H; Okla 640 E; Ore 700 G; Pa 10 C, 25 E, 65 N, 105 A, 2000
Robert R. Kelley	-	6315 Parkview Circle	-	Mason, Ohio
New Member invites correspondence - buying, selling, trading all tokens, coins, med-
allions, etc. Who can furnish me a TT check list? butch book cover collection for
sale or trade. Limited number of Unc . Ill 130 G @ $1 .05 ea. PPd. Have 1 FRN Fried-
berg #2102-J (Lt . Grm.) and 1 #2102-K (Dk . Grm.) for sale or trade, both VG . Every-
one invited to Texarkana's Saddle Horse Show here May 28 (Fair Grounds) .
Bill S. Riley	-	Route 2r Box 501	-	Texarkana, Tex. 75501
Will send one Md 3620 for each parking token sent plus stamped envelope . Also, for
best cash offer: NY 630 AO.
Sam Ruqgeri	-	1018 So. Carley Ct .	-	No. Bellmore, N .Y. 11712
MAIL BID : HIGHEST OFFER : Ala 40 A, 750 F, 840 A ; Alas 300 E G, 450 H ; Aria 640 E,
1000 A B C; Ark 435 B, 975 A B; Calif 125 D, 320 E, 575 Ab, 815 B D; Coto 260 N,
540 C D; Conn 30 A, 210 A, 235 B, 290 P, 305 R, 345 B ; Pla 380 D, 530 H; Ida 100 D;
ILL 120 B, 150 Y Z, 250 L, 530 E, 755 B, 795 J; Ind 90 A, 930 F G; Ia 600 A, 730 A,
850 K; Kans 40 F, 450 D E, 480 A B C D, 820 E F H I, 980 A B ; Ky 10 J Oa Ob, 250 B
C; Me 480 A; Mich 65 B, 75 I, 360 A, 375 A B ; Minn 50 L M N 0 P; Mo 440 M P, 910 J
K; Mont 320 A B restrikes ; Neb 540 0, 800 A B ; Nev 100 A B; NJ 30 A, 885 A ; NY 70 A,
105 K, 305 A, 505 A, 630 T ACa AD 40, 631 K M S, 715 A, 945 D; NC 380 C, 690 D, 980
H I; ND 960 A; Pa 10 B- 25 A C D, 70 A B C, 190 C, 340 E, 495 L, 725 CG, 750 W Z
AN, 775 A B, 870 A, 985 D E, 997 A E F I J M P; Tenn 600 L; Tex 445 L; Va 20 L, 120
A, 600 B D F I- Wash 780 K S, 840 D E, 860 A B, 970 A; Wisc 420 C, 430 E, 500 B ;
Puerto Rico 640 A'C D ; Mfg Sample 14 A, 17 B; Timetable G; Alberta 140 A B, BC 450
A E; N.S. 100 B C D E F G H I J K L, 200 A, 350 B, 850 C, 3850 A ; Ontario 325 A C,
675 D FGHI; Que 345 B, 360 F, 620 X ZAAAC, 745HI N, 800BEGH, 870CDE,
970 A H, 3630 A. Also "A.W. Gale, Concord N.H." Civil War store card . (Paid adv.)
Roger G. Kimball	-	Box 42	-	South Ashburnham, bass . 01466
TRADE MINN 730 C or auction to highest bidder . My trade list for yours .
Gordon Wold

	

-

	

Route 1

	

-

	

Princeton, Minn . 55371

fraternal order .
C.H. Runyon

	

- 540 Gladstone Avenue

	

- Aurora, Ill. 60506
Sale to Highest Bidder : Me 480 A; Pa 750 Z; Ohio 440 B (Unc .) . Also B 25 Sd, VF,
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SCARCE tokens from the land of Mark Twainl No 320 K .(Unc.) and 370',H'.(Unc.) . 'Wit :
trade both tokens for any one of the following 154 tokens : Calif 450 DL F; Pa 750 X
Y; Mich 885 D; Va 580 L; plus stamped envelope . Just ten trades available . .
R.S. Croom

	

-	867 W. 42nd Street	Norfolk Va. 23508
FOR SALE OR TRADE (trade preferred) : Pa 455 C 204, 455 H 254,.840 E H 25F, .985 D E
254, 985 G 304, 985 H 254 . Nevada tokens wanted. Also West Virginia .
Barry Platsky	119 Gordon Ave .	-	Wilkes Barre, Pa . 18702
WILL TRADE one 1873 closed 3 Indian cent VG+ worth $13 .00 for 125 common TT's; write
first . You npAst .be satisfied.
Rev . Ed. Shemelia	-	P.O. Box 2446,	-	Muncie, Ind. 47302
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER: Ind 650 B C; Kans 40 F, 480 A ; Ky 510 0 BF, 680 H; NC
690 C D; Ohio 15 A B;'Tenn 430 A B; Tex 255 F, 360 D, 985 B; Va 998 A; . Wash 340 B,
755 A; WVa 200 A B . BRAND NEW COPY OF H & K BOOK ON SO-CALLED DOLLARS, $9.00 (reg.-
retail $12.50) . = Daniel DiMichaeZ - P.O. Box 485	-	Coatesville, Pa . 19320
5 tokens of Grimsby-Cleethorpea Transport offered in exchange for TT's of U.K., Eur-
ope, Asia, S. America, or old railway tickets from anywhere . Obsolete 1/2d. 1-1/2d;
current 2d,3d,4d. A few higher value 1/- & 1/6 available for appropriate exchanges .
Peter Baldwin	92 Sparrows Herne	-	Basildon, Essex, England
BARGAIN HUNTERS' SPECIALS : NC 980 D H I, 20 B, 130 H, 350 B all six for $1 .00 or how
about this : Iii 530 .E and F plus 660 A all 3 for $1 .00 . Appreciate self-addressedd
stamped envelope with above two iota . Have also 2 sets of 100 diff. encased pennies
that are not old but sure would give someone a good start for a collection. Price
only $18 .95 per set of 100 or sample 254 plus postage.
Howard .T. Breitmeyer	-	P.O. Box 5702	-	Detroit, Mich. 48239
-WANTED: MERCHANT TRADE TOKENS from Okla ., Kans., Nebr., Colo. Will trade states
you collect for them or have so-called . dollars, Civil War, Indian trader, sutler to-
kens and broken bank notes . I collect parking & TT's same 4 states and will trade
the following on equal cat, value: Ark 405 A, 435 B ; Kans 40 B, 450 C, 640 A, 690 B,
820 A thru I set only, 880 A, 980 A B; •Mo 160 B; Okla 190 C; Tex 360 B.
J. L . Harqett	-	P.O. Box 757	-	Okmulgee, Okla . 74447
A SELECTION OF FARE TOKENS FROM OUR NEIGHBORS . CANADA : Brit. Col. 650 A; Ont .400 C
(narrow & wide grille), 675 G H, 900 A B ; Que 120 A, 200 Aa, 620 X, 850 A . MEXICO
60A, 540 C. All tokens 304 each. . . . Complete set of 8 diff. Istanbul ferry tokens
$2.50. Buenos Aires subway token 504 . Set of 2 Haifa, Israel, subway tokens 504 .
Six diff. German tokens over 40 years old $3 .50. Postage please . Foreign TT's wntd.
J. M. Kotler, Bookseller .	-	P.O. Box 248	-	Glencoe, Ill. 60022
TRADE any of . the following, for tokens I need : .Ala 560 E, 570 B, 750 B C D; Alas 300
•

	

E G, 450 H; Ariz 1000 E; Ark 975 A; Cat 100 A C; 125 D, 205 B C H, 275 A, 300 J,
395 A B C D E, 435 B, 450 D G K, 535 A B C D, 575 G 0, 650 A, 705 A, 715 .U, 745 C D
•

	

F G P, 760 E, 775 C D C, 815 B C D, 835 E F, 880 A, 975 A; Colo 260 A P Q ; Conn
305 P Q, 345 B, 550 A, 560 1; Fla 104 A, 380 E J P, 530 H, 710 A, 860 A .
Norman E. Sherman	-	'4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Cal . 93105
FOR TRADE: Calif 760 E, 835 H;' Fla 380 J; Kans 980 A; Nev 100 B; Wash 840 A; DC 500
AB; WANT Idaho, Nevada &,Utah trade tokens . I have traders. Want & dupe lists in
transp. & trade tokens appreciated. Send me your Calif. needs .
George Gould	-	P.O. Box 1208	-	Hollywood, Cal . 90028
WILL TRADE ONE ILLINOIS 420 A for any one of the following Illinois tokens : 95 A,
135 D, 190 A B, 195 A, 220 D, 350 A B, 415 A, 425 A, 580 A, 605 A,B, 768 A B, 785 A,
795 E, ;.820 AB . .
Ore H. Vacketta	-	426 So. State	-	Westville Ill. 61883
MANCHESTER (ENGLAND) AREA TOKEN ISSUES from Bury, Salford, 10 diff . for $1 . 17 diff .
$2. 24 diff, $3. Half will be old tramway items . Send cash or international money
order. Postpaid ship mail 3 weeks.
Donald Ca e

	

32 .Stanho e Street Reddish

	

- Stoc oat Cheshire England
FOR SALE Kans 980 A B C D E, set of 5, 03 .25 . Kans 150 C, 50 ; Kans 480 A B C D,
each 254; .Kans .450 D, $2; E, 754; F, 254; G, 154 . Iowa 30 E F G, each 254 . Colo
760 N 0, each 354 . Okla 770 C, 354 .
Lewis D. Withinqion	.1320 East loth	-	Hutchinson, Kans . 67501
BEST CASH OR TRADE OFFER: Ariz 640 D E, 1000 A D C; NJ 997 G; NC 630 A; Oh 175 Wa;
• 	70 B(lq sq) ; PR'640 A'C. = J.G. Nicolosi - 3002 Galindo St . - Oakland, Cal . 94601
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TO TRADE : Indian head pennies at Red Book value for TT's at Atwood value ; hundreds
of trades . Send me your For Sale list .
W.A . Matthews	-	Box 58, Sunflower	-	DeSoto, Kans . 66019
WANTED: back issues of The Fare Box. Need Mar 1953; Jan., Apr., Sept., Oct. 1954;
all prior to 1953 except Vol . 1 No. 1 reprint; will pay postage both ways in order
to read any of above . Please write first. Also want any listing of die varieties
showing differences other than what is in catalogue . Will exchange personal store
cards . I have two different .
B.C. SchrnZ	-	Box 5238	-	Phoenix Ariz. 85010
FELLOW COLLECTORS EVERYWHERE . The California Assn . of Transp. Token Collectors is
looking forward to greeting YOU during the August Convention at Disneyland. Get
your reservations in early .
Edrick J. Miller, President CATTC	-	3257 Idaho Lane	-	Costa Mesa, Calif.
ATTENTION ALL LADY TOKEN COLLECTORS . Why should the men have the best of every-
thing? It's time we gals stuck up for our rights . Gather up your duplicate tokens,
your husband and the kids and come to the big gathering in August at Disneyland .
I'll be looking for you.
Elaine Willahan	-	516 West 99 St .	-	Los Angeles,, Calif. 90044
ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF U .S. & CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS, 2nd Edition . 480 pages
including 27 photographic plates and index making it possible to identify origin of
any token. Cloth-bound size 6x9. Price to A .V.A. members $5.50 ($7.50 to others)
postpaid	FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, just off the press
size 6x9 cloth-bound, 160 pages illustrated with pictures in the text. Price $3 .50
to A.V.A. members ($4 .50 to others) postpaid. Make checks for either book payable
to "John M. Coffee, Jr." and order directly from :
American Vecturist Assn.	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass . 02104

= ALL AUCTIONS IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE MAY 28 =

Adventi6emento in THE FARE BOX axe bxee to A .V.A. members : up to 6 tines in evexy
tissue tib de4hted . Send copy to the Editox, painted on typed on 4epaxate sheet ob
papex with name 8 addxeeo . Ad mast be dibbe,tent each month and meet be submitted
each month. 16 youx4 ad exceeds 6 tines it ceLP2 be cut to 6 tines unteae you speei.b y
at the bottom ob the sheet that you wtU pay bon extra tLneo at the xate ob 854 pen
tine. AUCTIONS axe tiniited to tokens which catalogue at 254 ox moxe in Atwood, at-
though 154 and 204 tokens may be obbexed box sate at any bpeai&ied pA ce, on bon
trade . Beboxe 4ubmi2ttng ado, please head the A.V .A. Code ob Ethics, and undex-
6tand that any membex may %etuAn tokens bon nebund within 15 days, no questions
asked. A 6Aiendty world ob advice: when tisting tokens, my to keep them in ondex,
xathex than 4kLLpp.ing alt ovex .

sar x

= CHICAGO AREA COLLECTORS TO MEET MAY 16 =

The next meeting of the Chicago Area Token & Medal Society will be Monday eve-
ning, May 16, in the Chicago Room of the YMCA Hotel, 826 South Wabash Avenue, Chi-
cago . Dinner is available at the cafeteria at 6 :30 and the meeting will start at
8 :00 p .m . All vecturists and guests are welcome . On Sunday, July 10, we are plan-
ning our annual picnic for the Illinois Railway Museum at Union (20 miles N .W . of
Elgin) . They hope to be operating trolleys by thatt date and it should be a fun oc-
casion . CATAMS will sponsor a "Conference on Transportation Tokens" on August 18 in
conjunction with the American Numismatic Association Convention in Chicago . Many
vecturists will want to make this big event .

The Phttadelphia Transportation Company i4 toning $50,000 a yeax beeauoe ob aidexo
who dxop New Yank subway tokens into Ph.itadetphia turnstiles . New Yonh tokens axe
worth only 154, while PhiZadetphioa tokens . (same size) axe worth 224 .
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+ THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE A.V.A.

The 16th Annual Convention of the American Vecturist Association will .' open on
the first Friday evening in August (the 5th) at the Charter House Hotel, Anaheim,
California, directly opposite Disneyland . As usual the initial session will be de-
voted to socializing and lots of token swapping . No collector, new or old, can af-
ford to missthis event!

On Saturday, while wives and kids are giving the "Magic Kingdom" an advance look,
members will handle the Association'ss annual business affairs . In the afternoon
there will be a mail and floor auction'of some wonderful token gems . The annual ban-
quet will be on Saturday evening, and it promises to be almost more fun than Disney-
land! Watch for more news on this subject, too .

Sunday will feature a trip by chartered bus to visit still other spots . (A spe-
cial round-trip token for-this ride is already in the making .) The first stop will
be at the Movieland Museum, to see many wonderfully realistic cinema scenes . Nearby
is Knott's Berry Farm, a resort. older than Disneyland and almost as famous . A big
attraction will be a ride on the old-time narrow gauge train, for which another spec-
ial'token is now being struck . After several hours the bus will return all to Disney-
land for as many more hours as anyone cares to spend .

This year's convention fee will be $8 .50. It includes all gatherings, the auc-
tion, the annual banquet, round-trip bus ride, entrance to Movieland Museum, entrance
to Knott's, the train ride, two brand new token issues, two beautifully illustrated
handbooks, plus many special souvenirs . Disneyland requires separate, on-the-spot
ticketing, but with promise of a 10X discount .

An "Early Bird" offer is being made to all who sign up no later than July 1 .
Their package price will be only . $7 .50, saving an extra dollar towards other pleas-
ures . For more information, write . at once to General Chairman Robert Ritterband -
6576 Colgate Avenue - Los Angeles 90048 . Make hotel reservations direct with the
Charter House, 1700 S . Harbor Blvd., Anaheim, California . This is very important ;
they are holding a block of rooms for us, but these will be released about .July 1,
and there just aren't any rooms available in August unless you have reserved them in
advance . If you need assistance', the hotel liaison chairman is Robert Marvin - 923
West Broadway., Anaheim . .

= TEXAS AREA VECTURISTS ORGANIZE =

Fourteen AVA members and 5 visitors met on April 23 at John Clymer's home In
Dallas, and organized the Texas Area Vectu.rist Association . Present were Felsel,
Fairfield (and Mrs . Fairfield), Strough, Amonet, Andrew Morgan, Mrs . Allen, Hargett,
Medley, Pat & Maurice Murdock, Riding, Jack Lewis, Clymer, plus visitors Mrs . Strough,
Mrs . Morgan '('who married Andrew the day before!), Miss Paula Henderson, James Clymer,
and Mrs. Clymer .

A constitution was adopted and officers were elected : Clymer as President ; Maur-
ice Murdock as V .P . ; Pat Murdock as Secretary ; Mrs . Allen as Treasurer ; Jack Lewis as
acting past president for voting .purposes . Meetings will be held quarterly, and the
next meeting will be July 16 (3rd Saturday) . In Dallas . Dues were set at $1 per year ;
dues for-Charter Members is to be $2 ; all .14 AVA members present voted to, sign up as
charter members . Additional charter members will be accepted .until June 1, and all
AVA members are eligible and urged to join .

A monthly paper similar to THE FARE BOX will be sent to each member of T .A .V .A .,
members being permitted to insert free ads . The paper will be called "TOKEN TALK."

A drawing was held for door prizes, and prizes were won by .,J .L. Hargett, Maurice
Murdock, and George'Amonet .' A picnic type lunch was served .

Oh yes . . . we would like to mention here, IT .RAINED ALL DAY .

= MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW FOR THE DISNEYLAND CONVENTION =
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SAo WM 16 Sd

	

(Chinese characters) (translation : "For Boat Deck Trip")
/(goat's head)

	

$2.50

More listings next month . Remember; please, to send rubbings if possible
when reporting new listings to me .

KENNETH E. SMITH

	

328 AVENUE F

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. 90277

(This was a cabin check used in the late 19th Century for river steamers
on the Pearl River .)

SOVIET UNION
Moscow 400 (Reported by several collectors at the same time)

(RUSSIAN INSCRIPTION) (Translation : "V.I. LENIN MOSCOW SUBWAY")
A o WM 18 Sd (Russian inscription) (translation :

/(subway car)
"Token For Fare")

.50

ENGLAND
Blackburn 90 (K. Smith)

SCHOLAR'S TICKET lid .BLACKBURN & OVER DARWEN TRAMWAYS CO.
C o B 32 Sd Between Hollins Grove & Blackburn Only Available In Going

/To or Returning From School 3.00

Egremont 275 (K. Smith)

6 .00
EGREMONT FERRY COMFY.

A o K Ov Sd

	

Servants Ticket No .- (numerals) (66x32rran)

Manchester 500 (K. Smith)

3.00
MANCHESTER CARRIAGE COMPANY LIMITED

K o B Ov Sd

	

3 (24xl8rmn)

Nottingham 560 (Reported by Donald Capper)
(New Style)

.15
NOTTINGHAM CORPORATION TRANSPORT

BQ Cb Ov Sd

	

3d. Pupil (29xl9nmr)
BR Cy Ov Sd

	

4d.

	

" .15
BS Ce Ov Sd

	

5d.

	

n .20
itBT Cg Ov Sd

	

6d .25

Salford 655 (Reported by Donald Capper)
SALFORD CITY TRANSPORT (ARMS)

BD Co 22 Sd

	

3d .15

GERMANY
Bernburg 105 (Reported by J. Douglas Ferguson)

BERNBURGER STRASSENBARN 10
1 .00A o WM 20 Sd

	

Bernburger Strassenbahn (streetcar) (very thin)

HiZdesheim 410 (Reported by J.M. Kotler)

.50C o S Sq Sd
STRASSENBARN HILDESHEIM KINDER

(same as obverse) (rounded corners)(24rmr)

-A%,1 1966- -Page 77-

CHINA

= APRIL SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =
By Kenneth E. Smith

Canton 120 (Reported by J. Douglas Ferguson)
(CHINESE CHARACTERS) (translation : "HASTINGS SEA COMPANY HONG KONG')
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CANADA-ALBERTA
Calgary 140 (Reported by Donald Stewart)

CALGARY TRANSIT SYSTEM TYPE 'A' FARE
C WM 16 Sd

	

CTS Subject to Regulations

	

.15

-Page 18-

COLORADO

- APRIL. SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S_CATALOGUE -
By

,
'Ralph Freiberg.

-ApUt 1966-

Leadville 600 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)
LEADVILLE TRANSIT COMPANY

A o B

IOWA

26 Sd Good For One Fare Between. Climax & Leadville $0 .50

5 .00

3 .50

Algona

A o B

20 (Reported by Marie A. Johnson)

Ov Sd
ALGONA BUS LINE VAN DORSTON & BROWN PROPS .

Good For One Ride Between Hotels & Depots
/Not Good on Transfer (40x3Omm)

Muscatine- 640 (Reported by J.M. Coffee, Jr .)
MUSCATINE BRIDGE CO . 211 CTS

W o B 29 Sd Good For Return Over Mississippi River (Sc)(Vars .)
(a . Obv ., M-0 distance is 5mm at closest point)
(b n

	

"

	

n

	

n 4m "

	

n

	

t )
(c

	

n n

	

n

	

" 8mm "

	

"

	

n )

[See photographs in this issue to differentiate between 640 W and 640 J .]

KANSAS
Marion

B o B

620 (Reported by J .L . Hargett)

3 .5024 Sd
A .J. DOCKSTADER PROP . MARION, KANS . GOOD FOR ;g FARE

Eclipse Livery Barn Phone No . 120

C o B 24 Sd
O.C. EAGER HACK & LIVERY MARION, KAS .

3 .50(blank)

D o B Oc Sd
RINK LIVERY FREELAND BROS . MARION, KANS .

3 .50Kellett's Hack - Baggage Good For One Fare (22mm)

E o B 28 Sd
FREELAND BROS . RINK LIVERY PHONE 50

W .P . Royse Hack & Baggage (Sc) 3 .50

F o A 22 Sd
STONE LIVERY BARN MARION, KANS .

3 .50Good For 1 Fare

Neodesha 680 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)
JOHNSON HACK LINE GOOD BETWEEN DEPOT & HOTELS TEL . 12
/NEODESHA KS. [obverse lettering in 23mm circle]

5 .00F o B 33 Sd 25
[680 F differs from E (listed 2/66) in that "& HOTELS" is on one line on
E, while the "&" is above "HOTELS" on F. See photographs of both E and
F in March 1966 issue of The Fare Box.]

OHIO
Cleveland 175 (Reported by Larry Freeman)

5 .00Sd
BROOKLYN LINE ONE FARE 1 -.

ADo .Ck 22 (same as obverse)

UNIDENTIFIED (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

106 B 21 Sd

THE COLORADO VALLEY RY .. CO.
/SWEETWATER, TEXAS

PAYABLE ON THE 1st DAY OF ANY MONTH

5
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= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG

-Page 79-

The Leadville Transit Company is still in operation, with headquarters in Sal-
ida, Colorado . The Climax-to-Leadville service, which existed mainly to carry work-
ers back and forth, proved not to be economical, because the workers found that the
use of car pools was less expensive than the 400-each-way fare . So while the ser-
vice still is operated, it has been cut back, and the tokens have been discontinued .
They have been obsolete for several months or more, but through the efforts of Mr .
Coffee and Mr . Mazeau, the New Issues Service was able to obtain a supply for all of
its members, both regular and associate . We were lucky on this one!

The Algona, Ia ., token is an unusual depotel in that it is a very large oval .
So far we know nothing more about the operation . A photograph of this token will
appear in the May issue of The Fare Box .

Mr . Hargett found the five depotels from Marion, Kansas, along with the "A"
token, after much work in the town . It is an amazing haul of rare depotels, the
more so because several other collectors have visited Marion and advertised there
with no luck whatever . Mr. Hargett, while in Marion, talked to a Mr . Al Holder, an
87-year-old barber who is still busy and working . Mr . Holder came to Kansas in 1882,
and remembers the old hack lines well . He reports that O .C . Eager was in the hack
business, and A .J. Dockstader bought in with Eager, and then finally bought out Eag-
er entirely . The Freeland Brothers came to Marion, Kans ., from Peabody and built a
livery stable on the spot where a roller skating rink had been located, hence the
stable was called the "Rink Livery ." W.P . Royse drove one of the hacks out of the
Freeland Brothers' livery stable, about the year 1894 when the Rock Island RR laid
its tracks to Marion . A second hack driver operating out of the Freeland Brothers
stable was the man named Kellett . The Stone Livery Barn was the oldest in Marion,
located "down near the river ." As the O .C . Eager token says nothing about fare on
it, Mr. Hargett asked Mr . Holder about it, who remembered that it had been used, and

the nearest color we have to it on our chart would be "cream." These Brooklyn Line
tokens are all extremely rare .

The Calgary, Alta ., tokens went into use April 11, 1966 . The company is encour-
aging people to ride in the off-peak hours, so the reduced fare tokens are good only
between 9 :30 a.m. and 3 :30 p .m. The tokens are sold at 10 for $1 .00. Lately var-
ious ideas have been tried out, and by using tokens the company has an accurate
count of the people using this service . Mr . Olson sent Don Mazeau a newspaper ad
of the Calgary Transit System, which explains the usage of the tokens . The tokens
are sold only at department stores, supermarkets, drugstores, and at City Hall .
They are not sold by bus drivers . They are purchased in cardboard strip containers
of 10 tokens for $1, and are valid for one ride with no transfer . Passengers with-
out tokens pay the regular fare and may have a transfer . Tokens are accepted at
times other than 9 :30 to 3 :30, but are only worth a half fare then . Tokens are also
good for children's fare or students' fare . This unusual system of use is a first
for any U.S . or Canadian token-that is, good for a regular fare at certain times
and a half fare at other times, or a student fare any time .

As part of my interest in token collecting I also like to ride any vehicle that
uses a token in California . In this way I learned something of the service at San
Luis Obispo, which was mentioned last month . This city had no bus service for some
years, and this latest firm, which is also operated by the cab company, is giving
bus service a one-year trial . They started last November about the first Monday af-
ter Thanksgiving . So after a year's trial they will know whether to continue . The
fare without a ticket or token is 25c, so the token, being good for a 251, ride,
should have been listed at 25c. This is one of the few tokens made the same size as
a penny, and in going through the fare boxes it registers at one cent! So it is a
good thing the drivers are honest, as they could quite easily cheat the company . It
is hoped that, if the merchants back the plan, the bus service will continue .

wrote under a rubbing of the token : "This token issued by O .C. Eager and the one
with the name W.P . Royse [were] used to pay the driver of the hack for one fare ."

The Neodesha, Kans ., token was pictured in last month's issue and should have
been listed at that time, but was inadvertantly omitted .

The Cleveland token, according to Mr . Freeman, is more a buff or tan color but
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' About 15 years ago we listed a token from Huntington, W.Va . for the Checker

Taxi Company . But I've never been able to learn anything of its use . Sometimes we
even doubted if we had it listed correctly . However, a fellow who operated a penny
arcade in Ashland had mentioned that, in the early 1940's, a group of students visi-
ted his place and he found a bunch of tokens in the machines including a small quan-
tity of Checker .Taxi.tokens . The fact that these tokens did show up in the area
would indicate that they were used somewhere in the vicinity of Huntington. This
information we recently received' from Evelyn Jackson .

Unidentified #106, listed this month, solves the problem of the whereabouts of
the Colorado Valley Railway Company . The token is just like #105 except that it has
thee name of a city on it . Don Punshon,°meanwhile, did some investigating and learn-
ed that the Colorado Valley Ry . was chartered May 14, 1897, with its general office
in Sweetwater, Texas . It was projected to run from Sweetwater to San Angelo, Tex .
On July .6, 1899, it was sold under foreclosure before it was completed . It is be-
lieved that the company operated with very limited capital, and probably used the
tokens as trade tokens . On a projected line of 79 miles (distance from Sweetwater
to San Angelo), it seems unlikely that a token would have been used for fare . So
while we now know where they are from, we still don't know if they were good for
transportation or . not . Frankly, we doubt it .

= APRIL NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G. NicoZosi

Heading the list this month is a very handsome token from LeadvilZe, Cobo .600 A.
Had it not been for the efforts of our Editor, John Coffee, and our Secretary, Don'
Mazeau, this token :would not have been made available for us . Thanks very much!

As promised last month, another nice Canadian token will also be coming your
way, from Calgary, Alberta 140 C . Thanks to our Canadian friend Don Stewart for
personally : delivering these to Ralph Freiberg in San Francisco, and to Mr . Freiberg
for delivering them to me, in person, herein Oakland .

England 170 BS, listed last month, is not available yet . If so in the ,future,
I shall send . it-: ,to you. England 500 BQ and BR, listed last month, have been sent to
you under separate cover, as the tokens were a bit late arriving to send out with
the regular mailing of new issues.' Our thanks to Ken Smith for making these avail-
able to us. This month you'll also receive Salford, England 655 BD.

All. members of the N. I. S., both associate and regular, will receive the tokens
listed above .

This month we welcome two former associate members of NIS as regular members,
Walter Underwood and - C.W. DeZk, Sr .

215 B	4.00
345 A	1.50,
345 B	1..5.0 , .
375 A	10, 00
375 .8	8.00
375 C	5.00
375 D	5.00
430 A	8.75
430 B	5.00 :

= PRICES REALIZED AT

Texas
.255 44	5.50
:255 C. . . . :71.75
255 D	2.00
:255 F	"2.00-
26& A'. . .' . .4'5.50
2-7 70 B	2.10
445 J	75
565 A	2.10

HAROLD ?ORD'S RECENT, AUCTIONS =

D	$6.50
B	7.50
A. . . : .. .2.25

Utah
125 A ' .10

Virginia
20 C	1.60
65 A	2.10
120 B	60
530 A	2.25
600'A	1.00

600 C	$1.50
620 G	2.50
620 H	4.50
620 J,	1.25
620 K	1.50,
620 R	3.00
720 A	6.00
720 C	1.60

Washington
10 A	1.75

340 A	2.75
340B	3.00

340 D	$6.15
755 A	7.75
780 J	75
780 K	1.00
880 F	1.10
880 G	85
880 H	1.80
880 I	1.75
880 J	1.75
970 A	80
990 B	1.25

WVa 830, F . . .1 .00

South Dakota 430 F	$4.00 710
100 A., . : . 4,45.00 430 G	4.50 760

Tennessee
710 B	1.75 985
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ADDITIONSANDCORRECTIONS
1 . Calif 3450 C : add reverse B
2 . Del 3900 B : should read "(0 : Gate arm points . . .)"
3 . III 3150 T : delete "Rev . B,C)(gun-metal plated)" and add

a . (surface plain)(rev . A)
b . (gun-metal plated)(rev . B,C)

4 . III 3150 AE : add reverse 0
5 . III 3150 AX: CITIZEN, not CITIZENS (reported TFB 3/66)
6 . III 3640 B : catalogue value should be $0 .25
7 . Kans 3450 A : add variety description :

(0 : left upright of N in IN points down to . . .)
a . (left edge of D)
b . (center of D)

8 . Ky 3510 A : add variety description : (0 :

	

. . at bottom)
a . (period)
b . (diamond)

9 . La 3740 C : catalogue value should be $0 .25
10 . Mich 3999 C : size is 21, not 22
11 . Minn, St . Cloud : city code number is 3730, not 3720
12 . Pa 3475 A : variety description should be "(R : top of I aligns . . .)"
13 . Pa 3880 A : obsolete by 4/66
14 . Wis 3510 Da : variety description should read

a . (curved ; E-S)(curved ; E -- between SH)
15 . MSPT Group 3051 D : add variety description : (0 : bottom of CHECK aligns . . .)

a . (E -- I)

	

b. (E -- N)
16 . MSPT Group 3057 D : size is 29, not 28 .

-Apnii'_

CALIFORNIA

1966-
= APRIL SUPPLEMENT TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS =

-Page 81-

By Duane H . Feisel

Los Angeles 3450 (Reported by Robert M . Ritterband & Mary Allen)
LOS ANGELES COUNTY MUSEUM

AA WM 25 Sd 900 Exposition Blvd . L .A . Calif . (12/65)
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL BLDG .

$0 .25

AB Bz 25 Sd Courtesy Parking .25

NEW YORK
Kingston 3445 (Reported by ATHA, Ed Vickers)

GUEST PARKING LOT TOKEN
C B 23 Sd

OKLAHOMA

(same as obverse)(late 1965-) .50

Tulsa 3860 (Reported by J .L . Hargett)
H .M .B .

B B 23 Sd Courtesy Parking Token (Hillcrest Medical Building) .25

WISCONSIN
Appleton 3030 (Reported by Stephan M. Bezark)

AAL LIFE INSURANCE (SUN)
A B 23 Sd Free Parking Token Appleton, Wis . (Aid Assn . for Lutherans) .25

PARKING TOKEN MANUFACTURERS' SAMPLES
Group 3001 (Reported by Harold Ford)

THE KARPARK CORPORATION NEW YORK CITY
D o B 21 Sd The Karpark Corporation New York City Wright Cin'ti 0 3 .50

Group 3004 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)
CINCINNATI PARKING CONTROL (DESIGN)

B WM 25 Sd Parking Token For Use With Cincinnati T-11 Unit .25
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= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL.=

Parking at the Los Angeles County Museum is free to visitors who are provided
tokens for free exit from the gate-controlled lot . The museum is located near UCLA,
and it was necessary to exert some control over use of the lot by students . Accord-
ing to a report from Mr . Ritterband, the museum carefully controls the supply of to-
kens as they do not want them to get . into the hands of students . If UCLA students
are typical, I think the museum can expect to see a wide variety of slugs in their
parking gate .

There is no Information available on the new token from the California Medical
Building except that it is difficult to obtain .

The new token from Kingston, N .Y ., was ordered by the Governor Clinton Hotel
Motor Inn in hopes that its use would stem the loss of tokens to souvenir hunters .

No information is at hand concerning the new token from Tulsa .
The AAL Life Insurance token is for use In a parking gate which controls park-

ing in a company-owned lot . The Appleton office is the home office for the Aid As-
sociation for Lutherans, the largest fraternal life insurance society in America (ac-
cording to the inscription on their stationery) .

The new PTMS Group 3001 token was originally reported (at least a very similar
description) in THE FARE BOX of 10/62 . However, the record of the person reporting
this token was lost when my collection of tokens and notes was stolen, and there was
some question as to the accuracy of the listing . Now Harold Ford has set us straight
as he does own the token .

The design on the obverse of the new PTMS Group 3004 token is different from
that which appears on the A token . Otherwise A and B are quite similar except for
size .

Finally, we close the April supplemental listing with a number of additions and
corrections . Please advise me of any others which may be located . I do have quite
a few additional variety descriptions to be listed in later supplements .

Please send me reports of any new issues or discoveries . I shall also welcome
comments on the new catalogue, either positive or negative . Opinions expressed will
help to determine the nature of future AVA publications .

Members of NTNIS will only be receiving the tokens promised last month plus III
3150 AX which was uncertain at that time . Perhaps next month there will again be
some additions for your collections . Openings in PTNIS are still available on a
first come, first served, basis ; the total number of openings is limited, and is be-
ing approached rapidly .

The loose-leaf editions of the parking token catalogue were mailed out right
after I returned from my recent 3-week business trip, and those of you who sent in
advance orders for the loose-leaf edition should have your copy by now . If not,
please notify Mr. Coffee . The bound edition was delayed at the bindery, but I have
received word that they were shipped on April 29 to me, and these copies will be
mailed out the next day after they arrive here . A few copies of the convenient
loose-leaf edition are still available, and will not be reprinted when the initial
order of 100 is depleted . Copies of the bound edition are available . Place all
orders with Mr . Coffee, please .

The report for this month is relatively sparse, not because there is not a lot
of activity in new issues and new discoveries, but because of my business trip of
three weeks duration during April, which did not allow me much time for token acti-
vity . It looks as though new tokens coming up next month will more than make up
for any deficiency this time .

r

= PRICES REALIZED AT MAZEAU'S MARCH AUCTION =

Conn 345 B . . . .$1 .50 Ky 510 T. . . . $10 .00 - Ohio 10 I	$2.05 Ohio 165 Z	$3.00
Ind 460 P	4.50 Mich 470 A. . . 5:25 Ohio 10 J	2.05 Ohio 230 M	1.05
Ind 997 D	4.00 Minn 620 B. . . 2 .00 Ohio 10 K	1.75 Wise 40 A	85
Ky 45 A	9.00 NM 430 B	2.00 Ohio 10 L	2.05 Wise 220 B	85
Ky 510 I	9.00

	

DC 500 A	2.25
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VOLUME 20, NUMBER 5 MAY, 1966

PHILIP EASTERLY AND CHARLES J . DOCHKUS

We report with sadness the death of two long-time members of the American Vec-
turist Association . Philip Easterly, AVA #205, of Cleveland, was largely responsible
for the redrafting of the constitution & by-laws of this association in 1959 . . .C .J .
Dochkus, AVA #141, was a prominent Philadelphia coin dealer of many years standing .
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EDITOR

J. 14. COPFZEH, JR:
P. O . Box 1204
Boston 4, Massachusetts

Associate Editors

JI7IRRY O. B7IRTIcE:Y
ROHM f J&~ BUTIiHR
J4ThROUD FORD, JL

OUR 227TH ISSUE

I have asked Mr . FeiseZ to skip a month with his Parking Token Supplement, in
order to keep this issue under the 3-ounce limit, and also to keep my own workload
down to manageable proportions during a very busy week . The supplement will appear
in the June issue. The June issue, incidentally, will be nailed about June 21, and
will be a small issue by comparison with what we have been publishing recently . It
will contain the full list for the A.V.A. Convention auction, and will also be ac-
companied by the official election ballot and two envelopes for mailing the ballot .
Material for publication in the June issue must be in Boston no later than June 16,
which gives you very little time .

Our article on the Muscatine Bridge tokens last month generated considerable in-
terest. Three more die varieties of Ia 640 J have been reported to us, and we shall
picture them in the Fall . Apparently the 640 Ja (with periods) is an extremely rare
token, because hardly anyone reported owning it . Only one person reported owning
640 W, which makes a total of 5 of W known (one each of Wa and Wb, and 3 of We) .

We shall not have photographs with the June issue, but hope to have some for the
July issue, which will be mailed from Tacoma, Washington, about July 21 . The Editor
leaves Boston for the summer on June 25, but until then continue to address mail to
the Boston address.

Included with this issue is a booklet about Knott's Berry Farm, which will be
visited on the bus tour during the AVA convention at Disneyland in August . The old
train on which our token will be good for a ride is pictured in this booklet, incid-
entally. This fascinating place, in many ways more interesting than Disneyland, is
just one more reason for you to attend the AVA convention August 5-7 . News of the
convention, and lots of other things, is inside this issue .
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Age 38 ; Printer . Collects U.S. & Parking . (Ma)cLe Johnbon)

Applicant #840, The Asterisk Club, had had admission to membership delayed pend-
ing clarification under Article III, Section 6, of the A.V.A. Constitution.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Andrew Morgan - P .O . Box 2448 - Wichita Falls, Texas . 763Q1
J . Douglas Williams II - 1350 0 Street - Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (until Sept . 30)

***stt

a A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT -

Dear Friend's :
This will probably be my last official message to you in my capacity as Presi-

dent of the A.V .A . I began as Secretary of the A.V .A . in 1959 and served in that
position for four years prior to being elected President in 1963 . I have now been
your President for 3 years, and feel that the time has come to move over and let
somebody else serve you for a while . Regardless of the outcome of the election--
and both candidates are good men-I'll still be around as "Immediate Past President ."

During the past three years I have taken increasing pride in the rapid growth
of our society, in the constant improvement of our news-letter, and in the outstand-
ing quality and scholarly approach of that publication, and of our catalogues .

In this respect I especially want to extend to Duane Feisel, on behalf of the
entire membership, our thanks for the magnificent work he has done' in producing the
parking token catalogue . While the Atwood Catalogue is a team effort, Duane Feisel
worked almost single-handed on his parking token catalogue . Indeed, it was he who
inspired the growth of parking tokens as a hobby, and pursued them with such dili-
gence--in spite of having his first collection stolen--that they came to be accepted
by us as an important part of our collecting interest . He collected the information,
typed the copy by himself, took the photographs, pasted them up, made the arrange-
ments with the printer (whom he visited in person), and mailed out the books-all by
himself! He originated, for us, the idea of using photographs in the text and show-
ed that it is inexpensive to do so . Yet inn spite of all this effort, he wants the
A.V.A. to realize all profit from the sale of his book . Rarely, I believe, have so
many of us been so indebted to one person .

I have also been asked by Mrs . Gladys Maxwell to request members to donate tok-

Michael
Wayne G.

Alexander - 324 South 5th - Goshen, Indiana 46526
Samford - 8745 La Jolla Scenic Drive - La Jolla, California

Roger G . Kimball - 19 Elm Street - Baldwinsville, Massachusetts 01436

-Page 84-
= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

-May 1966-

841 DAVID E . SCHENKMAN - BOX 11164 - NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23517
Age 26; Finance Work . Collects U .S . & Parking. (John Cojbee)

842 GEORGE F. PALMER - 325 GILES BLVD . W., #801 - WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Age 49; Civil Servant . Collects U .S . & Canada . (Donald Mazeau)

843 WALTER E . SWEET - 10951 YUKON STREET, N .W. - COON RAPIDS, MINNESOTA 55433
Age 49 ; Maintenance Machinist . Collects U .S . only . (GoAdon Wabd)

844 ALICE MOON - 9312 WEST FORT STREET - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209
Age 41 ; Secretary . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (R.N. Rice)

845 RAYMOND J . BILLINGSLY - 606 EAST 9th STREET - HUTCHINSON, KANSAS 67501
Age 57 ; Electrician . Collects all types . (Jack CaAman)

846 WILLIAM J . LINSENBIGLER - 13 UNION ALLEY - POTTSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19464
Age 27 ; Factory Worker . Collects all types . (Non,tun Shenman)

847 L .E . DURANT - 18925 SAN JUAN DRIVE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48221
Age 73 ; Retired . Collects all types . (Ro.iee RLdeIt)

848 HENRY C. SCHUMAN - 2120 SOUTH 14th STREET - LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68502
Age 24 ; Student . Collects U .S . & Canada . (J. Roger Balz)

849 WILLIAM C . MARQUAND - 2825 SANFORD STREET - MUSKEGON HEIGHTS, MICHIGAN 49444
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ens to the National Museum of Transport in St . Louis . This museum will commemorate
the whole history of the growth of transportation in our country, and it is fitting
and gratifying that they want to include among their permanent exhibits a represen-
tative collection of transportation tokens . Members interested in donating tokens
to this worthy cause are invited to send them directly to Mrs . Gladys H. Maxwell -
1926 Shardell - St . Louis, Mo . 63138 . Mrs . Maxwell will see that the museum gets
them. I am also sure that anyone wishing further information about the museum will
find Mrs . Maxwell quite willing to supply it .

And now, unless something unexpected comes up, this is my last official message
to you. The A.V .A. will be in good hands next year, no matter who wins the various
election contests, and we can look forward to even greater things to come .

- DANIEL DiMICHAEL, President
American Vecturist Association

= CONVENTION REGISTRATIONS CLIMB =

The California Association of Transportation Token Collectors, hosts for the
August Convention of the A .V .A . at Disneyland, claim that this meeting will be one
of the best! Members of the AVA are sharing that belief, as evidenced by the large
number of pre-registrations now being received by Robert Ritterband, Convention Chair-
man . He reports that by the last week of May, no less than 28 paid registrations had
been listed, with the Big Event still ten weeks away .

Much credit for the advance sign-ups goes to the "Early Bird" plan, devised by
Ritterband, which allows a dollar discount to all who register by July 1 . The re-
duced amount is only $7 .50, yet it covers practically every phase of the gathering,
including the two scheduled rides and their special tokens . (Separate, on-the-spot
ticketing is required by Disneyland, with promise of a 10% discount .)

Readers of The Fare Box still have time to make this saving, either with an
"Early Bird" envelope obtainable from local club officers, or by writing at once to
Chairman Ritterband (6576 Colgate Ave . - Los Angeles, Calif . 90048) . After July 1,
the regular registration fee of $8 .50 will prevail .

= ROGER KIMBALL SPEAKS TO FITCHBURG COIN CLUB ON TOKENS =
By George H . Wyatt

Roger Kimball gave a talk on transportation tokens at the Fitchburg Turner Coin
$ Stamp Club meeting (Fitchburg, Mass .) on January 27, 1966, and it was most inter-
esting . About 40 members were present and Roger really dug into some of the meat of
token collecting . He and I both had all the better tokens, different shaped tokens,
etc ., on display and most members present took the time to look them over . At the
time I was program chairman and had a cancellation from a speaker because of ill-
ness . I didn't ask Roger to be speaker until two days before the event, so he had
very little time to prepare for the program. But he was able to put together quite
a nice talk. Most members remarked that they had never known about token collecting,
or that the A.V.A. even existed! The talk did one thing, it brought out a lot of
tokens from home junk boxes, and Roger and I have picked up quite a few extras (no
census yet, though) .

= PRICES REALIZED AT NICOLOSI'S MARCH AUCTION =

Ohio 10 Aa	$7.50 Ohio 230 M	$1.10 N.J. 997 0	$2.45
Ohio 175 Y	3.05 Ohio 520 C	3.00 N.Y. 800 A	4.00
Ohio 175 Z	1.00 Ohio 440 A	1.55 N.C. 630 A	2.05

Ohio 860 8	12.00
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- METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS AREA SERVED BY BI-STATE TRANSIT SYSTEM -

By Jerry Bates

Bi-State Transit System is owned by Bi-State Development Agency and is managed
by Transit Service Corporation (a Missouri corporation formed by key officials of
the St . Louis Public Service Company) . The Bi-State Development Agency was formed
in 1949 by action of the states of Missouri and Illinois . Under this agreement the
governor of the state of Missouri and of Illinois each appointed 5 persons to com-
prise the Board of Commissioners which would then operate the agency .

On March 12, 1963, the agency sold $26,500,000 worth of bonds to raise funds to
purchase the existing 15 transit companies which were then serving the Metropolitan
St . Louis area. These companies were consolidated to form a single transportation
company which was called Bi-State Transit System. On April 1, 1963, this company be-
gan to serve the St . Louis metropolitan area and has continued to do so up to the
present .

Listed here are the 15 companies affected, and the tokens, as listed in Atwood's
Catalogue, which were also affected : St. Louis Public Service Co . (Mo 910 C thru 0,
and 997 H,I) ; St . Louis County Transit Co . (Mo 997 A thru F) ; East St . Louis City
Lines (I11 250 A thru J) ; Citizens Coach Co . (Ill 10 A thru E) . I don't have proof
that Citizens Coach served Alton, but I have listed it as it is the only one I can
find a reference on, and it is very likely that it did so .

The following companies were also purchased ; so far as I can determine there
are no listings on tokens for them in Atwood's Catalogue--except Caseyville Bus, .
which we have just learned (March Fare Box) did use a token some years back . These
lines are : Ferguson-Broadway Bus Line ; Brown Motor Lines, Inc . ; Belleville St .
Louis Coach Co. ; County Coach Co . ; Community Coach Company ; Vandalia Bus Lines ; In-
dustrial Bus Lines ; Caseyville Bus Lines ; O'Fallon-Belleville Coach Co . ; Wood River-
Alton Bus Lines ; V-K Bus Lines .

Also of interest is a statement from Bi-State in a letter dated March 24, 1965 :
"Several hundred thousand tokens were destroyed about a year ago to keep them off the
market ." In July, 1965, Mo 997 I was reissued by Bi-State as a zone deposit check
and the cash price at that time was 20C .

Recently, on April 8, 1966, Bi-State announced that certain fare rate adjust-
ments would be necessary, and in that announcement was a notice of a zone charge of
71 or 2 tokens for 15C . I don't know at this time if they will order any tokens, or
whether they will reissue some of the old tokens previously used here .

(Editor's Note : As part of the "modernization" introduced by Bi-State Transit, the
streetcars have been completely eliminated at St . Louis. After 107 years of street-
cars in that grand old city, the last car operated recently on the Hodiamont line,
and now there are only buses, belching millions of cubic yards of poison into the
atmosphere. We hope they enjoy it . With the end of streetcars in St . Louis, the
roster of enlightened cities with trolley cars is reduced to Boston, Newark, Phila-
delphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, New Orleans, San Pranciaco, and EZ Paso .)

e*as+r

= OVERSEAS MEMBERS AND SERVICEMEN TO GET JUNE ISSUE BY AIRMAIL =

A.V .A . Secretary Donald Mazeau has asked us to announce that he will personally
pay the postage required to send the June Issue of THE FARE BOX by airmail to A .V .A.
members who live In Europe, and to all servicemen stationed overseas . This is being
done so that they will receive their election ballots in plenty of time to vote In
the A .V .A . election . In some previous years, overseas members received the ballot
too late to be of-any use - to them .

= REPORT CHANGE OF ADDRESS, WITH ZIP CODE, PROMWLV TO THE EDITOR =
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THE NURNBERG-FURTH PICTORIAL STREETCAR TOKENS OF GERMANY =
'By Dipl .-Ing. K . Sieber

The following story of this interesting set of 45 octagonal aluminum streetcar
tokens is reprinted from the March 11, 1922, issue of ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL . The
author was manager of the Nuremberg & Furth Street Railway of Nuremberg, Germany, and
his story gives the best explanation about these tokens I have yet seen .

In proportion to the decline of the value of money in Germany during the last
few years, an increasing want has been felt for small coins for change . First the
gold and silver coins disappeared ; then the copper and nickel coins went, too . Even
the supply of iron coins which followed could not be maintained by the federal mints .
Cities were then authorized to issue paper fractional currency for change . This
helped some, but did not relieve the situation fully . The amount of the money thus
issued, especially the metal money, was not sufficient, and much of it was retained
by collectors, and found its way even beyond the boundaries of Germany . The paper
currency, issued for small denominations, such as 10 and 25 pfennigs, proved incon-
venient to handle . Moreover, it soon became damaged beyond use .

The street railway companies in Germany constantly urged their patrons to have
the correct fare always ready, but the constant scarcity of change made it impossible
for them to conform with this request . This reduced the fare receipts considerably,
as the conductors could not make change in many cases . This trouble gave several
street railway companies the idea that they might issue their own metal money, a plan
which turned out quite well .

In Nuremberg, too, the lack of small coins for change was felt . ., At first the
idea of a coin or token to represent a fare was considered, but it was rejected be-
cause of the large initial cost of coining such a token, and the fact that the fre-
quency with which fares are apt to change made the life of any token rather short .
In the spring of 1921 it was decided to reduce the cost of these coins by using their
reverse side for advertising purposes . We had already orders for these ads, but had
to abandon the idea on account of the unstable financial conditions at that time .

In the meantime the lack of small change became more and more acute, and in April
1921 it was decided to issue octagonal aluminum coins of 20 pfennig denomination, on
the reverse side of which would appear interesting views of Nuremberg and Furth, such
as of the memorial statues, fountains, busts of famous artists, etc . These coins
were to be used as change and were given for such by the conductors upon presentation
of a note of high denomination . The fares were then 60, 80, and 100 pfennigs for
rides of respectively 3, 6, and more than 6 km . The coins were valid as currency
only of course for streetcar travel . They were legal tender to no one else, but we
had the right to refuse a ride if the passenger could not present the exact legal
fare .

At first the public accepted the new coins with interest but without enthusiasm .
The coins came partly back to us, but their use became current also, against our in-
tentions, in retail business transactions throughout the city, though some merchants
refused to accept them in payment of goods or for change .

The first issue was 50,000 of each kind . Then the design on the reverse side
was changed . Some of these coins turned out to be very attractive and popular in de-
sign, and this fact awakened the interest of collectors . Tourists, passing through
Nuremberg, liked to take along a set of these coins as a souvenir, so that the demand
for them increased at such a rate that the manufacturers of the coins, who were under-
going a metal shortage, could not keep up with the demand .

Soon a regular exchange value of these coins was established . It is said that
some of them sold at a premium of 2,000 percent or more . At' some of the principal
street corners, on racetracks and at other sporting places temporary exchanges were
established for the purchase and exchange of the street railway emergency money . For
every kind of coin a special value was established, according to the rarity of that
particular coin . Newspapers published poems and short stories dealing with the emer-
gency money, and witty songs were sung on the vaudeville stage to announce the issue
of new pictures on coins .

Suddenly the streetcar conductor became the most popular man in town . Unfortu-
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nately, it took but a few minutes for him to be sold out . He was, of course, permit-
ted only to sell the emergency money at par value . Most of the conductors used the
coins to secure for themselves a large amount of change money . They gave, for exam-
ple, one mark in coins and nine marks in paper money in return for ten marks in change .

Various manufacturers became interested and made up and sold rapidly neat hold-
ers for this emergency money . Bracelets and other adornments were made out of the
coins .

All told, 45 different types of token were issued . What is of greatest import-
ance, however, was that the number of travelers on the street railway increased con-
siderably . Many a passenger took a ride on the street railway with the tacit hope of
getting one of the rare emergency coins . Otherwise he would have walked . A further
value of the tokens lies, in the fact that they advertise Nuremberg . Its beauty is
carried by them to all parts of the world . Not only were beautiful views of the city
circulated in this way, but people were made familiar with the names of such famous
men as Albrecht Durer, Hans Sachs, Peter Vischer, Wenzel Jamnitzer, et al . As a last
and maybe not the least advantage may be mentioned that in the minds of the populace
was awakened an interest in their own country and their own famous past . The school
board, in particular, reported that the pupils were greatly helped in learning about
the history of the famous men of Nuremberg .

The demand for these coins is very large up to today, but it would be impractic-
able now to get out a new edition, as the cost of making such coins at the present
time would be more than their face value .

= NOTES ON THE PHOTOGRAPHS IN THIS ISSUE =

Nearly all of the tokens pictured on the front page of the photographic sheet
have been reported since the catalogue was printed In 1963 . Included are the five
new discoveries from Marion, Kansas, reported by Mr . Hargett last month, as well as
the "A" token to round out the set . The error of Kans 690 6 is shown, and the miss-
Ing "Y" of "RAILWAY" is apparent from the picture here . The Brenham, Texas, vulcan-
ite token is reported in this month's supplement . The Ind 610 H, formerly thought to
be from Kalamazoo, Mich ., is in Gordon Yowell's collection and he sent the photo-
graph . The other pictures were all taken by our Polaroid CU-5 camera .

I have included photographs of III 150 I and J because many collectors get these
two tokens confused . There are two varieties of 150 I, thick and thin, which also
vary slightly in size, and sometimes collectors think they have the J when actually
they have one of the minor varieties of I . The 150 J is extremely rare, and on the
basis of these photos, it Is quite obviously an entirely different token from 150 I .
The 150 1, while scarce, is not nearly so rare as 150 J .

The Unidentified #61 is one of our most interesting merry-go-round tokens . It
was made by Moise of San Francisco, hence is probably from that area . However, last
June I searched old Sari Francisco city directories for al I the years between 1880 and
1915 and could find no listing for a T .O . Newman, so he certainly did not live in San
Francisco . Notice the little steam engine pictured to the right of the merry-go-
round, which operates it by means of a belt . The merry-go-round is almost exactly
like the one pictured on Calif 760 8 .

On the other side of the picture sheet are the 3 "airplane tokens" described
elsewhere in this issue in Duane Feisel's article . Also shown, half size, is one of
the picture cards distributed by Mr . Reed, purporting to give the story of how these
tokens were supposed to have been used, back around 1919 . We now know, of course,
that whether or not tokens were used in 1919, these pictured here and all the others
that are around now were struck last June, and hence are completely worthless to col-
lectors .

The bottom of the page is filled in by pictures of various rarities not prev-
iously photographed, including the set of 3 tokens from Windsor, Ontario, which once
were thought to be from Laredo, Texas (see the whole story about how we learned the
truth about these tokens in the April, 1965, issue of The Fare Box) .

My thanks to Richard Montague, Dan DiMichael, J .L. Hargett, for lending me some
of these tokens to photograph .
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Ill 123 A

Ind 160 D

Pa 320 D

Wise 160 D

= TOKENS IN THE NEWS =

IZZ 150 J TZ1 150 I

Brenham, Texas

AZgona, Iowa

Kans 620 C

Xans 620 F

Va 535 B

Unidentified #61
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EARL C. REED

REED AIRCRAFT

Calif 525 A

Ontario 950 A

Iowa 240 A

Ontario 950 B

N. J. 675 C

Ontario 950 C
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Rare tokens have been turning up more and more frequently, and if you are one of
the lucky collectors who have recently found a census token, please write and tell us
about it. John Trenttley reports that he found a Guam 25 A token recently, in a coin
dealer's shop in Monterey, Calif . "Steve Album was with me at the time," he writes,
"but he was trying for California trade checks and didn't even see it till I Had full
possession ." Several of these Guam tokens have turned up lately, and it is no longer
a census token, although still certainly very scarce .

Joe Kotler discovered a real news item this month . "From a collector in Europe,"
he writes,"I've finally obtained one of the Leningrad subway tokens . Since the Met-
ro was only opened in the early 1950's, as part of the fifth "Five Year Plan," it's
not too old, but it has been obsolete for quite a period already . I'm told it's
rare and mine is the first known, at least to me, In America . The obverse of the
token, which is WM 21 Sd, depicts The Admiralty Building, one of the architectural
attractions of this 'Window on Europe' built by Peter the Great . The reverse of the
piece translates : 'FOR PASSAGE DROP IN TURNSTILE' ." So now we have 3 tokens known
to have been used in the Soviet Union : two Moscow subway tokens, and a Leningrad
subway token .

Your Editor had a stroke of good fortune in the past month . Miss Mary D. Baker,
whose father operated Baker's Transfer in Weatherford, Texas, from 1879 to 1923, had
thought there were no more of the old tokens around . But she found an old trunk of
her father's, which had been in storage ever since his death in 1923, and had not
been opened since he died . In the trunk, along with lots of old papers pertaining
to his Transfer Company, were some old tokens . There were three unlisted depotel
tokens of the Baker Transfer Company among them, and these are listed this month . I
found a few of each, but not many . There was also a 4th new discovery from Weather-
ford, issued by a different depotel line, and this will be listed after I check it
out. There were also two of Tex 965 C, one of 965 B, and four of 965 D, as well as
one of 965 E . Not enough to knock any of them off the census, but some very nice
traders . There were no 965 A, so that one is still unique . I believe the 965 A was
Issued in 1879 when Baker started his company (and when things were still pretty wild
down in Texas) . The other brass ones were probably issued In the 1880's and 1890's,
and the aluminum ones around the turn of the century . A picture of one of the hacks
used by Baker's Transfer Is in the March issue of THE FARE BOX . This is the actual
vehicle on which these tokens were used .

Last month I also found another nice old token . A fellow in my church called
to say he had a token for me . I was not excited because these calls usually mean
that someone has a New York subway token for me, or something on that order . But
I asked my friend to tell me what the token said on It, and I could hardly contain
my excitement when he read the inscription to me : "SLOAN AND GREEN GOOD FOR I FARE"
So now I am the proud owner of Ark 15 B .

Harold Ford had some great good luck this past month, too . He picked up Minn
490 A from Madelia, the Noonan Hotel Bus Line . Although this token has been listed
for years, we didn't know where it was . No one owned the thing, as far as we could
learn . Now Harold has one--the only one, as far as we know .

Steve At bum xepoxtd that he ha4 heard that txanspoxtati .on token6 have been u4ed xe-
eentty, and come axe etitt in use, in Beucwt, Lebanon . 16 any reader had L/.ienda ox
xetative4 in Betut, ptease have them check the 4isflaaon Lox us .
WANTED : the following 15¢ and 25 tokens : Calif 50 B C, 110 D, 125 A, 205 B, 300 E
320 C E G H, 435 B, 450 F, 545 B, 630 F, 650 A, 715 L S, 775 1, 810 B, 835 B 1, 925
A, 945 D E K, 985 A B . Will buy or trade . Also wanted : Cal. trade checks for coll-
ection & cataloguing, Have Iran tokens for trade.
Stephen Album	-	22 El Canino Real	-	VaZlejo, Calif. 94590
WANTED: send me dated watch fobs carrying location of event . Include asking price .
I will buy, or return fobs to you .
Sherman A. Mahan	-	510 S. 6th Street	-	Yakima, Wash. 98901
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FOR SALE : "The Romance of American Transportation" by Franklin M . Reek, 1938, 253
pp, good condition, $5.95 plus 304 postage . iliheim, Strase ., 1918, 15 pf. 754;
Breslau, strass. 1920, 10 pf., 750. Hamburg half million mark, $1.10 plus 104 pos-
tage each order. I also have many German and French notgeld and porcelain so write!
Charles H. Toomey	-	170 East Deerpath	-	Lake Forest, Ill . 60045
FOR TRADE: 1962 East Tawas, Mich . 8. U. centennial token for two 254 or one 500 cat .
value TT. WANTED: NY 631 S, will pay 754 each .
Al Zaika	-	P.O.Box 65	-	Bellmawr, N.J. 08030
•

	

AN "EARLY BIRD"! The AVA convention in August at Disneyland will be one of the
best ever. Register for only $8 .50, with a dollar discount if mailed by July 1 .
Ask your local club officers for "Early Bird" envelope, or write to Robert Ritter-
band, Convention Chairman - 6576 Colgate Avenue -Los A? lee, California	90048
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDERS : parking tokens,,Va 3580 I (I-W/Dot) C E F G ; NY 3629 D;
railroad tocket Canal & Claiborne St . Railway, New Orleans ; French taxiphone token .
B.R. Rogers	-	P.O. Box 10038	-	Norfolk Va. 23513
SEND ANY PT in trade for NY 3240 A ; Pa 3545 A or 3635 A, your choice . A?so will
trade Pa 99? A and B for $3 .00 each catalog in transportations .
R. De Santis	-	108 N. Main Ave .	-	Scranton, Pa. 18504
WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE FOR: NH 30 A, 100 A, 520 A B, 640 0 C H J ; NY ?70 8 C D, 10
A thru F, H I X L M, 890 A thru D, 935 (any one) . Have for trade U.S. & foreign
coins, store tokens, "so-called" dollars, TTs and PTs .
Ruth Van Kleeck	-	327 School Street	-	Berlin, N.H. 03570
Will send one Pa 3635 A or NY 3240 A for each parking token sent with stamped envel-
ope. Will send one Pa 455 G & Pa 985 H for every 3 transportation tokens sent plus
stamped envelope. = Barry Platsky - 119 Gordon Ave . - Wilkes-Barre, Pa . 18702
QUESTION: Who has Cat 25 A and 105 A? ANSWER : No one; they haven't been issued yet!
These are the bus token and train token being made under supervision of Robert Rit-
terband, Convention Chairman, for use at the Disneyland gathering . If you can't at-
tend this conclave and don't belong to New Issues Service, you can order a pair from
me for shipment in August . $2 .00 per set, plus stamped envelope .
NormanE.Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105
SUPPLEN 'NT #2 for the 1963 edition of ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE is ready! It lists all is-
sues compiled from the November 1963 thru December 1965 Fare Boxes . $1 .50 pp. We
stilt have a few of the 1965 AVA convention tokens left--NY 630 AP, $2 pp . NY 3630
A, $1 .30 pp. Both tokens, $3 .25 pp. Join NEVA the ONLY regional club holding mem-
bership in AVA! Membership $1 .00 a year to -

	

= North Eastern
Vecturist Association - 1841 Broadway 1,L808

	

- New York N.Y. 10023
WANTED, YOUR BEST PRICE ON DELA 900 A B. For sale or t at catalogue : Alas 50 B;
Colo 260 1; Conn 290 G, 305 N, 520 C, 560 D; Pa 15 N, 525 P, 695 A B, 705 C, 750 AA
AF AG AH AK AO AP AQ AR, 765 Z, 850 B C, 940 .B; R.I. 700 E; SC 310 C; SD 780 C; Tenn
120 E, 430 K R, 710 A. Tex 320 B, 810 C; Va 560 A, 580 E F G; Wash 780 L N; WVa 140
A, 240 B, 850 A; DC 500 C Q Y; Hawaii 240 C D; Canada BC 800 A ; Ont 400 C, 675 F H,
900 C. = Robert R. Kelley	-	6315 Parkview Circle	-	Mason, Ohio 45040
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : OHIO 10 A,B,D,I,J,X,L, 95 A, 125 A B G, 165 A W Z, 175 V
•

	

YZAC, 200 A, 230M,QX, 410 A, 435ABC12, 440ABCDE, 450 A, 475 A B C D(10)
D(28), 520 A B C D .
Ralph Koller	-	1135 Bedford S.W.	-	Canton, Ohio 44710
ANY ONE AT 500 each : Mich 560 D; Miss 466 Sa Eb, 950 A; NY 440 A, 770 A; Ohio 165 AS
Okla 700 B C; Ore 160 L; Pa 10 B, 65 S, 463 A, 455 B, 750 AS, 870 A, 930 B, 935 B ;
Tenn 120 F; Utah 750 C; Vt 60 A; Va 120 A B, 600 .8 D. L; WVa 860 B; Wis 40 H; PR 640
•

	

F G H. 2,000 Canada, 70 diff. common, for sale, send your want-list .
Olivier St . Aubin	-	520 Cote Vertu	-	St. Laurent 9, Quebec
SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER: AGANA, GUAM 25 A .
Cdr G. W. Gallagher	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown, Pa. 19046
WANTED : trans . tokens IOWA 150 A, 640 L ; Kans 640 A; also old metal strap type watch
fob of the "Grand' Detour Plow Co ., Dixon Illinois ."
C.H. Run on

	

-

	

540 Gladstone Avenue

	

Aurora Ill. 60506
WANTED: wi pay 5 tunes Bata ogue or any to n sate : Conn 3 J,

	

B, 345 A,
525 A; Mass 115 J, 210 B, 260 A; RI 700 B C. Send or write .
George H. Wyatt	-	Skylark Lane	-	Lunenburi, Mass. 01462
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I am just beginning a collection of US transportation tokens (have less than 250) .
Have thousands of coins & stamps to trade . Trade coins at red book value against
Atwood value . Correspondence welcome as I have a Lot to learn .
E.M. Rice	-	212 Westhaven Drive	-	Austin, Texas 78746
I NEED ELKS (B.P.O.E.) and trans. tokens from your area, also trade tokens with city
and state on them. Can use all but spel . in Oregon. Will trade one for one . Have
trade tokens in 4 pc. set from LaGrande, Ore. 7 pc. set from Walla Walla, Wash .
Mavericks from Ray's & Jack, Portland, Ore, and the Smoke House, Huntington, Ore .
Wanted transportation from your area .
James M. Millard	-	3744 S.E. 168th St .	-	Portland, Ore . 97236
PARKING TOKEN DIE VARIETIES WANTED : Colo 3260 Aa; Conn 3210 Ab; Del 3900 Ba,c Da;
Fla 3050 Cb; Ill 3150 Ga AVb, 3200 Aa; Ind 3230 Ab, c; Ky 3480 Bb, 3510 Ab, 3640 Aa ;
La 3080 Ab, 3740 Ca,b; Mass 3435 Aa ; Mich 3999 Ca; Minn 3720 Aa ; Mont 3640 Da ; NJ
3530 Aa; Ny 3629 Ab; NC 3630 Eb; Ohio 3175 Lc Mb; Pa 3105 Ab, 3750 Aa ; SC 3500 Aa;
Will pay double catalogue cash or trade cat . for cat .
Harold V. Ford	-	1999 Gaspar Drive	-	Oakland, Calif. 94611
FOR SALE: 75 diff. transp. tokens from 22 diff. states . All tokens are in cardboard
2x2 holders & identified. Four tokens catalog at 254, the rest at 154 . Will sell
the group for $10. Ten diff. tax tokens to trade for your 2 diff . 254 parking tok-
ens . Have unid, 3009 to trade for any other unid . parking token that I need . JOIN
THE TEXAS AREA VECTURIST ASSOCIATION!
T.M. Murdock	-	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Texas 75149
NEED 154 TOKENS FROM CALIFORNIA : 50 C, 110 D, 125 B, 205 F G, 275 C D E, 300 C D E,
320BCDGHJ, 395 G, 445 A, 545 B, 630 D E F, 715LPQRT, 745 R, 775 EI, 785
B, 795 A, 800 B, 810 B, 835 B 1, 925 A, 945 D G, 985 B C. Wilt pay 254 each. Please
send or at least write!
John L . Trembley	-	1950 Mendocino Street	-	Seaside, Calif. 93955
WILL PART WITH THE FOLLOWING TOKENS from my collection, for Texas tokens of equal
value that I need. Send list of what you have to offer & what you want . All let-
ters answered. Calif 575 C, 745 G; ILL 600 E; Kane 40 B, 820 H ; Md 60 I J Q U V AN,
300 A; Mich 375 B; Minn 730 C; Mo 440 R S; NM 430 B; NY 560 A, 690 A, 715 A, 780 D ;
NC 980 C; Ohio 440 B D; Pa 725 C, 750 AN ; Vt 595 A B; P.R. 640 A C D.
Pat Murdock	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Texas 75149
WANTED : common tokens from : AZa, Ariz, Ark, Del, Ga, Idaho, La, Matne, Nev, N.H.,
Okla, Utah, Vz, Va, Wise, Wyo .
Sam Ruggeri	-	1018 S. Carley Court	-	North Belimore, N.Y. 11712
TRADE: new member will trade Ind 260 A B C, 660 C, 690 A ; Mich 75 J; NY 445 C D E F
G (set only), and Tenn 160 . . . for any diff. TT from Ind., Mich., or Ohio .
Mike Alexander	-	324 S. 5th	-	Goshen, Ind.
"MUNZEN UND MARKEN DER DEUTSCHEN STRASSENBAHNEN" (Coins and Tokens of German Street
Railways) by Walter Funck; including horse railways, omnibuses, ferries, bridges,
and toll tokens with an appendix for the tokens of the transport systems of the Neth-
erlands . Lists over 325 tokens from nearly 100 cities . Foreword, Introduction, and
abbreviations translated to English . Postpaid $3.95 including translation .
J.M. Kotler, Bookseller	-	P.O. Box 248	-	Glencoe, ILL . 60022
WILL TRADE ONE OHIO 3550 A for any other parking, transp . or merchants' trade token
which bears the town and state name . Please include stamped self-addressed envelope .
John A . Backora	-	83 Markey Street	-	BelZville, Ohio 44813
WILL SELL CALIF 3450 W $1 .00; Ky 3480 Ab $3 .00; Ohio 3165 A B C $2 each; Va 3660 D
$5 .00; or aZZow full cat . value of any of your dupe 254 cat . PTs instead of cash .
Wiil trade my scarce transp . pieces Ky 520 A,, Mich 585 A, Mo 350 C D, Pa 310 A, 315
A, cat . for cat. for parking tokens Ind 3690 A ; Ia 3150 A, 3850 A ; Ill 3150 A U; Ky
3150 A; NC 3700 B; Ohio 3175 A B; Tex 3050 A; samples 3001 A B C D, 3002 A .
Don Edkins

	

-

	

120 Stanle Drive

	

WiZZiamsbur Va. 23185
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Arts 1000 A; Guam 25 A . 0 P.T. Co. tickets for sa e
104 each in several colors and styles .
Frank W. Guernsey	-	3725 N.E. 17th Avenue	-	Portland, Ore . 97212
FOR SALE : 20 diff. trans . tokens for $3 .00 . AUCTION to highest bidder : Mass 115 V;
Minn 210 C; NC 290 B; SC 997 B. Will trade either Ind 180 A or Cal 630 B for Alas
300 F; will trade Ore 160 C or Ky 510 BJ for Hawaii 540 F .
Gerald A. Sochor	-	1311 So. Glencoe St .	-	Denver, Colo . 80222
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tion tokens (wth horsecar)) . Please bid liberally on this set as there are not man?
available here . FOR SALE: Ill 530 E and F plus 660 A, all 3 for $1 .00, also NC 20 B,
130 H, 350 B, 980 D H I, for $1 .00 plus self-addressed stamped envelope . Still have
50 diff. encased pennies which are a bargain for $9 .50.
Howard T. Breitme er	-

	

P.O. Box 5702	-	Detroit, Mich. 48239
FOR TRADE: Netherlands 3970 A. WANTED, to complete set, Pa 997 Q . FOR SALE, Ga 690
A, 300 each plus stamped envelope.
J.G. Nicolosi	-	3002 Galindo St .	Oakland~ Calif. 94601
FOR SALE at 50¢ each plus stamped envelope, new Cincinnati Time Recorder Mfg's Sample
parking token, also new PT from Monroe, Mich. Mich 680 E for sale at $4 .00; Colo
600 A at $2.50.
Marie A . Johnson	-	Box 176	-	Tecumseh, Mich . 49286
WILL TRADE FOR BEST OFFER IN KANSAS, COLORADO, NEBRASKA, OKLAHOMA : Ga 35 D, formerly
listed as Ohio 35 A . Also new discovery Iowa 370 B (listed this month) . What do
you offer for Tex 965 D and 965 J (Listed this month)? I am still wanting MERCHANT
TRADE tokens.
J. L. Hargett	-	P.O. Box 757	-	Okmulgee, Okla . 74447
TRADE PA. ZONE CHECKS : Have 997 A B G M N; need 997 C D H I J K L 0 P Q. Also send
any PT and take your choice NY 3240 A, Ra 3545 A, 3635 A .
R.J. De Santis	-	108 N. Main Ave .	-	Scranton Pa. 18504
WEATHERFORD, TEXAS, DEPOTEL TOKEN FOR SALE FOR $15 .00 cash . . .Tex 965 I, 'Tisted this
month. I have just a few dupes of this big brass depoteZ token, which was used in
the 1890's probably, and am willing to sell some of them for cash, first come first
served. Better use airmail on this one. Also for TRADE ONLY a few dupes of Tex 965
J Listed this month. Will also take swaps on 965 I if you prefer .
J.M. Co ee Jr .

	

-

	

P.O. Box 1204

	

Boston Mass. 02104
ATWOOD S CATALOGU OF

	

C AP 4)' 711 `0 ' 'p 0' 01 `

	

' : i pages tnc zng
photographic plates and full index of all obverse inscriptions, with prices ; cloth-
bound. Price to AVA members, $5.50 postpaid ($7.50 to others) .
FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, just off the press, 160 pages with
photographs in the text; valuations and complete index. Price to AVA members, $3 .50
postpaid ($4 .50 to others) . Books shipped same day order is received . Make checks
payable to "John M. Coffee, Jr." please . Payment must be in U .S. funds.
American Vecturist Assn .	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass. 02104

= ALL AUCTIONS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE JUNE 21 =

~RM•~RM

= ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RESTRICTED FOR THE NEXT 3 ISSUES =

The Fare Box begins its summer schedule with the forthcoming June Issue . The
June, July, and August, Issues of The Fare Box must be small issues because of limi-
tations of time and circumstances . The June issue will be mailed about June 21, and
all copy must be on hand no later than June 16, so you don't have much time . The
July issue will be mailed about July 21 from Tacoma, Wash . The August issue will be
mailed about August 20 from California, with full news and, hopefully, pictures of
the AVA convention at Disneyland .

Consequently we cannot accept unlimited free ads for these three issues, and
must restrict them somewhat . We don't like to do this, because the ads are the most
lively part of our Issues . But we don't have any other choice. So you may still have
a free ad in these issues, but auctions will be limited to tokens catalogued at $1 .00
or more in Atwood . No "wanted" ads can be accepted, and no ads which offer material
other than transportation or parking tokens can be accepted . What this means is that
ads will be limited to "For Sale" ads of transportation or parking tokens, and auc-
tions which offer tokens listed at a dollar or more in Atwood . And that's all . Then
the September issue will be out about September 15, and we'll be back to our old pol-
icy of taking just about anything in our free ads, although I think some of the very
common 25t tokens may be cut out of auctions (such as Pa 70 A 8 C) .
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By Duane H . Feisel

Vecturists were electrified by a brief note which appeared in the March, 1966,
issue of THE FARE BOX to the effect that three varieties of airplane tokens, dating
from 1919, had been discovered . Additional news of these tokens was eagerly awaited,
for this was truly a monumental find .

Unfortunately, it has been determined that these tokens are of very recent vin-
tage, and are not at all what they appear to be or what is claimed for them . Let me
relate how the true story on these fantasies was developed .

Just as many other collectors, I was quite excited about the reported find of
"old airplane tokens ." During one of my recent business trips, I was fortunate
enough to be in Dallas when the organizational meeting for the Texas Area Vecturist
Association was held . Also at this meeting was J .L . Hargett who was mentioned as the
discoverer of the tokens . Mr . Hargett had a set of the tokens with him, and allowed
me to inspect them at length . Two things about the tokens immediately aroused my
suspicions : (1) they were all of a bright, shiny, new appearance, and (2) they car-
ried a propeller type of device which is so common on modern parking tokens .

When I returned home, I was supplied with a set of impressions and photographs
of the tokens, and was thus able to make further inspections and comparisons . The
following additional factors came to light and further deepened my suspicions : (1)
the octagonal token is the exact size of a recent Meyer & Wenthe sample token, and
matches in size a token with which I was involved in having struck, Mass 115 AE ; (2)
the round token matches exactly the size of another Meyer & Wenthe sample token ; (3)
the fabric of the tokens did not ring true for tokens supposedly from the 1919 era,
and (4) the wording describing the airplanes did not appear to be that which would
have been used in 1919,

My next action was to talk on the telephone with a friend from Pittsburgh who
was a pilot of the very early airplanes, and who was involved with an organization of
pilots who had flown the 0X5 ; he was able to provide some additional information in-
cluding the source of the tokens . Apparently some literature containing a story
about the alleged use of the tokens, and a set of the tokens, was circulated to var-
ious aeronautical museums and organizations, and this included my friend . Next I
spoke on the telephone with a Mr . Earl C . Reed of Kingman, Kansas, the son of Mr. A.
C . Reed, supposedly the originator of the tokens back in 1919 . I was told that about
20 complete sets plus a few miscellaneous pieces of the three airplane tokens had
been found, and that they had been cleaned and preserved with a clear airplane lac-
quer . The "story" of the use of the tokens was told to me . Upon questioning Mr .
Reed, I was told that most of the sets had been sold to Mr . Hargett, some had been
sent out to museums, and that a few sets were still on hand . Since I had gone to
the bother of calling him, Mr . Reed was willing to sell me one of the few remaining
sets he had for $25 .00 . When I indicated that I had a good friend who would also
like a set, another set was promised to me .

I spoke with Mr . Coffee on the telephone and discussed my suspicions of the tok-
ens . The description and listing of the tokens was delayed pending additional in-
formation.

The clincher came just recently when I received some highly reliable informa-
tion that these tokens were manufactured by Meyer & Wenthe, Inc ., on June 18, 1965,
in a quantity of 200 each of the three token designs!

This is probably an appropriate time to advise AVA members of a few "facts of
life" concerning the manufacture of modern tokens . The largest token manufacturing
firm in the United States, and probably in the world, is Meyer & Wenthe, Inc ., of
Chicago . I estimate that they manufacture a substantial majority of all tokens in
this country (perhaps the recent activities of the Franklin Mint in striking the dol-
lar denomination gambling tokens may affect the Meyer & Wenthe standing in this ob-
servation) . Many of the various companies around the country who advertise being in
this business actually send all their tokens orders to Meyer & Wenthe to be manufac-
tured. As to the cost of having tokens made, let me give you a specific example :
the manufacture of Mass 115 AD and AE . These tokens were ordered through a firm in
Boston, and manufactured by Meyer & Wenthe . The die cost for the two tokens was
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$30 .00 total ; the cost of striking 300 each of the two tokens was $65 .60 . This
means that the total cost per token amounted to only a bit over 15C and illustrates
the small amount of money that would be invested by anyone having a special token
struck--one which, for example, could be foisted off on vecturists as being some-
thing it is not . How easy it would be for someone to have a completely spurious to-
ken, or to have a reproduction made of a scarce genuine token . Let the vecturist
bewares

By the way, I never sent my check to Mr . Reed for the two sets of tokens that
were promised to me . Believe me, I was sorely tempted to pay for the two sets of
tokens, but I fortunately let my better judgment guide me rather than my enthusiasm
for tokens .

As interest in transportation tokens continues to grow and as the scarce or
rare tokens command higher and higher prices, the temptation for unscrupulous indi-
viduals to take advantage of this interest and high prices becomes more attractive .
Let us all keep constantly on our toes to detect this chicanery, and prevent it from
entering our hobby . If this sort of business should become widespread, it could be
the deathknell of the collecting of transportation tokens . There have been similar
attempts at deceit in the past which have been detected, and, I suspect, some which
have not yet been detected . It will pay for each of us to be on guard .

(Editor 'a Note : the 3 tokens described above are pictured in this issue, together .
with the card being circulated which gives the alleged story of their use . Mr. Reed
says he did, indeed, use tokens back in 1919, but now admits that he had 200 sets of
"restrikes" made in June, 1965 . Whether or not such tokens were used in 1919, the
ones that are around now are are strictly worthless .)

44444

= HOTEL RESERVATIONS ARE VITAL =

Members attending the annual convention in California are again reminded to
make hotel reservations early . Our headquarters will be the Charter House Hotel,
directly across from Disneyland . They are now holding a block of rooms for AVA
guests, but only until the first week of July, according_ to convention chairman Rob-
ert Ritterband . He further reminds us that this is a resort area, and none of the
hotels or motels quote a "single" rate . That is, it costs no more for two in a room
than for one . Those attending singly can cut their cost at least in half by doub-
ling up with other members . Or bring the family, Ritterband says, because even 3 or
4 in a room makes little difference in total cost .

For example, the Charter House asks $17/$18 per room nightly, for either one or
two people, and only $19/$22 for 3 or 4 In a larger room . These are all spacious
rooms, in a garden setting, with TV, room phones, air-conditioning, and just a few
steps from their excellent swimming pool . All auto parking is free .

By doubling up, the cost becomes very reasonable for each guest . You are urged
to write at once to the Charter House - 1700 S . Harbor Blvd . - Anaheim, Calif ., or
to hotel chairman Robert Martin - 923 W . Broadway - Anaheim, or to General Chairman
Robert Ritterband - 6576 Colgate Avenue - Los Angeles, Calif . 90048 . Then you will
be all set for one of the best AVA conventions ever!

= NEW BOOK ON GERMAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS =

A 20-page mimeognuphed, papex-bound book £24 Sing nearly atZ known German t'u na-
portation tokens, with h,i.atonicat no-tea, is ava eab .fe 4ox $3 .95 with Engt sh tkana-
£ari,on 6xom Joe Kotlex - P.O. Box 248 - Gteneoe, Ill . It i4 available only 6xom him,
and .i,a weZt worth the coat to alt .bvtvtebted in the 6aacinat ng 6.ield o6 Ge,tman bane
tokens. The tale o6 the book -i.a Mlunzen and Marken der Deutsehen Straseenbahnen
(Coins -B Tokens o6 German Stxeet Railways) by Wafitex Funek . Many tokens not pxev-
.ioua .ty tinted anywhexe axe .included inn this book, which ti6t6 tokens used on bnidgea,
toll xoada, omn.ibuaes, honaecaxe . It also Liat6 Dutch tokens .
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= THE 1966 CENSUS OF RARE TOKENS =

By Harold Ford

This is a list of those transportation tokens of which fewer than ten are known in
the hands of collectors . If the letter is underlined, three or less are in the
hands of collectors . These are the "census tokens ." Collectors swapping rare tok-
ens are advised to consult this list in preference to catalogue values in the Atwood
Catalogue, because values of rare tokens in the Atwood Catalogue were simply based
in the 1963 census, which in the case of a number of tokens is now much outdated .
Thus if a token catalogued at $7 .50 in Atwood is not listed in this list, there are
now more than ten of them known .

ALABAMA 120 A, 220 F, 470 A, 560 I K M P S, 730 A, 800 A B .
ALASKA 300 A B, 450 C, 500 A .
ARIZONA 640 F.
ARKANSAS 15 A B, 75 A0 150 A BCD, 300 A, 315 A, 720 A.
CALIFORNIA 220 A, 525

	

575 B P, 615 A B~ 630 C, 715 A E F G V , 745 A I T, 760 C,
775 A 1 815 A.

COLORADO 380 A, 760 A, 860 A E.
CONNECTICUT 55 A, 160 A 220 A, 230 A, 235 A C, 290 A, 305 A_ B Q 325 A.
FLORIDA 230 A B, 310 A, 380 I Q R, 630 A G.
GEORGIA 50 Q 60 A B C D E F G, 270 A, 750 A B C D F, 905 A.
HAWAII 210AH KL MNOP 540 E.
ILLINOIS 95 A, 123 A, 135 D E, 150 D E F G H J K L M N 0 P T AC, 190 A Q 195 A,

220 D, 350 A B, 415 A B, 425 A, 435 A_ :B;-455 G, 580 A, 600 D, 605 A B~ 768 A
785 A, 795 D E, 820 A B .

INDIANA 20 A, 140 Aa 160 A B Q 180 B, 405 A, 450 C, 460 A B C G M, 490 B, 510 D,
520 A, 580B C, 600 A~, 610 D H~, 680 A B, 700 B C D F, 820 A, 860 A, 900 A, 930 A_ B,
980 C.

IOWA 30 C, 75 A 0 90 Aa 130 A, 150 C, 180 A, 240 A, 290 A, 300 A B_ C F, 310 B, 370 A,
380ABCDEFGQ 630 A, 640B C E F G H I K L MOP, 660 A, 710A Q 850 A B C
DEFCBI J 865 A, 880 A, 930 AB.

KANSAS 85 A B_ Q 120 A, 370 A, 450A, 620 A, 680 A BCD_ & 770 A B, 830 & 910 A,
970 A.

KENTUCKY 10 A B D E 85 A B Da 100 A B C D 135 A, 200 A, 270 A C, 370 A, 465 A,
5JOBEMRVWAA AR AR AS AT, 5208, 640ABCDE 670 A, 680 AIL.

LOUISIANA 240A, 470 A-790 B, 810 A B C.
MARYLAND 60 A E F G PS, 600 C, 940 B.
MASSACHUSETTS 115 C D E F G H 260 B C.
MICHIGAN 65 A F H, 170 A C D, 225 B, 370 A E, 510 A B, 525 B, 530 A B C F K, 560 A

I, 590 A Q 605 C E G,B30A, 680 C D Q 735 A, 845 A B, 935 A(cstpd 0), 945 A .
MINNESOTA 40 A, 50 A B C D E F G H I J K, 60 A Q 110 1 230 A E E, 300 A, 400A,

490 A, 540 C D G~ 630 A B, 660 A B, 730 A, 760 C D, 765 A_ B, 999 A.
MISSISSIPPI 320 A, 620 B, 720 A B C, 900 B F H .
MISSOURI 130 B~ 160 A B, 190 A 1 200 A B C D E, 350 B E, 370 A, 640 B, 665 A, 700
Q 830 B, 860 A B Q 880 Q 910 P Q 920 A B, 980 A B.

MONTANA 320 A B .
NEBRASKA 12d--A B1 320 A, 440 A B H, 540 B C D E F G H I J K_ L

	

700 C Z, 855 A,
940 A B 980 A.

NEW JERSEY 20 A B, 175 A, 290 B C D E, 675 A B Q 730 A_ B 945 A, 999 A.
NEW MEXICO 430 A
NEW YORK 105 A C, 140 ABC, 240 A, 285 C, 445 A B, 595 A_ B, 629 A B,, 630 A_ C E F G
JK L MNOPRSAL, 631Q 890E C, 935A BC0, 999 A.

NORTH CAROLINA 40 Aa 140 A, 280 A B C D, 390 A, 700 A3 950 A.
NORTH DAKOTA 260 A, 600 A B C.
OHIO 10FGH, 30 A, 35 BC, 165BCDEFGHIJKLMNPQRSQ 175AEFG H
I JKL_ MN0PQRT 0XAS4 210 A, 23AB CV FGHJK, 240 A BC,270A,
290 P, 410A, 450 A' 465 A, 495 A, 515 A B, 535 A, 590 A, 625 A B, 660 A B C,
700 A, 730 A, 745 A, 785 A B, 790 B, 815 B, 830 A B, 900 A B_, 910 A, 995 A.

OKLAHOMA 190 ABC, 320 A, 330 A B C D., 900 A.
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OREN 160 K, 800 A.
PENNSYLVANIA IS A, 20 A, 73 A, 115 A B, 125 A, 130 A j 165 B

	

195 A~ 197 A B,
260 A, 315 B Co 320 B C D, 350 A B C~ 355 A, 385 A B C D1 395 A J 400 A B E, 455 C,
495 D F, 515 A, 525 4 B C D E F G H I JKLMNXAB ACA 573 AB, 605 A, 675 A,
680 725 EP, 745 ABC-DL 750 CDEH-IJQTU , 760 A, 765 A B CD F G H I
MN0PUVWAD 770 AB, 785 A, 840CD, B75A, 8ISABDEFGHI 975BC,
985 A

	

999 B C.
RHODE ISLAND .620B C.
SOUTH CAROLINA 310 A.
SOUTH DAKOTA 370 A,-890 A, 950 A~ 970 A.
TENNESSEE 430 C D E J V~ 490 A, 600 C , 690 ABC D .
TEXAS 65 D, 135 A,7320 A, 340 8 C D P~ 360 A, 445FG 1, 465 A, 530 A, 555 A, 710 A,
810 A B C

	

890 B, 930 A, 950 A B., 955

	

965 A B 0 D F, 985 F.
UTAH 525 A0 750 A B.
VIRGINIA 20 B, 65 F 110 A, 350 A, 535 A B~ 580 A B D, 600 M, 620 E F L N~ 660 A H„

700 A, 730 A B, 840 A, 999 A B C D E FG H.
WASHINGTON 80 A B, 150 A, 230 A B, 590 A B, 690 A, 780 I U, 850 A B~ 880 K.
WEST VIRGINIA 20 A, 100 A B, 550 A830A, 890 A B D E F G H I JX L M N O.
WISCONSIN 20 B, 95 A D, -105B ~ 160'A B C D~ 170A, 100 A C D E, 250A, 360 C, 410 D,

420 A D E F, 440 A I 500A, 510A B C, 520 A B, 530B,, 560 A B J 600 A, 700 A
D, 750 A, 790 C H1 , 840 A, 870 B C F G, 880 A B D, 910A, 930A.B~ 935 A B C,
955 A, 980 B D EG.

	

-

	

-

	

- -
WYOMING 120 A.

	

PUERTO RICO 560 A B C.
DISTRICT OFCOLUMBIA 500 G AD AF.

Inquiries are invited concerning this census . Should you question tokens listed or
not listed, write to Associate Editor Harold V . Ford - 1999 Gaspar Drive - Oakland,
California 94611 .

= CALIFORNIA CLUB ORDERS A.V.A. CONVENTION TOKENS =
By Edrick J. Miller

The 55th meeting of the California Association of Transportation Token Collec-
tors was held Sunday, May 1, at the Ontra Cafeteria in Los Angeles . Thirteen members
and one guest were present : Atwood, Crusen, Cutler, Dunlap, Gould, Miller, Ritter-
band, Sherman, Mr . Fz Mrs . F .G . Smith, Ken Smith, Bob Smith, Elaine Willahan, Bob
Carlisle . George Gould made the "find of the year" for our club . He brought along
a silver pass from Colorado that he picked up in a local coin shop .

Bob Ritterband announced that he had been nominated for President of the A.V.A.
and had accepted . Bob has done an excellent job in handling the coming AVA conven-
tion, as you will see when you attent the convention at Disneyland in August . The
CATTC is behind Bob 100% .

The discussion then shifted to the AVA Convention, and Chairman Bob Ritterband
again brought the group up to date on happenings since the last meeting. He announ-
ced that he had placed orders for the tour token to the wax museum and the narrow
gauge train ride token for use at Knott's Berry Farm . Bob passed around a proof of
the tour token for inspection by the members . According to Bob, all arrangements
have been made and double checked .

Ken Smith brought along the manuscript for the Foreign Catalogue which goes in-
to type May 2, 1966 . Ken has put a lot of hard work into this, which can be seen by
thumbing through the draft . It will have many pictures throughout the book, right
in the text .

A sale and exchange of tokens took place for the balance of the meeting . The
next meeting will be June 12 at the same place . If you're out our way then, drop in
and say hello .

w,tw+w

REMEMBER - A .V.A. CONVENTION - AUGUST 5-7 - AT DISNEYLAND -
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= MAY SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =

By Kenneth E. Smith

S C O T L A N D

(Supplies of Eng 350 AA AB AC and 820 CK were sent to Mr . Nicolosi for the New
Issues Service . Please keep the listings coming.)

KENNETH E. SMITH

	

328 AVENUE F

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. 90277
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(I acquired 30 I J, 280 A, 390 B, in an accumulation I bought, and in the process
of having Mr. Capper check them out, he also found the additional tokens 30 K,
280 B,C, and 390 C.)

Aberdeen 30 (Reported by K. Smith and D. Capper)
A. M. S. 2/-

I o B 31 Sd (blank) $3.00

J o B 31 Sd
A . M. S. 3/-

(blank) 3.00
A .P.S. STONEYWOOD - ABERDEEN

(blank) 3.00KaWM33 Sd

Culter 280 (Reported by K. Smith and D. Capper)

AoB 33Sd
C M P COY LTD- CULTER AND ABERDEEN

(blank) (narrow letters on obverse) 3.00
BoB 31 Sd " (wide letters on obverse) 3.00

C o B 31 Sd
C.M. P COY LTD- COLTER AND CULTS

(blank) 3.00

Falkirk 390
W. ALEXANDER & SONS LTD- FALKIRK

(blank)(4d- on obverse) 1.50B o B 33 Sd
C0B 33 Sd " (2-1/2 on obverse) 1 .50

Glasgow 420 (Reported by Gerald Johnson and D. Capper)
GLASGOW CORPORATION TRAMWAYS (ARMS)

CVo Ce 22 Sd 2 Stage Token
GLASGOW CORPORATION TRANSPORT

.30
(ARMS)

DRo Cp 22 Sd 4d. .15

Fife 400 (Reported by K . Smith)
NO (NUMBERS)FIFE & MIDLOTHIAN FERRIES CO .

A o B 29 Sd (blank) 3.00

Leven 630 (Reported by K. Smith)
LEVEN SG OR LARGO FERRY CABIN NO. (NUMERALS)

B o K 32 Sd (blank)
LEVEN B OR LARGO FERRY

6.00
STEERAGE NO. (NUMERALS)

C o K 32 Sd (blank) 6.00

ENGLAND
Grimsby 350 (Reported by Capper)

G.C.T. (Grimsby Cleethorpes Transport)
AA Cy 23 Sd 2d. (Vars.) .15
AB Cg 23 Sd 3d. (dark green) .15
AC Cr 23 Sd 4d. (Vars .) .20

Warrington 820 (Reported by Capper)
WARRINGTON CORPORATION TRANSPORT (ARMS)

CK Cy 25 Sd 3d. .15
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- NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG .

This month we head our listings with a token from Georgia which was reported to
us a couple months back . It took us a little while to get a supply of the tokens .
They arrived too late for us to make the listing last month . Newnan City Lines was
started December 7, 1945, and ceased operations in June, 1958 . 1 doubt if the token
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= MAY SUPPLEMENTTO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE
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too

GEORGIA

By Ralph Freiberg

Newnan 690

A o Bz 23 Bar

(Reported by J.M. Kotler)
NEWNAN CITY LINES N .C .L.

Good For One Fare N.C .L . $0 .25

HAWAII
Honolulu 240

F o WM 23 Bar
HONOLULU RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY, LTD . (HULA GIRL)

.25Token 1951 (hula girl) [never placed in use)

IOWA
Forest City

B o A Oc Sd

370 (Reported by J.L . Hargett)
S .E. KITNER MOTOR BUS FOREST CITY, IOWA .

3 .50Good Between Hotel and Depot (25mm)

PENNSYLVANIA
Oil City 725

K o B Oc Sd

(formerly listed as Pa 998 F)
OIL CITY 5 PETROLEUM BRIDGE CO. GOOD FOR ONE FOOT PASSENGER

(same as obverse)(25mm) 3 .50

TEXAS
Brenham 120

A o Vi 23 Ch

(Reported by Daniel DiMichael)
BRENHAM ST. R. RY .

Good For One Fare 5 .00

Weatherford

I o B 32 Sd

965 (Reported by J .M. Coffee)

2 .50
BAKER'S TRANSFER WEATHERFORD TEXAS

Good For 25c . Ride

J o A Oc Sd
BAKER TRANSFER CO . WEATHERFORD, TEXAS (STAR)

3 .00Good To Or From Hotels (29mm)

K o Fr 45 Sd
BAKER TRANSFER CO . WEATHERFORD, TEXAS

3 .50Good To And From Hotels

WISCONSIN
Sparta 840

B o A Oc Sd

(Reported by Ralph Winant)

2 .00
S .D . EDWARDS BUS LINE SPARTA, WIS .

Good For One Ride (25mm)

CANADA - QUEBEC
Hull 345 (Reported by J . Douglas Ferguson)

1 .00I o K Hx Sd
HULL ELECTRIC CO.

Good For One Fare (aluminum H through token)

Patterns 998
G B 22 Sd (same as 620 R but brass instead of white metal)
H B 22 Sd "

	

it

	

620 Z

	

"

	

"

	

it

	

to

	

of

	

t'
I B 17 Sd "

	

" 950 A "

	

it

	

"

	

it

	

n

	

"

J K 22 Sd it

	

" 950 B t' copper

	

t'

	

"

	

't

	

of

K X 22 Sd if

	

to 950 B " GOLD

	

"

	

t'

	

t'
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was used from the beginning in 1945, because bronze was not available for tokens th*it
early . But perhaps they went into use shortly after that . Apparently the operatic:
was never successful, and only lasted as long as it did because the operator had a
couple of school runs which were profitable . The city operation was finally discon-
tinued in 1958 but the school operation is still going . We were very fortunate in
finding the owner of the line who sold us all the tokens he had left, which were just
enough to take care of New Issues Service members with a few left over . In the lot
were also a lot of bent and damaged tokens that the N .I .S . also had to pay for at
the same price . Anyone not in the New Issues Service can probably obtain one of the
latter for 25c from Mr . Nicolosi, but remember the condition won't be perfect .

We have known about the Honolulu hula girl token for some time, but did not list
it because

	

uncertain about its status . As they were ordered by the company they
are not really patterns, but they were never placed in use, and apparently for some
reason never will be . Letters asking the company why the tokens were never used have
not been answered satisfactorily . In any event, the company had thousands of them
struck, and probably still has them in the vaults, and eventually they may very well
be released and be as common as the other Honolulu tokens . So we list them at only
25C, although at present there are not many of them in the hands of collectors . It
is a very interesting token, and quite a conversation piece!

The Forest City, Iowa, token is a different reverse variety from the one already
listed in the March 1966 Fare Box. These were depotel tokens, but used on an early
motor bus, rather than on a horse-drawn hack .

The octagonal Oil City bridge token was first thought to be a pattern, when one
of them was seen in the museum of the American Numismatic Society . However, since
then two more have turned up, and one of them shows definite signs of wear, so we
are satisfied that this was really used . One of the varieties of the round brass
token, it now seems obvious from examination, was made by cutting down the octagonal
ones . So it appears that the octagonal was the first of the brass tokens used by
this bridge, and then for some reason, perhaps a fare increase, they made them round
and ordered round tokens thereafter .

Dan DiMichael bought the Brenham, Tex ., vulcanite token at a coin show, and then
advertised in the newspaper down in Brenham to see if he could get any more of them .
Although the ad ran for two weeks, he was able to get only one more of them . This
second one, slightly worn, is pictured in this issue . (Don't write him for it ; he's
swapped it to John Coffee for a Weatherford depotel!) We don't know what the "R"
stands for in the name of the company : "Brenham St . R . Ry." Any ideas?

John Coffee made a very fortunate find of some more varieties of depotel tokens
from Weatherford, Texas . The 965 I has the same obverse die as 965 C, but is on a
larger planchet, and good for a 25C ride . The 965 J is exactly like 965 D except
that it says "GOOD TO OR FROM HOTELS" instead of "Good To And From Hotels" as does D.
The 965 K is a huge round cardboard token, bigger than a silver dollar . John found
nine of the K's, he says, but on four of them, the words "To And" have been scratched
off the token, leaving the inscription to read "Good From Hotels ." Apparently Mr .
Baker stopped accepting tokens on the trip to the hotel .

We know nothing about the Sparta, Wisc ., depotel token reported by Ralph Win-
ant . . .we just assume that it is a depotel . It could be more recent .

Mr. Ferguson obtained the Hull token in a trade from Maurice Lorrain, a distin-
guished Canadian numismatist . It is a companion piece to 620 A in that it is copper
instead of aluminum, but has the aluminum H instead of the copper H . It seems that
no one knew this token existed . Now that it is known, we expect the Canadian collec-
tors will be looking for it .

Sometime back we listed the pattern 998 E in brass, which was the same as 970 A,
and since that time Mr . Ferguson has obtained brass patterns the same as 620 R and Z .
As for the solid gold token, Mr . Ferguson had known about it, as it was mentioned in
an article by Joe Kotler . So at the annual dinner of the Sherbrooke Numismatic Soc-
iety in May of this year, Mr . Ferguson met Mr . Lombardo, who is head of Artistic Die
Company of Sherbrooke, the company which makes many of the Canadian tokens . Mr .
Lombardo has been a member of the Sherbrooke society for years but not particularly
active, and at that meeting Mr . Lombardo presented Mr . Ferguson with one of the gold
tokens . I believe three of these had been struck in gold, and one was presented to
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the president of the company which had them struck . They are really presentation
pieces, but for the time being we are listing them under patterns. At the same time
Mr. Ferguson was also given a copper token like 950 B, as a few of these were also
struck in copper to determine which metal the owner of the company would like for
his tokens . Also one of the brass tokens like 950 A, . which had been struck for the
same reason.

Mr . Ferguson also reportss he has a token with the obverse of 620 W on both
sides of the token . I don't know if this was done on purpose or by accident, but
for the present will let it ride and find out how many of them show up .

We are also in receipt of a letter from Mr . Whitfield of Albuquerque, N.M., who
mentions that a token had been struck for the Sandia Peak Tram of Albuquerque . The
token is good for 50e in trade either on the tram or at a gift shop . We did not list
the tokens for the Seattle Worlds Fair which were also good for the monorail ride
along with many other things, and we didn't list the Grayville, Ill ., centennial to-
ken of 1955 which was good on the ferry as well as at local merchants . As the tok-
ens were not issued primarily for payment of fare on a transportation facility, we
don't list them in our catalogue .

= MAY. .NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By. John G._NicoZoei

This is another good month for foreign tokens. You will receive six, as fol-
lows: 2 from Aberdeen, Scotland. No numbers have been assigned to them yet, and
our thanks to Joe Kotler for making them available . All members, regular and asso-
ciate, will receive these two. Then 45 of the regular members will receive England
350 AA AB AC and 820 CK, which Ken Smith made available to us. We regret we were
able only to get 45 of each, so far . You have also received, under separate cover
four nice oval tokens from Nottingham. England 560 BQ BR BS BT, listed in April .
In the future we'll try to avoid these separate mailings .

Finally, you will all receive Ga 690 A. This token is also available to all
A .V.A. members who are not associated with the N.I.S. for 300 plus a stamped envel-
ope (in nice condition) . Again, had it not been for our Editor John Coffee and our
Secretary Donald Mazeau we would not have been able to send these tokens to you .

Incidentally the red 5d. token from Aberdeen, Scotland, was first used in Jan-
uary, 1965, and the green 6d . one in. September of that year.

~hae~

= TEXAS COLLECTORS TO MEET JULY 16 =

The Texas Area Vecturist Association will meet July 16, 1966, at a place in
Dallas to be announced in the June issue of The Fare Box and July "Token Talk ."
"Token Talk" is a quarterly newsletter sent to all members of TAVA.

TAVA now has 31 members, including 6 from California and 1 from Massachusetts .
For membership applications write Mrs . Pat Murdock, P.O . Box 411, Mesquite, Texas
75149 . Dues for one year are $1 .00, which includes a subscription to "Token Talk"
and 6 free lines of advertisement in each issue .

= CONFLICT OF INTEREST? =

With regard to the old vulcanite horsecar token from Muscatine, Iowa 640 L,
Donald Punshon reports that the 1892 Poor's Directory lists this company as operat-
Ing 3 .5 miles of track, 3 1 6" gauge, with 7 cars and 30 horses & mutes . Fred Daut
is listed as president of the company . On the token, Mr . Daut is also listed as
agent for the Glory Plug Tobacco company . So Mr . Daut combined both of his services
on one token, to advertise his chewing tobacco and to serve as a fare token . An
Interesting combination of enterprises!
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Together with this issue you are receiving your A.V.A. election ballot and two
envelopes . Mark your ballot, then place it in the anti11er of the two envelopes (the
one marked "official ballot") . Seat that envelope and make no mark on it (to in-
sure a secret ballot) . Then place that "official ballot" envelope inside the larger
envelope addressed to Edrick Miller. Put a stamp on that envelope and seal it, and
meail. This is a very important election and it is your duty to vote . We suggest
that you do so very soon, so you won't forget about it. Note that although the baZ-
lot says it should be mailed to the election chairman, it is actually going to Ed
Miller. Ralph Freiberg is Election Committee Chairman, but as he doesn't want to
haul all the ballots down to Disneyland on the airplane, we are having ballots sent
to Edrick Miller, who is a member of the Election Committee (your Editor is the third
member) . Note also that no ballot will be accepted unless it has been seated in the
"official ballot" envelope, and this includes ballots handed in at the Convention .
Deadline for receipt of ballots by mail is August 5. Members attending the conven-
tion in person may hand ballots in before the end of the first business session on
August 6.

We have ,just received the sad news that Felton W . Smith, one of our founding
charter members, who held membership number 4, died of cancer on June 11, 1966 . He
dropped his membership a few years ago and sold his collection, but I shall never
forget him. He was very active in our founding meeting on October 31, 1948, and
quite prominent in the formative years of our association .

Ralph Koller's ad last month created quite a stir when two rare census tokens
were listed for auction : Ohio 410 A and 450 A. Ralph now writes that he never had
either of these tokens, and it was all a mistake. So you who bid way up on them
will save your money .

Deadline for the July issue of THE FARE BOX will be July 15, in Tacoma . It
will have 6 pages plus 2 pages of photographs I hope, and will contain only a page
of ads, the Atwood Catalogue Supplement, and New Members . The Parking Token Supple-
ment and the Foreign Supplement will be suspended until the September issue . We
just don't have the room for them in our small summer issues .

m,
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= STATEMENTS BY THE 7110 CANDIDATES FOR A .V.A. PRESIDENT =

ROBERT M. RITTERBAND

In asking you to elect me A .V.A. President, I do not imply that some reward is
"deserved" for services performed. My record and abilities are listed here so that
each member can decide whether I am best qualified to lead our Association in the
year ahead . I have been an active vecturist since 1951, am now a Life Member, and
am equally interested in all types of tokens . In the past I have successfully headed
several other organizations, including two years recently as leader of the California
Token Collectors .

I am now the A .V.A. Curator-Historian, and according to many comments am doing
an outstanding job . Through much correspondence and with much cooperation, this year
I have expanded our holdings and archives many times over, for the benefit of all our
members . As the Curator, I have been one of your five elected officers . Thus I am
well acquainted with Executive Board Policies and procedures, and can launch my pres-
idential term without delay or confusion arising from inexperience .

The coming convention at Disneyland is under my direction as general chairman .
From every indication, we can all expect a real success in August . Our FARE BOX Edi-
tor, John Coffee, recently wrote, "I never saw a convention chairman who threw him-
self into the job with such vigor, efficiency and skill . And you can quote me on
that!" Previously I._ have staged other large gatherings, and again the experience is
proving valuable .

As an independent business man (printing and advertising), I control my own
schedules and calendar . This allows me time and mobility to handle all A .V .A. busi-
ness when and where it arises, without depending on special arrangements or permis-
sion from any superior .

Our Association has known excellent growth in, recent years, and I am certain
that it can continue to accelerate . This demands able leadership, with a constant
striving for betterment, but without changes in our basic foundations . A few of my
suggestions have been publicized by now to every member . These and similar ideas
will indicate to you that I am prepared and most capable of serving as the next AVA
president . I earnestly solicit your support!

DUANE H. FEISEL

The AVA has enjoyed a . recent period of rapid growth, both in the number of mem-
bers and in the general level of activity . This growth will continue as more and mor
collectors discover that our hobby holds so many benefits for the true collector .
High standards and principles must be maintained to prevent the type of deterioration
we have all seen in coin collecting, deterioration resulting from the operations of
the fast buck boys, the slick operators, the chiselers, and those of like ilk whose
only motive is to profit monetarily from the great interest of the true collector .
To combat this, we must continue to follow the course of scholarship upon which our
club was founded and upon which it has prospered for almost 20 years . We must be
prepared to recognize problems and potential difficulties, and have the ability to
combat them effectively . I am personally dedicated to such a Philosophy, and will
continue to support and work actively toward such a course of action .

Some of my specific suggestions which coincide with this mode of operation have
been outlined in a letter which each off you has received ; other worthwhile projects
are being formulated and will follow in the months ahead . I firmly believe that the
AVA is an organization whose primary concern should be the collector, helping him in
the enjoyment of the hobby . My efforts of the past 7 years have been devoted to that
belief. If elected your president, I pledge to continue to promote and support the
scholarly approach to token collecting, an approach which makes our hobby primarily
one of enjoyment rather than monetary gain; the position would receive all the time
and attention it could require .

During the years of my membership in the AVA, I have known and communicated with
many of its officers and members of the Catalogue Committee . In addition, I have
attended the past several conventions, and plan to be in California for the conclave
this year . Through these associations I have become intimately acquainted with all
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phases of the operation of the AVA. I have met and corresponded with many of the
members, and have been able to attend meetings of many of the regional clubs .

Your vote for me as president will be a vote for the principles and suggestions
which have been outlined above . I look forward to being of service to the member-
ship in working toward these goals . Your vote and support will be appreciated .

862J C.E. JENSEN - 6 GRANDVIEW AVENUE - MT . VERNON, NEW YORK 10553
Age 16 ; Student . Collects U .S . (Mazeau)

REINSTATEMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP

642 ROBERT W . CARLISLE - Box 1663 - San Diego, California 92112
657 JAMES R . DUNLAP, JR . - 13962 Merello - Garden Grove, California 92641

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Charles V . Berger - 2453 South 127th E . Avenue - Tulsa, Oklahoma
Warren L . Heise - Box 46, Clarksville Base - Clarksville, Tennessee 37040
Hai N . Ottaway - P .O . Box 325 - Estes Park, Colorado 80517 (temporary; until Sep 5)
Loyde R . White - 3021 East 4th Street - Dayton, Ohio, 45403

An invitation has been received from Mr. Irwin and the San Antonio Chamber of
Commerce on behalf of San Antonio, Texas, as the site of the 1967 A .V.A. Convention.

= TEXAS COLLECTORS TO MEET JULY 16 IN DALLAS =

The July 16 meeting of T .A.V .A . will be held at the Stagecoach Inn, 3651 N . Buckner
Blvd ., Dallas . Phone DA 1-2251 . This location is , block north of the intersection
of Interstate 20-30 and Loop 12 . For more details write Mrs . Pat Murdock - Box 411 -
Mesquite, Tex . 75149 . . . or see the July issue of Token Talk.

= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

850 EDWARD W. SMITH - 5399 MONTECITO AVENUE - SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95404
Age 55 ; Printer. Collects U .S . & Foreign ferry tokens . (AhthuA Smith)

851 DICK ROBINSON - 1443 THIRD AVENUE - PRINCE GEORGE, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Age 43; Coin Dealer. Collects Canada . (Donatd S.tewant)

852 NICK MURRAY - BOX 741 - COVINGTON, LOUISIANA 70433
Age 30; Newspaper Editor. Collects U .S . (Ride)t)

853 W . KEITH JOHNSON - 318 PERRY BROOKS BUILDING - AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767
Age 29 ; Sales Manager. Collects U .S . & Parking . (E .M. Rice)

854 LEONARD E . OSLER - R.R. #2 - KENESAW, NEBRASKA 68956
Age 45 ; Farmer . Collects U.S . & Parking. (Botz)

855 GENE EVANS - 1304 ADAMS AVENUE - LA GRANDE, OREGON 97850
Age 32 ; Store Owner . Collects U .S . (Vowe.Ct)

856 WILLIAM 0 . SACKS, SR. - 1106 HOLLEN ROAD - BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Age 38 ; Accountant . Collects U .S .

	

(Ca4man)
21212

857 E .G . STULTZ - 530 . NORTH UNION - GALION, OHIO 44833
Age 53 ; Collects U .S . (Jachdon)

858 EDWIN R . RINGER - 341 NEVADA DRIVE - ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 16505
Age 50 ; Plant Superintendent . Collects U .S . & Parking .

859 BENJAMIN J . BEAN - 23 KEITH HILL ROAD - GRAFTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Collects U .S . (Mazeau)

01519

860 HERBERT C. BARDES - 21 WALDRON AVENUE - SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY 07901
Coin News Editor, The New York Times . Collects U .S ., Can ., For . (Co66ee)

861 FRANK BARRETT, JR. - BOX 645 - MONTPELIER, VERMONT 05602
Age 28 ; Landlord . Collects all types . (Fengu6on)
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velope a must. Quantity limited .
Sam Ruggeri	-	1018 South CarZey Court	-	North Bellmore, N .Y. 11712
I have the following available for trade . What am I offered? Ark 150 E, 435 A ;
Ariz 720 A; Ia 30 C; Md 600 A ; Mich 845 A; Mo 350 A, 640 B; Pa 750 A B; Tex 50 A;
Wis 360 A, 510 D; France 660 I (a French horsecar token) . Many parking dupes avail-
able for trade. FOR SALE: MONT 3640 E at 304 plus stamped addressed envelope .
Harold V. Ford	-	1999 Gaspar Drive	-	Oakland, Calif. 94611
FOR SALE: at 5 times Atwood Catalogue : Ia 730 A; Kans 450 D, 480 A C D, 820 H; Mich
375 B; NY 630ACa ADb, 631 G; NC 380 D, 450 E, 980 H I; OHIO 15 B; AT 7 TIMES AT-
WOOD : Kans 480 B; NY 770 A, 945 D; NC 380 C, 690 C D E, 980 Ca Cb Cc ; Ohio 10 I K;
Pa 320 A; SC 310 B; Wash 780 Jc, 840 D E; WVa 200 A B D ; DC 500 AE .
Bill S. Rile

	

-

	

Route 2 - Box 501

	

-

	

Texarkana Tex. 75501
IOWA 3150 A. Have a few copies of this rare parking token for sale . 2 .50. Limit
one per collector . First come, first served.
Edw. M. Vickers	-	P.O. Box 68	-	PawZinq, N.Y. 12564
TRANSPORTES DE BUENOS AIRES - thick aluminum subway token used in turnstiles, Argen-
tina 160 G, 504 each plus stamped envelope . 25 diff. British transport tokens,
$3.95. 6 diff. German transport tokens, over 40 years old, $3.50.
J.M. Kotler	-	P.O. Box 248	-	Glencoe, Ill . 60022
FOR SALE: PARKING TOKEN FROM PARK PLACE MOTOR INN, Traverse City, Mich . $2 .00 each .
(5 only) Obtained at source at premium price.
A.W. Siebert	-	10201 Plymouth Rd. A .t. 15

	

Detroit Mich. 48204
PARKING TOKENS FOR SALE. Se a stamps addressed enve ope for my fisting of pla-

Medfield Mass . 02052
y pay more?
Coatesville, Pa. 19320

TRADE ONLY: Ohio 860 A for token of same catalogue value . I will be at the AVA Dis-
neyland Convention, June 5,6,7, at the Charter House .
H.C. Schmal	 Box 5238	 Phoenix, Ariz . 85010-	
FOR TRADE at equal catalogue - Calif 575 C; Ill 795 A; Kane 450 B C; Wash 5 A; Cal
3775 B. = Geor e Gould

	

-

	

P.O. Box 1208

	

-

	

Roll cod cal. 90028
WILL TRADE 1 Can a 5 commemorative VF for eac Phi

	

p ia, Pa. 750 series trans-
portation token received.
G.W. GaZZagher, Cdr USN	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown Pa . 19046
WANT Va 500 B, 600 H, 620 1, and other census TTs . SELL Va 620 M, x.25. Trade to-
kens, 5 pc. set, alum. Good For $1 .00 504 - 254 - 104 - 54 - in trade, Gochenour
Brothers, Montevideo, Va. $4 .50.
K.T. Hall

	

-

	

130 Stanle, Drive

	

-

	

WilZiamsbur Va. 23185
WANTED: wallet size ca e ars from taxi companies, ra, roa companies,

	

transit
companies . = Ross E. Thorpe	181 W. Chalmers Ave .	-

	

You stown, 0. 44507
HELD, need following to complete common Michigan TTs . Will y or trade : 60 A, 125
A, 360 C, 370 J N, 560 C G J, 680 R, 750 B, 845 S U, 885 D . Also will trade 5 diff .
TTs or 1 love token. = Bernard Keith - 18440 FieZdin Ave. - Detroit Mich. 48219
WANTED: transp. tokens in large quantities - can use up to 10,000 of any one kind.
Write for attractive trade offer or state your selling price . Free list of indivi-
dual tokens for sale issued monthly .

I
Jack E. Carman	-	R.R. 3 -Box 250	-	Edwardsbur Mich. 49112
STILL HAVE A FEW of the old Weatherford, Texas, depotel token, Tex 965 I, listed

last month, for sale at $15 cash. I must have scared you people off last month, so
didn't sell as many as I figured. (Arriving in Tacoma July 6; write me there)
John M. Coffee, Jr .	-	4104 Sixth Avenue	-	Tacoma, wash. 98406
FOR SALE AT $1 .00 EACH : Ind 330 M; Kans 480 A; Ky 510 BT; ND 440 A; Ohio 10 U; Pa
985 D; SC 240 C, 310 B, 997 A B C; Va 20 C, 620 J; Wis 170 C, 940 B . FOR SALE AT
$1 .50 EACH : Kans 480 B C D; ND 320 B. Stamped envelope please . 1st come, 1st serve .
Donald N. Mazeau'	-	P.O. Box 31	-	Clinton . Conn. 06413

-Page 106 -June 1966-
CRESCENT PARK MERRY-GO-ROUND TOKEN (R.I. 700 A) for sale at $15 cash . Satisfactic1
or your money back. (paid a:)

Street

	

-

	

Woonsocket R.I. 02895George J. Cormier

	

-

	

32 Birch
FOR SALE: NJ 3300 B - 250; N.S. 100 B - 354; NY 560 A - 504. Stamped addressed en-

cates for sale . Over 160 different tokens available .
-Duane H. Feisel -

	

P.O. Box 215
FOR SALE AT CATALOGUE : Pa 70 A B, 870 A . A Z at 25 eae
Danidl DiMichael -

	

P.O. Box 485

	

-
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The 16th Annual Convention of the AMERICAN VECTURIST ASSOCIATION

FUN and ENTERTAINMENT
for the ENTIRE FAMILY at tsn¢Alnnd

SWIFT, SILENT MONORAIL RIDE BETWEEN
DISNEYLAND AND HOTEL IS ALWAYS POPULAR

This gathering, with Token Collectors .from all parts of the
United States and Canada, will be on Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
August 5-7, 1966 . Convention Headquarters : Charter House Hotel
(opposite Disneyland) in Anaheim, Calif . Your Hosts : The Calif-
ornia Assn . of Transportation Token Collectors . See you there?

The '66 A.V.A. Convention fee includes the following :
* Convention ribbons

" All gatherings at Charter House
•

	

Annual dinner at Charter House
•

	

Token auction
* Round-trip bus ride to Buena Park

Entrance to Movieland Museum
* Narrow-gauge train ride

•

	

Two brand new token issues (Handsome0
•

	

Two beautifully illustrated handbooks
Many special souvenirs and surprises

All of this for only $8.50 . . . with a dollar discount for "Early Bird" registrations
by July 1st

	

(Disneyland requires separate on-the-spot ticketing, but with
promise of a 10% discount .)

For further information, write or phone :

ROBERT M. RITTERBAND
General Chairman

6576 Colgate Avenue, Los Angeles 90048

477-5102

	

938-4504
D,ys

	

Ni9h,,

TWO OF MANY FUN RIDES ON
DISNEYLAND'S MAIN STREET

RITTERBAND AND MILLER INSPECT
NARROW-GAUGE TRAIN FOR A .V .A .
RIDE AT KNOTT'S GHOST TOWN

Whatever kinds you collect
-- general, foreign, depotel,
ferry, parking, trade, or ???
-- there never was any better
chance than at this meeting
to swap, buy or sell tokens .

DON'T YOU MISS ITI

ROLAND ATWOOD, FAMED TOKEN
CATALOGUER, WILL BE ON HAND
TO GREET ALL VECTURISTS .
(HERE HE CELEBRATES 70TH
BIRTHDAY AT CATTC MEETING)
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= THE 1966 A .V .A . CONVENTION AUCTION =

As has become the custom at recent A .V .A . Conventions, there will be an auction
in connection with our 1966 Convention at Disneyland . There will be both floor and
mail bidding permitted . All lots have been submitted by members of the A .V .A ., and
the minimum bids were set by the persons who submitted the tokens for inclusion in
the auction . In order to encourage people to submit better quality tokens, it was
announced that any minimum bid could be set .

The floor bidding at the auction will, accordingly, begin at the minimum bid
set by the member who placed the token in the auction .

If you wish to bid on these tokens by mail, simply send in your bid to the Con-
vention Auction Chairman, Kenneth Smith, and he will execute your bids for you . If
you plan to be at the convention in person, save this page so that you can refer to
it during the auction .

The two rare NC 280 A and B tokens were donated by Bill Gallagher of the Calif-
ornia Club to help defray convention expenses . All money realized from the sale of
these two tokens--which should bring a very good price--will go toward this purpose .
Incidentally, the NC 280 B is counterstamped "PORTSMOUTH" on the reverse .

The Hawaii 210 M N 0 are all unique and, according to the member who placed them
in the auction, "will always be unique as only one was made apiece of these ."

Five percent of the proceeds of the auction will go to the A .V .A . Treasury .
If you wish to bid on any lot by mail, submit your bid (referring to lot number

and to catalogue number) to Mr . Smith . DEADLINE FOR MAIL BIDS : JULY 30, 1966 .

KENNETH E . SMITH - 328 AVENUE F - REDONDO BEACH, CALIF . 90277

cat . no. min . bid cat. no. min. bid cat. no. MIN. BID
1. Alas 450 L $10.00 33. Kans 980 A $0 .50 65. Pa 295 A $0 .25
2. Alas 650 A 10.00 34. Ky 510 0 2 .50 66. Pa 295 C .25
3 . Ariz 640 A 6.25 35. Md 60 N 1 .50 67. Pa 325 D 1 .00
4 . Ark 975 B .30 36. Aid 60 R 2.00 68. Pa 340 E .50
5. ALABAMA 40 B 1 .50 37. Mich 65 B .50 69 . Pa 525 B 84.00
6. Calif 50 B 1 .10 38 . Mich 65 C 2.50 70. Pa 525 G 84.00
7. Calif 535 A 1 .20 39. Mich 30 A 5.00 71 . PA 495 H 20.00
8. Calif 535 B 1.20 40. Mich 170 B 5.00 72. Pa 965 C 3.00
9. Calif 535 C 1 .20 41. Mich 170 B 5 .00 73 . Tenn 375 C 1 .50
10. Calif 535 D 1.20 42. MASS 305 A 20.00 74. Tex 965 J 25.00
11 . Calif 575 C 1.00 43. Missouri 130 A 5 .00 75. Va 80 A 10.00
12. Calif 975 A 1.10 44. Missouri 140 B

	

1 .20 76. Va 20 C .50
13. Fla 380 0 .35 45. Nebr 440 C 5.25 77. Va 120 B .25
14. Fla 380 P .35 46. Nebr 440 D 3.15 78. VERMONT 150 C 7.50
15 . IZZ 235 D .35 47. Nebr 440 E 2.10 79. VERMONT 150 D 7.50
16. 111 320 B 3.50 48 . N.H. 640 K .25 80. VERMONT 150 E 7.50
17. IZZ 320 C 3.50 49. N. J. 997 A .80 81. W. Va . 290 H 10.00
18. 50. N. J. 997 B .80 82 . Wisc 40 B .25Ind 450 B

	

2.00
19. Iowa 640 J(b-1) 7.50 51 . N. J. 997 C .80 83. Wisc 440 B 15.00
20. HAWAII 210 C 2 .00 52. N.J. 997 D .80 84 . Wise 600 B 7.50
21 . HAWAII 210 D 10 .60 53 . N.Y. 25 G 10.00 85. Wise 790 A 2.50
22. HAWAII 210 E 10 .60 54. N. C. 280 A 7.50 86. Wisc 940 A .25
23. HAWAII 210 F 10.60 55. N. C. 280 B 5 .00 87. Wyo 150 A 1 .10
24. HAWAII 210 G 10.60 56. N. C. 380 C 1 .20 88. P. R. 640 C .50
25 . HAWAII 210 I 10.60 57. N.C. 380 D 1 .20 89. GUAM 25 A 22.50
26. HAWAII 210 J 10.60 58 . N. C. 380 E 1 .20 90 . GUAM 25 A (another) 5.00
27. HAWAII 210 M 63 .00 59 . NEW YORK 695 A 2.00 91. GUAM 25 A (another) 5.00
28. HAWAII 210 N 63 .00 60. N.D. 600 Db 2.50 92 . Mfg Sample 8 A .50
29. HAWAII 210 0 63.00 61 . Ohio 230 M .35 93 . Mfg Sample 8 B .50
30. HAWAII 330 A 8.00 62 . Okla 700 B 7.50 94 . Mfg Sample 8 C .50
31 . HAWAII 330 B 2.60 63. Pa. 135 A .25 95 . Mfg Sample 8 H 1 .00
32. Kans 40 E .25 64 . Pa. 150 B 1 .50 96 . Mfg Sample 10 A 1 .00
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Lots have been placed in catalogue order by states alphabetically as much as pos-
sible . A few lots are slightly out of order, and in such cases the entire state
name has been capitalized .

Bidders should check every lot. Many of the best tokens have very low "minimum bids"
so don't think that the only good tokens are those with very high minimum bids . As,
for instance, the NC 280 A and B are listed at catalogue minimums, but should bring
very high prices .

PART w0 : FIXED PRICE SALE

The following tokens have been submitted to be sold at fixed prices, as indica-
ted, with 5% of proceeds going to the A.V .A . Treasury . On a few items, more than
one was submitted . If more bids are received for a token than the number on hand, a
mathematically random pattern will select the winners . This is strictly a mail sale,
and your order for tokens must be received by Kenneth E . Smith by JULY 30, 1966 .

Ala 750 B 604; Cal 450 G 604; Fla 530 H 304; Md 940 A $2 .60, 940 C $2.60; Minn 245 A
304, 620 B $1 .20, 620 C $1 .20, 820 B 604, 820 C 604; Mo 997 G 604; Mont 320 Ba (re-
strike) 654, 320 Aa (restrike) 654 ; NJ 30 A 304, 885 A 304; NY 70 A 604, 105 K 304,
305 A 304, 715 A 604; NC 290 C 604, 0"90 C D E 604 each, 880 A 604, 880 B $1 .20; Ohio
175 Z 804 ; Pa 70 A B 0 304 each; 150 A 804, 150 B $1 .60, 775 A 304, 775 B 304, 870 A
604; Tenn 430 A $2.60; Tex 255 F 604; Va 600 B D F I J 604 each; Wash 720 A 604, 880
A 604; Wisc 170 B C D $1 .20 each; P.R. 640 D 804; Alas 450 H $1 .60; Scotland 420 N
804, K $3 .15, Al $3.15; Hungary 100 BA with small nicks 604; So. Africa 160 H All BK
BL BM CA 604 each .

PART THREE : SETS OF COMMON TOKENS FOR SALE AT FIXED PRICES

These are sets of tokens where each token in the set catalogues under 25e.
These are for sale at catalogue value plus 5e when the lot lists between 40e and 992 ;
and plus 104 when lot lists over $1 . The added nickel or dime goes to the AVA Treas-
ury . These tokens are from an overseas accumulation and afford an excellent oppor-
tunity to get a good start In foreign tokens . In each case, the city is listed, fol-
lowed by the number of tokens in the lot, followed by price of the lot (catalogue
value plus the 5e or 100 charge) .

SWEDEN Gefle (7) $1 .75, Goteborg (8) $1 .70, Marstrand (6) $1 .30; DENMARK Aalborg (2)
554, Odense (4) 854; NORTHERN IRELAND Belfast (8) $1 .30; SCOTLAND Aberdeen (8) $1 .30,
Dundee (6) 954, Edinburgh (6) 954, Glasgow (8) $1 .30; ENGLAND Accrington (4) 654,
Barrow-in-Furness (8) $1 .30; Barnsley (5) 854, Birmingham (8) $1.30; Blackburn (6)
954, Bradford (6) 954, Bury (8) $1 .30, Chesterfield (6) 954, Colchester (5) 804, Dar-
lington (8) $1 .30, Darwen (4) 654, Dewsbury (6) 954, Grimsby (3) 554, Hull (6) 954,
Huddersfield (6) 954, Leeds (8) $1 .30, Leigh (3) 504, Manchester (6) 954, Newcastle
(6) 954, Nottingham (10) $1 .60, Oldham (4) 654, Preston (3) 504, Plymouth (10) 1 .60,
Rotherham (4) 654, St . Helens (6) 954, Salford (4) 654, Sheffield (10) $1 .60,
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Cat. No . min. bid Cat. No.

	

min. bid Cat. No. MIN. PT- '?
97 . Mfg Sample 14 A $.25 107. Ontario 325 C $1 .50 116. Germany 230 A $0. : .
98 . Mfg Sample 17 B

	

.50 108. Ontario 450 A 160 .00 117. Germany 480 A
99. Mfg Sample 17 C

	

.50 109. Ontario 675 F .25 118. Germany 670 A .35
100. Mfg Sample 17 D 1 .00 110. Quebec 620 E 84.00 119. Germany 740 A .75
101 . Mfg Sample 17 E 1 .00 111 . Canadian Time- 120. Germany 740 B .75
102. Unid. #3 1 .00 table B 20 .00 121. Germany 740 C .75
103. Timetable G

	

4.00 112. Brazil 700 A .50 122. Germany 770 VA 22.00
104. Br. Col. 700 A 1 .50 113. Egypt 120 E 2.00
105. Br. Col . 700 B 1 .50 114 . Germany 60 A .35
106. Ontario 325 A 1.00 115 . Germany 60 B .35
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South Shields (4) 654, Southport (6) 954, Wallasey (4) 650, Wallsend (2) 654, Warr-
ington (4) 654. On some acts more than one set was submitted. If more bids are ra-
ceived for sets than there are on hand, a mathematically random pattern will deter-
mine the winners. This section is also strictly a mail bid sale, and orders must to
received by JULY 30, 1966 .

There will be a fourth section also, consisting of some damaged items Including

at least one census token, and these will be auctioned off at the convention "as is"
with no returns permitted . This auction will be limited to floor bidding at the
convention .

All lots will be mailed to you by parcel post insured, unless you are at the
convention to pick them up In person .

Let me remind you again, all bids on the auction, and all orders for tokens in
the second and third parts, must be received by me no later than July 30, 1966 .

KENNETH E . SMITH

	

-

	

328 AVENUE F

	

-

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIF . 90277

= VECTURISTS IN CHICAGO TO HAVE PICNIC AND "CONFERENCE" THIS SUMMER =

Among the highlights of the June 13 meeting of the Chicago Area Token & Medal
Society were the display of an unlisted land company carfare token and reports on
two big meetings to be held this summer . Phil Mandel exhibited a large aluminum to-
ken "Good For Carfare when you buy land of us" issued by the Globe Land & Loan Co .,
Inc ., of Presho, South Dakota .

Sunday, July 10, will see the second annual CATAMS picnic . This year, as in
1965, the Illinois Railway Museum will be the site, but unlike last year they should
have operating trolleys . Over a mile of track has been laid including a 25-foot
trestle over a small creek . The overhead wire has been strung, and the only remain-
ing work is the electric substation and rejuvenating the old cars . The museum, whicl
by the way has issued two souvenir wooden nickels, is located 20 miles northwest of
Elgin in Union, McHenry County, Illinois .

The first "Conference on Transportation Tokens" will be held in the middle of
August (see July Fare Box for exact date) in conjunction with the American Numisma-
tic Association Convention . We expect vecturists from across the U .S . and Canada
and want to urge all area collectors to attend. Bring lots of good tokens to sell
and swap . The conference will be in the Pick-Congress Hotel on Michigan Avenue over-
looking Lake Michigan .

- ADVERTISING POLICY =

During the 6umnex THE FARE BOX moot ne"tAi.ct advert i4ement6 to txan pentatcon
and paAkLng token bog bate on trade, and auction o6 token6 catalogued at tea6t $1
in Atwood. We 6ha2 Lint ado to one page Lit the July L46ue, ao they wilt be pub-
Liz hed on a &iA6t come, Sit 6eAved ba6.co . But Ln.6o6ax a6 you keep within these
guLdet inee, you ate welcome to 6ubmi t a S,tee ad, up to 6 Lines, Son publication in
the July and August .i66ue6 .

This month we had intended to have the Game ne4tkietLon, but a Sew people bent
in ad6 which didn't quite Sottow the mule . However, a6 6o Sew other. ad6 came in, I
pubttahed the,6e ado anyway, hathenA than throw them away . We axe atwayo wilting to
6txeteh a mule whenevert po66.ibte. But don't count on it.

The August da4ue, which will be pubtiahed Sxom CaP,isoxnLa, wile aloo be Limited
in 4-Lze, and hence a&o wstnieted to ado Sottowi g the above mule . The SeptembeA
d,6oue wilt be mailed about Septernbex 11 Sxom Bo6ton, and membeA6 once again wilt be
entitled to unxe6tricted Sxee ado in that .ta6ue and alt L6oueo until June, 1967 .

And the mote the mewt,ieA . We love your ad6 !
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CORRECTIONS TO CANADIAN SECTION

BC 625 A - size is 17mm, not 16mm.
, BC 900 A - explanation should read : "West Vancou.--r Municipal Ferry"
BC 998 A - change it to (incuse white letters)

, BC 998 B - it should be Brass (not White Metal)
V BC 998 C - correct obverse : B .C. ELECTRIC (in script) TRANSIT TOKEN A A
..Man 900 A - size is (28x33mm)
'Man 900 A B C D - all are (incuse letters)
°Man 900 D - C.C . CHIPMAN is in script
°N .S . 100 A - should be Ch (not SO
vN .S . 850 A - has period after W . to read S & 14. FERRY
,Ontario (Fort Erie) - change the note to (see NY 105 B,C)
> Ont 325 C D - correct size is 17mm for both tokens
Ont 675 C - there is a period after MANSFIELD .
Out 725 C - change reverse to read (same as obverse)(Sc)

'Ont 875 C - add C to reverse : GOOD FOR RETURN FARE 25c
"Ont 900 C - add (3 maple leaves)
.Ont 999 A - change L . Solman Pres . to read L . Solman Mgr. Dir .

-June 1966-

CALIFORNIA

= JUNE SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _
By Ralph Freiberg

-Page 111-

Fresno 300 (Reported by Steve Album & Don Thrall)

$0 .15M A 16 Sd
FRESNO MALL TRAM, INC . CALIF .

Fresno Mall Trams One Ride

MICHIGAN
Mt . Pleasant

A o WM 23 Bar

670 (Reported by Harry L . Strough)
TRANSIT LINES, INC . Ia . PLEASANT

Good For One Fare (bus) (type A) .25

MISSOURI
Kahoka 435 (Reported by Daniel DiMichael)

25C ROUND TRIP TEL . 73
3 .50A o A 25 Sd

TUCKER & NORRIS LIVERY KAHOKA, MO .
Good For C15e In Trade

TEXAS
Texarkana 910 (Reported by John Clymer)

5 .00A o B 23 Sd
TEXARKANA STREET R .W . ONE FARE 5

(blank) [obverse letters are incuse]

UTAH
Sunnyside 800 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

2 .50A o B 22 Sd
UTAH FUEL CO .

Good For One Fare

UNIDENTIFIED (Reported by Schwab [107], Murdock [108], Allis [109], Backora [110])
N.H.G.R. CO . GOOD ONE WAY

107 B 21 Sd (blank) [obverse letters are incuse]

108 A 17 Sd
H .H.M . & C . BUS LINE, INC. ONE RIDE

(blank)

109 B 21 Sd
GOOD FOR 5 TRANSPORTATION

(blank)
C . & H . LINE

110 A 28 Sd
DONOVAN BROS . GOOD FOR ONE RIDE .

(blank)

111 A 21 Sd
TAXI 343 DAY OR MITE

Good For 10C In Trade
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Que 120 A - obverse & reverse should include (3 fleur-de-lis)
Que 120 B - add (Vera .)
Que 345 I - correct size is 16mm

,/Que 620 AC - "BOARD" was left out by mistake ; on token it reads NATIONAL HARBOURS
BOARD BRIDGE

Que 745 H to 0 - add period after LTEE .
Que 800 N - on the a. variety, the hole should be 6mm.
Que 970 A - in explanation, date should be June 29, 1962 (not June 19)
Que 970 B - add (ears .)

- NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

This month we are listing a mall token from Fresno . Construction on the Fulton
Mall in Fresno was started March 31, 1964, and it was completed September 1, 1964 .
It is a similar tram to the one which operates in Miami Beach, Fla . I do not have
the exact date when tokens were first used, but the trams started to operate a short
time after the mall opened . Some of the boys went down to a state coin convention
and learned of the operation . We had a little mix-up as to who was to pick up the
tokens, and even though we may be late in sending them out to members of the New Is-
sues Service, we'll get them for you eventually .

Marie Johnson obtained the Utah Fuel Company token some time ago, and has been
writing letters all over the place ever since, trying to find out how it was used and
where . Naturally, she wrote mostly to places in Utah . Finally one of her letters
was forwarded to the Kaiser Steel Corporation in Sunnyside, Utah,

	

and back came
the following answer :

"Dear Mrs . Johnson : This token was used for fare on a round trip bus from the
sub-division of Sunnydale to the shopping center, theater, coal mine works, and var-
ious other areas in the city of Sunnyside during the years 1942 through 1945. This
round trip was about 4 miles. The token was purchased for 5¢ and was used to pre-
vent the bus drivers from withholding cash (for their own use) .- We do not now use
tokens of any sort, and do not know of any of the old tokens, being in existence ."

Sunnyside is a tiny company mining town, and we can't find it on any map, but
the letter from Kaiser Steel Corp . (which took over from Utah Fuel Co .) came from
Sunnyside . Only one of the tokens has turned up so far .

The description of the Mt . Pleasant, Mich ., token was sent me .by Harry Strough.
It was no surprise to me, as I have thought for some time that there might have been
a couple other cities in Michigan that used tokens back around 1948 . So far we've
been unable to find any more of these tokens . It is similar to the one used at Alma,
Even though we list it at a quarter, it may well end up extremely rare .

The Kahoka, Mo., is a typlical old depotel token, although this one is unusual .
for its reverse saying "Good For 15s, In Trade ." It is evident, however, that it was
good for transportation as it says right on the obverse "25C ROUND TRIP" .

John Clymer bought the old Texarkana token at an antique show .. He also did re-
search for us, and learned that the Texarkana Street Railway Company was chartered
August 11, 1881, but did not begin operations until December 22, 1886, when it se-
cured a single mule car . The company later obtained permission to electrify its
line, but never did . The mule car line was abandoned in 1902 when Texarkana Trac-
tion Company was organized to operate electric streetcars, As this firm was char-
tered on the Texas side of the town, we are listing the token under Texarkana, Tex-
as, although of course it was apparently also used on the Arkansas side .

We know nothing whatever about any of the mavericks listed this month . The
#110 appears to be a depotel token . It was obtained by John Backora from someone in
Mexico, of all places .

We are listing a number of corrections to the Canadian section of the Catalogue .
Previously we listed corrections to the U .S . section, and these are included in the
NEVA Catalogue Supplement #2 . Now we are completing the job by doing the same for
Canada. If we've missed any, please write and let us know .

I'm cutting my Notes short this month, as we are trying to keep down the size
of this issue of The Fare Box.
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Seattle 3780 (Reported by Gilbert E . Vogel)
DIAMOND PARKING SERVICE CONVENIENT PARKING SINCE 1922 25t (DIAMOND)

J

	

B 25 Sd

	

Park & Lock Free Parking Ask Your Merchant

	

.25

ADDITIONS & CORRECTIONS
17 . III 3150 B : Sheridan, not "Sheriden"
18 . III 3150 Z : North Shore Building, not "North Side Building"
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ALASKA

= JUNE SUPPLEMENT TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS =
By Duane H . Feisel

-Page 113

Anchorage 3050 (Reported by Stuart James)
ALASKA STATE DANK ANCHORAGE ALASKA

B

	

B 27 Sd

	

(blank) (Summer 1955 -) $0 .50

KANSAS
Kansas City 3490 (Reported by J .L . Hargett)

FELD CHEVROLET 812 MINNESOTA AVE . KANSAS CITY, MO.
D

	

B 23 Sd

	

(same as obverse) .25
(An error was made by the token manufacturer as the place of business is
in Kansas, and not in Missouri .)

MICHIGAN
Monroe 3650

A B 25 Sd

(Reported by Marie A . Johnson)
MUNICIPAL PARKING MONROE

.25(same as obverse)

MISSOURI
Clayton 3210 (ex-Unid . 3021 ; location by Mary Allen)

.25A B 23 Sd
CLAYTON / INN / HOTEL / PARKING

(same as obverse)(1958-)

B B 23 Sd
CLAYTON / INN / HOTEL PARKING

.25(same as obverse)
a . (Propeller points (0 -- N)(0 -- N))
b . (

	

"

	

"

	

(0 -- N)(between OT

	

between IN)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Portsmouth

B B 23 Sd

3820 (Reported by Don Edkins)

.15
CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, N.H. PARK FREE

Shop In Portsmouth Park Free (3/64-)

NEW YORK

(Rev . - upright of R in PARK points down to . . .)
a . (right side of upright of E)
b . (left side of upright of E)

Binghamton 3080 (Reported by Barry Platsky)

A B 23 Sd
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL

(same as obverse) .25

NORTH DAKOTA
Jamestown 3440 (Reported by A .W . Siebert)

1st JAMES RIVER NATIONAL BANK
.15B B 23 Sd Free Jamestown Parking North Dakota (1965-)

TEXAS
Waxahachie

A o Bz 25 Sd

3955 (Reported by T .M . Murdock)
JAYCEES WAXAHACHIE (GATE)

1 .00Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D)

WASHINGTON
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19 . Mich 3370 H : add variety description : (Obv . : Propeller points . . .)

20 .
21 .
22 .

23 .
24 . Wisc 3620 A : variety description should read : a . (left of H)(center of H)
25 . MSPT 3055 0 : add variety description - (Obv, top outside K to Y in KEY measures . .

a . (8mm)

	

b. (7mm)

= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =

Missing a month in listings just means we have that many more this time . We
have things going on a number of additional tokens for the months ahead and, as well,
it appears that virtually all of the currently listed unidentified tokens will be lo-
cated very soon .

The new listing for Kansas City, Kans ., is an interesting one. A new batch of
tokens arrived from the token manufacturer with an erroneous state listing, but the
tokens were nonetheless placed in use . I can imagine that many errors of this nature
occur, but are not particularly serious because of the contiguous location of the two
cities .

The Birmingham General Hospital is quite uncommunicative ; so the tokens will be
difficult to obtain unless a personal visit is made to acquire them .

Of the 1,000 tokens originally made for the Waxahachie, Texas, Jaycees, 900 were
returned to the manufacturer to be destroyed . Evidently the Jaycees, as one of their
projects, operated a parking lot at which the tokens were used . Maurice Murdock has
made a couple of trips to Waxahachie and has written a number of letters, but has
only turned up a small number of the tokens .

The new listing for Seattle may be used in other cities as well since the opera-
tions of Diamond Parking Service are quite widespread .

Members of PTNIS (there are stilll some openings available) will receive the fol-
lowing tokens this month : Mich 3650 A ; NH 3820 B (hopefully both varieties for those
collecting varieties), and Wash 3780 ; additionally, Alaska 3050 B and ND 3440 8 may
be obtained if all goes well .

Please send all reports of new discoveries and new Issues In parking tokens to :

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

P.O. BOX 215

	

MEDFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 02052

= JUNE NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT
By John G. NicoZosi

This month it looked as though we wouldn't have any tokens to send out, but at
the very last minute I received word from our Canadian friend Don Stewart of Calgary
that Heritage Park has issued two nice steamboat tokens, one for adult and one for
child. You will be receiving these tokens this month, and they will be listed in the
July Fare Box. Thanks again, Don, for the courtesy of obtaining these for us . Also
this month you will receive the Fresno, Calif., mall token, similar to Fla 540 C .
We've had some difficulty in getting this Fresno token, so our AVA member Steve Album
has promised to take a trip to Fresno and get them for the New Issues Service . Our
sincere gratitude to Steve, and also for personally delivering them to me .

This month we welcome former Associate Member John A . Backora as a new Regular
Member.

Nothing is in view for next month . Perhaps you can scout around, now that the
weather is nice and warm, and find a new tokens from your city. Check for new mall
tram tokens, as they are becoming popular now. Meanwhile, I hope to meet lots of
you in person at the Disneyland Convention in August .

Mich 3930 B :

(a . between TE -- between IT)
(b . T -- between PI)

add variety description - d . (star ; . -- between IN)
Ohio 3630 A : variety description refers to R, not 0 .
Okla 3860 A : add variety description - (Obv . - letters are . . .)

a .
read :

(4mm high)

	

b. (3mm high)
a . (R -- right of G)(R -- G)Pa 3437 A : variety description should
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TACOMA, WASH . 98406

IRWIN V. JOHNSON
We report with sadness the death on April 12, 1966, of Irwin V . John-
son, A .V .A . #295, of Winsted, Conn . Mr . Johnson joined our society in
February, 1959, and was 72 at the time of his death . We shall miss
him. He was a faithful member and a prominent numismatist .

July and August are vacation time for your Editor, but we still
publish small issues of The Fare Box to keep you abreast of develop-
ments in our hobby . The most important event of this suc .mer for us is
the forthcoming A .V .A . annual convention at Disneyland . This will be
at the Charter house Hotel in Anaheim, Calif ., August 5-7 . It promis-
es to be the best convention ever held, and it is well worth an extra
effort for you to be there . We hope to meet many of you there in per-
son . A high point will be the big floor auction of rare to"cens . See
last month's Fare Box for the list of tokens to be offered . In this
respect, also, remember to send in your A .V .A . election ballot if you
haven't already done so . Deadline for receipt of ballots is August 5
by mail, or August 6 at Noon if you hand it in personally at the con-
vention .

We include two pages of photographs of rare tokens in this issue,
which were prepared for us by Sam Rabinowitz . The tokens are from the
collections of Gordon Yowell, Dan DiMichael, Neil Shafer, Sam Rabino-
witz, and Duane Feisel . Perhaps the most interesting are the two sub-
way tokens from Moscow, USSR . We have been able to learn very little
about these, but we know they were used some time ago .

Closing date for the August issue will be August 19, in Tacoma .
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= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

REINSTATEMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP :
198 Robert L. Chamberlain - 332 N .W . 79th St . - Seattle, Wash . 98107
29 Paul M . Pouts - 1921 Sixth Avenue West - Seattle, Wash . 98119
617 John W .H . Miner - Box 279 - Granby, Quebec, Canada .

CHANGE OF ADDRESS :
Joseph Mark Kotler - 1616 Sheridan Road - Wilmette, Illinois 60091
Robert Nelson - 1809 Bardfield - Garland, Texas 75040
John L . Trembley - P .O . Box 37 - Marina, California 93933

Roy Irwin asks us to make a correction . San Antonio wants the
A .V .A . Convention in 1968, not 1967 .

Member #858, Edwin R . Ringer, was proposed by John Coffee last
month . The proposer's name was inadvertantly omitted .

Any member who would like an extra copy of the photographs that
appeared in the May 1966 Fare Box may have the sheet for 20¢ postpaid .
Order directly from the Secretary, Donald N . Mazeau - Box 31 - Clinton,
Connecticut 06413 .

= FERGUSON TO SPEAK AT CHICAGO TRANSPORTATION TOKEN CCNFEPRENCE =

J . Douglas Ferguson, A .V .A . #L-100, Past President of the Ameri-
can Numismatic Assn ., and Honorary President of the Canadian Numismatic
Assn ., will be guest speaker at a special conference on transiortation
tokens in Chicago . The conference will be held August 18 at 1 :30 in
the Music Room, 3rd floor north, Pick-Congress Hotel, in conjunction
with the A .N .A . annual convention . Everyone interested in tokens who
will be in the area at the time is invited to come and bring along a
hoard of tokens for sale or exchange .

863 Joseph M . Segal - 451 Penn Street - Yeadon, Pennsylvania 19050
Age 35 ; Executive . Collects U .S . & Foreign . (Coffee)

864 Edward Novitsky - 875 Strang Drive - Wantagh, New York 11793
Age 29 ; Asst . Manager . Collects all types . (Kotler)

865 Cyril T. Svobodny - 1852 Worcester Ave . - St . Paul, Minn . 55116
Age 23 ; Draftsman . Collects U .S. & Foreign . (Butler)

866 Mrs .
Age

John A . Hazard - 2006 Desire St . - New Orleans, La . 70117
39; Collects U .S. only. (Lester Davis)

867 G .H .
Age

Ulrich - 3163/ Cottage Avenue - Toledo, Ohio 43608
39 ; Railroad car man . Collects U .S. only . (Mazeau)

868 E .W .
Age

Cummings - Box 274 - Fairfield, Iowa 52556
57 ; Tax Inspector . Collects U .S. & Foreign . (Horwitz)

869 Rita D . Sands - Box 392 - Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110
Age 37 ; Waitress . Collects all types . (Carman)

870 Lewis
Age

K . Ferguson - 703 N . Woodworth Street - Algona, Iowa
55 ; Highway Engineer . Collects Iowa . (Mary Allen)

50511

871 LeRoy
Age

Schumacher - 10609 Eastern - Kansas City, Missouri
39 ; Sales Manager . Collects U .S . (Carman)

64134

872 Doc Sherwin - 2701 South Woodlawn - Denison, Texas 75020
Age 66 ; Coin Dealer . Collects parking . (M. Allen & H . Strough)

873 Louis F. Crawford - P .O . Box E, 106 Sea Pines - Long Beach,
Age 52 ; Candies Salesman. (Lester Davis)

	

/Mississippi 39560
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RARE TRANSPORTATION & PARKING TOKENS

COLORADO 860 E

NEW JERSEY 20 B

OHIO 175 A

IOWA 710 B

MINNESOTA 230 E

IOWA 310 B

**IPAW
SA

ONE NORSE'TR

NEW JERSEY 175 A
(Reverse Blank)

PENNSYLVANIA 315 C

KANSAS 40 A

INDIANA 900 A

NEBRASKA 855 A

NEW MEXICO 430 A

0o
PENNSYLVANIA 385 C
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RARE TRANSPORTATION & PARKING TOKENS

00
PENNSYLVANIA 395 A

PENNSYLVANIA 760 A

PENNSYLVANIA 395 B

PENNSYLVANIA 770 B
(Reverse same as Obverse)

WISCONSIN 520 B

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

Kentucky 3150A

ONTARIO, CANADA 100 B

HAMBURG, GERMANY

North Carolina 3']OOA

PENNSYLVANIA 605 A

WASHINGTON 1000 A

PALERMO, ITALY

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

Pennsylvania 3360A
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carce Maryland transpstokens for sale : Md 61 I - t .50 ; Q - t2 .25 ;

U - $1 .50 ; V - $1,75 ; N - $2 .50.
Robert E . Pai e

	

- 225 Lincoln Ave .

	

Collin dale Pa . 19023
TRAD A aska S$ H, 4

	

K L N, or U .S . TTs t at

	

nee .

	

r ra es
available .=Doug Williams	- Box 1965	- Anchorage, Alaska 99501
$1 .00 special : send $1 and receive an Istanbul bridge token (Turkey
400 A) which catalogues $1 .50 in foreign cat . I have 15 tokens .
Morton H. Dawson - 182 Whiting Lane - West Hartford, Conn . 06119
For Sale : parking token MSPT 3054 A, for 500 .
A .W . Siebert - 10201 Plymouth Rd -Apt 15	- Detroit, Mich . 48204,
For Sale : Pa 870 A, 500 each cash or unused stamps .
Cdr Gallagher, USN	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown, Pa . 19046
STOCKPORT, OLDHAM, SALFORD (ENGLAND) AREA TOKEN ISSUES, 100 each, 30
for $3 . All diff . many obsolete items . Send cash or international
money order . Postpaid ship mail 3 weeks .

	

= Donald Capper -
32 Stanhoje Street, Reddish	-	Stockport, Cheshire, En land

Have obtained small supply of Netherlands 3970 A and B and can oHer
3970 A at $2 and B at 75$ or the pair for $2 .50. Only 1 set per order .
Don Edkins	-	123 Stanley Drive	-	Williamsburg, Va . 23185
DENIZCILIK BANKASI T .A .O . (Maritime Bank, Inc .) : complete set Istanbul
ferry tokens used across the Bosporus between Europe and Asia, Turkey
400 D thru K, 8 pieces $2 .50. Also have 2 Galata Bridge tokens, Tur-
key 400 A, used about 1910, $3 each . Postage please . Note new address :
J .M . Kotler	-	1616 Sheridan Road	-	 Wilmette A4.00091
Limited amount of Arizona parking token, Ariz 36-4W-A-
50$ ;

	

7 ;

	

; C -
D - 50$ ; E - 75$ . Phoenix stamps on card 35$ ; Tucson stamp only

25$ . These are current issues . I do have a few of older issues also .
H .C . Schmal	-	Box 5238	-	Phoenix, Ariz . 85010
Calif 25 A & 105 A, the 1966 Disneyland Convention tokens available at
$2 per set plus stamped envelope, or will personally accept other tok-
ens in trade, including TTs I need, telephone tokens, store cards of
Calif . or other western states . Send a list of your trades .
Norman E . Sherman -4295 Marina Drive - Santa Barbara, Calif . 93105
Will swap Minn 600 B for a token of same cat . value or more (please no
Pa 70 tokens) . Or will sell at 35$ each . Many available .
J .G . Nicolosi	-	3002 Galindo Street	-	Oakland, Calif . 94601
I have NY 785 B available for bulk trades . What do you have?
Sam Ruggeri	-	1018 So . Carley Court	- No. Bellmore, N .Y . 11712
Will trade 1 Kennedy half dollar for every 5 transp . tokens sent . Also
will trade 1 war nickel for every transp . token sent . Will buy, too .
C .E . Jensen	-	6 Grandview Ave .

	

-

	

Mount Vernon N .Y . 10553
Will trade the following for TTs I Need : Alas

	

B; Ca 450 , 7 .1 1
Conn 520 A, Haw 240 C ; Kan 820 : 880 B, 970 G ; Mass 115 N, 970 D ; Nev
100 B C ; Ohio 165 AF AG 4l ; Tex 5 C, 30 D, 50 L, 255 L N, 270 A, 445 H .
E .M . Rice	-	212 Westhaven Drive	-	Austin, Tex . 78746
WANTED for important museum collection in Canada, the following : BC
300 A B C D, 450 B, 600 A B, 625 A, 700 C, 850 A C D E F, 998 A B C ;
Man 200 A B D, 900 B C D ; N .S . 100 A, 350 C D E, 850 B D E G ; NY 640 A
B; Mich 885 D ; Que 345 D F, 745 D E F G . Will buy or exchange dupes
from m own collection . = J . Dou las Fer uson - Rock Island Quebec
SUMNER, WA H 860 A B for sa e at 1 . 5 or the set plus

	

stamped en-
velope . Order as many as you want . I'll be gone from Aug . 1 to 18, so
orders may not be filled till the 18th, but order early if you want
these two elusive tokens .
J .M . Coffee, Jr .	-	4104 Sixth Avenue	-	Tacoma, Wash . 98406
50 different Washington State transp . tokens, all diff . listed numbers,
only $17 .50 postpaid .
Clarence E . Heppner	-	1331 Third Avenue	- Seattle Wash . 98131
Atwood s Catalogue of Transportation Tokens, 480 pages, $5 .50 to mem-
bers . Order from the Editor at 4104 Sixth Avenue-Tacoma, gash. 90406
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ILLINOIS
Westville

A o A Sq
BoZ Sq

910

Sd
Sd

JULY SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOCD'S CATALOGUE _
By Ralph Freiberg

11

	

11

	

11

	

11

= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

Heading this month's report are a couple of tokens from Westville,
111 . The Parmentier Bus Co . was owned and operated by two brothers,
Louis and Leonard Parmentier . They were given a franchise in 1924 to
operate a bus line between the village of Westville and Vermilion Coal
Mine ap_roximately 3 miles south on Illinois Route 1 . Then in 1932•
they extended their trip to Bunsenville Coal Co . ap'roxirately 8 miles
distant, and at this time the token was struck . It is believed the
aluminum token was used first, and it was struck with a different die
from the second token listed . The second token was sent to me to exam-
ine, and it was studied by 4 members of the Catalogue Committee at my
house (Coffee, Nicolosi, Ford, and myself) . It appears to be made of
polished zinc, although there seems to have been something else added
to make it harder . It looks like a cross between zinc and white metal .

-July 1966-

(Reported by Ore H . Vacketta)
PARMENTIER BUS CO . INC .

1 Ride to Bunserville (1932)

	

$5 .00
5 .00

(used 1922 to 1925)

INDIANA
Patterns 998 (Reported by Norman Sherman)

GARY RAILWAYS, INC . G
K B 16 B1

	

Good For One Fare G (like 330 E but brass)

IOWA
Fort Dodge 380 (Reported by J .M . Coffee, Jr .)

NEWBERRYS BUS LINE GOOD FOR 1 RIDE
R o B 35 Sd

	

Haskell Eng . Co . St . Louis 5 .00
("Newberrys Bus Line" is incuse on obverse)

KENTUCKY
Ashland 10 (Reported by Evelyn Jackson)

A . & I . T . & F . CO . FERRY CHECK 1 DOUBLE RIG
Q o B Oc Sd

	

(blank)(28mm)(obverse letters are incuse) 5.00

NEVADA
Las Vegas 100 (Reported by John Mackie)

C Bz 16 Ch
LAS VEGAS TRANSIT SYSTEM, INC . (HORSESHOE)

Good For One Fare (horseshoe)(* Jan . 1966) .25

SOUTH DAKOTA
Miscellaneous

G o A 38 Sd

100; (Reported by Philip Mandel)
THE GLOBE LAND & LOAN COMPANY INCORPORATED
/CAPITAL STOCK $40,000 PRESHO, SOUTH DAKOTA .

Good For Carfare When You Buy Land of Us
/This Check Will Save Money
/Farm County Land Will Make You Money 2 .50

WISCONSIN
Stevens Point 850 (Reported by Gerald Johnson)

B o A 28 Sd
STAR TAXI & RENTAL PHONE 628 STEVENS POINT, WIS .

Star Taxi & Rental Phone 628 Good For 1 Ride 2 .50
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This firm operated 9 buses, Reo, 4 cylindar Speed Wagon, 20 aassenaers
at peak . In 1946 they sold the line to a couple of ex-drivers, Joe
Foyer and Leon Lesarge, who operated the line until 1947 when the mine
closed down anu the line went out of business . Possibly if we didn't
have a new member of the A .V .A . in Westville, we'd never have known
about these tokens .

Ind 330 E was issued in 1951 . The company didn't issue tokens
earlier because they wanted to wait until white metal was available .
It is conceivable that they might have issued a solid brass token ear-
lier, but we doubt it . So unless more solid brass tokens show up, we
consider them patterns . Thus the solid brass token which Norm Sherman
just found is listed as a pattern . We suggest collectors check their
330 I tokens to be sure they are plated, and not solid brass .

John Coffee discovered the Fort Dodge token, which is just like
la 380 A except for a manufacturer's name on the reverse, and a diff-
erent obverse die, in Washington, E .C . On June 29 of this year John
visited the Smithsonian Institution and inspected an exhibit in the
philatelic section . Among a number of old tokens in the exhibit was
this unlisted one fror« Fort Dodge . As the exhibit consisted of tokens
gathered prior to 1896, that so .tiewhat helps us to date the Newberry
tokens .

The Ashland token is similar to Ky 10 B, but for a double rig in-
stead of a single rig .

Las Vegas started to use Nev 100 C in January, 1966 . At the bot-
tom of page 14, January 1966 FB, there was a little note about tokens
being in use there again . WJe didn't think much about it, but a record
of this went into my file . So when John Mackie reported the new token
I figured there was a connection . The fare was raised Nov . 1, 1960,
to L5¢, 10/$2, but tickets were used till January, 1966 . The New Is-
sues Service was able to get a full supply of these tokens to send out .

So whenever you hear of a company using tokens again after a lapse
of 10 years or so, please tell us about it . Then if someone reports a
token we'll know if it is a recent one . So when this Las Vegas token
was reported, it coincided with the notice in the January FB . It is
possible that some of the old Burbank tokens are still being used along
with the new tokens in Las Vegas . Nev 100 A and B were always in de-
mand by people who wanted a token from every state . Now that a token
is in current use, everyone can own a Nevada token without having to
pay a premium for it . Incidentally, George Gould also reported the new
token while we were making arrangements to buy a supply from the company .

For the benefit of recent members, I have been keeping a file of
all fare changes of all companies . Now and then a company changes its
fare and I don't learn about it . . . so if you learn about a new fare hike
I'd appreciate it if you would write it down on a postcard and send it
to me, and I'll put the postcard right into my file . New issues of to-
kens usually coincide with fare changes .

The South Dakota 1000 G is similar to the otUer land com~nany tok-
ens we have listed . They were all just advertising gimmicks, and not
good for fare at all . If you did travel up there and actually buy some
land, they would refund your train fare, but the token was not really
necessary to get this refund . It was just a come-on .

Gerald Johnson reports that the Star Taxi & Rental service of
Stevens Point was inaugurated in 1922 with 4 automobiles (2 Buick tour-
ing cars and 2 Fords) . Runs were made regularly between the depots and
the Arlington House, Bruce, and Dewey Hotels . The Jacobs House Hotel
and the Worzella Hotel operated their own bus service . So this token
is a late type of depotel . The rental cars operated by the same firm
were quite popular with "substantial"people, and charges were by the
mile, with mileage recorded with an ingenious front wheel mileage in-
dicator . However, competition in Stevens Point was too fierce, and
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early in 1925 the little line folded, after only 2 years of operation .
Julius Sherr also sent a token to examine . It seems the presid-

ent of D .C . Transit System had some DC 500 Z brass-plated, to give
them a gold-plated look, and these were given out as souvenirs, good
for a free ride . We have decided not to give a separate listing to
these tokens, but if anyone should come u? with a brass-plated "Z"
token, you will know what it probably is . Of course it could also
have been brass-plated by mistake by some other company along with
its own tokens .

We have two interesting new Canadian issues to list, but a strike
has delayed the shipment from the manufacturer to the user . We'll
list them next month, we hope .

With regard to the Canadian corrections printed last month, I mis-
understood the person who reported the correction on Manitoba 900 A .
It should read 28x23mm for size . Also change the varieties listing
from Quebec 970 B to A . There is no B, of course . I would also like
to know if anyone owns Quebec 345 D . It has been suggested that the
token does not exist and should be dropped .

JULY NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G . Nicolosi

First, I regret that the steamboat tokens of Canada still have
not arrived so I cannot mail them yet . There has been a strike by the
employees at the plant where the token planchets are made . The Calif
300 M will be sent you this month, along with the new Las Vegas token .
Our thanks to John Mackie for the lead on this one . These 2 tokens
will be sent to all Associate and Regular members of N .I .S .

From June, 1965, to June, 1966, the service has sent out nearly
100 new issues--to be exact, 99 . . .of which 73 were foreign, 5 Canadian,
and 21 U .S.

Will be seeing a lot of you at the Disneyland Convention .

s**s»

= A .V .A . CONVENTION SCLELULE ANNOUNCED =

With 65 advance registrations already on hand, this year's A .V .A .
promises to be the largest ever held . The conclave meets at the Char-
ter House Hotel - 1700 S . Harbor Blvd . - Anaheim, Calif . Convention
Chairman Bob Ritterband has announced the following schedule of activ-
ities for the 3-day gathering of transportation token collectors :
FRIDAY, AUGUST 5. 1-9 pm, Registration and Disneyland visits . 7 pm
on into the night, giant swap session, displays, unlimited sociali-
zing in Rainbow Room .

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6 . 10-12 am, first business sessions . 2-3 pm, 2nd
business sessions . 3 :30-5 :00 pm, convention auction (floor bidding) .
7 :00 pm, Annual Banquet, Dining Suite A . Speaker, Robert Rigger,
AVA #745, on "Computer Commuters," a fascinating story and film on
transportation tokens of the future .

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7 . 9 :30-11 :00 am, charter bus trip to Movieland Museum .
11 am to 2 pm, Sightseeing, rides, and shopping at Knott's Berry
Farm (with ride on Ghost Town & Calico Railroad provided by special
token) . 2 :30 pm, return bus trip for more Disneyland visits . Fare-
well at 5 :00 pm .

The above schedule gives just a bare outline of the activities
planned. If you are an A .V .N . member, tlsis convention could be the
most interesting meeting you have ever attended .
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This issue is being mailed to you direct from Los Angeles, California .
We are keeping the number of pages small, but wanted to bring you news of
the annual convention at Disneyland while it still is new . To accomplish
this purpose, the production and mailing of this issue is being done by
Robert Ritterband, with assistance from members of the California Associ-
ation of Transportation Token Collectors . Our Fare Box for September
will be mailed from Boston about September 20 ; all material for that issue
should be received by the Editor in Boston by Saturday, September 10 .

The 16th Annual A .V .A . Convention had the largest attendance of any
our Association ever held, and it was certainly the best organized and
most interesting of any of them . This is not meant to detract in any way
from previous meetings, but only to emphasize the magnificent job done by
Convention Chairman Robert Ritterband . The standing ovation given Bob at
the conclusion of the business sessions on Saturday was well earned? Full
minutes of the business meetings are included in this issue, and ballots
for proposed constitutional changes will be mailed early in the Fall .

The Editor of the Fare Box wishes to congratulate our newly elected
officers, President Duane Feisel, Vice-President Ralph Hinde, and Curator
Sam Rabinowitz	as well as the other candidates, all of whom waged
vigorous but friendly campaigns for their respective offices . It was one
of the most interesting elections ever held by the A .V.A .

	

And to those
of you who didn't make it this time, remember there is always next yearl

The Editor also wishes to congratulate Gerald Johnson, recipient of
The Fare Box Literary Award, and Stephen Album, who received Honorable
Mention for the same honor . Others who deserve our gratitude are Kenneth
Smith, for managing a large and complicated auction with his customary
efficiency ; Elaine Willahan, who served long hours as Official Greeter ;
and Harold Ford, for a skillful chairmanship of the Resolutions Committee .
But every member of the California club had a hand in this gathering, and
to all of them the A .V .A . is deeply indebted for a grand convention .

-- John M . Coffee, Jr . (Editor)
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APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

874 Harold W . Kilpatrick - 1148 S . Locust St . - Grand Island, Neb . 68801
Age 45 ; Railroad Executive . Collects U .S . only. (Bolz & Jorgensen)

875 Paul J . Schieck - 3215 Edgmont Ave . - Brookhaven, Chester, Pa . 19015
Age 60 ; Training Supervisor . Collects U .S ., Canada, Parking . (Kotler)

876 Miss Ylla Lee - 56 S . Raymond Ave . - Pasadena t Calif . 91101
Age 42 ; Store Owner . Collects all . (Mazeau!

877 Charles 0 . Evanson - 172 Schiller St ., Elmhurst, Ill . 60127
Age 60 ; Retired . Collects all . (Coffee)

878 Bob Sellards - 306 Lincoln Drive - Fredericktown, Missouri 63645
Age 39 ; Water Plant Operator . Collects U .S . and Canada (Ritterband)

879 George Brown, Jr . - 4685 Normandie Place - La Mesa, Calif . 92041
Age 54; Retired . Collects all . (Mazeau)

880 Donald Duke - P .O . Box 8136 - San Marino, Calif . 91108
Age 35 ; Book Publisher . Collects U .S . only . (Ritterband)

Reinstatements To Membership :

497 Robert H . Gaarder - 1041 Alexander Circle - Pueblo, Colorado 81001
543 Jack T . Painter - P .O . Box 224 - Pasadena, California 91102
708J Keith Bildstein - 11 Round Top Road - Warren, New Jersey 07060

AUGUST SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE

CALIFORNIA

Anaheim 25

	

(Reported by Robert Ritterband)

	

$1 .00
A A Rx Sd 16th ANNUAL CONVENTION AMERICAN VECTURIST ASSOCIATION AUGUST 5-7, 1966

Good For Round Trip Disneyland To Buena Park California

Buena Park 105 (Reported by Robert Ritterband)

	

$1 .00
A B Ov Sd GHOST TOWN & CALICO RAILWAY KNOTT'S BERRY FARM, BUENA PARK, CALIF .

Good For One Ride American Vecturist Day August 7, 1966

TOKEN NOTES:
The only new tokens reported this month are the two used at our annual convention .
A chartered bus carried conventioneers on the fifteen-mile round trip between the
hotel and Buena Park, with the first token required for boarding the bus . After a
stopover at Movieland Museum, the bus continued on to Knott's Berry Farm, where the
second token was honored for a train ride ticket . For the return bus trip, the hex-
agonal token had to be shown again by each passenger.

Both tokens were designed by Mr . Ritterband, convention chairman . The large, oval
train ride token is particularly good looking, with an actual picture of the Ghost
Town locomotive on the obverse . Cast in reddish brass by Kaag Trophy Co ., Torrance,
Calif., the axis dimensions are 14" and 1 5/8 11 . The aluminum hexagonal token has
measurements of 1 1/8" between sides and 1j' from point to point . They were pro-
duced by Meyer & Wenthe Co., Chicago, with Joseph Kotler as coordinator .

Exactly 400 tokens of each design were made, with every piece sealed in a plastic
bag to protect the surfaces . About one hundred of each were still available at the
end of the conclave. Members of the New Issues Service will receive their two kinds
direct. Others wanting copies while they last may obtain same by purchase or swap
from Norman E . Sherman, AVA L-611, at $1 .00 each plus postage . ( RMR )
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The 16th Annual Convention of the American Vecturist Association was called to order
at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, August 6, 1966, at the Charter House Hotel, in Anaheim,
California. In the absence of the Association's president and vice-president, the
A .V .A . treasurer, R . K . "Toby" Frisbee, acted as presiding officer . A total of 50
members were registered, as follows :

Stephen Album, H . Don Allen, Joseph Allis, Roland Atwood, Wayne Bamford, George
Brown Jr., Robert Carlisle, Robert Carter, John Clymer, John Coffee Jr ., Andrew
Crusen, Edward Cutler, Robert Dewey, Donald Duke, James Dunlap, Duane Feisel, Harold
Ford, Ralph Freiberg, R . K . Frisbee, William Gallagher, Fred Glaze, George Gould,
Clarence Heppner, Robert Kubach, James Manning Jr ., Robert Marvin, Edrick Miller,
John Nicolosi, Stuart Paddock, Robert Rice, Robert Ritterband, Bernard Rohrer, Frank
Roselinksy, Harold Sehmal, Norman Sherman, Arthur Smith, Edward Smith, F . Gordon Smith,
Kenneth Smith, Kirk Smith, Robert Smith, Paul Targonsky, Don Thrall, Edward Vickers,
W . A . Whitfield, Robert 'digger, Elaine Willahan, Gordon Yowell, and Frederick Zen .

Wives and families of the following members were present : Allis, Brown, Carter, Clymer,
Cutler, Dunlap, Gould, Heppner, Miller, Ritterband, Roselinsky, E . Smith, F . G . Smith,
K . Smith, Targonsky, Whitfield, and Yowell . Also tweniyadditional guests signed the
visitors lists, to bring the total attendance to 95, a high score in A .V .A . conven-
tion history .

Edrick Miller, president of the California Assn . of Transportation Token Collectors,
welcomed all the conventioneers, in behalf of the host club . Mr. Frisbee then asked
John Coffee to assume the chair for the balance of the business meetings .

Mr. Coffee read letters of greeting from Floyd and Martha Barnett, Roy Irwin, Joseph
Kotler, Julius Kurtz, and the Midwest Token & Ticket Club . Oral greetings on behalf
of William and Corinne Black were delivered by Duane Feisel, and for Quincy Laflin by
Robert Smith. A brief pause was then called in remembrance of deceased members .

Next the following committees were announced : Auditing, with Norman Sherman as chairman,
assisted by John Nicolosi and Robert Rice ; Elections, with Ralph Freiberg as chairman,
assisted by John Coffee and Edrick Miller ; and Resolutions, with Harold Ford as chair-
man, assisted by R . K . Frisbee and Don Thrall. All were instructed to report back to
the second session .

Reports from President DiMichael and Secretary Mazeau were read by Mr . Coffee . The
secretary reported a net increase in membership of 112 since the last convention re-
port . Mr . Frisbee read his trasurer's report for the period ending July 1, 1966 .
The total cash on hand was given as $4330 .32, showing a net gain of $453 .97 from the
report of last year . This gain was attributed primarily to the dues increase of $3
to $4 per year . A six-month report on The Fare Box, covering January 1 to June 30,
was read by Mr. Coffee, showing an operating deficit of $121 .53 . He also read a
report on the Catalogue Fund, with a balance indicated of $4168 .19, not including
bank interest, A Curator's report was given by Mr . Ritterband, who stated that during
the past twelve months the assets and archives of the Association had been greatly
increased . He called attention to a convention display of 23 token and medal pieces
of Association significance now owned, as compared to just two pieces at the beginning
of the term. Motions to accept all of these reports, pending audit, were properly
moved and carried .

Six resolutions and by-law changes were proposed by members, as follows :
1 . That the granting of life memberships in this Association be limited to individuals

rather than to any clubs or organizations .

	

(Targonsky)
2 . That voting privileges in the Association be allowed only to individuals, and not

to any member clubs or organizations .

	

(Targonsky)
3 . That effective with elections in 1967, all officers shall be named for two year

terms instead of annually . (Targonsky)
4. That the Association shall begin at once to pay the full rental of the editor's

post office box in Boston, Mass ., instead of the present one-half cost . (Targonsky)
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5 . That Sec . 1 of Article VI be amended to include the Editor of The Fare Box as a
seventh voting member of the Executive Board . This is intended to avoid any tie
votes on the Board, as well as to give official voice to the importance of the
editorial position.

	

(Ritterband)
6 . That the Executive Board designate Roland Atwood to make all price evaluations

of tokens in future editions of the Catalogue. (F . G . Smith)
All six proposals were referred to the Resolutions Committee .

Invitations to hold the '67 convention in Minneapolis and the '68 convention in
San Antonio were announced. Clarence Hepjner gave greetings from the Seattle Club,
with hope for another convention there in the near future . go action was taken on
any of these invitations . Nenneth Smith announced progress in the Foreign Tokens
Catalogue, with some specific results scheduled for mid-November . George Brown Jr.
and Donald Duke, two new members who joined the Association at this convention, were
introduced by Mr . Ritterband. On motion by M. Targonsky, the first session was
adjourned at noon.

The Saturday afternoon session was called to order at 1 :30 by the acting chairman,
Mr. Coffee. He announced that the Election Committee had received 409 valid ballots,

Mr. Ford reported the following recommendations from the Resolutions Committee :

That Proposal #1 (Life memberships only to individuals), Proposal #2 (Voting
privileges for individual members only), and Proposal #5 (Adding the Fare
Box editor to voting membership on the Executive Board), all be approved,
with by-law changes to be ratified by the entire membership ;

That Proposal #4 (Fun payment by the Association of post office box rental)
be carried out by Executive Board action ;

That Proposal #3 (Two-year terms of office) and Proposal #6 (Mr . Atwood to set
an token prices in future Catalogues), both be disapproved . Reasons given
were that #3 had failed to pass the membership only last year, and that in
#6, Mr . Atwood was already a regular member of the Catalogue committee which
sets all values according to combined judgements .

By a two-thirds vote of those present, the entire report of the Resolutions Committee
was accepted and approved.

In new business, Mr . Sherman reported that a survey by the Audit Committee had found
all accounts to be in proper condition . John Nicolosi made presentations to Mr .
Ritterband and Mr. Clymer of pattern tokens from Brattleboro, Vermont, for their
continuing efforts in behalf of all vecturists . Gordon lowell presented to the
Association a set of original dies used to strike the rare Channel Bus Line tokens
(Alaska 400-A), which he had purchased in Juneau. This valuable memento was accepted
by Mr. Coffee on behalf of all A .V .A . members .

There being no further business, a motion was made and carried to give thanks for
their labors to the A .V .A . officers now retiring,-- President DiMichael, Vice Pres-
ident Shafer, and Curator Ritterband. Further appreciation was expressed towards
Mr . Ritterband and his convention committee for their outstanding efforts to make
this gathering a great success . At 2 :00 p.m., again on motion by Mr. Targonsky,
the business sessions were declared to be finished .

- From notes of Fdrick Miller, Acting Secretary.

with the following results :

President : Duane Feisel 226
Robert Ritterband 183

Vice-President: Ralph Hinde 221
John Clymer 122
Neil Shafer 62
Blank ballots 4

Curator: Samuel Rabinowitz 249
Alexander Erickson 153
Blank ballots 7
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1 . Some serious swapping at Friday session .
2 . Gallagher and Willahan study auction displays .
3 . Gould and K . Smith taking auction bids .

4 . Making new friendships during the banquet .
5 . Part of head table . (Coffee, Mrs . Wigger, Wigger, Mrs . Ritterband)
6 . Interested spectators at annual color-slide show .

7 . Boarding charter bus . "Show your tokens, please ."
8 . Targonsky, Heppner and Yowell at Movieland Museum .
9 . Vecturists try out cable car at Knott's Berry Farm .

(ALL PHOTOS BY RITTERBAND)
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CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS

The official minutes of our Disneyland convention and the pictures on the preceding
page give only a slight indication of this gathering's many fine features . It was a
conclave emphasized by numerous innovations, of which the page of snapshots in this Fare
Box is but one example . Extensive promotion in our bulletin, publicity pictures and news
stories in many trade journals, the use of specially printed convention stationery and
postage meter plates, and the "Early Bird" pre-registration discounts, were just some of
the many alert moves which helped this meeting break all A .V .A . attendance records . A
high score of 50 members registered, plus enough wives, families and interested friends
to bring the total turnout to 95 people, exceeding by far any previous Vecturist affair .

Following our custom, the event began with a huge swap session on Friday, with hundreds
of tokens changing hands. Although it was scheduled for 7:00 in the evening, many there
could hardly await the setting up of tables early that afternoon, and the excitement went
on until after midnight . In the same room were many excellent token displays, laid out
by California members, and augmented handsomely by the wonderful array brought across the
country by Joseph Allis of New York City . He proudly carried home one of the exhibitor's
ribbons, presented by Robert Carter, displays chairman .

On Saturday the first real excitement was felt during the wait for an Election Committee
report. The intensity of the campaigning had resulted in a total of 409 ballots received,
almost entirely by mail . This was a significant contrast with the 134 ballots of our last
contested presidential election, back in 1959 . After the scores were announced and the
winners congratulated, it was time for one of the most detailed auctions in Vecturist his-
tory. Ken Smith was "scorekeeper" for this segment, with James Dunlap and George Gould
alternating efficiently as the "callers" . Bidding was spirited, with numerous lots going
for exciting amounts . (Prices realized for the various items will be listed here soon .)

The third excitement for Saturday was the annual banquet, with 67 on hand to set another
high score . A quick survey showed the presence of Vecturists from twelve states of the
Union, plus one Canadian member . For a real study in contrasts, Chairman Bob Ritterband
introduced the member who had travelled furthest, Don Allen of Arvida, Quebec, plus Robert
Marvin, who lives just a mile from the convention hotel . As an indication of the "token
wisdom" present, he then introduced as a group our three catalogue compilers, Roland Atwood,
Duane Feisel, and Kenneth Smith ; the News Issues experts, Ralph Freiberg and John Nicolosi ;
census statistician Harold Ford ; and perennial editor John Coffee . Other introductions
eventually had every A .V .A, member there onto his feet, ranging from "A" (Stephen Album)
to "Z" (Frederick Zen) .

After the meal, Editor Coffee displayed the sterling silver pattern of the convention's
train ride token, which he was awarding to Gerald Johnson for his Fare Box literary con-
tribution . Newly-elected president Feisel spoke briefly, stating that he hoped for 200
new members in the Association this year . He also told of his hope to publish a reprint
book of leading transportation articles from the past 20 years of the Fare Box .

Next came the evening's highlight, in a talk and film by one of our A .V .A . members, Robert
Wigger, president of Advance Data Systems, a division of Litton Industries . Mr. Wigger's
firm designs and manufactures automatic revenue collection systems, which promise to revo-
lutionize transportation ticketing through computer controls . His film showed installa-
tions already operating in Chicago and London, with magnetic encoded tickets that a vending
machine can issue and a computer-gate can analyze and rewrite in split seconds, to wipe out
any hand-to-hand exchanges of money or tokens . Several used samples of these "tokens of
the future" were given out to lucky listeners in the audience . After adjournment came the
traditional showing of Association-owned color slides of token rarities, with narration
by Ralph Freiberg.

Well, we haven't mentioned a word yet about the Fun Tour on Sunday, but now we are running
out of space. You can either ask one of the conventioneers for details . . . or better yet,
start making your plans now to attend next year's equally exciting convention!

(-RMR)
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We regret to have to inform the membership that two popular members-have died . Jos-
eph Silverman, A.V.A . #152, died June 26 of this year . lie was 55 years old, and
well-known to collectors in the New York area . Edward Black, A.V.A. #589, died on
July 7 . He lived in Charlottetown, being our only member from Prince Edward Island .
Mr . Black was quite prominent in Canadian numismatic circles, and his death leaves a
void that will not easily be filled . We shall miss them both .

Your one-man publication team in Boston is just recovering from a severe attack
of bronchitis, which explains our tardiness this month. In any case, we are back on
our regular schedule again : unlimited size of issues, and practically unrestricted
free ads (up to 6 Lines) for members. So let us hear from you; we want your ads and

articles . . . and we hope to have an October 21 deadline for the October issue .

Duane Feisel just now at the Last minute (Sept. 29) reports that "a substantial
supply of Texas 3050 A has been located, so this is no Longer a scarce token ." He
can get this token for anyone who wants it for $2 .60 per token, but he can take or-
ders only up to October 20. In the same vein, he can also get you the "formerly
scarce" Cairn 3175 C for 350, each, having obtained a "large supply" of them . This
may give some pause to those who rush in to pay huge prices for supposedly scarce
but recent-vintage parking tokens .

Your Editor had a very interesting summer. On the first day of my trip, June
29, I had lunch in Washington, D.C., with Dr. V. Ctain-Stefanelli, Curator of Numis-
matics at the Smithsonian Institution. Dr. Stefanelli, whom I had first met in Bos-
ton in 1960 through George Fuld, had arranged for me to inspect an exhibit in the
philatelic section which was full of tokens. Prior to Looking this over, Dr. Stef-
aneZLi and I had lunch with two gentlemen from . the philatelic section. The conver-
sation was interesting, and I Learned some of the problems involved in adding to our
national coin and stamp collections .

The exhibit in which I was interested consisted of a stuffed dog which had been
a mascot on a railway postoffice car about 1885-1896 . The dog had traveled all over
the country and had become quite famous . Wherever he went he was given a baggage
check or token by the men who worked at the local RR station . These metal checks
were eventually put together with wire, after holing them if necessary, and made
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into a little "coat of mail" jacket for the dog, which he wore proudly . Heasi e¢6
decorated by the Postmaster General on one occasion! Eventually, in 1896 when the
dog was very old, his mind snapped and he snarled menacingly at some new employee at
some city where he had never visited before . The frightened employee had the dog
shot. When the thousands of postal employees all over the country heard the sad
news, a collection was taken up to have the dog stuffed . . . and there he is today, in
the beautiful new National Museum in Washington, D.C., in his own case, proudly
wearing his token-jacket, and smiting once again. I was touched by the affection in
which the dog is still held, after all these years, by the men in the stamp section.

In any case, it was my intention to examine these tokens to see what, if any,
old transportation tokens were among them. So the dog had been removed from his
case and taken into a back room; his token-jacket had been removed and laid out, and
I was told to take all the time I wished in examining the tokens . There were beer
and baggage checks from hundreds of different cities, and various other miscellan-
eous tokens including some interesting territorial pieces . But there was only one
transportation token, which was an unlisted one . I reported it on page 120 of the
July 1966 Fare Box. Although I discovered only one unlisted token for my trouble,
the experience nevertheless was valuable and delightful, in that I learned how coop-
erative and friendly are the custodians of our national artifacts in Washington.

From Washington I took the overnight train to Chicago, had a brief visit with
Joe Kotler, and then took the Santa Fe "San Francisco Chief" for San Francisco.
In the Bay Area I spent four days with Harold Ford, and while there managed to photo-
graph every rare token in Harold's collection that I didn't own myself, and also all
the rarities in Freiberg's and NicoZosi's collections that I lacked. We used up a
lot of film, but now we have accumulated photographs of about 90% of the known cen-
sus tokens as well as lots of the lesser, but equally interesting, rarities .

Up the Coast, then, to Tacoma. At a meeting of the Seattle Transportation To-
ken Club I photographed a few more rare tokens from Gus Nilson's collection and Clar-
ence Heppner's collection--all this for our next Atwood Catalogue . The meeting of
the Seattle Club was very interesting, as they always are, and we convinced a couple
of backsliding old friends to come back to the AVA again . On another visit to Seat-
tle, Clarence Heppner and I visited an old firm which struck most of the trade tok-
ens used in Alaska over the past 60 years, and had a fascinating talk with the mana-
ger. They still make tokens,, and I was able to pick up, from the junk box, a few
odd-ball freaks in parking token varieties, as well as some patterns and rarities.

Then on July 31 I took the train down the Coast again. Harold Ford met me at
Berkeley, and the two of us drove on down to the Disneyland Convention . On the way
we traversed the Seventeen-Mile Drive, the toll for which is now $2 . It's a beauti-
ful drive, but nobody thereabouts remembers the tokens at all, although a couple of
weeks later on a train I met a man who had lived in Pacific Grove and who remembered
using the tokens very well! We also stopped by to visit Norm Sherman in his beauti-
ful home at Santa Barbara, high on a bluff over the Pacific ocean, surrounded by
lush tropical vegetation . We were privileged to view Norm's collection of horsecar
tokens, which now lacks only two of being complete (the two : Minn 998 C, Ohio 230 B) .
But now we hear someone has found another unlisted horsecar .token, so maybe that's 3
you need now, Norm!

Harold and I spent three days driving around Los Angeles with Roland Atwood
looking for parking tokens . , Harold already is "Number one" in transportation tokens,
but apparently the fact that he is not Number One in parking tokens creates a huge
void in him. Anyway, he pursues parking tokens with vigor and determination, and I,
in my innocence, learned a few of the facts of life about how one obtains parking
tokens for one's collection . The hunt did become fascinating. My own contribution
was slight : as we drove down some Los Angeles street I commented to Harold that
there was a gate at some bank parking lot . The wheels screeched to a stop; we park-
ed, and entered the little branch Bank of America . Upon simply asking for a token,
and not stating why I wanted it (never say you collect 'em) I was given one, and it
turned out to be none other than' Unidentified 3019. The irony of this is that the
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bank using "unidentified 3017" is right across the street from the Ontra Cafeteria
(pronounced, I am told, like "ON-TRAY") where the California Association of Trans-
portation Token Collectors hold their meetings!

The excellent A .V.A. Convention was described last month and I shall not repeat,
except to add that the exhibits this year were outstanding . Joe Allis brought all
the way across the country with him a magnificent display of rare vulcanite and cell-
uloid tokens; Ralph Freiberg displays a collection of fascinating off-struck tokens
including one that had everyone puzzled : it appears to have been a Lincoln cent
struck in silver which was then made into a token planchet with a "U" in the center!
There were about a dozen other displays, including one of an old ashtray made by
Meyer & Wenthe of Chicago, with all lettering embossed including perfect strikings of
obverse and reverse of an old unlisted transportation token . . . all part of the ashtray
design.

Sunday afternoon Harold and I drove back up to Oakland, this time via the torrid
central valley route (it was 108° in Fresno as we passed through!) . After spending a
few more days with Harold and Louise Ford, I took the streamliner "City of San Fran-
cisco" for Chicago. In Chicago I stayed with Joe Kotler in his beautiful apartment
in Wilmette, right on Lake Michigan . On Sunday, August 14, Joe and I and Grant
SchmaZgemeier drove out to ride the equipment on a couple of trolley museums : one,
at Union, Ill ., is called the Elgin & Belvidere Railway, or Ill . Railway Museum.
They have about 40 cars along a single piece of track which is perhaps a mile long.
Most of the cars need lots of work, but the one in which we rode was in satisfactory
working order. For 500 you can ride back and forth, about half a mile each way, all
day long if you wish. They also have made one car into a kind of "office" and var-
ious artifacts and souvenirs are for sale there .

From Union we drove to Elgin and rode the equipment on RELIC ("Railway Equipment
Leasing & Investment Company") operated by A .V.A. member Allan Williams and numerous
juvenile admirers from Elgin . RELIC's equipment is in beautiful condition, and one
could ride one time each on two different cars for 500 . Also owned, and soon to be
put in good shape, are a couple of South American open cars . RELIC is an avowedly
profit-making operation; the track goes for about a mile ; and everything about it was
just the way a trolley fan would want it to be . On the way back to Chicago we pas-
sed an unlikely little railroad called the Hoot, Toot & Whistle Railroad which, of
course, we had to ride . Joe tried to talk the man into using tokens, and may have
succeeded. In any case, the man liked us enough to give us free rides .

The following day we went in to the Pick-Congress Hotel for the first day of
the big A.N.A. Convention, and renewed hundreds of old friendships . A.V.A. members
were everywhere . The regular A.N.A. bourse opened on Tuesday, and while I under-
stand the regular U.S. coins were kind of slow going, there was nothing slow about
tokens! J. Douglas Ferguson picked up Pa 750 E, one of the old Lancaster turnpike
tokens, and an unlisted 500 variety of the Border Cities tokens from Windsor, Ont .,
in the first hour! Joe Kotler found a Tex 360 B he had been looking for, and Grant
Schmalgemeier bought a Wise 980 C. . .also in the first hour, and also for very reas-
onable prices! Not to be outdone, your Editor found among a Philadelphia coin deal-
er's stock a nice Pa 750 Q (previously only one known) and a nice N .J. 945 A, both
priced amazingly low . Obviously it was a good convention . There's always a lot of
excitement at an A .N.A. Convention, and the coin collectors you meet there are the
cream of the crop. Well worth a visit.

On Tuesday, August 16, I took the streamliner "City of Portland" back to Tacoma
for a couple weeks of rest before coming home to Boston . In Tacoma I found waiting
for me a couple of unlisted depotsls, an unlisted ferry token, an unlisted Canadian,
and an old Kalamazoo streetcar token . So it was a good summer . The A.V.A. got lots
of good photographs for its next Catalogue ; the Editor got lots of travelling in and
ad'7pd 7 census tokens; and I did it all without setting foot in an airplane once .
Railroads, in the West at least, are better than ever! I come away with only one
passing thought : it seems kind of sad to see nostalgic people paying 500 to ride a
streetcar half a mile thru the Illinois prairie, when they can still ride a genuine
old trolley car, really in service, for 5 miles in New Orleans . Cost? Only a dime .
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881 MRS . E .J . MORRISON - 4313 SPEEDWAY - AUSTIN, TEXAS 78751
Age 57 ; Housewife . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Ca/wan)

882 JEROME W . ARCHER - 123 SOUTH SUMMIT AVENUE - VILLA PARK, ILLINOIS 60181
Age 58 ; Salesman . Collects U .S . & Parking . (Cannon)

883 WILLIS 0. RICHARDSON - 80 WEST SOUTH STREET - PAINESVILLE, OHIO 44077
Age 45 ; Office Manager . Collects U.S . & Canada . (Caknwz)

884 EDWARD CHESLER - 532 EAST MAIN STREET - LITTLE FALtS, NEW YORK 13365
Age 47 ; Merchant . Collects all types . (Hotwitz)

885 FRANK J . PELLEGRINO - 249 SEQUOIA AVENUE - SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF . 94082
Age 31 ; Auditor . Collects U.S . only . (CaAman)

886 DONALD TURNER - 25 SLEEPY HOLLOW DRIVE - WAYNE, NEW JERSEY 07470
Age 40 ; Sheet Metal Worker . Collects all types . (Canman)

887 MRS . JOYCE GROTH - 343 INDIAN BROOM DRIVE - SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95111
Age 35 ; Salesclerk . Collects U .S . only . (Mazeau)

888J JEFFREY B . BRASHARES - 825 PEACEFUL PATH - MANSFIELD, OHIO 44907
Age 14 ; Student . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Raise V. R.idex)

889 JOSEPH BAGENT - 815 WEST NORTH STREET, BOX 617 - HEBRON, OHIO 43025
Age 36 ; Inspector . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Co66ee)

890 HAROLD 0 . HUNT - 6503 NORTH BROADWAY - KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64118
Age 57 ; Sales Manager . Collects all types . (RuggelcL)

891 HOWARD S .. SMITH - BOX 846 - REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA 92374
Age 68 ; Retired . Collects U .S. only . (Robext Pewey)

892 KINGSLEY J . HUGGETT - 2233 BEVERLY BLVD . - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90057
Vice-President, Metromedia . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . '(F. Snyde/.)

893 E .D. EBERT - 34 MARCELA AVENUE - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94116
Age 54 ; Accountant . Collects all types . (Co6bee)

894 DANIEL J . ROENIGK - MORGANVILLE, KANSAS 67468
Age 72 ; Insurance & Real Estate . Collects U.S . & Parking . (Co66ee.)

895 STEPHAN JUSKEWYCZ - 952 WEST 26th STREET - ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 16508
Age 39 ; Coin & Stamp Dealer . Collects U .S . & Parking . (DIMEchaeZ)

896 WARREN E . NICKELL - BOX 37 - SITKA, ALASKA 99835
Age 49 ; Operating Engineer . Collects Alaska . (Nonnun E . SheRman)

8.97 LANGDON RICHTER - 708 WEST 11th STREET - TAYLOR, TEXAS 76574
Age 60 ; Merchant. Collects U .S . only . (Canman)

898 MRS . FERN A . DORFMAN - BOX 185 - SIOUX CITY, IOWA 51102
Age 39 ; Housewife . Collects U .S . only . (Mazeau)

899 HERMAN LEE CULL - 27 CUMBERLAND ROAD - RICHMOND, INDIANA 47374
Age 50 ; Locomotive Engineer . Collects U .S . & Parking . (Cob5ee)

900 ALBERT L . CREAMER - 46 GLEN AVENUE - MILLBURN, NEW JERSEY 07041
Age 59 ; Franchise Supervisor, PSCT . Collects US, Can, Pkg . (Co66ee)

901 GERALD A . BADMAN - DeWITT, NEBRASKA 68341
Age 53 ; Chief Electrician . Collects U .S . only . (J.R. BoZz)

902 PAUL W. STEWART - 3356 LEYDEN - DENVER,' COLORADO 80207
Age 48 ; Barber . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign . (Syd Joseph)

903 LUCILE B. KEY - 1533 CHAMPA STREET - DENVER, COLORADO 80202
Coin Dealer . Collects U .S . & Foreign. (Syd Joseph)

904 H .A . SHARKEY - BOX 22 - EATON, OHIO 45320
Age 76 ; Bookkeeper (Co66ee)

905 IRA S . GERSHNER - 107 EAST 4th - PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS 71601
Age 45 ; Merchant . Collects all types . (Heppnen.)

The Asterisk Club, #840, has been admitted-to membership

RESIGNATION FROM MEMBERSHIP

772 Matt Krzastek - P .O . Box 29 - Sussex, New Jersey 07461
(formerly of San Jose, California)
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Jack R. Smith - R.R . #1 - Box 91 B - New Palestine, Indiana 46163

= THE HAVANA ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY =
By Roberto Pesant

(This article is for Editor J.M. Coffee, Jr., who recently wrote me a very nice
letter saying very kind things about me ; which I certainly don't deserve.)

Not long ago an old childhood friend and fellow Cuban came to my home for din-
ner--Percy Steinhardt--and perhaps I won't see him again for a long time, because he
was leaving for a job abroad . But we spent a delightful evening remembering old Hav-
ana and, of course, "the trolley car company" had to enter the conversation because
it was his own grandad, Old Frank, who founded it . Those collectors who have those
tokens--I believe they're catalogued 400 D and G--may want to hear some of the stor-
ies . Only a few, though, because even if Percy and I talked until all hours, we did
not even begin to touch upon the subject .

Frank Steinhardt was from Chicago and when Uncle Sam and the King of Spain got
mad at each other, he was that kind of an American who left aside whatever he was do-
ing, and joined up with Teddy Roosevelt . He was at San Juan Hill and a few other
places where the going was tough. He was a credit to his country and a credit to Cu-
ba, too. Teddy Roosevelt came back to the U .S . and I guess everyone knows what be-
came of him after that . Old Frank stayed in Cuba ; he fell in love with it . lie mar-
ried a very nice Cuban lady and settled there . tie also founded the Havana Electric
Railway and that is why he comes into this story . He died about 30-odd years ago,
and as a little boy I remember him : waxed mustache like the Kaiser, and just as
stern, though Percy assured me there was always a twinkle behind those blue eyes .

Some American company had sold, years before, a whole gaggle of trolley cars to
a company in Barcelona, Spain . Right after the turn of the century the Spaniards did
not want them anymore--maybe they were still sore about the war--and so old Frank
bought them and brought them to Havana to start his company . They lasted until 1952 ;
with many renovations, naturally, but they never changed design . Things like that
made Havana always such a charming city. If I say those trolley cars were the exact
replica of the mythical "Toonerville Trolley" I might be accused of falsehood, but
anyone who saw them will, at most, accuse me of only a slight exaggeration . Anyway,
they looked near enough like the one in the Association's emblem .

The motorman drove them from the forward platform, standing up in front of a
long "box," which could be connected to either end. With his left hand he shifted
the contact handle to the two butts . With his right hand he spun the brake wheel set
on a rod . And with his foot he kicked some kind of ratchet to a cog, on the rod,
next to the floor . Maybe I've reversed the order of things and what should be for
the left hand I'm saying it's for the right one, etc ., but whatever it was, that was
the idea. Hanging from a bracket on the outside of the bulkhead was a long metal
pole with a handle and a harpoon-sort of prong with which he'd change the rail at the
switches, between the lattice metal of the cow catcher . The rod also had a hook near
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near its point, which he'd use to life up the cowcatcher, like a drawbridge, when
the trolley had to round some very narrow corner in the old, old part of Havana . I
remember, for example, the corner of Cuba $ Chacon Streets, where even with the cow-
catcher up-drawed, the space was much too short to admit anyone in the narrow side-
walk at the same time the trolley car rounded the corner . Over the trolley car's
headlight, right in the middle of the bulkhead, metal signs were hung with the
route's name and colors ; for every route had its particular color, as for example,
Playa-Estacion Central was green and white, San Francisco - MueZle de Luz was orange
and purple, etc . The conductor, every so often, had to lean out backwards from the
rear platform to rail in the overhead trolleys (two of them) that would snap out of
the overhead wires at cross points or at sharp curves . Sometimes the passengers
would lend a hand, if the conductor happened to be up front collecting a fare when
the trolleys unhooked . Nobody ever seems to have complained, though perhaps many .
grumbled at the delays . Nevertheless, they were quite a feature and the newspapers
had a field day of nostalgia on the last day they, ran .

The stories about the trolleys would fill a whole book, as I have already poin-
ted out, so I'll just mention two for old times' sake . San Lazaro Street is quite a
steep hill from in front of the University of Havana down to Reina Street and beyond .
It became a standard joke with the students to grease up the tracks in front of the
University sometimes at night ; and hundreds cheered as the small cars gathered speed
downwards . The motorman would pull at the cord that sounded the gong at the roof
and down like a toboggan would go the trolley carl No one ever got hurt and undoubt-
edly most of the riders enjoyed the adventure, but all in all the noise was more
frightening than the ride .

For some particular reason due to some old law, as soon as the old trolley com-
pany left the city limits, it constituted a railroad, and had to follow rules and
regulations of the latter . On the swinging bridge of the Almendares River--which
marked the City Limits--a pair of side lanterns had to be hung on the cars . There
was always some employee by the tracks with rows of smoky wick-burning green and red
lanterns which he'd hang from the cars ; or take. off if they were on the return trip .
Once someone flagged the trolley car at the small station where the stately Ramon
Mendoza Avenue crossed the tracks . He had a trunk full of heavy stones with him and
he ordered the conductor to load it onto the car, for, according to the law, passen-
gers and their baggage had to be transported for the price of the fare (5 cents) .
Special legislation had to be passed quickly to overcome this heretofore unnoticed
technicality and--as they did so many times for one reason or another--the trolley
cars made Havana headlines for quite a number of days .

The tokens were worth five cents, but in later days„ in order to keep up with
ever increasing motor transport competition, one could buy rolls of 22 tokens for
one Peso . Later the company also obtained a franchise for motor bus transportation,
and operated vehicles called "Trans-Buses," but these were never popular and they
disappeared around the late 1930's . . Finally, in 1952, the government bought out the
old company and replaced the quaint trolley cars with modern motor buses . That was
the end of them, though many of the tracks remained still in the streets .

Everyone was sorry to see them go, and no one who remembers them will ever tire
of wishing they were back . Whoever has one of those tokens--once so plentiful, and
now so rare--will forever own a small bit of that story.

= NEW SUBWAY IN MONTREAL OPENS OCTOBER 11 s

Montne.at'a brand-new 13-mite aybway 6y4tem--the &ihe-t on tW continent to u4e
nubben .tines .instead o6 6tee2 xai.C6--wilt be open to the public and operating by the
17th ob October, on. at Least 10 mites o4 the aya.tem is pnomt6ed to be heady by then .
A new magnetic ticket ayatem wilt be in use by then, but bare6 w tt be the Game a6
on the regata.& buses . Tranaler-di.open6ing machines atao w tt be £natatted anon .	
FOR TRADE : 2 Nebr 580 A in nice cond. for any 1 of the following Nebr. TT: 800 A B C,
980 B D E, in nice cond. WANTED: U.S. military medals & decorations, ribbon bars,
and lapel buttons; also leather presentation cases . Will buy or trade for..
Michael Jorgensen	-	525 So. Lexington	-	Hastings, Nebr. 68901
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I need many parking tokens to add to my collection - will trade for them - what do

?(ou have? = Sam Ruggeri	-	1018 S. Carley Ct.	-	No. Bellmore, N.Y. 1171`:
$1 .00 SPECIAL STILL GOOD. Send $1 and receive a toll bridge token from Istanbul,
Turkey 400 A . Catalogues for $1 .50 in foreign catalogue . Have only 8 left so don't
delay . = Morton H . Dawson	- 182 Whiting Lane	-	West Hartford> Conn. 06119
HAVE ONE EACH of Mass 115 R U V Z AA AB AC, 660 A, 740 A, 960 A to trade for TTs I
need from Texas . Please send list of your Texas dupes if interested . What am I of-
fered for one Austin parking token (Tex 3050 A)?
E.M. Rice	-	212 Westhaven Drive	-	Austin, Tex. 78746
N.C. and S.C. transportation & parking tokens for sale . Send your want-list . Will
send the ones I have on approval . If your AVA number is 800 or above, will include
five 150 TTs, no charge . TO HIGHEST BIDDER: NC 3700 B .
Odell Morgan	-	Route 1	-	Midland, N.C. 28107
WANTED: for my collection, Conn 320 B, 345 A, 525 A; Mass 115 J, 260 A B C, 970 A B ;
Vt 150 A; Me 480 B; RI 620 A, 700 B C . Send or write . Will buy or trade .
George H. Wyatt	-	Skylark Lane	-	Lunenburg, Mass . 01462
AUCTION OF U.S. TRANSPORTATION TOKENS of all price levels . Write for list and bid
sheet. All lists will be mailed at the same time .
C.B. Tyson	-	613 Halstead Rd,, Sharpley	Wilmington, Del . 19803
FOR SALE : OBSOLETE DEL 3900 Ab parking token at 250 each plus stamped envelope .
No 3900 Aa available . = R.W. Winant- 500 W. Summit Ave . - Wilmington, Del. 19804
will trade $5.00 gold piece, about XF, for best deal in tokens . All answers will
receive a reply. Thank you.
Robert J. Misdom	-	Box 731, Pamrapo Station	-	Bayonne, N.J. 07002
TRADE NEV 100 A B (as a set) for any token I need cataloguing $2 .50 up. For sale,
Ga 690 A, this month * 40c4--next month $1 .00. Trade Minn 600 B for Calif'trade checks .
John G. NicoZosi	-	3002 Galindo St .	-	Oakland, Calif. 94601
LET'S TRADE: I have transportation & parking tokens incZudtng scarce & common vars .
I want TTs, also telephone, military & store tokens from Calif . & other states, and
Brunswick BaZke pieces . The Disneyland Convention tokens for sale or trade for to-
kens listed above.
Norman E. Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Cal . 93105
FOR TRADE : Ky 45 A B and Wise 170 B ; will trade all 3 for Alaska 900 A . Iowa 150 B
& Tex 275 A for Alas 300 F. Will trade Ind 180 A for Alas 450 F. Also will trade
Calif 630 B for Alas 450 G .
Gerald A. Sochor	-	1311 So. Glencoe St .	-	Denver, Colo. 80222
DROM YEHUDA (Southern Judea) Bus Lines, Israel 750 A : have obtained a duplicate of
this scarce aluminum 2 pruta token used 1950-52 during the infancy of this new coun-
try in the ancient Holy Land. The token was issued by the bus company to use as
change and for fare payment during a coin shortage . Would prefer to trade for ano-
ther scarce token or will sell for $25 . Also have a worn Philippines 500 A @ $5 .00.
J.M. Kotler	-	1616 Sheridan Road	-	Wilmette, Ill . 60091
GEOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF A.V.A. MEMBERS, 5 pages; maps of Illinois transportation,
parking, Civil War, and provisional sales tax tokens showing each city of issue ;
first installment of 'IZZinois Trade Tokens" by Charles H . Lipsky; all in the cur-
rent issue of "The Catamount ." Get these features plus a large cable car "Confer-
ence on Transportation Tokens" button all for $1 .00. Also, FREIBERG medaZet, $1 .00 .
Grant B. Schmalgemeier, Jr.	-	1317 W.EddySt.	-	Chicago, Ill . 60657
FOR TRADE FOR OTHER TOKENS of equal value : Conn 210 A, 290 J N P, 305 P Q ; Ill 150 Y,
530 E; Ind 660 D; Ia 730 A, 850 K ; Kane 970 J; Ky 250 B; Mass 115 N; Mich 375 A B;
NY 105 H, 715 A ; NC 980 H I; ND 960 A; Ohio 165 AE AF; Pa 15 J N, 70 A, 190 B, 295
A, 725 C, 750 AN, 775 A B, 870 A, 935 B ; Vt 595 A; Wash 720 A .
Robert Kelley	-	6315 Parkview Circle	-	Mason, Ohio 45040
WILL TRADE one or more of the new issue Santa Rosa bus-parking token for one or more
corarwn token o f your area .
Edward W. Smith	-	5399 Montecito Avenue	-	Santa Rosa, Calif. 95404
FOR SALE OR TRADE : Minn 70 A (2 vars .) B C, 90 A, 120 A at 250 each ; 210 A B C at
350 each; 410 A at 250 each ; 540 AD AE AF at 350 each; 540 AG at 200 each ; 575 A,
680 D E G at 250 each. 730 I, 760 L (2 vars.) at 250 each . 980 F (worn) at 200 .
Floyd 0. Barnett	-	5425 Portland Avenue	-	Minneapolis, Minn . 55417
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To the best cash or trade offer : 1905 Detroit Publishing Co. postal card shwng
horse-drawn car of the Florida East Coast Co. (The Palm Beach Trolley) . For Sale :
8 transportation tokens of my choice for $1 plus 104 postage .
John A. Backora	-	83 Markey Street	-	BellviZle, Ohio 44813
SPECIAL: 100 diff. TT's (my choice) $12 .00 this month only . Also have 150 diff. for
$19.00, 200 diff. for $27.50 - all with no die vars . With die vars : 200 for $25.50
250 for $32. All lots include one token cataloguing over 254 and some over 154 .
Send stamp for list of tokens for sale .
K. V. Hayes Jr .	-	209 Brown St. #6	-	Vacaville, . Calif. 95688
TRADE ZONE CHECKS - Wilkes-Barre Transit Corp . of Pennsylvania. These are celluloid
1-3/4" by 3-1/2" different color for each zone ; sons 2 thru 9 . Trade one for any
254 token, TT or PT . Please no NC 980 -H I, or Pa 70 A B C . Sorry have no complete
sets. Also have Pa 997 A B for trade at $1 .75 each .
R.J. De Santis	-	108 N. Main Avenue	-	Scranton, Pa. 18504
I have 19 varieties of Calif 775 J . Would like to buy or trade for any others I do
not have of this token . Must be in EF or UNC condition only. I will publish a list
of these tokens as soon as I find 7 more varieties. Please help .
H.C. Schmal	-	Box 5238	-	Phoenix. Ariz . 85010
Will include free a new dollar size aluminum personal token . (no value) ; . only 500 is-
sued, with 2 tokens of Branford Electric Railway Assn . Conn 30 C. Good for 1 ride
504 each, total $1 .00. Check or cash,, plus stamped addressed envelope .
W.G. Fyler	-	P.O. Drawer 7	-	Baboon Park, Fla. 33827
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : ALL OHIO: 10 E, 15 A B, 125 D, 165 X AE AF, 450 D, 535
B D, 600 A, 745 B C D E, 750 A, 835 B, 860 L N, 990 A, 995 B .
RaZ h Koller

	

1135 Bed ord S .W.

	

-

	

Canton Ohio 44710
FOR SALE : Guam 25 A, 12.50. AUCTION TO HIGHEST INDIVIDUAL ITEM BIDDERS : Austria
840 A; Brazil 700 B D ; Me 480 A; Pa 750 Z; Turkey 400 A; Canada Ontario 325 C.
FOR SALE FOR CASH OR UNUSED STAMPS : Ark 975 A at $1, B at 754 ; Mass 115 N, Tenn 600
J, Pa 870 A, 3750 B, at 504 each. Have Pa 870 B 254 and 3360 B at 154.
Cdr. Gallagher	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown Pa. 19046
Need some extra money to buy some tokens for your collection? Well, sell me your
duplicates. Will pay 64 each for common TT's .
C.E. Jensen	-	6 Grandview Ave .	-	Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10553
TROLLEY & STREETCAR PICTURES (any others also) reproduced in color on a 9 10 China
plate in a 10" frame with a satin background - send your picture (if B & W specify
colors desired) and $10.00 by airmail to 1/Lt. John H. Palmer - Co. "C" 728th MP
Bn-APO San Francisco, Calir. 96301. All orders shipped airmail .	
TRADE VIRGINIA PARKING TOKENS - no 3580 Ib, Pa 3360 B, Norfolk County Ferry token,
no 580 K - for any parking token from your area .
B.R. Roqers	-	P.O. Box 10038	-	Norfolk Va. 23513
FOR SALE AT 104 EACH, to go as groups only, i.e. (10),(15)(50) etc. Will sell the
entire group for $27 .50 plus 404 postage . Include 104 postage for small orders .
Ill 755 E (50)(50)(25) ; 760 F (15) : Ind 260 A (20)(50), D (25) ; 690 A (20) ; Mich
75 J (15) ; Tex 365 A (15) ; WVa 240 B (20) .
Pat Murdock	-	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Tex. 75149
FOR SALE: Kansas City, Kans . parking tokens, 104 & stamped envelope . North Kansas
City 50th anniversary 504 trade token, 204 & stamped envelope . Wooden nickel free .
Frank C. Greene

	

-

	

Sk line Inn Route 25

	

-

	

Kansas Cit Mo. 64151
Ill 695'Ea to tra e for any Texas TT except 360 A & B . Untd. 3009 to treee for
any other Unid. PT except 3007 .
T.M. . Murdock	-	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Tex. 75149
WANTED TO BUY : COMPLETE SET OF THE FARE BOX BEFORE APRIL 1950 . Will pay top price .
Donald N. Mazeau	-	P.O. Box 31	-	Clinton, Conn . 06413
TRADE TRANSPORTATION TOKENS for numismatic errors and oddities . What items to you
have? Mention your needs in tokens . Let's swap! All replies answered .
R.S. Croom	867 W. 42nd St.	-	Norfolk, Va. 23508
UNLISTED obsolete parking token from Trenton State Bank, Trenton, Mich . 604 . Re-
ceived at source, a few more parkings from Park Place Motor Inn, Traverse City,
Mich. 0 $2.00.
A. W. Siebert

	

10201 PI mouth Road A t- IS

	

Detroit Mich. 48204
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WANTED TO BUY : Nebr 500 A, 640 A B, 700 A B D Q, 820 A, 980 C D E ; also Nebr trade
tokens. FOR TRADE at catalogue, Nebr 440 E and Iowa 850 K .
Mrs. Elaine Swanson	-	4402 Chicago Street	-	Omaha, Nebr. 68131
FOR TRADE : transp. tokens from 27 states & foreign countries for your advertising &
commemorative medals & tokens. Send for 5 or 6, yours for mine . If not satisfied
return them, I'll return yours, plus postage .
J. Marshall English	- 3500 24th Avenue No .	-	St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713
MY DUPLICATE LIST now available . Over 400 different. Send your trade lst. Can
now offer Johnson Fare Boxes, patent 1909-1914 . If interested, write for details on
size, weight, price, etc .
Roice V. Rider	-	Route #3	-	Lake Odessa, Mich. 48849
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER: Ohio 815 B; Pa 997 A B E G M N 0.
Luther 0. Conner, Jr.	-	923 1,Harrison Street	-	Monroe . Mich. 48161
HORSECAR TOKEN for trade only. Will trade Iowa 590 A, and $5 .00, for any one of the
following horsecar tokens in nice condition: Ind 280 A; Ky 480 A; Wisc 360 B .
Clarence E. Heppner	-	1331 Third Avenue	-	Seattle, Wash. 98101
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Ariz 1000 G; Ky 10 0; Me 40 B; Mich 775 B; Mo 910 Ka; NY
560 A, 785 C; Ohio 230 Y; M.S. 17 B, 13 F G H; Unid. 83 86 87 88 92a - also Calif
805 A; Ga 690 A. FOR TRADE ONLY: Mich 75 I or 54 trade check (Babcocks Dairy Port
Huron, Mich.) for like value in parking of transp. tokens . Send dupe list .
Don McKelvey	-	2822 19th Avenue	-	Port Huron, Mich. 48060
OHIO 450 B E F, the 3 for 25cc plus stamped envelope .
Ross E. Thorpe	-	181 West Chalmers Avenue	-	Youngstown, Ohio 44507
WILL TRADE Buffalo nickels for 154 TT's, one for one . Discernible dates of my sel-
ection. If more than one wanted, send diff. tokens and I'11 do the scene as long as
present supply of 13 diff. dates holds out. Only 330 pieces in supply. Have also
several Va 620 M to sell or trade at $3 .25 each.
Kenneth T. Hall	-	130 Stanley Drive	-	WiZZiamsburg, Va. 23185
TRADE THE FOLLOWING tokens of mine for tokens I need of equal value from Ind., Ill.,
Mich., Ohio Ariz 80 A; Calif 450 B J., 575 F; Coto 120 A, 260 G; Conn 290 G, 305 N R
Ga 450 C; Ind 260 A B C D, 660 C, 690 A ; Kans 970 C G F; Mass 115 N; Mich 75 D F I J;
Minn 190 B, 540 L T; NC 130 H, 190 D, 350 B, 440 A, 450 D; ND 960 A; NY 150 F, 230
A F G H I, 445 C D E F G, 785 B, 875 S; Pa 25 D E, 70 A, 340 C, 495 N, 525 P; Tenn
.-like Alexander	324 S. 5th	-	Goshen, Ind. 46526
FOR TRADE ONLY, rare census token Texas 965 D. Also have Tex 965 J for trade only .
John M. Coffee, Jr .	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass. 02104
ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF U.S. & CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS, 480 pages cloth-bound;
27 plates of photographs. Describes and prices all known transportation tokens .
Price to A.V.A. members $5.50 postpaid ($7.50 to others) . Please make checks pay-
able to "John M. Coffee, Jr." and send U.S. funds .
FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, new this year . 160 pages illus-
trated, cloth-bound. Describes and prices all known parking tokens . Price to AVA
members $3.50 postpaid ($4.50 to others) . Order either book directly from :
American Vecturist Assn .

	

-

	

P.O. Box 1204

	

-

	

Boston, Mass. 02104

= ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE FARE BOX ARE FREE =

EveAy A.V.A . membeh.is entttted to a ;nee 6-line ad in every issue £6 deb,ined
(5 .lines o6 copy plus Name 8 Address) .

'
end ad copy -to the Editors on a separate

sheet o6 papers with name 6 address . Vows ad must be dL4benent each month and must
be submitted each month (don't send oevenat at one time) . 16 ad exceeds 6 tines it
wLtC be cut to 6 tines unless you speet6y that you witt pay 85$ pest tine Act any in
excess o6 six . Att advertising .is, o4 cowse, subject to the Code o6 Ethics . 16
you nun an auction, you must .list only tokens :listed bon 25' on more in Atwood, and
purchasers may netunn tokens don 4wU ne4und £6 they wish . Vou may te6use to ac-
cept any bid you considers too lau.

Rates Son £anger ads : Quarters Page $7 .50 ; Tiwcd o6 a Page $9 .00; Halo Page
$14 .00 ; Full Page $24.00 . Vou may deduct $4 o4 the 4uLL-page price £6 you cut yours
own stencil. (write the Editors 4irst) . Count 83 letters 8 spaces to the .line . You
may not also have a 6nee ad when puAchas .ing larger ads .
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= A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT =

Thanks to each of you who voted in the election whether it was for me or for my
opponent . The large percentage of our members that did vote is- indicative of the in .
terest in our hobby and in the organization which represents it . Congratulations to
all the new officers, and better luck next time to those who were not winners .

Since I have become involved in the formation and operation of a new company on
the West Coast, we plan to move out there just as soon as we can sell our home here
in Medfield . For those of you who may be interested, this new company is producing
special electronic and optical materials . Our plant is located in the San Francisco
area, Palo Alto specifically . Until we finally do move there, I shall be making per-
iodic lengthy trips . Please continue to write me at Medfield, as mail will be for-
warded by my wife when I am away .

in the last issue of THE FARE BOX, brief mention was made of a new AVA publica-
tion . This Is probably a good time to fill In some of the details . Don Mazeau and I
conceived the idea for this publication which will consist of a compilation of the
leading and interesting articles from THE FARE BOX over its twenty year existence
starting in 1947, to the end of 1966 . Much valuable information relating to speci-
fic tokens and to transit history will be organized into one place . Many, many tok-
ens will be pictured . Don has already gone through all issues of THE FARE BOX to
index information pertaining to tokens, and we have already started to put Into final
form some of the contents . We expect the book to be Invaluable to AVA members, and
also to hold wide interest outside our own organization among other collectors and
those interested in the historical facts which will be presented . Don and I have
not yet tried to set down a target date, but It appears to me that sometime about
mid-1967, perhaps the time of the AVA convention, should be about right . This Is
important : those of you who have been working on or considering writing articles
pertaining to tokens, please make every effort to get them to the Editor soon, so
that they may appear in print this year and be included in this important reference
volume . One additional point : John Coffee will handle the token photography, and
he may have to call on some of you for loan of tokens so that they may be photo-
graphed .

While in Anaheim for the convention I was pleased to have the opportunity to
discuss the eagerly awaited foreign catalogue with Kenneth Smith . Ken is making
rapid progress in the preparation of materials for the printers, and already has a
substantial part of the catalogue pages ready . The appearance of this valuable work
will positively work wonders for the field of foreign transportation token collecting

One final point : It is the responsibility of the Executive Board to select the
site of the next AVA convention . To date the only invitation has been from Minnea-
polis . If there should be interest in holding the convention in other cities, please
transmit your invitation bid as quickly as possible .

- DUANE H . FEISEL, President
American Vecturist Association .

- VECTURISTS TO MEET IN PHILADELPHIA -

Philadelphia area collectors are invited to a get-together at the Philadelphia
Central YMCA, 1421 Arch Street, on Sunday, October 9, at 2 :00 p .m. A meeting room
is reserved in my name . The YMCA is convenient to local transportation as well as
Pennsylvania and Reading stations, so there's no excuse for not coming, even if you
live out of town a little way . Come, bring a couple good tokens to show off and a
lot of duplicates to trade, and we'll all have such a good time that we'll forget our
disappointment over missing the Disneyland Convention .

-: ARTHUR D. JORDAN, JR.
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= THE HASTINGS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY and THE CITIZENS STREET RAILROAD COMPANY =

By Michael Jorgensen

Information for this brief history was taken from the Hastings (Nebraska)
Daily Gazette-Journal for the years 1887-1889 . The story may be incom-
plete in some ways, but this is as near as I could piece it together .

ON FEBRUARY 10, 1887, the people of Hastings voted 657 to 208 in favor of having a
streetcar line . The Hastings Improvement Company had at first stated that they
would built at least 2 miles of line the first year, but soon they changed that to
10 miles of line . In June, 1887, the company had upon the ground sufficient iron
for four miles of road, The company was using the best steel available at that time
for the business streets . The track was first laid from Athletic Park, which came
up Hastings Avenue to connect with the Second Street line . Twenty-five men were
first used in the early stages of building; soon afterwards, however, it was doubled
to SO men.

The company originally ordered ten cars, six of which were to be delivered to
Hastings by June 10, 1887 . The company also was building barns and sheds for the
storage of horses and cars .

Meanwhile, on June 20, 1887, a group of Hastings citizens started the Citizens
Street Railway Company . This company had the idea of building its railway all on
one day! When they started out this firm didn't have a single rail or tie . How-
ever, on June 21 they occupied every street in town not already used for a line by
the Improvement Company . The Citizens line bought all of their lumber for ties from
a nearby lumber company and laid ties on all of these streets .

About 12 o'clock on June 21 a gang of 100 to 150 men were working on the wooden
tie road. Load after load of pine trees were hauled and strung along Second Street,
up and down the various avenues, and all along First Street, from Hastings Avenue
to the B $ M Depot. The men and teams were kept busy from 1 o'clock till daylight
and the work of digging the little ditches and placing the ties in them was actively
kept up.

At the Bostwick Hotel, two gangs employed by the opposition company met and
proceeded with the difficult and rarely successful work of laying ties for both com-
panies on the same spot! This soon became ludicrous, and drew a large crowd of on-
lookers to see the great act . A portion of track put down from St . Joe Avenue up
Second Street by the original company was thrown out of the way by the laborers of
the new company. And as fast as the laborers of one company would cut a tie ditch,
the laborers of the other company would fill it up . All morning workmen on the new
ironless tie road were kept busy pitting ties down and grading for the new wooden
road. At this time the Citizens line didn't have a single foot of iron in the city,
but it did have representatives in Chicago attempting to purchase and ship iron at
once .

The trouble between the two companies was, of course, taken to court to deter-
mine which firm could build on which streets .

Meanwhile, however, the Improvement company was going right ahead, laying track
in good order and condition . It already had track on Lincoln Avenue, Hastings Ave-
nue, and St . Joseph Avenue . But on the night of June 21, 1887, men employed by the
Improvement company laid their track right inside that which had been built by the
Citizens line on Second Street . The result was a riot, about 11 pm, between the ri-
val employees, over which firm would have its track on 2nd Street . During the riot
the forces of the Citizens company tore up all the track laid down by the Improve-
ment company, and wrecked one car, and damaged another, owned by the Improvement Co .

The following morning both first obtained court injunctions against each other .
Leaders of the riot were arrested and each firm had to deposit a surety bond in the
amount of $20,000, which was done . Superintendents of both lines called for peace,
and ordered their men not to engage in further combat .

Peace having been restored, the first streetcar, operated by the Improvement
Company, carried passengers on the night of June 23, 1887, between 6 $ 8 o'clock .
The Improvement Company ran six cars over its line from the corner of Hastings Ave .
and First Street to Athletic Park and back, each car being crowded every trip by
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citizens taking advantage of free rides . offered by-the company to acquaint them W,4.,
the service . Its cars now running, the Improvement Company completed work on its
barn and car sheds at the south end of Bellevue Avenue, where it owned a large tract
of land . The buildings were each 32x120' and built of good material covered with
shingles, with brick foundations . The car stables had 3 tracks the entire length of
the building, big enough to hold 25 cars . The horse barn was large enough to accom-
modate 40 horses or mules . Next to the horse barn was a pen for the horses to idle,
take sun, air, and to exercise .

By November 18, 1887, the Hastings Improvement Company had about 15 miles of
track, over every miles of which cars operated every ten minutes to every half hour.
On December 7, 1887, the Hastings Improvement Company first started using tickets
[tokens, probably; see Nebr 440 B-E) which were good until March 31 . These sold 8
for 25*, or 17 for S0¢, or 35 for $1, or 200 for $5 .

By March 1, 1888, there were 15 miles of track in Hastings, counting that of
both companies. As of that date the Improvement Company was operating 12 cars, gave
employment to 25 men and 6S horses and mules . By June 8 of that year the Citizens
company was improving its roadbed with steel rails . Its tracks ran parallel to those
of the Improvement company in the downtown area .

In September of 1890, however, the Hastings Improvement Company was sold to a
local business man because of falling revenues . After about six months this man
realized that he would also be unable to stop the falling revenues, and he sold the
line back to the original owners . Three months after it was sold back to them, the
company went bankrupt . The Citizens Street Railroad company continued for two more
years, until 1892, when it also went bankrupt and ceased operations .

= VECTURISTS TO GATHER IN OMAHA =

The 7th Annual Show of the Omaha Coin Club, October 22-23 at the Sheraton Hotel,
19th & Douglas, in Omaha, will be the occasion for a gathering of transportation to-
ken collectors . J . Roger Bolz Is organizing the meeting, and slides of Nebraska
transportation tokens will be shown . For further information, collectors should
call or write Mr . Bolz directly (6118 Hartley, Lincoln, Neb . 68507) . Alt vecturists
will be welcome .

1f9F***

= PHOTOGRAPHS OF DISNEYLAND CONVENTION AVAILABLE =

Joseph Allis (48 East 29th St . - New York 10016) took about 50 different pic-
tures at the recent A .V .A . Convention at Disneyland . These, he informs us, will be
available to any interested member either as color prints or as color slides . The
pictures were taken at the business meeting, the banquet, the auction, the trips to
Movieland Museum and Knott's Berry Farm . The price is 45* apiece for either print
or slide, postpaid . Joe says he will be glad to send the 50 pictures to you on ap-
proval, so you may pick out the ones you want . . .you paying postage both ways . So
if you would like any of these pictures, write directly to Mr. Allis .

= THE OSWEGO, MONTANA, FERRY TOKEN =

When I obtained this interesting token I promptly wrote to Oswego in search of
the story behind it . I learned that the ferry was operated across the Missouri Riv-
er, powered by a gas motor. The ferry began operations in 1914 and stopped running
in 1922 . Daniel Knapp was an Indian Trader, and he gave the tokens out free to en-
courage people living across the river to patronize his store. Daniel Knapp gave up
his store in 1923, when it was taken over by his nephew, who in turn gave it up in
1954.

- J. M. C.
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= CARDBOARD OMNIBUS CHECKS =

By A.D. Hoch

Occasionally, in one's search for depotel tokens, an interesting rectangular
piece of cardboard shows up which is not listable in Atwood's Catalogue due, primar-
ily, to its composition and lack of structural rigidity . Those issued by hack lines
are particularly interesting, and Mr . Coffee has kindly permitted space for an ini-
tial listing of them. Although there are no collectors to speak of who save these
pieces, I believe that a listing is important numismatically and that The Fare Box
is the most logical publication in which to accomplish it . Also, these items were
issued and used for reasons which were identical to those which are called tokens .
They were good for fare ; they say that they are good for fare ; they are reusable .
To provide for the distinction, I now call them "Cardboard Omnibus Checks," although
the name is quite arbitrary .

Since the number of different checks will be small, an elaborate catalogue nota-
tion does not seem necessary and the initial attempt at listing will be a simple num-
erical one . In keeping with precedent, a nominal price will be attached which will
reflect rarity, with a $1 .00 maximum .

I would very much appreciate learning of other specimens for inclusion in sub-
sequent issues .

GOOD FOR ONE RIDE ON OSKALOOSE OMNIBUS LINE T. L. SHIPLEY-PROPRIETORS

(Editor's Note: The policy of the Catalogue Committee in listing cardboard items,
or "fibre" items as they sometimes are called, is to list only those which are
round. As the above all are either square or rectangular, we do not list them
in the Atwood Catalogue, although they certainly are an interesting group, and
we hope in the future to expand the listing as reports of others come in to us .)

-JOHN NOWELS FROM DEPOT TO HOTEL AND HOTEL TO DEPOT PASSENGER TRAINS
ONLY PHONE NO. 5 OSKALOOSE, IA .

1 Cw Ob Sd (same as obverse) [celluloid-encased white paper](59x35mm) $1 .00

2 Fg Ob Sd
BUS CHECK GOOD FOR 1 FARE McWILLIAMS & GREEN

(blank)(45x27mm)[Camden, Arkansas] 1 .00

3 Fp Ob Sd
REEVES & McCARVER GOOD FOR ONE 'BUS FARE .

(blank)(43x32mm)[Camden, Arkansas] .50

4 Fv Ob Sd

POPE'S TRANSFER & 'BUS LINE RETURN TICKET
PRIETORS

(blank)(56x34mm)[Camden, Arkansas]

POPE & SON, PRO-

1 .00

5 Fo Ob Sd

HOTEL BLODGETT BUS AND BAGGAGE LINE . F.A. BAUER, PROP . GOOD

1 .00
FOR ONE FARE FROM DEPOT TO HOTEL OR RETURN .

(blank)(56x36mm)[Marshfield, Wisconsin]

6 Fk Ob Sd
BAKER TRANSFER CO . WEATHERFORD, TEXAS

1 .00Positively Good FROM Hotels Only (59x29mm)

7 Fo Sq Sd

(BUS TICKET) COOK'S ST . PAUL OMNIBUS CO. NOT GOOD IN SPECIAL BUS
TO DEPOT JNO. B. COOK, PREST . (31x3lmm)

Caution Avoid Risks The Boston St . Paul Oldest Clothing
House in St . Paul Established 1870 opp . Ryan Hotel . 1 .00

= PRICES REALIZED AT RALPH KOLLER'S MAY AUCTION OF OHIO TOKENS =

10 A $4.00 125 B $1.80 175 Z no bid 435 C $1.30 475 B $12.00
10 B .45 125 G 3.55 175 AC $1.30 435 D 1 .30 475 C 12.00
10 I 2.00 165 A 5.00 200 A 9.05 440 A 1 .75 475 D-10 5.00
10 J 2 .00 165 W 3.00 230 M 1.10 440 B 2.65 475 D-28 5.00
10 K 2 .00 165 Z 3.00 230 Q 2.75 440 C 1 .25 520 A 3.35
10 L 2 .25 175 V 3.35 230 X 1.15 440 D 2.80 520 B 3.45
95 A 1 .05 175 W 4 .05 435 A 1.30 440 E 2 .10 520 C 2.25
125 A 3.55 175 Y 2 .65 435 B 1.30 475 A 12.00 520 D 2.25
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= PRICES REALIZED AT THE A. V.A. CONVENTION AUCTION =

This was a floor auction, held August 6, 1966, at the annual convention of the AVA
in the Charter House Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. The complete List of catalogue numbers
of the lots was published on page 108-109 of the June 1966 issue of The Fare Box .
Copies of that issue are available from A.V.A . Secretary Donald Mzzeau - Box 31 -
Clinton, Conn. 06413 - price 30$ each postpaid . There was floor bidding and mail
bidding; mail bidders were given the lot at 5% or 10% above the next highest bid,
and not necessarily at their top bid. Five percent of total proceeds went to the
treasury of the A. V. A .

131 Nebr 420 Ab	$1.25 137 Nebr 540 Z	$0.70
138 Nebr 700 Oa	75
139 Nebr 700 Ob	85
140 Calif 835 H	2.25
141 1958 AVA medal. . 2.00
142 Pa 750 G	4.50

The following lots were received too late to be printed in the List in The Fare Box,
but were put up for floor bidding at the auction :

123 Ind 580 B with piece missing	$5.00 127 ILL 320 C coated	$6.50
124 Ark 405 A slightly bent	5.50 128 Miss 900 F ($20 reserve)	pass
125 Ill 320 B coated	6.00 129 Neb 420 A to H set (2 A's) . . . . 7.25
126 sane as 125	 6.50 130 Nebr 420 Aa	1.40

143 Pa 320 A	$3.75
144 Ky 520 A	13.00
145 Pa 315 A	15.50
146 Mich 585 A	14.75
147 Conn 235 A	pass
148 like 147	Pass
149 Cat 3835 D,E	2.00

Where the word "pass" is found above, it indicates that the minimum reserve
placed on the Lot by the person who submitted it was higher than anyone cared to
bid on the lot.. In the case of lots 147,148, the reserve was $4 on each Lot.

There were some real bargains in this auction, and prices were somewhat tower
than expected. The absence of specialists in Canadian material explains the fact
that no one cared to bid over the reserves for some of the valuable Canadian tokens.

Mr. Smith states that nearly all collectors have been prompt in sending money
for lots they bid on successfully. Unfortunately a few still have not done so. If
you owe money for tots in the auction, please remit promptly to Kenneth E . Smith
at 328 Avenue F - Redondo Beach, California 90277 .

1 pass 22 pass 42 $21.00 62 $8.25 82 $0.•60 102 $2 .85
2 $19.50 23 pass 43 23.00 63 1.25 83 pass 103 5 ..00
3 7 .50 24 $10 .75 44 2.75 64 1.60 84 pass 104 2 .25
4 pass 25 10 .60 45 out 65 1 .10 85 10.25 105 2 .00
5 5 .00 26 10.70 46 5.50 66 1 .75 86 .90 106 3.00
6 2 .50 27 pass 47 3.50 67 4 .25 87 3.25 107 2.50
7 3 .00 28 pass 48 2.10 68 1 .00 88 1.25 108 pass
8 2.25 29 pass 49 1 .60 69 pass 89 pass 109 .75
9 2 .25 30 12.00 50 .90 70 pass 90 10.00 110 pass

10' 2 .00 31 4 .50 51 1 .60 71 20.00 91 10.00 111 pass
11 2.75 32 1 .75 52 1 .10 72 13.50 92 1 .10 112 1 .10
12 3.00 33 1 .50 53 13.50 73 5.25 93 1 .10 113 2 .50
13 9.50 34 6.00 54 42.00 74 pass 94 1.10 114 .75
14 1.25 35 3.50 55 34 .50 75 pass 95 4.25 115 .50
15 2.00 36 7.50 56 pass 76 1.25 96 2.25 116 .65
16 16 .00 37 3.00 57 pass 77 1 .50 97 1.00 117 .45
17 13.00 38 10.50 58 2.50 78 pass 98 pass 118 .65
18 9 .00 39 pass 59 6 .50 79 pass 99 1.75 119 1.10
19 8 .00 40 9.25 60 5 .00 80 pass 100 1.15 120 1 .20
20 3.00 41 9.25 61 1 .50 81 pass 101 1.30 121 1.50
21 pass 122 23.00

132 Nebr 420 H	 4.00
133 Nebr 120 C	 .75
134 Nebr 540 N	 5.00
135 Nebr 540 0	 1.00
136 Nebr 540 Y	 .75
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= SEPTEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =

By Kenneth E. Smith

ISRAEL
Haifa 400 (Reported by Clifford Mishler)

(CARMELIT SUBWAY LINE in Hebrew)
(Full Fare) (in Hebrew) $0.25A WM 17 Sd

B Bz 15 Sd (Half " )

	

" .25

FRANCE
CharleviZle 240

SOC. ARD. TRAM ELEC.
TAV (in monogram)(5 on obverse) 1 .00B o B 19 Sd

C o B 25 Sd "

	

"

	

(25 on obverse) 1,00

Paris 660

ACo B Sq Ch

(Reported by J . D. Ferguson)
BATEAUX PARISIENS

20c. (28mm)(rounded corners) .50

Rouen 760

H o K Oc Sd

(Reported by Harold V. Ford) (I reported by Ferguson)

1.00
TRAMWAYS DE ROUEN (CITY ARMS)

Bon Pour Vne Section Bcmlieue (26mm)

I o B Sq Sd
SOCIETE DES STEAMERS OMNIBUS

1.00Bgcs (ie Rouen .20„Centimes .(21tmn)

ITALY
Pate_xrr 600

B o K 24 Ch

(Reported by J.M. Kotler)

5.00
SOCIETA SICULA TRAMWAYS OMNIBUS DI PALERMO

(horsehead)

DENMARK
Aabenraa 3 (Reported by A . C. Hazevoet)

AABENRAA BYOMNIBUS
A B 19 B-sc

	

(same as obverse) .20

Koge 450 (Reported by A. C. Hazevoet)

.20A A Sq Sd
KOGE BYOMNIBUS KOGE BYOMNIBUS (DESIGN)

(same as obverse) (rounded corners)(22mm)

Naestved 560 (Reported by A .C. Hazevoet)
NAESTVED KORSELS KOMPAGNI A/S (FLOWER)

.20A A Sq Sd (city arms)(22mm)(rounded corners)

Aarhus 10 (Reported by A .C. Hazevoet)
AARHUS SPURVEJE

.20AZo WM 18 Tr-sc (seal)

Please keep the listings coming, and remember to send rubbings .
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SEPTEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE
By Ralph Freiberg

CALIFORNIA
Santa Barbara 815 (Reported by Evelyn Jackson) .

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City 20 (Reported by Gordon Yowell)

ATLANTIC PALACE CIRCLE CO . ONE RIDE (HORSE STANDING ON HIND LEGS)
H o A Oc Sd

	

Merry-Go-Round Ocean Ave . Board-Walk 5 (25mm)

	

5 .00

UNIDENTIFIED (Reported by Duane H. Feisel)
B T FERRY

112 B 24 Sd

	

W.J. Davis Diamond Market [all letters incusel

CITIZENS STREET R .R. CO. OF SANTA BARBARA 5
Good For One Five Cent Fare . $5 .00

3.50

E o Cr

Yountville

A o A

23 Sd

990 (Reported by Steve Album)

Oc Sd
PENLAND'S TAXI PHONE 10 YOUNTVILLE, CALIF.

Good For S25C In Trade (20mm)
[This taxi operated from 1934 to 1949, and the token was first used
1934, good for a round trip between the Veterans Home and town .]

in

CONNECTICUT
West Cornwall 750 (Reported by David E . Schenkman)

HOUSATONIC R.R. SECTION NO. 10 ONE PASSAGE BETWEEN

A o B 41 Sd
/WEST CORNWALL AND FALLS VILLAGE

(blank) 5 .00

KANSAS
Norton 700 (Reported

A .o A 25 Sd

by Marie A. Johnson)
FLEMING BROS . EAST SIDE LIVERY BUS AND TRANSFER
/ROUND TRIP 25C NORTON, KANSAS .

Good For One Ride From Hotel to Depot 5 .00

Sedan 900 (Reported

A o A 30 Sd

by Marie A. Johnson)
WEBB'S LIVERY AND TRANSFER PHONES 64 AND 257

Good For One Ride From Hotel to Depot .' (Sc) 5 .00

MICHIGAN
Manchester 588 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

A o B 25 Sd
MANCHESTER HOTEL MANCHESTER, MICH .

Good For One Buss Fare 5 .00

MINNESOTA
Winona 980 (Reported, as to correct location, by Bert Baker)

NEVIUS & MALLERY BUS LINE NOT GOOD FROM DEPOT TO HOTEL
Good From Hotel to Depot Baggage 1234567890 3.50G o Fb 39 Sd

(Ex-Unidentified #7)

MONTANA
Oswego 690 (Reported by J .M. Coffee, Jr .)

GOOD FOR 500 IN PASSAGE ON OSWEGO FERRY .
5 .00A o A 29 Sd

	

Daniel Knapp, General Merchandise Oswego, Mont .
[This ferry operated across the Missouri River from 1914 to 1922 .]
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= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

Very little is known about the firm that used the token listed this month from
Santa Barbara, and all that we could learn is that it was succeeded by the Santa Bar-
bara Consolidated Railway, which was successor also of the Santa Barbara Street Ry .
and S .B . Consolidated Electric Co .

The Connecticut token fills in one more gap in the series of these interesting
old Housatonic Railroad tokens . David Schenkman, who discovered this token, recently
visited Falls Village, and says he found a 77-year-old collector of railroad items
who had lived in the area all his life . This man told him that the Housatonic RR
went out of business on July 1, 1892, and issued these tokens for section men . Each
morning the section man, whose job it was to walk along the track between the two
towns, inspecting the track, was given the token . The token served as his passage
back after he had completed his walk . Incidentally, Mr. Schenkman's token is 41mm,
and not 42mm as are most of the others that we know about .

Nothing is known about the three depotels reported by Marie Johnson . The Norton
one is very similar to one of the Blue Rapids ones . The Sedan token was pictured in
the March 1966 Fare Box .

Back in June, 1958, the Midwest News carried an article on the tokens of Winona,
Minn ., and mentioned that the token which has been listed as Maverick #7 was used
there . Apparently this passed notice for a while, but at the Convention this year
John Coffee said he remembered reading something about the token, and we looked up
the old issue, and are now taking care of the matter and listing the token from its
correct home . Not much else is known about the firm that issued the token .

John Coffee purchased the old Montana ferry token this summer . Oswego is a very
small town in northeastern Montana, on the Great Northern Railway main line, and on
the Missouri River. John wrote to Oswego and learned that the ferry operated from
1914 to 1922 . Daniel Knapp owned the ferry, and was a well-known Indian Trader at
the time . These tokens were given free to people living across the rivar, to en-
courage them to come over and patronize Knapp's store--or perhaps "trading post" is
a more accurate description of his operation . John also was able to obtain some
paper coupons good for 1G,2C,5S, and 10c, inscribed "Daniel Knapp Indian Trader
Oswego, Montana." He found five each of the paper coupons, but only one of the ferry
tokens . Apparently there are no more of them anywhere .

When we saw Gordon Yowell's Atlantic City merry-go-round token at the AVA con-
vention, John Coffee remarked that it wasn't brass, as in Dan DiMichael's token . We
check, and sure enough, Gordon Yowell's token turns out to be a new discovery in al-
uminum. For the interesting story of how he found it, see one of the back issues of
The Fare Box in the New Finds Column .

We mentioned a while back that we were expecting new tokens from Calgary, Alta .,
but that they were tied up by a strike . As the park had only a small quantity at
first, we had to wait till the strike was over to get our supply . The tokens were
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CANADA - ALBERTA
Calgary 140 (Reported by Donald Stewart)

HERITAGE PARK CALGARY, CANADA H (AXE)
D WM 27 Sd Good For One Fare Child (boat)[* May 21, 1966] $0 .25

WM 33 Sd "

	

" " "

	

Adult

	

"

	

" .50

ONTARIO
Clinton 185 (Reported by Byron Johnson ; location reported by J.M. Coffee)

A o A 16 Sd
R-C-A-F CLINTON STATION

Good For One Fare 1 .00
[Used from 1958 to 1961][Royal Canadian Air Force]

Windsor 950 (Reported by J. Douglas Ferguson)
BORDER CITIES AUTO STAGE LINE

5 .00D o B 32 Sd

	

Good For One Fare 500,
[The correct size of Ont 950 C is 30mm, and not 32mm as listed previously]
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first used May 21, 1966 . This makes the second set of tokens in use at Heritage
Park . There is also a 3rd set, used for admission to the park, which make nice com-
panion pieces to the others, but as they are not for transportation we don't list
them.. The park sells sets of all 6 tokens in nice little plastic holders .

Byron Johnson reported the little aluminum Clinton token in an issue of the
newsletter of the Seattle Transportation Token Club, which he edits, But no one was
sure of the location of the firm that used the token till John Coffee wrote to the
R.C .A.F. base at Clinton, Ontario, to check on the token . He received back a very
nice letter from a Flight Lieutenant there, who learned after making some phone
calls that the token had been used from 1958 to 1961 by Murphy Brothers Bus Line .
Clinton is about two miles from Base Clinton, and Murphy Brothers operated a bus
line for many years, including service from the air base to the town, and this token
was used for the latter service . Mr. Coffee obtained one of the tokens from the bus
line, but that was all that they had left .

Mr. Ferguson obtained the newly discovered 50p Border Cities token from Windsor
at the A.N.A. Convention in Chicago in August . This makes a set of four tokens now
known from this firm which operated in the late 1920's . A history of the company
is to be found in the April, 1965, issue of The Fare Box .

In last month's supplement we omitted (LOCOMOTIVE AND CARS) from the obverse
inscription of Calif 105 A, so add that in . We also forgot to put in the size of
the two tokens . Calif 25 A is (28mm), and Calif 105 A is (42mm x 32mm) .

= SEPTEMBER NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G. Nicolosi

Back at the old stand again, after a wonderful convention at Disneyland (the
best yet, and I must say that all who participated in planning it should be commen-
ded) . It was good to met a lot of you for the tirst time, and also to see a lot of
old friends again .

We start this month with the two Canadian tokens I had promised you in June .
The strike is over now and our friend Don Stewart tells me the tokens will be here
momentarily. They are both beautiful tokens, and we are grateful to Don for getting
them for us.

Those of you who collect foreign will receive a handsome brass token from Sun-
derland, England, a. "1 Journey" token . . . perhaps the first token with such an inscrip-
tion? These tokens picture an old Viking shop on them. No number has been assigned
yet to them. We're gratefull to Joe Xotler for raking these available to us .

All members, both regular and associate, will receive the above tokens . Last
month, all members also received the two A.V.A. .convention tokens.

School time is upon us now, so be on the lookout for new school tokens .

= NEW ORLEANS TOUR TOKENS AVAILABLE =

The Louisiana Numismatic Association held its 1966 convention in May, at which
time a set of tokens were issued, consisting of one cob strike in aluminum and one
cob strike In fine silver. These were struck from hand-made dies cut by H . Alvin
Sharpe, famous for his artistic Mardi Gras doubloon medallions . One side pictures
an old trolley car with wording "Go First Class ." The other side has wording "Tour
Token LNA '66 N .O. La ." arranged around a cross design with four C's representing
the Crescent City Coin Club (the club sponsoring the convention) . Souvenir sets in
souvenir envelope holder may be obtained for $2 .50 by writing Lester Davis - 1500
Riviera Ave . - New Orleans, La . 70122 .

As these tokens were not actually required to ride on the tour, they will not
be listed as transportation tokens In the Atwood Catalogue . However they are very
interesting tokens and many A .V.A . members will want to have them .
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= SEPTEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS =

By Duane H . Feisel

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles 3450 (AC,AF reported by George Gould ; AD by Steve Album ; location

AC Bz 25 Sd

of ex-Unidentified 3017 reported by J .M. Coffee, Jr .)
UCLA

Courtesy Parking $0 .25

AD WM 25 Sd
L .A . COUNTY MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

.25900 Exposition Blvd . Los Angeles 90007
BANK OF AMERICA
(SAILING SHIP)

TRUST & NATIONAL SAVINGS ASSOCIATION

AE WM 25 Sd Courtesy Parking .25

AF WM 25 Sd
HARVEY HOTEL PARKING

(same as obverse)
H

.50

Santa Rosa 3845 (Reported by Arthur and Ed Smith)
CITY OF SANTA ROSA

.15A B 23 Sd Parking Token Bus

ILLINOIS
Chicago 3150 (AZ

of
reported by J .M. Kotler ; BA by Stephan M. Bezark ; locations
ex-Unidentified 3006,3015 by Kotler)
& KOTLER FREE PARKING (GATE)

.25AZ Bz 25 Sd
WOLKE

Open a Budget Account (6/66-)

BA B 23 Sd
HARRIS /RESTAURANT

.25Parking

BB Bz 25 Sd
M.M .E . PARKING CO . (GATE)

.25Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . A)(5/57-)

BCo
PEOPLE'S

	

PARK (GATE)AUTO
C)(9/59-?) .25Bz 25 Sd Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev .

INDIANA
Goshen 3350 (Reported by Jack E . Carman)

BOWERS FREE EXIT WITH MIN . PURCHASE GOSHEN
Curb Service With Safety Control Bowers-Goshen (3/66-) .25A B 25 Sd

KENTUCKY
Louisville 3510 (Location of ex-Unid . 3004 by Mrs . Mary Allen)

C o A 28 Sd
FOURTH

Lot
AVE . AUTO PARK
725 S . 4th Between

CO . INC . ONE FREE PARKING
Heyburn Bldg . & Library 5 .00

LOUISIANA
Plaquemine

D B 23 Sd

3740 (Reported by A .W . Siebert)

.25
CITIZENS / BANK & / TRUST

Parking Token Plaquemine, La .

MICHIGAN
Traverse City

0 Bz 25 Sd

3930 (Reported by Mrs . Marie A . Johnson)
PARK PLACE MOTOR INN (GATE)

.25Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D)

MISSOURI
Joplin 3430 (Reported by J .L. Hargett)

THERE'S MORE DOWNTOWN T .M.D . JOPLIN, MO.
Good Only In Parking Lot Meters .15A B 23 Sd

St . Louis 3910 (Reported by Don Edkins)

.25H 6 23 Sd
BIEDERMAN FURNITURE /

Midwest / Largest / Hone Furnishers
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UNIDENTIFIED PARKING TOKENS (Reported by John G. Nicolosi)
WILLIAM BYRD MOTOR HOTEL

3023 B 23 Sd Guest Parking Token

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
26 . Ariz 3640 E is now obsolete
27 . III 3150 K - change listing to :

HARRIS RESTAURANT /
K B 23 Sd

	

Parking
(0 :

	

. . at bottom)
a . (Diamond)
b . (Star)

28 . Mass 3970 A : add Reverse B .
29 . Pa 3765 Cb : this variety does not exist .
30 . Wash 3998 A : on obverse, change denomination from 500 to 25t ; change size

to 25mm; change note after Wash 3780 H from reference to H to reference to G.

= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =

Since it has been several months since we have had a parking token supplement
the Editor has promised me as much space as needed this time . I've taken advantage
of it with the large listing this month .

A new token has been placed In use at the Los Angeles County Museum . The mus-
eum will not answer inquiries relating to their tokens, so someone in that area will
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NEW JERSEY
Elizabeth 3220 (Reported by DHF)

COURT HOUSE SHOPPING CENTER THANK YOU
A B 23 Sd

	

Customer Courtesy Parking Token (ca . 1965-) $0.50

Linden 3425 (Location of ex-Unid . 3003 by DHF ; B reported by DHF)

.15
WOOD AVE. MERCHANTS

(ca . 1958-63)A o WM 17 W

	

Park Free At Publix

B o WM
PUBLI

.25
X AUTO PARKING

23 S Sweet Sells Paint (ca . 1958-63)

OHIO
Cincinnati 3165 (Reported by Evelyn Jackson ; location . of ex-Unid . 3007

J WM

by Mrs. Allen)
HOSPITAL VOLUNTEERCHILDREN'S CINCINNATI

.2525 Sd (blank)(1966-)

K o B 23 Sd
LOW COST PARKING 2nd AND MAIN

.25Front Street Exit Only

OKLAHOMA
Okmulgee 3650 (Reported by C .R. Ross)

OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA SHOP PARKING AUTHORITY
.15A B 23 Sd Good Only In Parking Lot Meters (6/25/66-)

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown 3015 (Reported by Ralph DeSantis)

.2522 Sd
HOTEL TRAYLOR PARKING

(blank)(1962-)D B

Butler 3142 (Reported by Harry Bartley)

23 Sd
OSCAR'S TYPEWRITER SERVICE AND SALES

.15D B Good All Over Butler (ca. 1964-)

E B 23 Sd
A .B . MANN & CO . OPTICIANS (EYEGLASSES)

.15Good All Over Butler (1965-)
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have to obtain the token . Visitors to the museum are freely given the tokens for
exit from the gate-controlled lot, but the muse-m Is anxious to safeguard their tok-
en supply because of their proximity to the University of Southern California .

The discovery of the specific office using the Bank of America token makes an
interesting story . It seems that certain collectors visiting in the Los Angeles
area to attend the AVA convention did some scouting for parking tokens . The BOA
branch where the token is used is located only s block from where the California
Token Club holds its meetings .

The Harvey Hotel does not seem to answer any correspondence relative to their
tokens . There is a pa•rking lot for guests of the hotel and the token is provided
for free exit .

The new token for Santa Rosa was reported to me at the AVA convention . Speci-
fic details as to the usage are not yet at hand, but apparently the tokens are pro-
vided by merchants to customers, and the tokens can be used in parking meters or for
part payment of bus fare . Those collectors Interested in transportation tokens and
not in parking tokens should recognize that this token (as well as some other "park-
ing" tokens) fits into their collections .

When new tokens were required by Wolke & Kotler in Chicago, the use of the re-
verse for a new advertising message was employed . In the Wolke & Kotler lot, the
customer is provided a ticket from an automatic "ticket spitter" which is then ex-
changed for the exit token .

The new listing for the Harris Restaurant should be considered along with the
additional description (No. 27) given this month .

No information is at hand regarding the M .M .E . and People's Auto Park tokens
except that they were"tefinitely used in Chicago. Current inquiries to People's
bring replies that tokens were never used .

The Bowers Drive-In token is given free to patrons to provide exit from the
gate-controlled lot . Anyone not making a purchase must pay 252 for exit . The use
of the gates to control parking takes place only when the traffic is heavy .

Little information beyond the location is available on the new listing for
Louisville . This is quite an unusual appearing token, and only one specimen is
known .

A new token for the Citizens Bank has been found . There is a possibility that
this token, as well as the other listings for the bank, are not obsolete .

Apparently the Park Place Motor Inn has a gate-controlled parking lot for use
of their guests, and the token3 are used to provide free exit from the lot . It is
doubtful that the tokens can be obtained directly from the motor inn .

The Joplin, Mo ., tokens will be difficult to obtain, as it was reported that
the supply on hand is rather low, and for that reason tokens are not available for
collectors .

A new token for Biederman Furniture has been reported . Judging from the Bieder-
man tokens we now have listed, they must have a very popular parking lot ;

A group of merchants in Elizabeth, N .J ., together control the use of a parking
lot located convenient to their businesses . Customers of these merchants are pro-
vided a token with purchases to permit free exit from the gate-controlled lot ; oth-
ers desiring exit from the lot must pay a fee of 502 .

In Linden, N .J ., the location and use of one of our oldest unidentified tokens
was being checked when a new and unknown token was discovered . The privately-owned
Publix parking lot was equipped with parking meters (the lot now has a coin-operated
gate) . Local merchants purchased the tokens at a discount in quantity for distrib-
ution to customers . The A token was used for 102, and the B token for 252, in the
meters . The plan never became popular with the merchants and was eventually dropped .

Children's Hospital does not care to sell their tokens in quantity, but will
honor individual requests . If you need the newly listed token, or for that matter
H or I, send 252 for each token plus a description of what you want plus a stamped
addressed envelope to : Mr . George P . Stimson, Director of Community Relations, The
Children's Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio 45229 .

In Okmulgee, Okla ., the tokens are sold to those local merchants who are bond-
holders of the Parking Authority . The merchants give out a token with a $2 purchase
and the tokens can then be used in meters on the municipal parking lot . Apparently
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the people of Okmulgee are just like people in so many other parts of the country
where parking tokens are used : in June 10,000 tokens were issued by the Parking
Authority and two months later only 1,200 had been recovered!

The Hotel Traylor makes use of .tokens to control parking of hotel guests . I
have been in Allentown perhaps six times in the past two years, and have probably
driven right past Hotel Traylor, but did not learn about the tokens until now .

Two new tokens are at hand for Butler, Pa . The merchants whose names are on
the tokens redeem the tokens from the city after recovery from parking meter rev-
enues .

Many collectors will probably be happy with the news that Pa 3765 Cb does not
exist . While in Pittsburgh recently I visited the PAA and inspected their entire
supply of tokens . The supply consists of a few Pa 3765 Ca, and mainly of MSPT 3054
Ab and/or Ac . Apparently what happened Is that the person who reported Pa 3765 Cb
had been confused by the MSPT, or I had misinterpreted what was being reported to
me . So remove that variety from your want-lists . Should the PAA ever decide again
to order a supply of tokens with their distinctive obverse, then there is every pro-
bability that the reverse would be different from their original token .

In late June, members of PTNIS were sent III 3150 AZ, Mich 3650 A, and Wash
3780 J ; the supply of NH 3820 B that had been promised to me has not yet material-
ized . Also, the similarity of the reverse of III 3150 AZ and Mich 3650 A led to
some difficulties as the two tokens became mixed while I was packaging them for
mailing, and some people were sent two specimens of the Michigan token and none of
the Illinois . Those of you to whom this did happen, return the extra Mich 3650 A and
I'll replace it with III 3150 AZ . PTNIS members were sent NJ 3425 A, NJ 3425 B, Pa .
3142 D and E, in late July . Ready for mailing this month are Calif 3845 A (thanks
to the efforts of Ed Smith), ind 3350 A, Okla 3650 A, and Pa 3015 D . .

This splendid cooperation of many Interested collectors in reporting new dis-
coveries and new issues is very much appreciated, not only by myself but also by the
collectors of parking tokens . Please keep the reports coming in to me at :

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

P.O. BOX 215

	

MEDFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 02052

= LARGE ATTENDANCE AT CHICAGO CONFERENCE ON TRANSPORTATION TOKENS =

The Chicago Area Token >i Medal Society sponsored a Conference on Transportation
Tokens on August 18, in conjunction with the annual convention of the American Num-
ismatic Association. The room at the Pick-Congress Hotel was filled to overflowing
when Joe Kotler, Conference Chairman, and Grant Schmalgemeier, President of CATAMS,
opened the meeting.

A .V .A. Members present included : Milne, Rice, Conner, Schmalgemeier, Feld-
pausch, Lusch, Schmal, Zell, Bezark, R .R. Kelley, Nordhof, Dewey, Tetrault, Fein-
berg, B . Johnson, Frans, Ferguson, A .H . Erickson, Schwartz, Kremer, Kotler . Guests
included : Ruth Hammell of Youngstown, Ohio ; J. Archer of Villa Park, Ill ; Mrs . R.
R . Kelley of Mascn, Ohio ; liowart Smith of Redland, Calif ; Larry Porter of Billings,
Mont ; Walter Scholl of Chicago ; Major Sheldon Carroll of Ottawa ; Delmar Nozicka of
Wahoo, Nebr; Vernon Brown of New York City ; James Curto of Grosse Pointe, Mich ;
Daniel Saks of Sherman Oaks, Calif; Arthur M . Kagin of Des Moines; Mr . $ Mrs . Milton
Heitman of Marengo, la ; Arlie Slabaugh of Chicago ; Ira Berlin of. Chicago ; Joe Lack
of Muskegon, Mich .

J . Douglas Ferguson gave an excellent talk on his experiences collecting Cana-
dian transportation tokens, and a group of 120 color slides prepared by Dr. Fein-
berg (AVA #705) and narrated by Joe Kotler, were presented .

The meeting itself lasted from 1 :30 to 3 :30 p .m., but for 3 hours before it be-
gan and 4 hours after it was over, swapping was brisk among those present in the
room.

A large lapel pin inscribed "Conference on Transportation Tokens" with a pic-
ture of a San Francisco Cable Car, was given to those attending the conference, and
for many it was the high point of an excellent A .N .A. Convention .
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THE FARE BOX

VOLUME20,NUMBER10	OCTOBER, 1966	-	OUR232ndISSUE

Things seem to have been rather quiet during October, and we hope this does not
indicate a backlash from the current low situation in coin collecting . In order to
keep THE FARE BOX the fascinating publication it generally has been, we need your
cooperation. So send us your ads, send us reports of New Finds, and especially send
us some interesting articles to publish. We will try to send the November issue to
bed on November 21, but as usual we make no promises about when it will be mailed.
In addition to his other duties, your Editor is now teaching a course in European
History at a local college . . . and there are just so many days in the week, and so
many hours in the day.

Collectors interested in other tokens than strictly transportation will be in-
terested in a little 32-page illustrated booklet just published by Arlie Slabaugh,
one of the country's leading numismatic scholars . Its title is Christmas Tokens and
Medals, it sells for a dollar, and we commend it to your serious consideration . It
is available from Mr . SZabaugh at 7409 W. Howard Street, Chicago 60648.

The projected book now being prepared by Duane Feisel and Donald Mazeau, which
will contain all significant articles and historical notes on tokens that have ap-
peared in THE FARE BOX over the first 20 years of its existence, promises to be a
major event . It will contain an amazing wealth of historical information on tokens
and transportation, and should be a first class compendium of Americana . It's re-
markable how much valuable information we've published over the years on these pages!

The A. V.A. Convention this year passed three constitutional amendments, which
will not become effective unless they are ratified by three-fourths of the total
membership voting in a special election . Ballots for this purpose will be mailed
with the November issue of THE FARE BOX . The three proposals involve (1) limiting
Life memberships to individuals in the future ; (2) Limiting voting rights to indi-
viduals (excluding organizations which are members from the right to vote) ; (3) giv-
ing the Editor a vote on the Executive Board (to help break ties, among other reas-
ons) . So think about them and be prepared to vote on them next month .

The Executive Board are thinking seriously of the possibility of picking con-
vention sites two years in advance, hereafter, which would give everyone more time to
make plans to request a convention, and to attend conventions . Any members who have
ideas on the value, or Lack of it, in this idea are invited to write Mr . FeiseZ.
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906 DELMAS L. FORD - BOX 15263 - DEL CITY, OKLAHOMA 73115
Age 60 ; Coin Dealer . Collects U .S. & Parking . (Cosbee)

907 PAUL C. BINGAMAN - 803 SILVER BOW HOMES - BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
Age 36 ; Clerk . Collects U .S . only . [Ride&)

908 WILLIAM E . DAVIS - 3897 WEST GRAND AVENUE - LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120
Age 36 ; Salesman . Collects U .S . only. (Joseph)

909 DALE M. SHAHEEN - BOX 1301 - WILLIAMSON, WEST VIRGINIA 25661
Age 41 ; Restaurant Operator. Collects parking tokens . (COibee)

910 JAMES KING - 757 WEST PICO AVENUE - FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93705
Age 48 ; Draftsman . Collects U.S . & Parking . (Ca'unan)

911 MANUEL A . EZIDRO - 3264 HUDSON AVENUE - WALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNIA 94598
Age 47 ; Research Technician . Collects all types . (CoUsee)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

David Brandt - 141 South Fitzhugh Street, Apt . 10 - Rochester, New York 14608
Duane H . Feisel - P .O. Box 11661 - Palo Alto, California 94306
Samuel Gittis - 42 North 9th Street - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
T .R. Masuda - 48 Laverock Avenue, Apt . 608-- Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada
L .D. Matthias - Box 1083, Bergenline Station - Union City, New Jersey 07087
R. Lee Medley - 1809 Higgins Lane - Fort Worth, Texas 76111
Frank J . Pellegrino - 643 Vanessa Drive - San Mateo, California 94402
Hubert L. Raburn, Jr . - 1414 West Wyoming Avenue, Apt . 1 - Philadelphia, Pa . 19140
Doc Sherwin - ABC Trailer Park, 115 South 8th - McAllen, Texas 78501
Gilbert E . Vogel - 237 Carolina - Longview, Washington 98632

Every tins.e you change your address itcosts the A .V.A. 174 for a new address
plate. So if you are only making a temporary change, please so indicate . We also
appreciate very much the kindness of those members who send along 154 to 254 when
they report an address change, to help pay for the new plate. This is not mandatory,
of course, but it certainly helps us to keep our tight budget out of the red . We
commend this practise--of sending in something to pay for the new plate-especially
to those who change their addresses more than once during a year .

= THE "GOOD FOR ONE LOAD" TOKENS =

Recently, knowing of my interest .

	

in collecting freight tokens, Ed Dence sent
me a brass 25mm, pierced at top, inscribed HAWTHORNE 1809 HANCOCK ST . on obverse,
and GOOD FOR ONE LOAD on reverse . Not only did he send me the token, he trebled the
value of his kindness by also sending along a letter which explained how the token
had been used . The letter, from Robert Hawthorne, Inc ., Contractors, of Philadelphia,
follows : (the firm is now situated at 2900 East Orthodox Street)

Dear Mr. Dews : In days gone by each truck driver was given a certain number of
these dump checks at the beginning of the day and when he turned his work in at the
end of the day, he had to turn in the unused tokens . Each truck load of rubbish
which he dumped, he gave the man on the dump one of these tokens . At the end of each
month, the man that owned and ran the dump would bring these tokens into our office
and collect for them. This is going back a good many years--we no longer use this
system. If you happen to have an extra one of these tokens, please send one to us
for our scrap book.

We have always been curious as to the use of the several varieties of "good for
one load" tokens, and the above letter would seem to clear up the mystery . They were
good for the deposit of rubbish . The Editor would like to know of other varieties of
"one load" tokens .

= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =
-October 1966-
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= THE BLANK PLASTIC ZONE CHECKS OF JERSEY =
By J .M. Kotler

One of the more interesting magazines that I receive is the Journal of the
Transport Ticket Society . Although primarily concerned with paper tickets, over the
past year its coverage of tokens has increased considerably . The Nove-'ber, 1965,
issue carried a report from the Channel Islands that enabled me to pick up three
scarce tokens .

It seems that Jersey Motor Transport Company Ltd ., a bus operator on the Island
of Jersey (in the English Channel), was experimenting with three zone fares on its
Route 3 from Saint Helier to Rozel'Bay . Cash fare of sixpence per zone of travel was
paid on entering the bus, and a plastic token was tendered as evidence of the dist-
ance paid--red, white, or blue zone . These discs had to be surrendered on departing
the bus . In supplying a single set of the tokens, the General Manager gave the fol-
lowing information :

Dear Sir: We thank you for your letter of 2nd December regarding the red, white
and blue plastic zone fare discs recently used by this company during a trial of sim-
plified fares . The trial period lasted a fortnight only . Samples of each disc are
enclosed herewith, but they are probably not of much interest to you . The experi-
ment was a modified success, and if we introduce the system in the future, we will
send you sample discs, which will be appropriately engraved .

The other information you require is as follows :
1 . Date of first issue of discs, 29th August, 1965 .
2 . The tokens were not good for fare payment, and were used only as evidence

of the zone to which the passenger was entitled to travel .
3. 100 of each of the discs were purchased.
4 . We do not at present use discs, and those used in past years have all

disappeared.
We thank you for the interest you have shown in this matter .

Ail three tokens are 32mm in diameter with no legend or design on either side .
The pieces are nearly 3mm thick and have raised edges similar to coins . The tokens
are colored to correspond with the zones of the route--red, white, and blue . Whether
these deserve catalogue listing is debatable, but I think at least a mention of their
two-week use is worthwhile .

= COUNTERFEIT CRESCENT PARK MERRY-GO-ROUND TOKENS SHOWING UP =

One of the less wholesome aspects of any collecting hobby is that when the col-
lected objects become sufficiently valuable, phonies start showing up . We know, for
instance, that a number of examples of scarce Canadian tokens of dubious authenticity
(BC 700 A B C, 850 A B, Man 900 A) have appeared on the market in the past few years .
We also know that someone has the dies for Ind 930 A, and he has produced a few crude
restrikes from them. Happily the fakes of this classic are so poorly made that they
are easily discerned from the few authentic originals that still exist . Then there
are the sets of phony "airplane" tokens that were exposed for what they really are
last spring in The Fare Box .

It now transpires that fakes of R .I . 700 A are being produced. Once a very rare
token, this has now been advanced to a mere "scarce" category becacse of the discovery
of a small hoard of them. In spite of this, someone is making fakes of the token .
They appear to be cast, rather than struck, and they are easily told from the origin-
als, in that the fakes have a grainy surface and an artificially bright look to them .
There is a small line around the edge of the token, indicating the casting job . Du-
ane Feisel learned of these fakes when he saw one in a Providence coin dealer's stock,
and was told by the dealer that someone was currently manufacturing them .

If any A.V.A. member is in doubt whether the RI 700 A he is thinking of buying is
genuine, inform the Editor and we'll authenticate it for you . But be on your guard,
and don't buy RI 700 A at a "bargain price" if you have any doubts at all .
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TRADE: 45 diff. silver dollars mostly XP to BU (set includes 2 scarce CC mint doZ-
Zars. Also 6 rolls of Lincoln pre 1940. Trents $85 to $90. For best offer in
transportation tokens .
C.E. Jensen	 6 Grandview Ave .	-

	

Mt . Vernon, N.Y.10553
BARGAIN HUNTERS SPECIALS: NC 980 D H I, 20 B, 130 H, 350 B, all 6 for $1 .00, or Ill
530 E and F plus 660 A all 3 for $1 . Appreciate stamped envelope with above lots .
Will accept any Mississippi TT's at catalogue totaling $1 for either of above lots
or what do you have to sell from Mississippi (singles or quantity)? 50 encased
pennies for sale only $9 .50.
Howard T. Breitmeyer	-	Box 5702	-	Detroit, Mich. 48239
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER: Iowa 150 A, 300 D E G H, 640 A L, 850 C H, 930 C .
Chas . W. DeZk, Sr .	-	1329 22nd Street	-	Des Moines, Iowa 50311
AUCTION: Calif 450 D, China 720 E, Denmark 640 I, Germany 230 A, England 630 AJ,
Norway 600 M, Sweden 820 EA HA KC. FOR SALE: 100 diff. TT's $11.00; 200 Diff. $26,
no die vacs. (very choice TT's) . All postpaid in 2x2 kraft envelopes.
Ken Hayes, Jr.	-	209 Brown Street, #6	-	Vacaville, Calif. 95688
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER: Kans 40 E; Mo 230 B; Nebr 700 0 (both), NJ 885 A; NY 70
A, 505 A, 715 A, 770 D, 785 C; NC 670 A, 700 D; ND 320 B; Tex 255 F; Va 120 A; Wyo
120 D. I have a number of cells, horsecare, and depoteZs to trade . If you have
good duplicates, write .
Harold V. Ford	-	1999 Gaspar Drive	-	Oakland, Calif. 94611
WILL TRADE - one IZZ 420 A for any one of the following Illinois tokens : 135 D E,
150 DEFCHIJKLMN0PT V, 190AB, 195 A B, 200 E, 220ACD, 320 B C, 350
A B, 415 A, 425 A, 435 A B, 580 A B C D, 605 A B, 720 D, 768 B C, 785 A, 795 E, 820
A B. = Ore H. Vacketta	-	Westville, Ill. 61883
W.74 . 290 H for best trade or cash offer . Trade OHIO 450 B or 450 F for any parking
tokens . = LeRoy Stewart	-	43 Forbes Street	-	London Ontario
FOR SALE: I offer a group of 6 diff . transportation buttons that were worn by em-
ployees of the Amalgarnated Assn. of St. Electric Ry . & Motor Coach Employees of Am-
erica (AA of S & ERE of A) which was an old union. All buttons have a picture of an
old elec . streetcar on them; all are dated 1930's and ewrly 40 's . Price is $2.75.
Robert E. Paiqe	-	225 Lincoln Avenue	-	CoZlingdale, Pa . 19023
COLLECTION WANTED - I am interested in buying a good collection of transportation
tokens and would like to hear from anyone interested in selling. Also wanted, store
tokens from California and many other states and telephone tokens from anywhere . I
will buy for cash or trade for these last two types .
Norman E. Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105
WANTED: NEBR 360 A B C D E, 420 E, 440CDSF, 540QRST U V Y Z, 640 A B, 700 D
Bb K thru Z, 800 ABC, 820 A, 980 B C D E. I will buy; or trade the following to-
kens for the above listed tokens: Nebr 120 C D, 420 Aa Ab C D F G H, 440 G, 540 Wa
b c X, 580 A, 700 E Ha e d and the new (to be listed next month) Decatur, Neb.,
bridge tokens .
J. Roqer Bols	-	6118 Hartley Street	-	Lincoln, Nebr . 68507
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER: Ala 40 A, 750 G; Alas 450 L; Iowa 300 D, 600 A; Me 480 A ;
Mass 505 A; Mich 515 A; Minn 50 N 0, 620 B; Neb 440 E; NY 560 A, 785 C, 945 D; Pa 15
E, 997 G M N; Wise 420 C.
Roiae V. Rider	-	4001 6th Ave. South	-	St. Petersburg, Fla . 33711
WEINER STRASSENBAHN (Vienna Street Railway), Austria 840 A : this bronze streetcar
token dated 1938 was struck at the Vienna mint and is the only fare token from Aus-
tria. Own the complete country for 504. . . . The new brass "1 Journey" token from Sun-
derland, England, 254 each, 5/$1. The pair of Haifa subway tokens listed last month,
Israel 400 A B at 254 each. Ill 3150 Q R AZ, 400 each, 3/$1 . Postage please .
J.M. Kotler	-	1616 Sheridan Road	-	Wilmette, Ill . 60091
WHERE ARE THE VECTURISTS? The Chicago AreaoT en & Medal Society has just published
a 5-page "Geographical Directory of A .V.A. Members." It arranges over 500 members
from 5 countries, 40 states, and 6 provinces. Send $1 .00 for the directory plus a
cable car "Conference on Transportation Tokens" button, maps of Illinois tokens, and
the first installment of "Illinois Trade Checks." Join CATAr4S, only $2 annually .
Grant B. Schmalgemeier, Jr .	-	1317 West Eddy Street -	Chicago, Ill. 60657
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HAVE PICKED UP A FEW WASH 1000 A, Pie-Sea Boat Cruise token . Will sell for 55 .00

each and stamped envelope . First come, first served.
Clarence E. Heppner	-	1331 3rd Avenue	-	Seattle, Wash . 98101
Send 250 in unused stamps for Rockville Centre, NY 785 B postpaid . Limit 4 to cus-
tomer. For sale to highest bidder : Atwood's 1958 Catalogue .
Cdr. G. W. Gallagher	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown, Pa. 19046
TRADE: my Wash 3780 1 500 parking token for your 500 parking token or your 2 diff.
250 parking tokens, plus stamped envelope .
Ted Hartunq	-	3102 So. 148th	-	Seattle, Wash. 98168
LET's TRADE : Send me 10, 20, or 30 diff. 150 TT's and I'll send you the same number
in return, 3 of which will be 250 TT's, one per each ten tokens .
Gordon WoZd	 -	 Princetonrnn. 55371
I HAVE A NEW TRADING LIST of my transportation token duplicates . I wou like to
trade with you. Send your list and I will send mine .
John A. Backora	-	83 Markey Street	-	BeZZviZZe, Ohio 44813
SEND ME ONE TT or one PT and a stamp, I will send you (deal #1) 2 diff. saloon chits
and 1 wooden nickel; or (deal #2) 3 wooden nickels, same one, with 3 diff. dates; or
(deal #3) 1 250 TT and 1 BU PT .
George R. Picton	-	183 Hanover Street	-	Wilkes-Barre, Pa . 18702
FOR SALE: Pa 750 W, 500 plus stamped envelope . Will trade one dog tax for any
southern or western state TT .
AZ Zaika	-	P.O. Box 65	-	Bellnuwr, N.J. 08030
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER, or will exchange for tokens I need : Ill 150 Aa; Conn
30 A; NC 980 C; Md 940 A; Ohio 440 E, 175 W Y (2 ears .) ; Wise 510 E; Quebec 800 A B
E F G H I J, 745 I, 3620 B; Nova Scotia 3850 A; Ontario 3470 B, 3950 A . I collect
world-wide transportation and parking tokens .
J. Douglas Ferguson	 -	 Rock Island, Quebec
WILL TRADE TOKENS, coins, stamps, and picture postcards for TT's and PT's I need.
Send your list when you request copy of my list.
Sam Ruggeri	-	1018 So. Carley Court	-	No. Bellmore, N.Y. 11710
TIME TABLE G for sale (see page 316 in Atwood Catalogue) . Went for $5 cn AVA auc-
tion. My price only $4.50 and I have 3 pieces .
Morton H. Dawson	-	182 Whiting Lane	-	West Hartford, Conn. 06119
WANTED TO BUY : Nebr 540 T U V, 640 A B, 700 D L S T U W X Y, 998 A B . Also wanted,
U.S. military medals or decorations, leather presentation cases, marksmanship badges,
ribbon bars, lapel buttons, clasps, citation certificates . Please send list with
prices wanted and describe fully . Thank you!
Michael Jorgensen	-	525 South Lexington	-	Hastings, Nebr. 68901
WANTED FOR MY COLLECTION : Me 40 A B, 80 A, 480 A B C, 550 A, 710 A B, 740 A, 930 A;
Iowa 100 A B, 110 D, 150 D E, 180 A B, 230 B K L, 300 D G J, 310 A E F, 380 B H, 510
A, 590 A C, 600 A E, 630 A, 640 A, 660 A, 710 A B, 850 B J K, 890 A B, 910 A .
E.W. Cummings	-	Box 274	-	Fairfield; Iowa 52556
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : A.W. Gale, Concord, N.H., Civil War token; Oh zo 230 Y 2;
Aria 1000 G; NH 640 K. For Sale Only plus postage as a set, Ark 975 A B and Tenn
600 J, 750 per set .
George H. Wyatt	-	Skylark Lane	-	Lunenburq, Mass . 01462
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : Ariz 1000 A; Ohio 175 Z, 440 C; Pa 320 A, 750 0 W, 870 A ;
Mfg Sample 27 A ; NC 980 C; NY 630 AM; Timetables F G; Germany 480 C.
Edward L. Denee	-	8627 Crispin Drive	-	Philadelphia, Pa . 19136
FOR SALE OR TRADE : 100 Galicn Auto Par , Inc., parking tokens (Neisel Ohio 3335 C)
$12.50 or will trade for Mich. Civil War store cards . Part trade & part cash OK.
A.W. Siebert	-	10201 Plymouth Road - Apt 15	-	Detroit, Mich. 48204
SEND 5 TT and receive 5 diff. WANTED: letters & trade lists from new collectors who
still need common tokens. I need hundreds of common ones myself . $3 for any lot of
50 TT's with 8 or more diff.
Ed Vogel	-	237 Carolina	-	Longview, Wash .
MY CALLING CARD "good for 1 new issue" token for your calling card token, or will
trade it for a California trade check . FOR SALE : Ariz 640 E, $1 .05; Ariz 1000 B C,
200 each .
John G. Nieolosi	-	3002 Galindo Street .	Oakland, Calif. 94601
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FOR SALE AT CATALOGUE: Ind 500 A; W. Va. 200 :A F.
Arthur D. Jordan, Jr.	-	P.O. Box 92	-	Flourtown, Pa. 1905'
BEST CASH OR TRADE OFFER, FOREIGN TT's ONLY :'1933 Chicago International Exposition
12-page magazine, "Wings of a Century" the romance of transportation 1833-1933 . Also
token packs (7 pcs per pk) $1 .00 per pack & postage or trade .
L.D. Matthias	- P.O. .Box 1083,, Bergenline Station -	Union City, N .Y. 07087
SWAP: N.C. & S.C. transportation & parking tokens for old home canning fruit jars,
prefer the ones in colored glass : blue-green, brown, pink, etc. Hunt out grandma's
pantry, attic, smoke house, etc. Send a, list & .description of the ones you find,
and your needs in tokens .
Well Morqan	-	Route 1	-	Midland, N.C. 28107
The following tokens for sale or trade : Minn 300 B at 25y`, 540 AH at $1 .25, 730 H
at 250; Wise 40 E H, 220 C, 230 A, at 250 each .
Floyd 0. Barnett	-	5425 Portland Avenue	-	Minneapolis Minn. 55417
OLD WEATHERFORD, TEX., DEPOTEL TOKEN, TEX 965 I (listed May 1966), 1 still have a
few on hand, $15.00 cash or trade . A few Tex 965 J available to trade . WANTED : any
token dealing with real estate promotion or issued by a land company, and any token
issued for DRAYAGE or by a DRAY LINE or for FREIGHT CARTAGE. Will buy or swap .
John M. Coffee, Jr .	 -

	

P.O. Box 1204

	

-

	

Boston Mass. 02104
ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF U.S.

	

CA,. ,s 45 47, N 'r" , u TO 1W

	

0 pages c of - oun ,
including 27 plates of photographs of rare tokens and a 61-page index of obverse in-
scriptions making it possible to identify the origin of any token. Lists all known
transportation tokens up to time of publication and gives collector valuations .
Price to A.V.A. members $5.50 ($7.50 to others) .
FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, 160 pages with illustrations in
the text, cloth-bound. Lists and prices all known parking tokens. Published 1966.
Price to A .V.A. members $3.50 ($4 .50 to others) . A couple loose-leaf copies are in
stock for those who prefer them, same price . IMPORTANT: MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO "JOHN
M. COFFEE, JR." to facilitate cashing .
American Veeturist Assn .	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass. 02104

= ALL AUCTIONS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE NOVEMBER 21 =

Adventi6ement6 in THE FARE BOX are tree to A.V.A. membehe--6 .einee in even.y .iaaue £b
you wish. Remember to putt ad on separate feet ob paper with your name 6 addkeab,
and submit ad each month and don't run the came ad twice. AUCTIONS may .include only
tohen6 V.ated at 254 or more in Atwood'a Catalogue . FOR SALE ado may loot 154 toh-
e.no

at any 4ptcL Lc price

.you wLAh. For £cucger ad6, write the Editor Loft. na.te. .

= A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT =

Now that the activities of the summer have passed and the daylight hours grow
shorter, we can expect vecturists to spend more of their time on tokens . The months
ahead are ordinarily the busiest of the year for collectors, and this season should
be no exception .

My own token ac*_i'zities have been curtailed for some months now as I have been
making lengthy trips to California . Our plans have become more definite, and we
shall be leaving Med'i.eld for Los Altos Hills on November 10 . The cross-country
trip will be made by car and we figure two weeks will get us there just before our
household goods arrive . I had hoped to make some token stops and a few visits with
collectors along the route, but the lack of available time is severely going to af-
fect those plans as we have to make several stops with relatives along the way . So,
those who write to me, please use my new address given below, and recognize that my
replies will of necessity be somewhat delayed .

Several items of importance to the membership are being taken up with the Exec-
utive Board this month, and you can look forward to a complete report next issue .

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

-

	

P.O. BOX 11661

	

-

	

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94306

-Octobeic 1966-
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= THE S .D. EDWARDS BUS LINE OF SPARTA, WISCONSIN =

-Page 157-

When Wisc 840 B was listed in the May 1966 Fare Box, Ralph Freiberg said in
his notes that he was unsure whether it was a depotel token, or a more recent bus
token . Curious myself, I wrote a little article for the newspaper there, and asked
the editor to publish it, which in due time he did . Shortly after that, I received
a letter from Sparta, from the daughter of Sam D . Edwards, who had issued the token .
In her letter she wrote that she remembered the old tokens, and that they were used
exclusively on horse-drawn hacks . She said that she had thrown them all away some
twelve years ago, and had none left . Then, in a P .S ., she added on that, while
looking in a desk drawer for a stamp to mail the letter, she found one of the tokens!
And there it was, attached to her letter!

Needless to say I was delighted to add another depotel to my collection, and I
responded, asking her for some more information about her father's hack line . She
replied with the following interesting letter :

Dear Mr. Coffee : A man by the name of Hatch ran the bus Line before my father
bought it . He charged 254 to take people to the depot, a mile from the city . My
father started another line and charged 104. He did not buy out Mr . Hatch until
September, 1899 . He ran his bus line for some time before Mr. Hatch sold out to him.
At first he had these long buses with several seats in them, seems to me there must
have been five or six. Then later he got the small two-seated hacks but did not have
them so very long. I cannot remember what he used after that . He operated a horse-
bus line and sold out before World War I. I think the man to whom he sold started
with automobiles . I can enclosing a picture of the building that he bought in 1899 .
He afterwards built a brick barn. He did not operate a Livery . . .

Very often some of the men would forget to call for a customer and my father
always kept a horse and buggy ready and a horse that could run and he always got them
to the train on time .

So the token was definitely a horse-drawn hack token, an authentic depotel .
I received two old photographs with the above letter . One shows the old barn with a
hack standing next to it, a man with a handle-bar mustache sitting in the driver's
seat holding a whip, and two horses attached. A sign on the barn reads : "S .D .
Edwards City Hack $ Baggage Line ." The other picture shows Sam D . Edwards sitting
in a buggy, wearing an old conductor's cap, and I can make out the words "Hack Line"
on the cap's name plate . This is the first time I realized that the drivers of hacks
wore uniform caps .

- J .M.C .

= NEW FINDS =

Things are quiet, and very little has been reported to us in the way of new
finds of rare tokens . It you have acquired a census token lately, please write and
share the news of your good fortune with readers of The Fare Box . This department is
one of the most popular In The Fare Box .

Ed Dence had some good fortune this summer . "A fellow at one of the clubs," he
writes, "who has no Interest in tokens insisted I buy some tokens from him . I didn't
have my book along but I saw one of the tokens was celluloid so I took the chance and
bought them. Imagine! The celluloid token was Ohio 230 D, listed at $7 .50 . There
also were NJ 555 A B, and Pa 750 W ."

Gerald . .Sochor recently sent a letter with 252 and a return envelope to "North
Olmsted Bus Line, No. Olmsted, Ohio" and, amazingly enough, 3 weeks later back came
the envelope with Ohio 660 B D and F .

Your Editor picked up the Wisc 840 B, described above, and Fla 3630 B, listed
this month, was found in the sample box at Greenduck Company, token manufacturers in
Chicago, during this summer .

What have you picked up lately?
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THE CASE OF THE HATEFUL HANDYMAN =

By Gerald E . Johnson

From time to time THE FARE BOX will recall or report instances of scarce or rare
tokens put to odd uses, Perhaps you may recall from past issues reading about tokens
pressed Into service as poker chips, or used as children's play money . However, no
instance could be more novel, or macabre to collectors, than the use, or misuse, of
Wisc 95 A (Consolidated Water Power & Paper Company . employee fare token) .

The village of Biron (pronounced BEER-ON) even today consists largelyof company
homes, that Is, frame houses owned by the employing paper company, for the use of its
employees . These buildings are maintained by the paper company, but minor repairs
are most often handled by the occupant of the building rather than bear the delay and
red tape that invariably are present In this sort of tenant-owner relationship .

The Biron bus token had the misfortunate of. being rather large, and of having a
sizeable center hole . When these pieces were discontinued In the 1920's, persons
having a token or two dropped them into the nearest drawer or junk box, and then as
minor maintenance jobs came up, the 95-A became a brass washer, pressed Into plumb-
ing or repair service.

Today, as the company gradually takes these old buildings from service and dis-
mantles them, an "odd" washer now and again will appear . One such piece turned up
again this month, scuffed on the obverse but readable, and scraped away on the re-
verse and obliterated . Over the years two other such pieces have also found their
way Into the collecting fraternity, battered but unbowed .

So, in a final analysis of the sad fate of Wisc 95 A, not only did this maligned
piece face a token's three natural enemies, passing time, metallic reclaim value,
and historical Indifference. . . but also the final crushinq blow, man's ingenuity for
improvisation .

= A .V .A. MEMBERS MEET IN PHILADELPHIA

The first of a hoped-for series of meetings of Delaware Valley Vecturists was
held in Philadelphia on October 9 at the Central YMCA . A.V.A . members DiMichael,
Hiorth, Paul, Zell, Biery, Ciecka, Gibbons, Gallagher, P1isdom, and Jordan, as well
as non-members Ilartlew and Van der Porten were present, and engaged in the trading,
buying, selling, displaying and bragging about tokens expected at such a gathering.

The group agreed upon holding similar meetings in the future, and tentative
plans for the next meeting were made for Sunday, January 8 . A better, less expensive
meeting place in center-city Philadelphia is needed for future meetings, and sugges-
tions of suitable places are solicited . Details of this meeting will appear in the
December issue of THE FARE BOX .

= SEATTLE GROUP HAS BANQUET w

The Seattle Transportation Token Club had their annual banquet & meeting at the
Edmond Meany Hotel Saturday evening, October 8, with President Byron Johnson presid-
ing . Members present were Shirrod, Chamberlain, Nilson, Hartung, Koskie, O'Hara,
Fouts, Lake, Heppner, and Byron Johnson . Visitors were Mesdames Heppner, Hartung,
and O'Hara, and Mr & Mrs . Koskie, AI's parents . Paul Fouts, the Club's founder,
spoke on early transportation tokens of Seattle, and displayed 3 tokens, dated 1903,
issued by the Grant Street Line . They were aluminum, and numbered . This line ran
from South Park into the heart of Seattle . Paul promised to send a full report to
THE FARE BOX. The possibility of bidding for another A.V.A . ccnvention was discussed,
and Clarence Heppner said that you have to get up before breakfast if you want to
match Bob Ritterband in managing and planning a convention . Heppner claimed that Bob
has the know-how and energy that it takes to put on a national convention .
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= THE TOKENS OF LANCASTER, OHIO =

By Clara Migley

Editor's Note : the five colors of celluloid tokens from Lancaster, Ohio,
are the most familiar of vulcanite & celluloids to new collectors, be-
cause they are the most common . They also had the longest continuous
use of any tokens made of this material . Mrs. MigZey has made a thor-
ough study of the way they were used, and the following article should
be the final word on the subject . Note that the Catalogue account is
not entirely correct .

EACH COLOR OF THE five Lancaster celluloid tokens had its special duty to perform.
The tokens were used from 1896 to 1937 . The green tokens were used like the yellow
tokens until 1908, when the whole supply of them was purchased by the local newspaper,
to be used by its newspaper boys . Some years later they were used on St . Patrick's
Day as a novelty . They are somewhat scarcer than the red or yellow tokens .

The maroon tokens were complimentary, and given to officials of the traction
company, and to special friends of the president of the firm . They were not issued
by conductors, or used by employees who simply showed their badge to ride free . A
comparatively small supply of the maroon tokens was made .

The red tokens were made in the largest quantity, and were sold by various
stores in town in packages of 33 tokens, which sold for a dollar a package . The
store made a dollar profit on each eleven packages sold .

The lemon tokens were errors . The traction company ordered yellow tokens, and
the token manufacturer delivered the lemon-colored ones by mistake . These were not
given to doctors or nurses, as previously believed . . . although one very well-liked
public health nurse did use them, along with a few city officials . The lemon tokens
are comparatively scarce .

The yellow tokens were used by regular passengers, and sold by conductors on
the streetcars at 6 for 25t . The conductors even had little packages of change made
up for the convenience of passengers .

The last trolley car to operate in Lancaster made its run on October 30, 1937 .
Later a token was issued for use on the buses (Ohio 440 F), and approximately 15,000
of these were struck . Later they were siivs ,,-plated, and very few unplated bronze
tokens survived . The only tokens currently in use are Ohio 440 G and H, which are
sold at 25t straight as convenience tokens . There is no reduction for quantity pur-
chases .

The old "Yellow Perils," as the old electric streetcars were known, began life
as horsecars on Market Street in Columbus . They were electrified and began operation
in Lancaster on July 4, 1896 . Two of these trolleys have been stored in the barns of
Lancaster Transit Corporation since the last run in 1937 . Windows have been broken,
the wood crazed, and parts missing . The old No . 6 winter car and the old No . 3 summer
car are now to be restored to their former glory, and on April 13, 1966, were sent to
the Auto Aviation Museum in Cleveland for restoration, which will probably take a year .

= EL PASO - JUAREZ STREETCAR LINE ENDS =

At 12 :10 a .m., on Sunday, August 14, 1966, El Paso City Lines streetcar #1503
began the final run of this famous trolley line . The car made the trip to Mexico and
back again, and the world's last international streetcar line belonged to history .
Although officials called it only a "temporary suspension," it is highly unlikely the
streetcars will ever again operate here, for the recent Chamizal treaty calls for new
bridges north of the present ones used by streetcars, and it's not likely they will
be built to accommodate the trolleys . Besides, the Mexicans have been clamoring for
years to substitute "modern buses" in place of the reliable PCC cars . There is also
talk of constructing a monorail between the two cities, which would be a happier con-
sequence than smog-producing "modern oc e.s ."

This leaves only Boston, Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, New Or-
leans, and San Francisco, still operating streetcar systems . Sic transit gloria mundi.
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OCTOBER SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _

By Ralph Freiberg

-October 1966-

ALASKA
(Reported• ;;by Alan Weighell)Ketchikan 450

KETCHIKAN .ALASKA N.S .T .
0 WM 16 Bar Childs Fare N .S .T. (Gm plated) [no diamonds] $0 .15

(Add (Diamonds) to Alaska 450 N]

IOWA
Denison 290

B o A 26 Sd

(Reported by Marie A . Johnson)
HILTON'S BUS AND TRANSFER AUTO LIVERY PHONE 214

Good For Return Trip
DENISON, IOWA

5 .00

MISSOURI
Bagnell 25 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

KEHR BROS .,& CO . BAGNELL, MO .
Good . For ,250 In Ferrage (32x24mm) 5 .00A o B Ov Sd

Kansas City 440 (Reported by Sam Ruggeri)
G S A REGION 6 ONE TRANSPORTATION UNIT

(same as obverse) .25V A 25 Sd

Trenton 920 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson [C], and Norman Sherman (DI)

C o A 25 Sd
SANDLIN & DYE TRANSFER PHONE 82 TRENTON, MO .

Good From Hotel to Depot 3 .50

D o A 30 Sd
MULLIN BROS. GOOD FOR ONE RIDE TO DEPOT

New Peery Hotel E .K. Carnes, Prop. Trenton, Mo . 5 .00

NORTH CAROLINA
Thomasville 850 (Reported by Odell Morgan)

C o A 18 Sd
THOMASVILLE TRANSIT CO . T

1 .00Good For / One / Fare

OKLAHOMA
Hobart 425 (Reported by Marie A . Johnson)

BRIG"-AN'S BUS LINE HOBART, O .T. PHONE 68. GOOD FOR
/TRIP FROM TOWN TO DEPOT

(blank)

RETURN

3 .50A o Fk 36 Sd

SOUTH DAKOTA
Miscellaneous 1000 (Reported by Arthur D. Jordan, Jr .)

THE GLOBE LAND & LOAN INCORPORATED CAPITAL STOCK $40,000

H o A 38 Sd
/PRESHO, SO. DAK .

Good For Carfare When You Buy Lend of Us .
/This Check Will Save You Money
/Lyman County Land Will Make you Money . 2 .50

TEXAS
Quanah 770 (Reported by W .A . Whitfield)

5.00A o A 20 Sd
QUANAH-ELDORADO BRIDGE COMPANY

Good For 12)1 .In Trade

Weatherford 965 (Reported by John Coffee)

L o B Oc Sd
J.C . PILAND GOOD TO RETURN FROM HOTELS ONLY

5 .00Weatherford Tex. (26mm)
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WISCONSIN
Oconto 600 (Reported by Harold Ford)

VYES BUS AND BAGGAGE LINE OCONTO, WIS .
C o B Ov Sd

	

Good For 1 Ride (31x22mm)

	

$5.00

Ripon 750 (Reported by Daniel DiMichael)
H . LYLE

B o A 25 Sd

	

Omnibus Check Ripon

	

5 .00

UNIDENTIFIED, (Reported by John Coffee)
WIEBOLDT'S SPRING FASHION-GO-ROUND

113 A 20 Sd

	

Good For One Ride

CANADA-ONTARIO
Orono 660 (Reported by Alan Weighell)

ORONO STAGE LINE J .W. JACKSON PROP. ORONO, ONT .
A o A 25'Sd

	

Good For One Fare

	

1.00

QUEBEC
Patterns 998 (Reported by J . Douglas Ferguson)
L L 25 Sd [Same as Quebec 970 A, but made of Lead instead of white

CORRECTIONS
Ill 910 A,B [listed July 1966] make the size 26mm
Unidentified #109 (listed June 1966] should be deleted ; does not exist in brass .

= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

This month we have a new token from Ketchikan, Alaska. Mr . Weighell obtained
one of the Ketchikan tokens, and noticed that it was gun-metal plated . I don't know
why we call tokens which have been colored black "gun-metal-plated," but we have done
this for some time . The New Issues Service was able to obtain enough of these tokens
for its members . The fare rate is still the same as when the 16mm white metal token
was listed . The WM token was first used March 1, 1962 . Why the new batch of tokens

were blackened, I do not know . However, we do know that the blackened tokens were
struck from an entirely different die, because the older WM token had two diamonds
on the obverse, while the new blackened token does not have these diamonds .

Marie Johnson has discovered several old rare tokens which are reported in this
issue . Very little of the history behind them is known. The Is 290 B probably dates
from after World War I, as it says "auto livery" on it, indicating that it is a late
type of depotel . Notice the common error in spelling, "ferrage" on the Bagnell, Mo .,

token. Mrs . Johnson has heard from one woman who remembers the old ferry, but not
much else . Bagnell is right on the Lake of the Ozarks .

Sam Ruggeri noted from my article some time back that other General Services
Administration offices might have used tokens, and he did some checking, and came up
with an unlisted one from Kansas City. We hope he will have a story on the use of
these tokens for The Fare Box before long .

Mr . Morgan came across a few more of the Thomasville, N .C ., tokens and noticed
that the reverse of a couple of the tokens was different . Rather than having the T
in the center of the reverse, the word ONE is across the center, whereas on the oth-
er tokens previously listed (January 1965) there is a T in the center and ONE FARE
runs around the bottom of the token . Perhaps we'll have photographs of these for
you one of these issues .

When the land company token was listed in the July 1966 Fare Box, Dave Jordan
noted that he had one with a slightly different reverse, which we are listing this
month.

The bridge token from Quanah, Texas, was used an a bridge over the Red River
between Texas and Oklahoma . Quanah is not right on the river, but as the name Qua-
nah is on the token, we're listing the token from there . The town is a junction

metal]
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point on Highway 287, If you go north you go over the Red River, and if you go sc : h
you go over the Pease River . Mr . Whitfield wrote the daughter of G .R. Campbell, t: : :-
first man to run the toll bridge . She mentioned that the bridge probably started
about 1920, and her father moved there in 1921 . The bridge was built and owned by
the Austin Brothers Bridge Company of Dallas, which also owned the Quanah-Crowell
Bridge Company (perhaps that one also used a-token), whose bridge crosses the Pease
River . Mr. Campbell moved into town in 1926 and someone else took over . When the
bridge was opened there was a dirt road from Quanah to the bridge, which was then on
the east of a railroad bridge . In 1928 the state bought the toll bridge, straight-
ened out the highway and built a new concrete bridge west of the railroad bridge .
Mr . Campbell's daughter was shown a picture of the token, and she remembered that
they were used as change for other rates . The toll charge for a car was one dollar .
Mr. Campbell died in 1940 and his daughter did not have any of the tokens, but did
remember that they were used back when she was a girl .

Mr . Coffee found the Piland token from Weatherford in the batch of Baker depotel
token he turned up last Spring . There was only one of the Piland tokens, and that
apparently is all that will ever show up . Mr . Coffee talked with a descendant of
J.C . Piland, who remembered the hacks and the tokens, but said they had not been
used since around the turn of the century, and she had no idea where any of them
might be . She had none herself .

The oval Oconto token was issued by the same firm that issued another token
from this city, but we have no history on the line . The Ripon token is somewhat
similar to the "A" token from Ripon listed previously . In fact, Dan DiMichael
thought he had the A token until he looked at the picture in the March 1966 Fare Box,
and realized that his was quite different .

The unidentified token, which Mr . Coffee obtained from Chuck Lipsky, a former
A.V.A. member, is a real puzzler . It may not even be a transportation token, but
only a clever advertising token . However, as it says "good for one ride" we list it
on the assumption that it was an amusement ride of some sort. It anyone recognizes
the name WIEBOLDT--perhaps it is the name of a department store somewhere--please
let us know .

Mr . Weighell found someone who had several of the Orono, Ont ., tokens, who was
giving them away . Fortunately a few collectors were able to obtain one each, but
only four or five in all . Perhaps more of them will show up. The line operated some
time ago, between Orono and Newcastle I understand .

More and more Canadian patterns seem to be turning up, and one suspects that
some of them were made for collectors, and hence are not true "patterns" in our
sense of the word--that is, made to demonstrate to prospective users of the tokens
what the tokens would be like in a given metal or type . Thus, some of these are
more correctly described as "so-called patterns," and we are thinking of having a
special section in the next catalogue for such tokens, to distinguish collector-
made pieces from true patterns .

= OCTOBER NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G. Nicolosi

This will be a lean month, with only one token coming your way: Alas 450 0,
which both regular and associate members of the N.I.S. wilt receive . This is used
as a school token, and we are grateful to Mr . Weighell for the tip on this one .
The token is like 450 N, but has smaller letters, and no diamonds, and has been
blackened. Some of the black has worn off of the tokens I'ZZ be sending out, as
they've been in use 2 to 3 years already .

Remember to be on the lookout for new school tokens now that the new school
season has started.

This month we welcome Toby Frisbee to the regular members of N.I.S., and Mr.
Ore Vacketta from the waiting list to Associate membership . Incidentally, if any
N.I.S., members haven't been getting tokens from me, you'd better check to see if
your account is in arrears . Also, waiting-list people may purchase Alas 450 0 from
me for 200 and a stamped envelope, if they would like one .
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= OCTOBER SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =
By Kenneth E. Smith

CHINA
Shanghai 720 (Reported by K. Smith)

THE CHINA GENERAL OMNIBUS CO. LTD.
I o A 28 Sd

	

5 (in circles) (thick)

	

$0.50

DENMARK
Copenhagen 160 (Reported by Kenneth Smith & Roland Atwood)

H. Z .
XAo B 23 Sd

	

10 Orer I Varer

	

.25
XBo B 18 Sd

	

n " n n

	

.25
H. Z . TIVOLI 25 25

XCo B 23 Ch

	

(same as obverse)

	

.25
POUL KRISTENSEN 25 TIVOLI 25

XDo B 23 Hx-sc (same as obverse)(Sv-plated)

	

.25
BRD. STEFANSEN. 25 DAGESLOB

XEo B Oc Pc

	

Tivoli (Sv-plated)(25mm)(2 pierced holes)

	

.25
BIRCH 25 TIVOLI

XFo B 26 Sd

	

(same as obverse)(Sc)(Sv-plated)

	

.25
TIVOLI 10 GRONA LUND STOCKHOLM (SCENE)

XGo B 23 Sd

	

VinstpolZett (scene)

	

.25
HF,MMINGSEN 25 TIVOLI

XHo B Sq Sd

	

(same as obverse)(rounded corners)(23mm)

	

.25
(XA-XH are amusement ride tokens used at the Tivoli amusement park)

SCOTLAND
Glasgow 420 (Reported by Donald Capper)

THE GLASGOW & PARTICK OMNIBUS COY LIMITED G & P 0 COY .
AJo B 25 Sd

	

Inside (within wreath of laurel leaves)

	

6.00

FRANCE
Saint Etienne 800 (Reported by K . Smith)
on A B C it should be TERRASSE and not "terrace"
Between H I the following two lines were omitted :

CIE DES CHEMINS DE FER A VOLE ETROITE ST. ETIENNE (ARMS)
I o A 25 Sd

	

Bon Pour Tout Parcours a 15c (Sc)
TRAMWAYS ELECTRIQUES ST. ETIENNE 10c.

0 o A 25 Sd

	

Force Motr~ice A . Grancnont Rue ThioZZiere

	

.50

OMNIBUS DESSERVANT LA GAPE DE ST. ETIENNE (LOIRE)
/BON POUR UNE PLACE

P o WM 24 Sd

	

Mussageries Grandest Petite Vitesse Francois Favre

	

.50

UNIDENTIFIED (Reported by K. Smith)
NOLTING REIMERS & CO. BON POUR UN VOYAGE

999A B 32 Sd

	

(blank)

Please keep the listings coming, and remember to send rubbings .

KENNETH E. SMITH

	

-

	

328 AVENUE F

	

-

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90277

The Northeast VeetuAist Aaan . wile meet Satwtday, Novemb vt 12 at 10 a.m . £n ALZia'

Reatawtant - 48 Ea6t 29th St . - New Vonfz City. The seide6 o6 the Disneyland A .V.A.

Convention wLU be bhounl, and in addition A,?-W' 6amouz aoard-winning collection o6
celluloid 6 vulcanite tofzen.a wttt be ondisplay. AU vectwtiat6 axe welcome. One

o6 the 6amou6 AtU6 luneheon4 will be heaved a6 wauat, alone worth the visit .
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ILLINOIS
Belvidere 3045 (Reported by Stephen M, Bezark)

WOODEN NICKEL THE SECOND NATIONAL BANK OF BELVIDERE (INDIAN HEAD)
A o Wr 38 Sd We Pay $1 .00 Cash For Twenty Tokens Parking Token (1951-56) .15

Chicago 3150 (BD reported by Max Schwartz ; BE,BF locations by Joe Kotler)
PARKING TOKEN FOR NORTH SHORE NAT'L BANK

.25BD B 23 Sd Good During Banking Hours Only

BE
JEFFERSON BUILDING (GATE)

.25Bz 25 Sd Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . A)(ex-Unid . 3011)

BF Bz 25 Sd
CLEARNING PARKING LOT (GATE)

.25Parcoa Token (gate) (Rev . A,C)(ex-Unid . 3013)

Macomb 3535

A B 23 Sd

(Reported by John Nicolosi)
W .I .U .

-) .15Macomb Parking Western Illinois University (9/65

Oak Park 3640 (ex-Unid . 3012 ; location reported by Joe Kotler)

.25
U - AUTO PARK B - G LTD (GATE)

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . B)(11-58 -)E Bz 25 Sd

Waukegan 3890 (Reported by Bezark)

.25
MARING PARKING AREAS WAUKEGON (GATE)

A Bz 25 Sd Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . B)

INDIANA
Hammond 3390 (ex-Unid . 3014 ; location reported by Joe Kotler)

.25
T & P PARKING LOT (GATE)

A Bz 25 Sd Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . C)(1/62 -)(Tom & Pete's)

Michigan City 3610 (ex-Unid . 3016,3020 ; location reported by Kotler)
EDGEWOOD PARKING LOT (GATE)

.25B Bz 25 Sd Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . C)(1960 -)

C Bz 25 Sd
MERCHANTS BANK (GATE)

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . C)(1960 -) .25

MICHIGAN
Trenton 3935

A o Wr 38 Sd

(Reported by A .W. Siebert)
WOODEN NICKEL TRENTON STATE BANK (HEAD OF INDIAN)

.15We Pay $1 .00 Cash For Twenty Tokens (ca 1955)

NEBRASKA
Omaha 3700

E o B 23 Sd

(Reported by Mrs . Elaine Swanson)

.25
HILLTOP HOUSE

Free Parking (9/64 - 6/28/66)
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= OCTOBER SUPPLEMENT : TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS =

CALIFORNIA

By Duane H . Feisel

(Reported by Steve Album)
GARFIELD THEATRE

Redeemable With Ticket Purchase (Vars .)

(Reported by Quincy A . Laflin)
RIO HONDO COLLEGE RH

(same as obverse) (9/66 -)

(Reported by John Coffee)
SENTINEL-STAR PARKING LOT FREE PARKING

(same as obverse)(used circa 1951)

$0.25

.25

1 .00

Alhambra 3015

A B 23 Sd

Whittier 3975

C WM 25 Sd

FLORIDA
Orlando 3630

B o A 30 Sd
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London 3470 (Reported by Roy 1 . Scott, Jr .)

CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK OF LONDON (GATE)
A

	

Bz 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate) (Rev . C,D)

	

$0.25

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greer 3510(Reported by R .H . Smith)

COMPLIMENTS OF MERCHANTS OF GREER
A B 23 Sd

	

Free Customer Parking

	

.25
COMPLIMENTS OF MERCHANTS OF GREER, S .C .

B B 25 Sd

	

Free Customer Parking

	

.25

TEXAS
Dallas 3255 (Reported by John C . Clymer)

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL OF DALLAS (GATE)
L

	

Bz 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate) (Rev . D)(5/1/66 -)(surface oxidized dark)

	

.25

Fort Worth 3340 (Reported by Maurice Murdock)
HARRIS HOSPITAL (GATE)

F Bz 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev. D)

	

.25

VIRGINIA
Norfolk 3580 (Reported by B.R. Rogers)

LEIGH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
K

	

B 23 Sd

	

Physician Parking Only (11/65 -)

	

.25

WASHINGTON
Seattle 3780 (Reported by Harry C . Bartley)

ARCADE PLAZA PARKING 1315-2nd AVE .
K

	

B 23 Sd

	

(same as obverse)

	

.25

UNIDENTIFIED PARKING TOKENS (Reported by J .L . Hargett)
GOOD FOR A PARKING AT BROOK'S PARKING STATION E . END EXCHGE

3024 B 25 Sd

	

(same as obverse)

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
31 . Alas 3050 B: add variety description (reported 6/66)

(0 : Bottom of ANCHORAGE aligns . . .)
a . (center of A -- slant of K)
b . (right slant of A -- upright of K)

32 . Mich 3930 D: add (Rev . E)(reported 9/66)
33. NC 3020 A : add variety description

(0 : Propeller points . . .)
a . (between OS -- between 10)
b . (0 -- I)

34 . NC 3630 G : add variety description
(R : Propeller points . . .)
a . (H -- ,)
b . (T -- ,)

35 . Ohio 3165 J : on obverse should be VOLUNTEERS, not "volunteer" (9/66)

= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =

Parking token activity continues strong as we have another large listing this
month . Depending on what the time sched, ;le tt :ns out to be for the next issue, and
how this fits in with my moving plans, we could have another substantial listing in
November .

At the Garfield Theatre, entry to their parking lot req'iires doposit of 252 in
a machine which issues a token, and opens the gate . The token can then be applied
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toward the price of admission to the theatre . The owner states that the tokens are
presently In short supply, but that a couple of thousand should be floating around
the Alhamb ra area .

Exit from a special gate-controlled visitor's parking lot at Rio Hondo Junior
College requires one of the tokens . Only 500 tokens were struck .

The Sentinel-Star is a newspaper in Orlando . Information concerning use of the
tokens is almost completely lacking . The newspaper has none of the tokens on hand
according to reports received .

The wooden nickel plan for the Belvidere, Ill ., bank never really was put into
operation, but was considered about 10-15 years ago . None of the tokens is available
at the bank .

Aside from the locations and some dates, nothing more is known about the prev-
iously unidentified Parcoa-type tokens being reported this month for Illinois and
Indiana . All of my letters have either been returned, or they remain unanswered .
Should anyone be able to turn up any information for these tokens, please pass it
along to me for reporting .

Students at WIU can purchase tokens at 100 each or 12 for $1 . These tokens are
used to gain exit from a gate-controlled lot ; 2,000 tokens were manufactured .

When the street parking meters were discontinued in Trenton, Mich ., the Trenton
State Bank halted their use of wooden nickel type tokens . The tokens were given to
bank customers with each transaction and could be accumulated for redemption by the
bank .

The tokens for the Hilltop House were used to control parking in the hotel park-
ing lot which is intended for use by patrons of the hotel and the dining room .

The Central National Bank of London tokens are presumably used in the fashion
that most of the bank tokens are used . These tokens will be difficult to obtain as
the bank president replied to my inquiry that he considered the "fad of collecting a
lot of damn foolishness ."

Apparently the Greer, S .C., tokens are given out by the merchants to customers
with purchases of a given size . These tokens are probably used in special gate-
controlled lots .

Tokens are issued only to attending physicians in Leigh Memorial Hospital, and
will thus be difficult to obtain . One thousand of the tokens were struck .

The Arcade Plaza tokens are sold to tenants for distribution to customers . At
one time a number of PTMS 3005 A tokens were enameled red for a special promotional
plan, but these tokens are not in general use.

A last minute addition to THE FARE BOX last month was my note concerning two
previously scarce tokens . The tokens in question are Conn 3175 C, available from me
at 35¢, and Tex 3050 A, available from me at $2 .60 . Supplies of these two tokens
have been located, and they are no longer scarce . The Texas token has been obtained
from the source which is selling them at $2 .50 each--hence the high price for it .
So if you want these tokens for your collection you may order them from me . Accord-
ing to the information received, Tex 3050 A is a meter text token used by city em-
ployees from April 1937 to 1938 ; approximately 350 tokens were struck . It is worth-
while nothing that this token is the exact size of a 50 piece .

Members of the Parking Token New Issues Service (openings are still available)
will receive the following tokens this month : Mich 3935 A, Neb 3700 E, and (finally)
NH 3820 B. The Portsmouth tokens are from a new batch just received from the token
manufacturer ; it appears that the same dies were used as employed for striking one of
the initial varieties, except that the "flip" is different .

Reports of new discoveries or new issues are very much welcomed and appreciated .

Please send them to me at my new . address :

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

P.O. BOX 11661

	

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94306

CtoAa M.igtey heponts that ahe ChA.P,&c.othe, Ohio, tokens ahe now inn use; none ob them
are ob4oZete and they sekt at 254 each (convenience tokens?) . . . . Faxes in (&vixen, Ohc
have been hjfzed ,9tom 254 to 304 £on adutt6, and tokens bnom 4/90 to 4/$1 ; ehftdnen'4
tokens continue at 3/50 an cash bane ob 204 .
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THE FARE BOX

VOLUME 20, NUMBER 11 NOVEMBER, 1966

MINNEAPOLIS CHOSEN FOR 1967 A .V.A . CONVENTION

A.V.A. President Duane H. Feisel has announced that the Executive Board of the
A.V.A. voted to hold the 1967 Annual Convention in Minneapolis, Minnesota . The dates
will be Friday through Sunday, August 4,5,6 . Several previous conventions have been
held in Minneapolis, and the members of the Midwest Transportation Token & Ticket
Club have never failed to provide a wonderful time for those attending . We all took
forward to another visit to the beautiful city of the upper Middle West .

Mr. Feisel also announced that the Executive Board will pick the site of the
1968 A.V.A. Convention early in 1967, thereby giving members greater advance notice
and giving convention planning committees more time to make their plans . So invita-
tions for the 1968 Convention are hereby solicited, and should be received by Mr .
Feiset by February 1, 1967. Then, hereafter, each Executive Board will choose the
convention site two years in advance . Thus officers elected this coming August will
choose the site of the 1969 Convention .

Together with this issue members will find two ballot envelopes and a ballot for
voting on the constitutional amendments passed at the Disneyland Convention in Aug-
ust. The ballot is on the last sheet. The top of the sheet explains the issues,
and the bottom of the sheet is the actual ballot. It should be torn off along the
dotted line, inserted in the "Official Ballot" envelope and seated . Then this sealed
envelope should be inserted in the larger printed envelope addressed to Donald Maz-
eau. Don Mazeau, our Secretary, has been appointed Election Chairman for the pur-
poses of the voting on the constitutional amendments . Note that the deadline for re-
ceipt of ballots is January 15, so we suggest you mail your ballot in immediately .
Incidentally, Don Mazeau saves used commemoratives, so why not do him a favor and use
a cormwmorative stamp when you mail the ballot to him? The last sheet is not a part
of this issue, so don't worry about mutilating your copy of The Fare Box when you
tear off the ballot.

This "November" issue is coming to you in mid-December, and is up to date as of
December 10 including all ads and announcements received as of this date . So it is
not late except in an unfortunate technical sense . Over the Christmas vacation we'll
try to get out a December issue prior to January 1 . So please get in the ads right
away for the final issue of our 20th voZzune . Meanwhile, we think this issue is an
especially great one, and we hope you enjoy reading it . Merry Christmas!

!!!mi!!!!!!iiii!iliiii!!!!!!im...	!n!. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. ..... . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . ...... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .
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= SOME CORRECTIONS TO LAST MONTH'S FOREIGN TOKEN SUPPLEMENT =

By A.C . Hazevoet

DENMARK 160 XA,XB

Neither of these tokens has anything to do with transportation . They are simply
trade checks : "vare" (the singular of the substantive) is the Danish word for "art-
icle" ; the plural "varer" means "goods" or "merchandise ." The Danish crown (krone)
has 100 Ore, thus the translation of the reverse wording of these two tokens clearly
shows that they are good for 10 Ore in goods, or in trade .

DENMARK 160 XC,XD,XE,XF,XH

The Danes like all types of gambling and roulette, but they don't like to play
in special buildings which are called "casinos" in other countries. Moreover they
don't like to spend large amounts by gambling . They prefer the open play and roul-
ette halls, or simple stands which you can find by way of attractions in all their
amusement parks or tivolis ("Tivoli" is the name of the famous amusement park in
Copenhagen, but the amusement parks in smaller cities are also often called by that
name) . In the Copenhagen Tivoli you will find many opportunities to gamble or to
play roulette . An entrance fee is never asked . Many visitors don't play, they only
look at the players as they win or lose (as I have often done when I was in Tivoli) .
These roulettes use thousands, and thousands of tokens of many different types and de-
signs : round, oval, square, octagonal, solid, center-holed, pierced, etc ., made of
various metals, and with many different names on them--names of the present owner of
the roulette, or of the former owner, or of the owner of a roulette in other cities,
etc. Often they also use former trade checks . These tokens always cost 25 Ore each
(4 for one Danish crown), and now you will understand why the listed tokens all have
the figure "25" on one side, and why it is very well possible that the former trade
checks 160 XA and XB have also been used as play tokens .

Denmark 160 XC,XD,XE,XF,XH, are definitely all play tokens . I could very easily
write several pages of listings of such tokens currently in use in Denmark amusement
parks, as well as in Swedish amusement parks . Similar tokens are also often used in
gambling machines (one-armed bandits, etc .) which will be found in all Scandinavian
amusement parks .

DENMARK 160 XG

"GrtSna Lund" is the amusement park in Stockholm, Sweden . The name of the city
is on the reverse side of the token . This token is clearly from Stockholm, Sweden .
The word "vinst" in Swedish means "profit," and "pollett" is the word for ticket or
token . This is simply a play token ; it has nothing to do with transportation .

There is a wooden niekeZ in6enibed FREE RIVE FOR TIRED OR RETIRED GINNERS LUB-
BOCK ELECTRIC CO. Don McKetvey was cuAious, and wrote to Lubbock Etectkic Co . and
asked about the .item. Back came the 4ouowing res ponze 4nom them :

"We have been unable to find any more of the wooden nickels you requested . The
tokens were used several years ago as a promotional item during the annual cotton
ginners' convention at Dallas, Texas, whereby the holder of such a token was entitled
to a free ride around the convention exhibits in a gala "wheelchair" designated "for
tired or retired ginners ." This was the first and last time the tokens were used ."

An h teneating .item. However, we do not .list wooden nickels as tran6portnti.on
tokens any Zongen, because the 4

	

which manufactwte them have been grinding out
thousands o4 "xest'tikes" and 4anta6 y pieces which cute 6otd 4ok a bew cents apiece.
This means that Uni,denti4ied 83.thnu 92a and 92b (but not 921 wi-U not be Vzted as
tokens in 4utune eatatogae6 . We may have a separate ti.sting o4 wooden tokens Lit the
back o4 the book. But as i t is now we have no way o4 knowing whether a given wooden
item was actuatty used, oh ua6 produced by a manufacturer 4o)L additional pro4-its .
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= VICTOR WOLF, HERO AND HACKMAN =

By Gerald E . Johnson

Liverybusmen in general have never been a widely publicized group . They have
come to life largely beneath the pens of American Vecturist Association members who
covet their tokens, and thereby resurrect their life stories .

Early historical records have scarcely even nodded to these industrious indivi-
duals, and even county histories have little if any mention of the liveryman and his
daily toil .

Over a period of years, one startling exception to this rule has prevailed ; one
liveryman, who was not only prominent within his city, but also gained fame through-
out his state and nationally as well . Needless to say, his fame was not as a livery
man, or even as a civic strongman, but rather as a soldier and politician . Victor
Wolf was a young man of 32 in the year 1860 and a solid citizen of the thriving city
of Eau Claire, Wisconsin (population 9,000) . Wisconsin had been a state but twelve
years now, and civil leadership varied from nonexistent to very shaky politically-
appointed carpetbaggers . When the Civil War broke out, Wisconsin was not even consid-
ered as a source of manpower, and much to the surprise of the powers that be, hun-
dreds of volunteers demanded to be given the chance to defend the Union to which they
had been attached but a few scant years .

Leader and organizer of one such group of volunteers was businessman Victor Wolf .
Mr . Wolf had gone into the teaming business in 1858 and had parlayed sound business
practices into a thriving livelihood, and was highly respected by his fellow business-
men and the public in general . After a brief training period at Camp Randall, near
Madison, Wisconsin, Victor Wolf and Company C 4 8th Regiment, _Wisconsin Volunteers,
marched off to battle in 1861 .

They quickly won national attention through their battle proficiency and their
unusual mascot "Old Abe," a huge bald eagle who, with piercing cries, led the regi-
ment into the fight . Reams of writings of the Civil War deal with the Old Abe regi-
ment and their exploits, and beneath the ballyhoo for the eagle lies a sound combat
record that is even spectacular at points . The leadership of Victor Wolf was not
political, as were so many Civil War appointees of the North .

With the end of hostilities, Victor Wolf returned to his Eau Claire business,
now a well-known state and national hero .

Eau Claire, a growing city, was the hub of lumbering activities in western Wis-
consin, and Wolf's "city bus line" along with other Wolf business ventures, continued
to boom. In 1872 Victor Wolf was elected chief of police, a position he held until
1877 while his son John (24 years old at the time) ran the livery business . John
Wolf was running eight buses at this time . The four day-buses were light carriages
pulled by two horses, and they carried only eight persons . The nii_?it buses were
large egg-shaped omnibuses drawn by three horses, harnessed abrea i . . These heavy
springed behemoths much resembled stage coaches, and had a capacity of fourteen per-
sons plus the driver, who rode on top . The three hotels serviced were the Commercial,
Eau Claire, and Galloway, all about a mile distant from the city's three train depots .
The day coach also operated as a taxi service, picking up passengers on call .

As the railroads inched westward, Wisconsin gradually "awakened" to an influx of
new settlers, and became more and more the prime selling area for the drummers and
traveling salesmen of the Chicago area . With this influx of new people came the in-
evitable competition for livery business . An early Eau Claire business directory
lists no less than eleven competing liveries and dray lines . However, superior
equipment and long-established reputation and reliability made the Wolf Bus Line by
far the most popular with travelers and local folks .

Civil War hero Victor Wolf died in 1910, and the Wolf Bus Line continued to op-
erate under the ownership of his son John C . Wolf.

The change from horse-drawn to mechanized transportation came early in Eau
Claire due to the progressive guidance of John Wolf . The early buses were things of
beauty, with shimmering polished black sides and snow white tires (not whitewalls ;
the whole tire was white rubber) . These 1915 model four-cylinder Buicks were much
like

	

huge bathtubs on wheels, with side door loading and an exit step at the
rear. The whole upper third of the bus was window glass, 1S windows in all, plus
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the windshield, and passengers sat nearly six feet above the ground as they cruised
in airy comfort to and from their destinations .

In 1920 John Wolf sold the bus line to John Pepper who continued to run the bra
service into the early 1930's . This firm, known as Wolf Pepper Company, among other
operations ran a small autobus . John Wolf is listed as treasurer of the company .

The first tokens used by the Wolf's Bus Line were scalloped-edge aluminum pieces
used around 1895 . Mr. Wolf's grandson also remembers heavy green cardboard tokens
(or tickets) being used before the scalloped tokens . The scalloped piece is listed
as Wisc 180 C in the 2nd Edition of Atwood's Catalogue, and at this writing only two
of them are known to exist . Later issues were the "one passage" token, 180 D, and a
later motor bus token good between hotels (180 E) . This final token was used between
1917 and 1920 .

Towering alone above the unheralded depot hotel men of the late 19th and early
20th Centuries stands Victor Wolf, preserved in history like so many other A.V.A.
"hackmen" by his metal tokenry, but remembered as well by historians non-vecturist,
as captain of Company C, the "Old Abe Regiment" of Civil War fame .

*****

= JANUARY MEETING IN PHILADELPHIA =

The January meeting of Philadelphia Area Vecturists will be held on Sunday,
January 8, 1967, from 2 :00 p .m. until 6 :00 p.m., at the Liberty Federal Savings &
Loan Association, 202 North Broad Street, Philadelphia . This meeting place, only a
block from the YMCA where we met last month, has been arranged for by Mr. Zell . Note
the time of the meeting ; we cannot enter the building before the time shown .

- Arthur D. Jordan, Jr .

= THE WIEBOLDT TOKEN - UNIDENTIFIED 113 =

Last month we listed as Unidentified #113 a 20mm aluminum token inscribed "WIE-
BOLDT'S SPRING FASHION-GO-ROUND" on obverse, and "Good For One Ride" on reverse .
Since then several collectors have reported that Wieboldt's is a Chicago department
store, with branches In surrounding suburbs . Recently John Nicolosi wrote to the de-
partment store In Chicago inquiring about the aluminum token . Back came the follow-
ing letter from Miss Virginia Gallagher, Manager for Special Events :

"The token of which you speak was used as a special promotional gimmick some
years ago, by our High School Fashion Board. The event for which it was prepared was
a one-time affair . No more of the tokens are in existence, so far as I know . I have
been in this position with Wieboldt's for six years . It happened before my time .
Nothing in our files remains about the tokens . Sorry ."

So now we know where the token was used . But we still don't know exactly how it
was used, or why it says "good for one ride" on it . Until we know for certain that
It was actually good for a,real ride on something that moved, we shall hold up list-
ing it as a transportation token . It would appear, however, that it did provide
transportation of some sort--perhaps on a special bus to bring people to the store .

Jackson (Miss .) City Lines went out o6 business December .10 ; service will continue,
undex a new company, Jackson Transit Corp. . . . WiP2iamsport Bus Co. (Penna.) has hiked
6ane6 6rom 204 to 254, and tokens 6nom 3/55 to 3160 . . . . Wanren (Ohio) Tran6pontatton
Co . p&n6 to discontinue alt aenv ce January 7 when its 6ranchi6e expires; the 6inm
Lost $200,000 in 1966, and business dxopped o6b sharply since August when sakes wexe
increased . . . . O0oodtawn 8 Southern Motor Coach Co . (Pa 10 C,D,E,F) has nailed cash sake
6rom 224 -to 234, and tokens 4rom 204 to 214, efi6eetive Last Juty 10 . . . . and in case
you hadn't heaxd, the New Vonk subway bare is 204 now; same tokens, being used.
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= THE CHICAGO Fr SOUTH SIDE RAPID TRANSIT RAILROAD COMPANY =
By Donald G. Punshon

The Chicago & South Side Rapid Transit Railroad Company was organized in 1891 as
one of the first elevated railroads in the country . From the start the line was
called the "Alley Road," because the first section was built over the alley between
State Street and Wabash Avenue from Van Buren to 39th Street . This section, about 4
miles long, started operation on June 6, 1892 . On May 12, 1893, an additional four
and three-quarters miles were opened to the site of, and in time for, the Columbian
Exposition in Jackson Park .

The company started with steam engines for motive power . These engines were
built by Baldwin Locomotive Works on special order for this work . They weighed 28
to 30 tons and were only 26 feet long, being built on a special short drive wheel
base with swivel trucks . The tender and tank were built into the engine and there
was a special covering under the fire box . Hot sparks were a threat to the ties and
stations, not to mention the people and horses under the structure .

When the Columbian Exposition opened in 1893 the line had 45 of these engines,
and 180 cars . It has been estimated that these trains carried approximately 10 mil-
lion people to and from the fair grounds . In fact many people considered the "L"
ride as one of the great attractions of the fair along with riding the great new Fer-
ris Wheel and seeing the one and only Little Egypt .

After the fair the cost of operation was just too great for the revenue taken in,
and on September 16, 1896, the company was sold at a foreclosure sale . A new company,
the South Side Elevated Railroad, was organized and chartered January 14, 1897 . The
first step taken was to connect the line into the Chicago Loop Railroad,

	

. . .along
with north and west side lines being built at this time . The second step was modern-
ization and electrification . The original 180 cars were converted to electric oper-
ation, and went in service April 20, 1898 . At this time the line was used to test
Frank Sprague's multiple-unit control system, and was the first to use this sytem .
This is the system which made multiple car electric trains possible, and is now used
throughout the world in subways and other rapid transit systems .

With electrification the little work horse steam engines were sold as surplus .
Logging roads purchased most of them as they were ideally suited to this kind of work .
About five years ago one of the engines was discovered still in use in the jungles of
South Americal

The various elevated lines were later incorporated into the Chicago Rapid Trans-
it System, and finally became a part of the Chicago Transit Authority .

The original structure is still in use, and if you ride it today you can still
see a reminder of the original steam engines . Looking down the track you can detect
a slight rise as it approaches the station and a slight down-grade as it leaves the
station . This was built into the line to provide a slight braking effect on the ap-
proach, and to give a slight assist to the engine as it started away from the station .

The tokens of this line were used only for the first month or two of operation,
and were a fare check used within the station itself. Anyone who has ever ridden the
"L" and had to wait on the platform for a train in bad weather knows just how wet and
cold one can get . For speed and efficiency as well as passenger comfort, the fare
check system was used . The passenger paid his fare when he entered the ground level
station and was given one of these aluminum gate checks . If the weather was bad he
could remain in the station where it was dry and warm as well as light . When a train
was approaching the station the gate man would call the passengers and they could rap-
idly go up to the open platform to board the train, dropping their tokens into the
gate man's box to show that they had previously paid their fares . The stations on
the line at this time were Van Buren, or 5th Street, 12th Street, 15th Street, 18th
Street, 22nd Street, 26th Street, 29th Street, 31st Street, 33rd Street, and 39th
Street . With luck eventually the entire set will show up . After all, we have al-
ready passed the half-way mark .

= HOW MANY NEW MEMBERS WILL YOU PROPOSE IN 1967? =
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TRADE : My Wash 3780 C and J, 254 parking tokens, for your 254 parking tokens plus
stamped addressed envelope .
Ted Hartung	-	3102 So. 148th St .	-	Seattle, Wash. 98:&;
ROLL STEEL CENTS : trade for best offer of foreign TT's or German & French coins, dat-
ed before 1945. S Lincoln - 10 for German or French coin valued 254 or over, dated
before 1945. Two rolls cir. Canadian Sm cents, trade for Amer . & For. TT's or French
or German coins best offer. Postage on all, trades .
L. D. Matthias	-	Box 1083, Bergenline Station	-	Union City, N.J. 07087
FOR AUCTION: CONN 235 B. Also 2 sets of Uphams parking tokens (Conn 3250 A,Ba,Bb)
Bid on each set as a unit .

Jeffrey Brashares	-	825 Peaceful Path	-	Mansfield, Ohio 44907
THANKS for the response to my October ad. It is still available. Most of the ads
that I have run over the years are still . available . When writing please quote the
deal you want, naming the particulars .
George R. Picton	-	183 Hanover Street	-	Wilkes-Barre Pa. 18702
Prison scrip from the Department of Corrections, District of Co

	

ia, Reformatory
Division. Denominations are 54,104,254,504, each, about 1x2 inches, colored . Will
trade set of 1 each for any 20 different TT's or will consider your offer in more ex-
pensive TT's . If interested in book with sheet (5 coupons) or one of each in it
please write. = M. Howard Kramer - Z90Z N. Illinois St . - Arlington Va. 22205
I HAVE A NICE KINGSTON, Jamaica 420 A (Jamaica Street Car Co .) octagonal white metal
token, cat. $2 .00, to trade for any foreign or U .S. token I need. Also have carriage
maker token from Kingston, with picture of horse-drawn coach, for trade or sale to
best offer. = Donald N. Mazeau	-	P.O. Box 31	-	Clinton, Conn . 06413
BEST CASH OR TRADE OFFER: Ariz 640 D (edge nicks), 1000 A D G ; Minn 600 B; Nev 100 A
B as a set; NJ 997 G; NC 630 A . FOR SALE: Cal 25 A, 105 A, mint condition, $2 .10 per
set postpaid. Calif 3845 A, 154; Ga 690 A, $1 .00.
John G. Nicolosi	-	3002 Galindo Street	-	Oakland,Calif.94601
SITK4, ALASKA 800 A . A very limited amount of these beautiful uncirculated "Baranof
Bus Co." tokens available at $5 .00 each. This is the only transportation token known
to have been used at historic Sitka . Quantity prohibits trades . A free list of Al-
aska tokens, medals, and binglee, for sale, sent with each purchase--postpaid airmail .
W.E. Nickell	-	Box 37	-	Sitka, Alaska 99835
I have over 700 transp. token duplicates that catalog 254 & up . These all for trade
for other TT's that I need . Please write--send list of your trades . Mine will come
airmail. Also have 200 PT's to trade for other kinds of tokens .
Norman E. Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive.	Santa Barbara, CaZif.-93105
N.J. 250 A - limited supply - trade only for tokens cataloguing 254 or more . Send
your dupe list with offer. Also troAo. Bahamas 7 and 9 coin sets for best offer in
tokens . = Capt. R. Clifton	-	4240A F.C.N.	-	McGuire AFB, N. J. 08641
FOR SALE AT CATALOGUE! Calif 525 .C D, 575 P4 0; Wash 780 P L; for sale at 104 each,
Calif 575 L N, 760 D F; Haw 240 C D. Also have a trade list that I'd like to ex-
change . = John L. Tremble

	

-

	

P.O. Box 37

	

-

	

Marina Cali 93933
WANTED: Pa 750 AC AE A'J. Wt pay . . , e cata ague minumim or these neede pieces .
Larry Boater	-	439 Sunnemead Avenue	-	Warminster, Pa. 18974
TRADE MINN 510 A and 760 E horsecar for horsecar; also for trade Minn 730 B C, 520 A
B 210 A B C. My trade list or ours. = Gordon Wold	-	Princeton, Minn.
WASH 780 U GSA Region 10) for est o er cas or to as, TT or PT) . FOR SALE: 25
diff. parking tokens of your choice from my list - $4.00; 50 for $7.50. Also have
parking tokens to trade. Send your list in trade for my list .
Scan ' '-eri

	

-

	

1018 South Carle Court

	

-

	

North Bellmore N.Y. 11710
a., Texas, Kansas, Missouri,

Clarence Heppner

FOR SALE: t e to ns in sets of 5 or sing

FOR SALE: AVA

Indian Territory, Montana, Kentucky . No Trades.
Doc Sherwin

	

-

	

A.B.C. Trailer Park
Convention To en, Was 80 T @ 1 .50.
	 -	1331 Third Avenue

e to ens 0

McAllen Texas
ST C property. Postage p ease.
	Seattle, Wash. 98101

Paul Tarqonsky

	

- 46 Norwood Street -

	

Meriden, Conn.'08450
AUCTION 2'O HIGHEST BIDDER: Ohio 440 C; Ariz 1000 . C. For sale or trade : Kans 970 G,
200; E, 254; Ohio 450 E, 204 ; Ontario 400 C, 204 . I still need many common tokens .
Send me your trade or sell list .
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MAIL BID SALE : Iowa 150 B, 300 D E; Neb 440 C; NY 425 A; Ohio 175 V Y Z, 200 A, 99
A. = Frank P. Smolen	-	138 Carroll Avenue	-	Painesville, Ohio 44 .(
Uncirculated coin-token made for Cleveland, Ohio, 1954 A .N.A. Convention (63rd) only
1,000 minted at private mine. $1.00 each .
E.G. StuZtz	-	530 North Union St .	-	Galion, Ohio 4483
WANT merchant trade tokens of Oregon, Washington & Idaho . Will buy or trade . Have
tokens from most other states .
Melvin Carmichael	-	4041 Delaware Ave.	-	Klamath Falls, Ore . 97601
SALE: GUAM 25 A, $12.50; Ontario 325 C, $5 or take the pair for $15 . TRADE: Pa 870
A, 3360 B, for parking tokens of equal value or will sent assorted TT's exceeding
value of all parking tokens received . TO HIGHEST BIDDER: pair of Morganthau books,
"Check List of U.S. TVs" and "Key to U .S. TVs."
G.W. GalZagher	-	568 Pinetree Road	-	Jenkintown, Pa . 19046
WANTED TO BUY: Kentucky medals tokens scrip, etc . What have you to offer? Write
with description d price before shipping. Member A .N.A ., A .V.A., etc.
Nick McCoy

	

-

	

Rt 2 Bx 124, Greydon Hts.

	

Catlettsburg, Ky. 41129
SEVERAL TRADES OF Ind 690 A, Ohio 730 B D; Okla 590 D E, others also, send Zist of
your trades, = George H. Sanders - 1570 So. Quieto Ct . -	Denver Colo. 80223
TRADE MY DUPE LIST FOR YOURS, or will trade Ariz 1000 G, Ohio 230 Y, for any fair of-
fer in TT's or PT's. Also trade Brit. Col. 800 A B C as a set or sell at catalogue
plus 100 postage . Trade 6 TT's of my choice for any 50¢ centennial coin, 1 of a kind
only. = Don McKelvey	-	2822 19th Avenue	-	Port Huron, Mich . 48060
FOR SALE : H & K #155 (F) $7.50; 465 (AU) $7.50; Low 83 (VF) $3.50; Low 94 (VF) $3.50;
150th Anniv. of Founding of Baltimore 1730-1880 (F) copper, $2.00; East River Bridge
Opening 1883 high relief - Brooklyn-New York,white metal (AU) $3 .00; Old Slater Mill
Pawtucket, R.I. 1790-1890. First Cotton Mitt. Very high relief copper (AU) $3.00.
A.W. Siebert	-	10201 Plymouth Road, Aft . 15

	

_	Detroit Mich. 48204
N. J. 250 A - the Orange C >attoken from Ft. Dix isn't vary pretty but are they hard
to get! I have a few and will trade for a token cataloguing $1 .00 or more that I
need. = Arthur D. Jordan Jr.	-	P.O. Box 92	-	Flourtown Pa. 19031
FOR SALE: Unidentified 92a and 87, $1.00 each; NY 3629 D, $4 .00; 3630 A $1 .50; Den-
mark 160 D 300; or will trade for tokens I need. WANTED: to buy collections of TT's
and PT's, also land tokens and spieZmarkes .
Foster B. Pollack

	

-

	

1841 Broadwau Rm 808

	

-

	

New York N.Y. 10023
Supp ment #2 to Atwood s Cata ogue still avai able, 1.50 postpaid. NY 3630 A,
$1 .50 pp. Join NEVA, the largest regional group, $1 .00 a year. = North Eastern
Vecturist Association	-	1841 Broadway, Rm 808	-	New York~+ N.Y 10023
FOR TRADE : the following issues of THE FARE BOX for tokens I need : Apri! 1954; May,
Jun, Aug, Sep, Oct, Dec 1955 ; Apr, Aug, Oct, Nov, Dec 1956 ; Apr, May, Jun, Jut, Aug,
Sep, Oct 1957; value each issue 35¢ . Send offers to:
Fred P. Zubricki	-	4430 W. Lake Harriet Blvd.	-	Minneapolis, Minn. 55410
AUCTION SALE : Quebec 970 A; Brit. Col.700 A B, 850 B ; Ontario 200 A ; Illinois 795 A,
Nebr 540 B. = John K. Curtis	-	P.O. Box 263	-	WiZZowdale, Ontario
AUCTION: hard to find! Galveston, Texas 360 A C. C.R.R. PARKING TOKEN Fla 3840 B .
Jose h A. DanieZewiez Jr.	-	1069 47th Street	-	Sarasota Fla. 33577
Wisconsin tokens for your consideration : Wis 180 E (depothoteZ), 440 E F, 500 B, 510
E G, 600 B, 870 A B, 980 A . The 2 bridge tokens are very scarce, and the 980 A is un-
usual since it is not an overstrike of a Civil War token .
Gerald Johnson	-	1921 Chase Street	-	Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 54494
TRADE: Mass 45 A B, 115 B U for Mass 115 J K Q S W, 135 C, 210 B, 550 D K M, 630 E F,
645 A, 760 F, or Vermont 60 B, 700 B . Also will buy Vt 150 A C D E .
Roger C. Kimball	-	19 Elm Street	-	BaZdwinville, Mass . 01436
I have more than 200 diff. TT's and park iij3 for trade or sale . Send your duplicate
list and I'll send mine. Among the tokens I have are : FZa 880 F; IZZ 755 A C, 890 A
C; Kans 970 K; Ky 480 U; Nev 100 A B C; NY 630 AO; Ohio 165 X AA AF AG AI, 230 L W,
835 A; Pa 420 A; Tex 5 C, 30 D, 220 A, 275 B C D, 360 C, 445 B, 950 C, WVa 140 A B ;
Wise 410 H, 700 F G H.
E.M. Rice	-	212 Westhaven Drive	-	Austin, Tex. 78746
AUCTION: Ia 150 A; Cat 575 Aa Ab . For Sale : Mass 135 A B, 270 A, at 250 & postage .
George H. Wyatt

	

-

	

Skylark Lane

	

-

	

Lunenburg, Mass. 01462
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NUMISMATIC ERRORS wanted, Will trade transportation tokens for coin freaks and od'-' .
ties. Describe what you have . All letters answered.
R. S. Croom	86? W. 42nd St.	-	Norfolk, Va. 2361i'
AGAIN AVAILABLE: Calif 3450 G . Will swap for . any other PT, except Calif. listings,
plus stamped envelope . (About 2 dozen pieces to trade .) Please do not send any want ..
list as I have no other duplicates on hand now .

	

.~
Robert M. Ritterband	-	6576 Colgate Avenue	-	Los Angelesq Cal. 90048
FOR SALE: Okla 590 D $1 .05; Ill 530 A 754, 530 B 754, 530 C 754, 530'E 55g, 530 F 554;
660 A 354;, NC 980'H 554, 980 1604 . Have a supply of 2-inch large wooden dollars
with no advertisement on them for 250 each or 5 for $1. Also 50 diff. encased pen-
nies for sale only $9 .50. Please include self-addressed stamped envelope for the
TT's and wooden dollars .
Howard T. Breitmeyer	-	Box 5702	-	Detroit, Mich. 48239
FOR SALE: the first 6 volumes of COIN WORLD complete, for the highest bid over $100,
the buyer to designate manner of shipping and pay shipping costs .
Sherman A. Mahan .	-	210 S. 6th Street	-	Yakima, Wash. 98901
HAVE 4-INCH SLIDE CALIPERS, inches or metric measurement (mm) . Or OREGON LUMBER CO.
DEE, OREGON 54, 104, 254, alum, trade tokens . Either for $2 .25 p.p. or 6 diff. Ore-
gon or 7 Pacific Northwest trade tokens . (no mavericks or common please) . Will sell
or trade the following for Oregon trans. or trade tokens that I need . Ore .20.E (BU),
160 M (BU), (1)700 G (Sd), (1) 700 A, 700 E, 970 A B C. Need Ore 20 A B C D, 40 A,
60 A, 80 A, 130 A B C D, 160 A C D E F G H I J X L N, 240 Ab B C, 340 A, 460 A, 500
A, 680 A B, 700 B, 760 A B C, 800. A, 850 A, 880 A B C. Collector of U.S. Elks (B.P.
O.E.), Oregon trade & Calif. Oregon, Wash. Alas . & Hawaii transportation tokens . (pd)
James M. Millard	-	3744 S.E. 168th Street	-	Portland, Oreon 97236
FOR SALE: W.Va. 240 B; Kans 970 C E F G H; Pa 705 C @ 2 for 254 . Parking tokens Va
3580 G 504 (Unc.), Ia $1, Ib 354 (Unc.) . Also have 6 3580 K (see Oct. 1966 Fare Box)
$2 each . WANTED : scarce trans . tokens, merchants' tokens, also metal and paper scrip
from Virginia . Will buy or trade. - Postage please -
David E. Schenkman	-	P.O. Box 11164	-	Norfolk, Va. 23517
FOR SALE facsimile ditto copies of the September 1947 issue of THE FARE BOX, four

	

_
pages, 254 per issue plus a 54 stamp.
E.J. Miller	-	3257 Idaho Lane	-	Costa Mesa,Calif.
$1.00 SPECIALS - Fla 380 D; Ky 480 E; Mass 305 B; NY 631 S; Pa 750 W; Mfg Sample 11 A,
11 F, 23 A . Send $1 for each token to
Morton H . Dawson	-	182 Whitin. Lane	-	West Hartford, Conn. 06119
PARKING TOKENS WANTED : Conn 3210 Ab; Ill 3150 K AR AS; Ky 31.50 B; La 3670 A; Mo 3910
B; Mont 3640 A B; Neb 3700 D; NY 3629 C; NC 3700 B; Ohio 3470 A; Okla 3330 A; Pa 3510
A, 3750 E; Tex 3340 E F, 3955 A . Have many good traders including Ill 3690 A and
some of the scarce Los Angeles issues. Also need many Parcoa rev. vars. & some new
listings .. = Harold V. Ford	-	1999 Gaspar Drive	-	Oakland, Cal . 94611
BURY, ROCHDALE, STOCKPORT (ENGLAND) are tokens, 104 each, 30 $3 . All diff. Many
tramway items . Send cash or international money order . Post free ship mail 3 weeks .
Donald C.p.er - 32 Stanho a Street Reddish - Stock ort Cheshire En land
THE SUBWAY TOKENS OF RUSSIA. I have a complete duplicate set comprzszng the two Mos-
cow and one Leningrad token . All pieces are obsolete and of the highest rarity . One
of the Moscow tokens recently sold for over $50 is the U.S.S.R., and the Leningrad is
still rarer. Price on request or will trade for your rarities . The set will not be
broken. . . .Buenos Aires subway token 504 ; 25 diff. British TT's $3.95.
J.M. Kotler	-	1616 Sheridan Road	-	Wilmette, Ill. 60091
NICKEL-SILVER SCALLOPED MEDALET HONORING RALPH FREIBERG, Chairman of the A. V. A. Cata-
logue Committee for the past 12 years . The Chicago Area Token & Medal Society struck
200 of these last year and we are offering them to friends of the A.V.A. at $1 each
(only 504 to CATAMS members) . . . . "Catalogue of 19th Century Chicago Tokens" by Arlie
Slabaugh, 14p., illus., values, $1.00	Join CATAMS $2 per year.
Grant B . Schma emeier Jr . - 1317 West Edd Street - China o Ill. 60657
AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER : I 460 X (one only) . Also trade or sell, goo for 2-1/25
in Trade - Kings Apron Supply 1318 W. Van Buren St. Cash, TT's or what have you .
Ray Ingalls Jr.	-	739 Buchanan	-	Indianapolis, Ind. 46203
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TRADE: Want Idaho, Nevada, Utah trade tokens . For each one I can use, will trade' -c`7
Idaho 640 A . Also have Ida 180 B, 380 B, 640 B, 860 B, and others for trade .
George F. Gould	-	P.O. Box 1208	-	Hollywood, cal . 90022
FOR SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDER : DC 500 Z AB; Ill 150 Y; Ky 510 AP AO AQ; Ia 730 A; Mich
360 A; NJ 30 A; Ore 700 B; Pa 750 W; Tenn 600 A; Va 20 L.
Harold Frost	-	505 Brown Building	-	Wichita, Kans . 67202
FOR SALE: transportation token "traders mixture" 300 for $18 . 30 different. post
paid & insured. Duplicates consist of 10 of each in bulk ; not over one lot to a cus-
tomer. Supply limited. Also have TT's for trade . Send your list.
N.S. Horwitz	-	P.O. Box 375	-	Utica, N.Y. 13503
WANTED: all German, French, Austro-Hungarian, Netherlands, and Belgian TT's . Also
notgeld, emergency and parking tokens from these countries . I also have duplicates
from above for sale & trade . If you have these sendd complete description on TT'a
(not just numbers, please) .
Charles H. Toomey	-	170 East Deerpath	-	Lake Forest ~ Ill. 60045
UNIDENTIFIED 83 and 87 for sale at 304 each, or trade for Ill . PT's I need . Also I
would like to buy a nice parking token collection .
Stephen M. Bezark	-	Box 861	-	Evanston Ill. 60204
I NEED the following parking tokens for my collection : NJ 3060 A, 3115 A B C D, 3390
A, 3530 A B, 3540 B, 3620 A, 3735 A B C, 3850 A B, 3975 A, 3985 A . Please send list
and price. Thank you.
Robert Misdom

	

-

	

Box 731 Pamra o Station

	

B onne N.J. 07002
FOR SALE: 100 tiff. TT s 11 .50; 200 tiff. 26.00, postpaid in 2x2 kraft coin envel-
opes . Also : WVa 200 A, $1.50, 200 B $1.50, 200 D $3 .50; NY 230 D 504 ; Ohio 10 K
$1.75'. Complete list on request (include 54 postage) .
K. V. Hayes, Jr.	-	209 Brown Street, #6	-	Vacaville Calif. 95688
SET OF FOUR ANA-CNA TOUR TOKENS PICTURING HORSECAR - Mich 225 L M N an! 998 L. The
998 L was a special presentation piece and is quite hard to get . The first check for
$17.50 take the four tokens . Vermont 150 D and E (only 125 of each struck) for sale
at $5 each (have only 1 of each) . Please send stamped envelope for return of your
check if sold out . Will pay 154 each for Mass 115 N in any quantity .
J.M. Coffee Jr.	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass . 02104
ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF U.S. & CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS, 480 pages cloth-bound
with 27 plates of photographs of rare tokens and 61-page index of obverse inscrip-
tions making it easy to find origin of any token . The official standard of the hob-
by . Price $5.50 to A.V.A . members postpaid ($7.50 to others) . Orders shipped same
day received, with commemorative stamps .
FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, 160 pages cloth bound, with photo-
graphs in the text . Price $3.50 to A .V.A . members ($4.50 to others) postpaid. A few
loose-leaf copies still left, same price . Valuable reference even if you don't save
them. Kindly make check payable to "John M. Coffee Jr ." to facilitate cashing .
American Vecturist Assn .

	

-

	

P.O. Box 1204

	

-

	

Boston. Mass . 02104
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= ALL AUCTIONS LISTED IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE JANUARY 4 =

Adventtaemento in THE FARE BOX aAe 6Aee to A.V.A . membexo--up to 6 ti.nee in everty
Laeue i6 you witch. Submit ad on a eepanate eheet o6 papex; make U dij6eAent each
time, and eubmit it each month (don't Bend in seveAat at one time) . Auctione may not
Lnckude tohene catalogued at Qe6e than 254 in Atwood .

= APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP =

912 CHARLES R. TAGUE - 1314 CHAPPEL AVENUE - PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15216
Age 56 ; Bank Vault Custodian . Collects all tupes . (Joe Kottex)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Joseph A. Danielewicz, Jr. - 1069 47th Street - Sarasota, Florida 33577
Raymond A . Ingalls, Jr . - 737 Buchanan - Indianapolis, Indiana 46203
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.i CALIFORNIANS CONTINUE TO GROW =

California vecturists have continued a high level of interest in tokens since
the A.V.A . Convention . Two autumn meetings of the California Association of Trans-
portation Token Collectors have resulted in record turnouts, plus the addition of
seven new members to the roster .

In September our 58th consecutive meeting was held at the home of Robert Ritter-
band with 23 members and guests on hand. A post-convention report showed that man-
agement affairs there had gone well, .and that the club finished its undertaking with
a good financial picture . All who took part in staging the annual event were con-
gratulated for their efforts .

The November session gathered at Elaine Willahan's home, with only a slight drop-
off of attendance . Eddie Cutler circulated many color pictures of the convention,
which had been sent for our inspection by Joseph Allis of New York . About SO re-
prints were ordered for various members' scrapbooks .

It was time for annual elections and the club voted to increase our number of
officers to handle the much larger membership rolls . Unanimously elected to serve in
1967 were : Robert Ritterband, President ; Robert Carter, Vice-President ; Elaine Wil-
lahan, Secretary ; Edward Cutler, Treasurer . Ritterband had previously headed the
club in 1963-64, while Willahan and Cutler were carried over from earlier assignments .
The four officers and Edrick Miller, outgoing President, were authorized to act as an
executive committee to determine club management in the coming year . This will allow
much more time at each regular meeting for token swapping and for fellowship .

Ritterband,said that some goals for next year would include a club outing or
two ; an invitation to out-of-state collectors to share our group and its bulletins ;
and the hope of establishing a Northern California chapter of the club for the bene-
fit of numerous members in that half of the state . It was reported that there are
more members of the A .V.A. residing in California than in any other part of America .

+r w rr,r

= THIRTY-THREE ATTEND NOVEMBER NEVA MEETING =

The 23rd meeting of the North Eastern Vecturist Association was held Saturday,
November 12, at Allis' Restaurant, 48 East 29th Street, New York City . Present were
Jennie and Joe Allis, Max Babinger, Capt . Robert Clifton, John Coffee, Mort Dawson,
Ed Dence, Dan DiMichael, Larry Edell, George Eggers, Jeffrey and Melvin Fox, Tony
Gibbons, Dorothy and Ralph Hinde, Gerald Landau, Don Mazeau, Bob Misdom, Leonard Paul,
Helene & Foster Pollack with Chris and Alan, Max Schwartz, Leona & Paul Targonsky
with Lee and Paul Jr ., Ed Vickers, Jim Walser, and Fred Zell .

Officers elected for 1967-68 were Ralph Hinde, President; Joe Allis, Vice-Pres-
ident ; Ed Vickers, Secretary ; Foster Pollack, Treasurer ; Sam Rabinowitz, Librarian-
Curator . Max Schwartz consented to serve again as Legal Counsel, and Paul Targonsky
as Editor of NEVA NEWS .

Captain Robert Clifton was introduced to the membership . He also brought along
a few NJ 250 A which he traded off .

Joe Allis' had a magnificent display of his collection of vulcanite & celluloid
transportation tokens, together with a number of rare non-transportation tokens in
vulcanite, including several very interesting gambling chips used on Mississippi Riv-
er gambling boats during the 19th Century, including chips inscribed with the names
of the famous "Robert E . Lee" and "Nachez ." Joe also displayed a number of other
rare tokens including a group of about a dozen rare Pennsylvania turnpike tokens, a
number of depotels, and various other census tokens to excite the envy of those who
admired them. Many others present had brought along quantities of duplicates for
sale and trade, including an interesting album of tokens by Larry Edell, complete
with come-on slogans on every page .

Joe Allis showed his extensive group of slides of the Disneyland Convention,
which were described as accurately as possible by John Coffee .

The meeting concluded with the usual magnificent Italian luncheon provided at
cost by the generous and gracious host of the meeting .
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= NEW FINDS =

Mort Dawson leads off this month with the find of Ohio 450 A, the old Lima cc ; -
uloid token. Mort brought the token to the NEVA meeting in November, and it is a
perfect specimen . However, Mort's token is white, whereas the listed one is gray,
and another one (Ohio 450 I) was reported in yellow . I'm going to hold up listing
a new variety in white until I see the others, to make certain they aren't just fad-
ed or dirty examples of white .

Sam Rabinowitz knock one of my tokens out of the unique category recently when
he found another NY 630 S . Here is how he describes his good luck :

After some 30 odd years since its discovery I have acquired the second known
specimen of NY 630 S. I've liked to collect ferry tokens and paper tickets of the
New York area but assumed that I would always be one token short . . . the Hoboken Ferry
piece. Knowing in which collection the token Zay didn't help. I knew that he would
not trade the piece, much less let me attempt to buy it . So I'd always be a token
short. . . that is, until last week when my trembling hands opened a 2x2 envelope and
out fell the Hoboken Ferry Car Check. Now that I have my own specimen I intend to
try and answer all the questions that have been asked me through the years about this
particular token . Is it truly a transportation token? Could it possibly be consid-
ered an early parking token? If it is a transportation token, should it be listed
under New Jersey rather than New York? All these questions will be answered . It may
take some digging, but I'm sure the answers are available . The big clue was Bernard
Morganthau'a 11-page article in the February 1947 issue of The Numismatist entitled
"Early Numismatic Highways and Byways ." This article was the first that described
the use of the token as beginning on July 16, 1836. How many vecturists can be sure
of the exact date a transportation token was first ussd? Not many; I'm afraid. . .and
especially going as far back as 1836. Therefore it's apparent to me that Mr . Morgan-
thau had distinct and comprehensive information . The problem is to find his source .
I'b betting on a newspaper article of the time, or a H ;:rpers Weekly magazine. We
shall see .

Joe Kotler, our live-wire collector of foreign tokens, reports some new finds in
foreign fields :

I purchased one of the large old zinc Istanbul subway tokens (Turkey 400 B), but
mine measures 1mm less than the listed token (December 1965 Fare Box) . I also picked
up one of the unlisted round cardboard "Drom Yehuda" tokens from Israel . And dili-
gence paid off with a duplicate Palermo horsecar token (Italy 600 B) listed in Sept-
ember. . .not to mention the complete duplicate set of Russian subway tokens . My for-
eign collection is growing by leaps .

Things seem to be picking up in our hobby, after the autumn doldrums . If you
have recently found a census token, write and tell us about It .

= THE GRAND RIVER VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY OF COLORADO =
By George Gould

The first passenger line in the area was an interurban line running the 17 miles
between Grand Junction and Fruits, Colo . The line, started in 1910, was originally
named The Fruitbelt Route, so-named because of the orchard country it passed thru,
particularly apple orchards . The line was later renamed the Grand River Valley Rail-
way Co . Trips per day varied, usually 5 daily and 2 nightly . Tickets were original-
ly used, the fare being 50C one way, and 75C round-trip . Passenger service to Fruits
stopped in 1928, but was retained in and through Grand .Junction until 1934, when the
company was abandoned completely. This would place the use of Colo 440 A B prior to
1934 .

The old interurban cars are still house in a carbarn, now a Public Service main-
tenance center, in Grand Junction . The depot was on Main Street between 2nd & 3rd.
The Fruita terminus was on Payler Street, as was the turnaround, which is now used
as a skating pond in the winter .
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A. & P PIKE 1 HORSE WEST
115 B 26 Sd

	

Maker H . Rice Dayton, 0. (all letters incuse)

CANADA-ONTARIO
St . Catharines 825 (Reported by Daniel DiMichael)

SANDERSON NEWMAN & HOUGH BUS LINE ST . CATHARINES, ONT .
C o A 25 Sd

	

Good For One Fare

	

5.00
(825 C differs from B in that C lacks the commas after "Sanderson" and
"Hough" which are on B . C also has "& Hough" on one line, whereas B
has the "&" on a line by itself above "Hough" . C has a period after "St ."
whereas B has no period there . The correct spelling "CATHARINES" is found
on both tokens, as well as on 825 A.]

= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

The new school token from the Detroit area was discovered by Chris McKenna, but
the information about it was obtained by R . Bernard Keith . The tokens have actually
been in use for two years, presumably since September 1964 . The school has two bus-
es, one Ford and one Chevrolet . Tokens are purchased at the principal's office for
30C each and are good for a ride regardless of the length of the ride . Possibly
1,000 tokens were made, but it is unlikely that the New Issues Service will be able
to obtain a supply of them .

The New Issues Service has been able to obtain a supply of the Decatur, Nebr .,
bridge tokens, thanks to Mr . Bolz . Complete information about how the tokens were
used hasn't been received yet . However, we have learned something about the bridge
itself from a folder sent to us by Mr . Bolz :

"The route to the Decatur-Onawa Bridge is a historic one over the trail travel-
led by Indiana to and from their western hunting grounds . West-bound traffic from
Chicago and the East connects with the Decatur Trail at Denison, . Iowa. East-bound
the Decatur Trail begins at the junction of highways 20 and 275. The route is well
marked by the famous Indian head. And as you follow the Decatur Trail, east or west,
you are traveling through some of the most historic sections of the old West . In ad-
dition, the Decatur Trail, connecting with U.S. Highways 30 and 20, gives you the
most direct and shortest route from Chicago to the Far West .

The Decatur-Onawa Bridge over the Missouri River at Decatur, Nebraska, has prob-
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SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _
By Ralph Freiberg

MICHIGAN
Detroit

0 Pr

225 (Reported by Chris McKenna)
LUTHERAN HIGH SCHOOL WEST

$0 .3028 Sd

	

(blank)[incuse white letters on obverse]

NEBRASKA
Decatur 305 (Reported by J . Roger Bolz)

BURT COUNTY DECATUR ONAWA BRIDGE COMM.
.15A o A Sq Sd

	

Good For 50 in Toll (22mm)
B o A Sq Sd "

	

" 100 " "

	

(24mm) .15
C o A Sq Sd "

	

" 25C " "

	

(26mm) .25
D A Sq Sd "

	

" 500 " "

	

(28mm) - .50

WISCONSIN
Dodgeville 160 (Reported by John Coffee)

E o B Oc Sd
HOTEL HIGBEE BUS J.G. THOMAS & SON

Good One Way (30mm) 5.00

UNIDENTIFIED (Reported by Harold Ford [114], and Donald Mazeau (115])-

114 Bz 19 Sd
GOOD FOR ONE FREE RIDE

(blank)
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ably received as much national publicity as any bridge ever constructed, "The Brid :
That Lost Its River" . . . In 1950, before the bridge could be finished, the willful
"0Z-Muddy" moved out, shifting its channel 250 feet east, leaving the span stranded .
In 1954 the U .S. Army Corps of Engineers moved the river back where it belonged .
Approaches on both sides were finished and the first traffic crossed in December,
1955 . The Decatur-Onawa Bridge, the bridge that got its river back, was dedicated
on May 6, 1956 ."

Perhaps we shall later learn exactly when tokens were first used . At present,
only the 50C token is in use .

A letter received from George Wyatt mentions a 23mm bronze token with a trolley
car in the center . Across the top of the token are the letters T .R.E .U . and across
the bottom the letters B .S . There is nothing on the token aside from the streetcar
to indicate it was ever used for transportation . The periods after the letters
could be separation marks . If anyone has any knowledge of such a token, we'd like to
hear from you .

John Coffee obtained the Dodgeville, Wisc ., token from Chuck Lipsky, a former
A.V.A. member, and noted that the token is identical to 160 D except that it has a
different name on the token .

The new variety from St . Catharines, Ont ., was discovered when Dan DiMichael
visited John Coffee and brought along some tokens to be photographed . When John
compared the picture of Dan's token with the picture of Ont 825 B which he took this
summer at Harold Ford's place, he noted that the tokens are quite different . He also
noticed that we had misspelled "Catharines" in our Catalogue listing . All three tok-
ens from this city spell it with an "A" and not an "E" so we presume that the cor-
rect spelling must be as it appears on the tokens, and not as we put it in the book .

= NOVEMBER NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G. Nicolosi

I want to begin by personally thanking our member from Omaha, Mr . J. Roger Bolz,
for calling me long-distance to inform me of the four nice bridge tokens which you
will receive this month, namely Nebr 305 A B C D. Mr. Bolz made these tokens avail-
able to the N .I.S. It took me half an hour Just to open the package when it arrived,
it was wrapped so well! Some of these tokens are a big off center, and some have
been used, so don't feet badly if you happen to receive one like that . We don't
have any control over the condition of the tokens, and we have to take them as they
come from the company, of course . All members of the New Issues Service, both reg-
ular and associate, will receive the four bridge tokens this month .

This month we welcome another member to the regulars, Mr . J.H. Roy of Montreal,
and Mr. E.L. Goldberg moves from the waiting list to associate membership .

I'm still waiting to hear from a few of you who have debit accounts . Please
send in that check to get your account out of the red. Thanks .

= SEATTLE CLUB ELECTS NEW OFFICERS =

The Seattle Transportation Token Club held their 11th meeting of the year in
the Seattle Public Library at 7 :30, November 4 . Eleven members were present, with
President Byron Johnson presiding . It was the annual election night, and the follow-
ing new officers were elected : Ted Hartung, President .; Mike O'Hara, Vice-President ;
Clarence Heppner, Secretary-Treasurer. Clarence Kistler gave an informative run-down
on the Boeing medals issued for the 50th anniversary of the great airplane firm .
Byron Johnson won the door prize ; the meeting adjourned at 9 pm, and the members went
to Murray's Dog House for the usual refreshments and late evening discussion .

The Seattle Transportation Token Club is the world's oldest society of trans-
portation token collectors, having been founded in 1947 . It meets the 2nd Friday of
each month at 8 pm in the Seattle Public Library .

	

Visitors are always welcome .
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= NOVEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOREIGN CHECK LIST =

By Kenneth E. Smith

Because of the final details involved in preparing the foreign catalogue and
getting it to the printer, I haven't had time to prepare a November Supplement .
About the time you receive this the printer will also receive the completed book .
The book is completely typed and corrected except for two pages, which Steve Album
volunteered to prepare on a special typewriter at Berkeley which has Persian charac-
ters . The rest of the catalogue was typed in Los Angeles under my direction. There
are several hundred pictures in the book, and they are either on the page listing the
token, or an adjoining page . Three categories of items are being pictured : items
that have strangue languages hard to describe, or lettering difficult to describe ;
items whose shape and/or associated words are also difficult to describe ; the rarest
tokens in the catalogue . The tokens and passes in these 3 categories are the most
difficult to photograph . My photographer has photographed all items and at the mom-
ent, as the publisher is not ready for the book, we are reshooting about 10% of the
items in the hope of getting better pictures . Some of the rarest tokens exist only
in very worn condition, or in deep copper with letters barely above the surface . In
over 95% of the items we are photographing the best condition token of the type .

Due to last-minute charges that the printer here in California wanted in additi-
on to the tentative'agreed price, we changed printers to one in Michigan (the same
one that did the Atwood and Feisel catalogues) . Because of his work load he cannot
prepare the plates for the book until January . As soon as it is printed he will im-
mediately send 200 unbound books to me, followed by the bound books three or four
weeks later.

This book has presented some real typing problems as it has turned out to be
about four times as difficult to type and correct and add in all the special foreign
markings, as a U .S. catalogue. If anyone ever wants to do any other type of foreign
catalogue he should think twice, because the language problems are tremendous unless
he has a typist familiar with lots of foreign languages .

The book will have a cover similar to the Atwood catalogue, but in black cloth
with gold lettering . The cover will read CATALOGUE OF WORLD TRANSPORTATION TOKENS
AND PASSES EXCEPT NORTH AMERICA FIRST EDITION 1957 BY KENNETH E. SMITH with A.V.A.
seat .

In the United States and Canada it is usually easy to identify bridge tokens,
amusement tokens, etc . In foreign tokens this is not so easy, as usually the company
name is on the token without any indication as to the type of company. In this book
all items are listed in sections by type of token, with a 33-page cross index to find
any item . The largest section is the one on single fare ride tokens . The next lar-
gest section is for passes only . There are separate sections for bridge tokens, gate
tokens, amusement park tokens, toll road tokens, ship cabin tokens, pier passes, ship
money, miscellaneous tokens, and unidentified tokens and passes .

I have also included a language section in eleven western European languages .
All this is packed into a 350-page book . The book will be available through me at .
$5.00, either bound or unbound, postpaid. As soon as I get delivery in January on
the unbound books, and then on the bound books, I shall begin taking orders .

I hope soon to catch up on correspondence. So please be a little patient, as I
have been extremely busy .

KENNETH E. SMITH

	

328 AVENUE F

	

REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90277

44444

Joe Kottet tepotto that PontugaC has a new 20 escudo coin depicting the huge
Satazan Bncdge over the Riven Tejo (Tagus) . On the 6iAst 2 days o~ ei4cuLati.on the
coin was only available at the toll booths on the bridge .

Ib anyone knows the connect addhess ofi MITSUO TAKEMURA of CHARLES F. RAiSCH,
please notiby the EdLton . Copies o6 The Fane Box addressed to them have been netwuled
marked "Unknown." Both ob them ate in the mi.Q;itaAy zenv.iee.
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- NOVEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS =

By Duane H . Feisel

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

ILLINOIS
Forest Park 3305 (Reported by Philip Mandel)

A
BISHOP'S CHILI, FOREST PARK, ILL . (GATE)

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . E)(10/1/66 -) $0 .25Bz 25 Sd

I OWA
Des Moines 3300 (Reported by Henry C . Schuman)

YMCA PARKING TOKEN DES MOINES
.25C B 23 Sd (same as obverse)

D B 25 Sd
KECK PARKING 4th & COURT DES MOINES

Courtesy Token Keck Parking .25

E B 23 Sd
KECK PARKING TOKEN DES MOINES

(same as obverse) .25

NORTH CAROLINA
Lumberton 3575 (Reported by Donald N . Mazeau)

.15A B 23
FREE PARKING CITY OF LUMBERTON

Sd

	

(blank)(11/65 -)

TEXAS
Fort Worth 3340 (Reported by John C . Clymer)

FORT WORTH CHILDREN HOSPITAL
Sd

	

(blank) .25G WM 25

VIRGINIA
Arlington 3065 (Reported by Julius E . Sherr)

THREE CHEFS (GATE)
.25B Bz 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D)

Fairfax 3310 (Reported by a non-member)
NATIONAL BANK OF FAIRFAX

A o B 23 Sd

	

(same as obverse)(1/63-6/66) .15

Richmond 3720 (ex-Unidentified 3023 ; location by Don Edkins)
WILLIAM BYRD MOTOR HOTEL

A o B 23 Sd

	

Guest Parking Token .25

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee 3510 (Reported by A .H . Erickson)

ST . JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL MILWAUKEE, WIS .
.25V B 23 Sd

	

Visitor Parking Token (7/66 -)

W B
MISERICORDIA HOSPITAL MILWAUKEE, WIS .

23 Sd

	

Visitor Parking (11/64 -) .25

36 . III 3150 BF : obverse should be CLEARING, not CLEARNING (10/66)
37 . Mich 3935 A : add to reverse PARKING TOKEN (10/66)
38. Pa 3510 A : add variety description (a var . i s pictured)

39 . MSPT 3054 A :

(0 : Top of PARKING aligns . . .)
a . (just even with A -- just even-with 0)
b . (between AP -- between ON)
add to variety listing
b .
d .

(D -- H)(serif)(R : G-P is 2amm)
(D -- H)(serif)(R : G-P is 3mm)
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= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =

The new Parcoa reverse variety is featured on the token for Forest Park, Ill .
Reverse D served a long life, and is found on many parking tokens . Bishop's Famous
Chili (sounds delicious for a cold winter's evening) has a gate-controlled parking
lot for use of customers . Entrance is free, but exit requires two of the tokens,
given with a purchase, or 50t In coin .

The merchants of Lumberton provide tokens to customers who make a purchase of
$2.00 or greater . The tokens are used In the street meters and buy one hour of
parking time .

The inscription on the Fort Worth Children's Hospital token is in error as on
Tex 3340 B. I suspect that when a larger size token was ordered, a specimen of the
B token was supplied as a guide for the inscription desired . The reason for the
larger token as compared to B is not known, but it may have been made for control
purposes . The token receptacle mechanisms for the parking gates can be changed quite
readily, and when two different size tokens can be used this provides another type of
control over the use of the tokens . As an example of this, see the note after Ohio
3175 H .

At St . Joseph's Hospital in Milwaukee, a parking lot is equipped with two gates,
one allowing free entry, and the other requiring a token, 25t in coin, or a special
Parkard, for exit . The tokens are used by special doctors, nurses, service, guards,
interns, and ladies auxiliary . Apparently staff doctors, and probably certain other
employees of the hospital, are provided the Parcards . For those not familiar with
the Parkards, this consists of an imprinted cardboard card laminated in plastic . At
one end of the card is placed a special magnetic coding particular to that gate in-
stallation . This magnetic coding is apparently laminated within the cardboard por-
tion . The cards are generally stamped with a number which provides control over
their issuance . A parking card made for one gate installation cannot be used at an-
other gate installation, so additional parking control beyond that provided by park-
ing tokens (since tokens of the same size are interchangeable) is a feature of these
patented cards . There are many parking gate installations where the cards are used--
hospitals (with special lots for ooctors) and apartment houses (garages or lots for
residents) seem to be predominant for this type of parking control .

Exit from the lot at Misericordia Hospital requires a token . The tokens are
provided to hospital personnel and visitors . Others using the lot must buy a token
for 252 for exit .

Members of PTNIS (openings still available) will receive a larger than usual
number of tokens this month : Ill 3305 A ; la 3300 C D E ; Tex 3340 A ; Va 3310 A ; Wis
3510 V (at a special low price thanks to A .H . Erickson) . Make sure your account bal-
ance is up to a reasonable level since another good batch is expected for December .

Please keep me informed of new issues and discoveries .

DUANE H . FEISEL

	

P.O. BOX 11661

	

-

	

PALO ALTO, CALIF . 94306

if if if **

= STERLING SILVER A.V .A . LAPEL PINS AGAIN AVAILABLE =

In January, 1963, the A.V.A. had struck exactly 100 specimens of a beautiful
sterling silver lapel pin . The pin bears the trolley car official seal of the AVA,
and is struck from a die with the trolley car in high relief. Since that time, our
membership has grown much larger, and there have been many requests for the lapel
pins which could not be filled, as they were sold out almost immediately .

President Feisel has now authorized us to have an additional 100 of these pins
struck, and they will be sold to A .V.A. members on a first-come, first-served basis .
The price will be the same as last time, $2 .75 postpaid (U.S . funds only, please) .

If you would like one of these beautiful silver screw-back lapel buttons, send
your $2 .75 directly to the Secretary, Donald N . Mazeau - P.O. Box 31 - Clinton,
Connecticut 06413 . Please make checks payable to Mr . Mazeau personally, to facili-
tate cashing them. fallow about six weeks for delivery of the pins, as we are
just now placing the order to have them struck .
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= Spec-iaP EtectLon =

At the 1966 Annual Convention of the American Vecturist Association, it was
voted to amend the Constitution & By-Laws as follows :

PROPOSITION 1 : The Constitution & By-Laws should be amended to
provide that Life Membership in this Association shall be limi-
ted to individual persons . Organizations, clubs, museums, etc .,
shall not be eligible for life membership hereafter . (This will
not effect any organization which has already been granted Life
Membership .)

The argument for Proposition One was that an organization being
granted Life Membership is, in effect, being given membership
forever. . . and this was not the Association's intent when it made
it possible for individual members to become Life Members .

PROPOSITION 2 : The Constitution & By-Laws should be amended to
provide that the Right to Vote in Association elections shall be
limited to individual persons . Organizations, clubs, museums, etc .,
shall not be eligible to vote in any election being held after the
date of the ratification of this amendment .

The argument for Proposition Two was that it is theoretically pos-
sible for one man to establish a number of "organizations" and buy
a membership for each one, thereby gaining a number of votes . It
was also felt that when an organization exercises its right to vote,
there is a possibility of bad feeling among the members of that org-
anization as to how the vote is cast .

PROPOSITION 3 : The Constitution & By-Laws should be amended to
provide that the Editor of THE FARE BOX shall be a voting member
of the Executive Board . . . thereby increasing the number of persons
on the Executive Board to seven .

The argument for Proposition Three was that the Editor is probably
more familiar with the affairs of the Association than any other
member. It was also argued that increasing the Executive Board to
seven members would eliminate the possibility of having tie votes .

DIRECTIONS : Tear off the ballot below, along the dotted line . Mark it for each of
the 3 propositions, whether you approve or reject . Then fold it, place it in the
"Official Ballot" envelope ; place this sealed envelope in larger envelope addressed
to Donald Mazeau ; stamp it, and mail it . DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF BALLOT : JANUARY 16 .

	 tear-off ballot aZon1 dotted line -

= AMERICAN VECTURIST ASSOCIATION SPECIAL ELECTION BALLOT =

Pnopoz Lion One:

	

APPROVE (

	

)

	

REJECT (

	

)

	

DEADLINE FOR
Proposition Two :

	

APPROVE (

	

)

	

REJECT (

	

)

	

RECEIPT OF
Proposition Three:

	

APPROVE (

	

)

	

REJECT (	)

	

BALLOTS : JAN 16
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DECEMBER, 1966	OUR234thISSUE

Together with this issue you are receiving your Dues Statement for 1967. Please
note that, this time, dues are to be sent directly to the Treasurer, R . X. Frisbee,
at a special post office box he has secured for this purpose : Box 19082, Westwood
Station - Denver, Colorado 80219. So be sure to send your $4.00, together with the
dues statement, directly to that address, and not to Don Mazeau. This will save us
a lot of paper work and registry fees for sending checks from Connecticut to Colo-
rado. If you have already paid your 1967 dues, or are a Life Member, you may dis-
regard the dues statement unless you have had an address change since last March .
If you've had an address change since the roster was published last March, it is im-
perative that the correct address be placed on the dues statement and mailed in .
Otherwise your address as of last March will appear in the next roster . The reason
is that our Secretary doesn't have the time to check over past issues of The Fare
Box checking all the address changes. So put down on the dues statement the address
you want printed in the roster .

We expect 1967 to be a grand year in token collecting. As coin prices level
off the speculators and fast-buck types will be departing from numismatics, and the
serious collectors will regain possession of the hobby . This means more interest in
such branches of numismatics as transportation tokens . We want each of you to be
with us again in 1967, and we need your support . So send in your $4.00 dues early.

The response to our offer of sterling silver lapel pins on the last page of the
November Fare Box was gratifying. There are stiZZ quite a few of them left . If you
would like to order one of our beautiful sterling silver A .V.A. lapel pins, bearing
the official trolley car seal of the Association, send in your order now. The price
is $2.75 postpaid. Don't wait too Long, as it will probably be several years before
we order another hundred. Send orders directly to the Secretary, Donald N . Mazeau -
P.O. Box 31 - Clinton, Conn. 06413. Allow about a month for delivery .

This issue is up to date as of December 28, and it comes to you barely two weeks
after the November issue . We are trying heroically to catch up, and the January is-
sue will be prepared in about three weeks . So send in your ads and articles for the
first issue of Volume 21 as soon as possible. Happy New Year!
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= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =

913J ALAN ATLAS - 1471 OLD BARN LANE - HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60035
Age 13 ; Student. Collects all types . (Mandet)

914 LESLIE R . HAWTHORNE - 3502 LARGA AVENUE - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90039
Age 57 ; Electrician . Collects U.S ., Canada, Foreign . (R.ietertband)

REINSTATEMENT TO MEMBERSHIP

266 CHARLES H. LIPSKY - 1225 DAY STREET - GALESBURG, ILLINOIS 61401

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Dr . George J . Fuld - 6701 Park Heights Avenue - Baltimore, Maryland 21215
Howard J . Hauser - 9729 Lyndale Avenue South - Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
Ray Ingalls, Jr. - 939 Buchanan - Indianapolis, Indiana 46203
Major Cale B . Jarvis - 25 St . Mary Street (Apt . 2206) - Toronto 5, Ontario
Joseph Mark Kotler - P .O . Box 248 - Glencoe, Illinois 60022
W . Gordon Robertson - 3613 Latham Road - Baltimore, Maryland 21207
Gerald A . Sochor - 13680 East Center Avenue - Aurora, Colorado 80010
Barry Uman - 4155a MACKENZIE STREET - MONTREAL 26, QUEBEC

9F****

= SOUTHERN JUDEA LTD. OF ISRAEL
By Sam Rabinowitz

Before Southern Judea Ltd . of Israel issued the aluminum token listed as Tel Av-
iv 750 A, two round center-holed cardboard transportation tokens had been in use for
app'roximately .a year and a half. First used in .the late summer of 1948, the tokens
continued in service until the aluminum piece was struck in 1950 . There is even
some evidence that the I'Pruta token was employed, at least for a time, together with
the aluminum piece .

The author is presently engaged in attempting to get a detailed history of this
firm, its use of tokens and exactly when, they became obsolete . When acquired, this
will form the basis of another article .

Certain information, however, has already been brought to my attention : facts
that make these cardboard issues much more than ordinary transportation tokens . It
now appears that both tokens were used as money in and about the Tel Aviv area during
the latter part of 1948 and early 1949 to alleviate the drastic shortage of small
change .

Between May 15, 1948 (Israel's Independence Day), and August 17, 1948, there
was no legal currency in the State of Israel . The Anglo-Palestine Bank printed and
issued on August 17 only paper money of a high value denomination, starting at 500

915J JOHN A . BARBARA - 922 TOWNSEND AVENUE - NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 06512

916
Age 14 ; Student . Collects U .S . only. (DeSantie)

MRS . JOHN C . BIGHAM - 6475 APPLE ORCHARD LANE - ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN 48063

917
Former Teacher . Collects all types . (CoUUee)

HARRY R . PORTER - 1042 BARDSTOWN ROAD - LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40204

918
Age 25 ; Computer Programmer . Collects U .S ., Canada . (Cosbee)

JOHN BARTHOLOMEW PICKENS - 2316 WEST TUCKEY LANE - PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85015

919
Age 22 ; Free Lance Author . Collects U .S ., Canada . (Schmat)

JOHN W . PROPES - 358 STATEN STREET - NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23503

920
Age 52 ; Retired . Collects U .S . only. . (Cob4ee)

HAROLD J . SPINDLER - 680 EAST NEBRASKA AVENUE - ST . PAUL, MINNESOTA 55106

921
Age 57 ; Coin Dealer . Collects U.S . only . (Cossee)

WILLIAM R. BRANT - 300 NORTH CAVENDER - HOBART, INDIANA 46342

922
Age 34 ; Motor Tender. Collects U .S . and Parking . (Rideh.)

MELVIN H . HAYS - 6940 RUTHERFORD COURT - CINCINNATI, OHIO 45239
Age 25 ; Laboratory Technician . Collects Parking Tokens . (Cobbee)
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Mils (or half a Palestine Pound) and running up to 50 Palestine Pounds .

The situation with regard to coins was not much different . A 25 Mil aluminum
coin was produced in the autumn of 1948 but very few of them went into circulation .
This same coin was reissued with the date 1949 in much greater quantity . . . but the
problem that existed with lower denominations was not solved until 1949 when the
first of the regular Pruta issues were struck .

It becomes apparent that the people of Israel needed low-value coins for approx-
imately 6 to 8 months . . . and there were none . Tokens or scrip struck hastily by toons :
communities, stores and large industrial firms were pressed into service . Pieces
that had already been in use for various purposes were also utilized as were the two
cardboard transportation tokens described below :

(1) thin buff-colored cardboard, center hole, 32mm. Red printing. Obverse :
In center, a maple leaf & steering wheel desigh ; 1 / PRUTA. Above, TRIP FEE;
Below, SOUTHERN JUDEA LTD. (All in Hebrew alphabet except the numeral 1) .
Reverse : Stamped numerals (reverses also known to come blank) .
(2) thin buff-colored cardboard, center hole, 32mm. Ultramarine printing.
Obverse : same as for #1 above except 2 / PRUTOT . Reverse : same as #1 above .
These tokens will be pictured in a forthcoming issue of The Fare Box, and vec-

turists might be interested in why I translated the pieces into English rather than
phonetically pronouncing the Hebrew into English as is customarily done .

Certain alphabets (Hebrew, Chinese, Japanese, Muslim, etc .) that use characters
foreign to the English language must be numismatically listed either in the charac-
ters of the particular alphabet or in an exact translation of that alphabet into
English . For instance : Tel Aviv 750 A is described in the Foreign Check List as
follows : Obverse : DROM-JEHUDA LTD. (in Hebrew), and Reverse : 2 PRUTA. No mention
is made of the background design of maple leaf and steering wheel' on the obverse .
The word "Ltd." does not appear on the obverse of the token . DROM-JEHUDA is simply
an English pronunciation of the Hebrew, not a translation . It actually means "South-
ern Judea ." The reverse of the token does not say 2 PRUTA ; rather it should read 2
PRUTOT. And no mention at all is made about the Hebrew characters underneath the
word PRUTOT which stand for the year, 1950 .

Admittedly, this translating of difficult tokens is extremely hard for the cata-
loguer . But rather than give an inaccurate description, time should be taken to be
sure that the translation is as exact as possible .

In the same way, the listing of the two transportation tokens from Haifa is not
accurate. For those who would like to know exactly what they say, the translations
follow :

(1) Bronze, 15mm. Obverse : 3 Hebrew characters, each followed by periods .
They are abbreviations for FUNICULAR SUBWAY OF HAIFA . In the center, a
tiny dolphin (the mintmark of the Paris, France, mint), and below, HAIFA
in Hebrew. Reverse : HADAR in Hebrew (a section of Haifa) .

(2) Cupro-nickel, 17mm . Obverse, same as above . Reverse : CARMEL (in Hebrew)
There are hundreds of A.V.A . members scattered throughout the United States and

foreign countries . All receive The Fare Box . Those who discover any inaccuracy in
the foreign listings should communicate with the cataloguer . After all, he must as-
sume all translations he receives are exact . When an error is found, I'm sure he
would want to be the first one to correct it .

Joe Kbt-e,% 6end6 u6 some insonmati.on about Itt 785 A, the none tittte token An-
scki.bed NILES CENTER - MORTON GROVE . He bay6 1,000 os them wene deZLveJced .to the
Evanaton 8 Nite6 Centex Bu6 Co . in 1931 (the tattek company L sed Itt 285 8 C D ab
we,l) . Exactly how the 785 A wa6 u6ed .i6 6tiU unknown.

Mn. Kottex a&6o nepoktA (&nom Street Railway Jounnat, 1893) that the MiPwaukee E
Wauwato6a Moton Railway Co . opened in Juty 1892 (w is 510 H) . It wa6 a 12-rncte tine
Snom the we6t edge o6 MiPwaukee to Wauwato6a; the bane was 5¢ on 25 .token San $1 .00 .
The giant viaduct depicted on the token wa6 the enginee'zLng Seat that enabte6 there
two cities to be connected by 6team naiRway (the S-vun that issued the token wa6 a
6team nai,2way, as 4 evident Sn.om the vehLcte p-Lctwced on the token) .
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PARKING TOKENS FOR TRADE. Send your want-list . I also collect Oklahoma trade tok-
ens and Oklahoma transportations .
Mrs . MaryAllen	-	200 East Burney	Madill, Okla. 73440
I NEED the following tokens for my collection : NY 10 K L M, 25 C, 35 D E F H, 60 A,
75 C, 80 1 J K, 150 A, 210 B, ,280 B, 360 B C D, 380 A B C V, 410 B, 425 E F, 440 A,
500 A B, 615 G, 628 A . Write first.
Robert Misdom	-	Box 731, Pamrapo Station

	

-	Bayonne, N.J. 07002
NORTH TO THE FUTURE 1867-1967, Alaska 100-year purchase centennial. A special cent-
ennia Z 84 airmail stamp to be issued March 30, 1967 (Seward's Day) in Sitka for 1st
day issue. Orders received now for your assurance of obtaining one or more of these
historic and commemorative stamped envelopes . Send 304 for each order of one. My
descriptive envelope of yours . Delivery 1st week April 1967. Tell your friends .
W.E. Nickell	-	Box 37	-	.Sitka, .Alaska 99835
THANKS FOR ACTION on my last auction . Winning bid will be in next issue . I have a
lot of "good fore" & other material for trade or sell . Send me your TT trade list
and I'll send mine (Pa 765 Z thru Iowa 300 B) . Around 500 diff. I specialize in
Ind., N.H., & Conn. 290 series . Trade Cincinnati PT for use with Cinn . T-11 unit &
Cincinnati Children Hospital Visitor for beat offer in US TT's or what Have You?
Raymond A. IngalZs, Jr .	-	939 Buchanan	-	Indianapolis, Ind. 46203
FOR AUCTION : Ind 580 A; Ohio 860 A; Wis 440 F, 500 Ba, all nice and sharp.
A .H. Erickson	-	3125 N. 49th St .	-	Milwaukee, Wis. 53216
TRADE HORSECAR TOKENS Minn 510 A, 760 E, for any other at catalogue . Also trade
Minn 210 A B C, 730 B C; Ky 45 B, 510 0; Ind 90 A, 930 C. What do you have to trade
at catalogue? = Gordon Wold	-	Princeton, Minn. 55371
I AM OFFERING MINN 600,B or -Pa 70 A for each Calif. trade token sent to me (must
have city and/or state name on it. Several trades of each available .
John G. NicoZosi	-	3002 Galindo St .	-	Oakland, Calif. 94601
KY 510 BS for sale at cost to members ; 4 for 904 or 254 each . They are minting new
ones currently so all tokens will be shiny new .
Harry R. Porter	-	1042 Bardstown Road	-	Louisville, Ky. 40204
CHINA 720 1 for best trade or cash offer. Also swap or sell : Ala 680 Ab; Ariz 840 A ;
Cal 450 B J, 760 D F; D.C. 500 C Y; Fla 530 C; Haw 240 C D; Ia 930 J; Ind 260 A, 350
C; Kans 970 E G; Mich 225 F; 375 A B D; NJ 555 D; NY 10 J, 630 AN, 631 S, 875 N; Ore
700 G; Pa 750 AA, 765 Z; RI 700 E; Wash 780 B L N 0 P; WVa 240 B; B.C. 700 A B, 800
A ; Ont 900 A ; Que 620 X.
William Magee	1320 Pandora Avenue	-	Victoria, British Columbia
WANT COMMON TT & PT for my collection . Also collect other tokens . In exchange wtZl
send dated U.S. Docs . & Stk. Tfr. Rev. stamps (uncut, cut or perf.) for tokens, bas-
is Scott's U.S. Spec . & Atwood's Cats . Also have some high denom. Does. & Stk. Trf.
revs., cut or perf. Send me different tokens and tell me what you consider them
worth. = Julius C. Berneburg	-	28 Chestnut St .	-	Merrick, N.Y. 11566
ANYONE HAVING ANYTHING pertaining to the Philadelphia Rapid Transit or Pacific Elec-
tric Railway Co. I need tickets, tokens, badges, pins and pictures . Write first.
Ross Thorpe	-	181 W. Chalmers Ave.	-	Youngetown, Ohio 44507
JOIN THE TEXAS AREA VECTURIST ASSOCIATION! Monthly news letter called TOKEN TALK,
free advertising in each issue, low membership fee (500 for the balance of this year)
and starting soon a monthly listing of Texas merchants' trade tokens . TAVA is not
in competition with the AVA . We are able to perform certain functions that the AVA
cannot, such as the listing mentioned above . Sixty-eight of our 72 members belong
to the AVA . For more info and applications blanks, write to the Secretary :
Mrs. Pat Murdock	-	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Texas 75149
WOODEN NICKELS - AVA seal on one side, your message on the other. Priced as follows :
500 - $18; 1,000 - $24; 2,500 - $50; plus 4th class postage . Nickels weigh 6# Zbs .
per 1,000. Send 25% deposit on COD orders. Limit of 80 letters and spaces in your
message. For a free sample, send a stamped envelope . I WANT MERCHANTS' TRADE TOKENS
from Texas . Have many dupes from other states to trade, or will purchase .

	

_
T.M. Murdock

	

-	P.O. Box 411	-	Mesquite, Texas 75149
SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE AND YOUR TRADE LIST and I will send you a DOG TAG from Massa-
chusetts . FOR TRADE ONLY AS A SET : Nevada 100 A B C.
George H. Wyatt	-	Skylark Lane	-	Lunenburq, Mass . 01462
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WILL TRADE OHIO 440 E for Ohio 440 A . Will also trade W.Va . 290 H or Phil . is. i&0
B for Ohio 450 D or 440 D.
Frank P. SmoZen	-	138 Carroll Avenue	-	Painesville, Ohio 4407/
WANTED: Civil War tokens, hard times, coal mine metal scrip, trade checks. Also gan
counters (spielmarks) and commemorative medals . Will trade my common TT's for them .
(These make great grader's lots.) Write in first letter what you have & describe.
C.E. Jensen	-	6 Grandview Ave . -	Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10553
WOULD LIKE TO TRADE transportation tokens with NOT TOO far advanced collectors . I
have more than 200 different duplicates to trade . Let's exchange lists .
E.M. Rice	-	212 Westhaven Drive	-	Austin, Texas 78746
SALE TO HIGHEST BIDDERS : Pa 15 E, 445 C; Hungary 100 BA ; Calif 575 Ab ; Hawaii 540 B;
Ohio 750 A; Mfg Sample 23-A . TRADE NY 785 B; Pa 870 A, 3360 B ; Ohio 3335 C, your
choice for each different PARKING token received.
G.W. Gallagher, Cdr USN	-	568 Pinetree	-	Jenkintown, Pa . 19046
TRADE CHECKS from California & other western & southwestern states wanted . Also tel-
ephone, military & saloon tokens . Will buy for cash or will trade . Have many types
including transportation & parking tokens to trade . Please write .
Norman E. Sherman	-	4295 Marina Drive	-	Santa Barbara, Cal . 93105
FOR SALE OR TRADE AT 504 EACH : Conn 290 N; Fla 960 H; Ind 3.90 B; NC 980 H ; ND 960 A;
Pa 70 A; P.I. 500 C; P.R. 640 E F .
Albert E. Kremer	-	2601 Simpson Street	-	Evanston, Ill . 60201
PLASTIC AND METAL CALLING CARD TOKENS MADE TO ORDER : Obverse has your name & address .
Reverse reads "Collector of Transportation Tokens" with a trolley (plastic) or horse-
car (metal) . Plastic colors include red, black, green, blue, white ; metals include

CENSUS TOKEN FOR TRADE : Ohio 165 D for any of the following : Pa 750 H I J, 770 A B,
985 A B. For trade - equal value in Pennsylvania tokens only - I have the following :
Ohio 725 A, 785 A; Md 60 N; Pa 725 C.
Dr. Herman Aqua	-	487 Bennett Street	-	Luzerne, Pa. 18709
AUCTION : one lot - 93 all diff. TT's cataloguing 254 and up; 76 254 tokens, 2 304
tokens, 6 354 tokens, 8 504 tokens, 1 $1 token, total cat . value over $26 .00. Bids
in cash, telephone tokens, TT's, election tokens, Hickey Bros . tokens or ? Have
over 700 tokens 254 and up to trade ; send want & trade list .
Foster B . Pollack	-	1841 Broadway	-	New York, N.Y. 10023
FOR SALE: Pa 495 G (red celluloid) for only $3 .00 . Write to
Morton H . Dawson	-	182 Whiting, Lane	-	West Hartford, Conn. 06119
WILL TRADE A "PHILATECTOR" electric (battery) watermark detector for tokens I need.
Also have for trade : red or blue OPA points, Wash . State sales tax tokens, Czech 10
haleru, England penny & halfpenny, Germany 5 & 10 pfennig, Italy 1,5,10 lira, Japan
10 yen - for tokens I need. Will send 100 diff. U.S. commemorative stamps for 5 TT
or PT I need. = Sam Ruggeri - 1018 So. Carley Ct. -	No. Bellmore, N .Y. 11710
I WILL TRADE EITHER PT!4.5 3001 B or C for either 3001 A or D or both - token for tok-
en. A few Roadside Drive-in PM's from Minn. available for trade .
Quincy A . LafZin	-	1476 Iglehart Ave.	-	St. Paul, Minn. 55104,
FOR TRADE : Fla 460 A; Ill 70 D; NJ 885 D; Ohio 165 V W; Pa 525 AA ; Ohio 3165 K ; AZa
470 B, 560 Y, 680 A; Ark 405 B, 450 B, 480 P Q; Calif 257 C, 300 F, 445 B, 575 F L,
630 G, 715 H Q T, 745 H K L M, 825 D F, 835 G, 895 B D, 945 B ; Colo 60 A, 140 D, 260
J, 760 J. = Robert Kelley	-	6315 Parkview

	

-

	

Mason Ohio 45040
WANTED: Photos of streetcars and buses . I have 10 iff. p otos of 1930-40 era, Penn .
cars to trade. I can also use good negatives that I can have printed for trade use .
Wilt trade photo of Phoenix bus (1966) for one of your city . Please no postcards!
Also need Fare Box before 1952 . I use photos in exhibits of vecturia at club meet-
ings & shows. Try it and see what happens!!
H.C. Schmal	-	Box 5238	-	Phoenix, Ariz . 85010
PARKING TOKENS FOR SALE AT 354 EACH : Ariz 3640 D; Del 3900 Aa Ab; Ill 3150 Cb X(A)
X(D) Z AA AJ AW AX AY AZ, 3270 B Cb ; Mich 3650 A; NJ 3390 A(D) ; NM 3040 Aa Ab; Ohio
3690 B; Pa 3015 C, 3766 F(C), 3930 C; RI 3880 A; Tex 3275 C, 3340 B; Wash 3040 A,
3780 G J, 3990 A; WVa 3080 A; Wis 3510 Ac E Oc; MSPT 3051 D, 3054 Ac, 3055 A(A) Da,
3057 B C. = Duane H. FeiseZ	-	P.O. Box 11661	-	Palo Alto, Cal. 94306

alum., brass, nickel-silver. Plastic 200 pieces $14.70 plus $5 one-time die charge;
metal see page 6 of 1966 Fare'Box . Stamped envelope brings free sample .
J.M. Kotler

	

-

	

P.O. Box 248

	

- Glencoe, Ill. 60022
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TRADE ZONE CHECKS : Wztkes-Barre Transit Corp . of PennsyZvanza - refer Sept. ad. Co,--
plete set zones 2 thru 9. Trade set for $2. 00 catalog. Send trade list . Trade 1
piece my choice for any 250 token, TT or PT. Please no NC 980 H I or Pa 70 A B C.
Also trade Pa 997 A B at $1 .50 each .
R.J. De Santis	-	108 N. Main Ave.	-	Scranton Pa. 18504
50 FOREIGN COUNTRIESI Will trade coins from 50 different countries, Yeoman

value

$10 or more, for TT's and/or PT's I need totaling $2 .25 in Atwood or Feisel cata-
logues. Send your list and I will make my selection and send first .
JohnL.Ti-smrbley	-	P.O. Box 37	-	Marina Calif. 93933
ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE OF U.S. & CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKENS, 2nd Edition, 480 pages
including 27 photographic plates and 61-page index of obverse inscriptions . Values
and full descriptions of tokens with much historical data . Cloth-bound, size 6x9 .
Price $5.50 postpaid to AVA members ($7.50 to others) .
FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS OF THE WORLD, published 1966, 160 pages with
photos in the text . Values and full descriptions of tokens . Cloth bound, size 6x9 .
Price $3.50 postpaid to AVA members ($4.50 to others) .
Order either book directly from A.V.A. at address below, but please make checks

payable to "John M. Coffee, Jr." to facilitate cashing . Books always shipped within
24 hours after your order is received, postpaid with commemorative stamps .
American Veeturist Assn .	-	P.O. Box 1204	-	Boston, Mass . 02104

= ALL AUCTIONS IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE JANUARY 18 =

Advvtttoementte in THE FARE BOX axe 6xee to A. V.A. membexo : up to 6 . tines inn
eveAy issue £6 you wish . Send ad diAeetty to the Editors, on a 6epaAate sheet o6 pa-
pen with name S address 6 ZIP Code . Ad must be submitted each month (don't send sev-
enat at one time) and must be di6gekent each inaextion. When you send tong tats o6
eatatogue numbers, ptease keep them in atphabeti.cat and numexdcat oxden; don't skip
alt oven the ptace .

You nuy o66ex to buy ox aett anything you wi h in youx ad, bon any pxiee you
wish. Ads which Limply say "6ox sate" axe assumed Mo be o56encng the -tokens at cat-
aZogue value.

Any members who buys a token 6xom you may change his mind within 15 days and xe-
tuxn the token with no questions asked . Membexs making txades may also change theix
minds within 15 days--elthe)e one may decide not to go thxou_gh with it--no questions
asked.

You may o6bex tokens box auction--that is, 6ax sate to highest bidder--providing
the tokens axe catalogued bon at teaat 25$ in Atwood. But the buyer may return any
tokens he buys at auction within 15 days bon 6utf xe6und, no questions asked . You
also have the x,Lght to xeAuze to accept any bid you anent aatLa&ied is high enough.

The point o6 alt this La that both patties ahoutd be aatis6.ied with any trans-
action beLone it La consddexcd 6Lnat .

LARGER ADS

	

Rates for larger ads than the free 6-line ads are as follows :

One Quarter Page	 $7 .50 One Half Page	 $14.00
One Third Page	 9.00 One Full Page	 24.00

These rates take into account your free ad . You do not also get a free 6-line ad
when you purchasee a larger ad at these prices . These rates are not for long lists of
catalogue numbers . The time required to type such lists of numbers makes it neces-
sary to charge double the above rates . On the other hand, if you submit your own
stencil, already cut, you may deduct $4 .00 from the full-page rate, making it only
$20 .00 . But before submitting stencil, write the Editor . We use A .B . Dick F-1160
stencils only on our machine . Count 83 spaces to the line ; 58 lines to the page .

Advertisements axe the heart o6 THE FARE BOX, and the mote we have, the bettersA
we tike it. So £6 you have some tokens you want to Left on swap, ox - thence axe to-
kens you want to get, why not wend us an ad? Otuc ad pages axe the world's only market
place bon transportation tokens .
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= IVEATHERFORD, TEXAS, IN THE DAYS OF BAKER'S TRANSFER =

By Fred R. Cotten

[Editor's Note: Eleven varieties of depotel tokens are known to have been is-
sued by Chauncey Cyrys Baker for use on his hacks in Weatherford between 1879 and
1923. A token was also issued by a rival of Baker's, named Piland. Recently I wrote
to Mr. Fred R. Cotten, Past President of the Texas State Historical Association, and
a prominent Weatherford resident who knew C.C. Baker well. I asked Mr. Cotten to
write me some reminiscences of the old days of Baker's Transfer Line . The following
article, which is fascinating and colorful as well as informative, is taken from Mr .
Cotten's letter to me. It helps us to understand much better the workings of the old
hack lines which issued so many rare tokens .]

THE BAKER FAMILY was a most interesting family ; they came to Texas in the middle fif-
ties and settled at Corsicana where Mr . C .C . Baker's mother ran a hotel . She set an
extra good table and the politicians of that day frequented her dining room . When
the Bakers saw the impending conflict [the Civil War] coming on, they returned to
Wisconsin, where C.C . Baker and his brother both enlisted in a Wisconsin regiment .

After the War, they returned to Texas . When the Texas & Pacific RR started to
build west, C.C . Baker came to Weatherford, in 1879 . For many years he carried an
advertisement, one inch by one column, with nothing but the letters "79" which was
his telephone number .

My grandfather started our business--furniture and coffins--in 1883 . Later my
father purchased the same, and soon after 1889 not only sold coffins but bought a
hearse and did the embalming for the western section of Texas, going as far as 90
miles west and northeast to prepare'bodies . The funeral business needed carriages
for the funerals and Mr . Baker furnished the carriages, generally two at $5 .00 each .
At an extra prominent funeral his wagonette was used to carry the pall bearers .

The main hotel was the Sikes House, owned by Mammy Sikes and her husband, and
Mr . Baker ran his bus to and from the train . Later a palacious hotel was constructed
known as the Carson & Lewis Hotel . It had many ups and downs . The drummers prefer-
red the Sikes House (later called the Montfort) on account of the excellent table .
The bus business had with it a more profitable business in that if you hauled the
drummer, then you could also haul his trunks at 50C per, each way--some extra heavy
ones commanding a larger price .

I had forgotten all about the Piland bus line [Ed . Note : Tex 965 L, listed in
October Fare Box] . J.C . Piland was Baker's competitor . The rivalry got so hot that
they would try to wrestle a passenger's baggage . This led to fights between the dri-
vers, and the town marshal had to go down and draw a line that the bus drivers had to
stay behind . Each hotel also had a Negro porter, who generally met the train also .

There was a fine gentleman who traveled from J . Kinnard of St . Louis, who sold
us carpets and rugs . He came each year in the spring and early fall . One time Baker
did not get to haul his trunks to the hotel--and hauling trunks was more profitable
than hauling people . Baker soon showed up in the store to inquire of my father where
that "damn rebel" was that didn't let him haul his trunks . He had, he said, hauled
them for years! So from then on, Mr . Ingram (the man from St . Louis) saw to it that
Baker hauled his trunks .

Mr . Baker also operated a float line-which used long wide-bodied tow wagons
for freight hauling--and he hauled all our less-than-carload-lot freight from the
depot to our warehouse at 15e a hundred . Each day he would come into our store and
go back and sign his name and the date on one of the joists to the deck in the ware-
house .

When my father died and I later became active in the business, the friendship
with C .C . Baker continued, down through the years . Once when he became ill with an-
gina, he sent word for me to come and see him. His barn faced on one street, and
one went through the back lot to the backyard of his house, and then through the back
porch into the kitchen and into the house . I often visited him by this route, as he
said he didn't want any "	undertaker" corning in his front door!

Baker's three buses had the names of his three daughters--Bess, Lucy, and Mary--
painted on their sides . His barn had a cupola and a large bell in it, and when a
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driver was out of pocket, he would ring the bell the number of times that was that
particular driver's number . By "out of pocket" is meant "not in place," "in pocket"
means "in place," such as a knife in your pocket . An out-of-pocket driver had prob-
ably strayed off to a saloon, talking to someone, resting his team and hack after a
drive, under a shade tree . The stroke of the bell was assigned to different men ;
one stroke for one driver ; two strokes for another driver, etc .

C .C. Baker was one of the builders of Weatherford, and he deserves well of our
memory . He worshiped his family, and he lived for them . His barn was kept clean as
a pin. There was no ammonia odor ; his horses were trained to go to the lot . He had
awash rack, and his equipment was kept scrupulously clean . His harness was kept in
excellent shape, the brass was always shined, and there was hardly a fly in the
place .

Three or four times a year when some newcomer would come to town there was the
proverbial "badger fight ." It was held in his barn .

When the trains began to lose their patronage and the drummer went to the motor
bus or a private car, Baker began to wane . He tried auto equipment ; but the self-
owned jitneys got that business . The freight business began to go to the motor
lines . He tried trucks, but they were too expensive . Repairs and labor ate him up .

After his death, his son tried to run the line, but finally became the Grey-
hound Bus ticket agent . From World War I on, frustration besieged the business .

The Editor is grateful to Mr. Cotten for his two letters to me, from which I
pieced together the foregoing story. C. C. Baker was, to my way of thinking,- a great
and a good man. . . and the genuineness and humanity of the man, which come through the
above story, make the tokens he issued all the more precious to collectors .

seaa+r

= A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT =

Greetings to each of you for the holiday season and for the year ahead . We've
just completed a most successful year, and can look forward to even greater accom-
plishments in 1967 . Our hobby is growing by leaps & bounds, and new collectors are
discovering transportation tokens in ever-increasing numbers .

Already 1967 holds much promise for us . Ken Smith's foreign catalogue will be
off the presses early in the year and will be the catalyst for greatly increased in-
terest and activity in that field . Considerable progress has been made preparing the
book which will contain a compilation of articles and information from the first 20
years of THE FARE BOX . This book will be lavishly illustrated, and should receive
wide attention from both collectors and non-collectors . As well, many new collectors
will be attracted by it to our hobby . The target date for publication is Fall, 1967 .

The one force above all others in the transportation token field is THE FARE BOX .
It stimulates our interest and provides communication among collectors . But it de-
pends on contributions of articles from the members . This is your opportunity to
place before the membership that interesting bit of information you have uncovered
about one of your favorite tokens . Plans are afoot to institute some new features
in THE FARE BOX . You can also look forward to larger issues and Increasing use of
photographs .

The highlight of the year for many of us will be the annual A .V .A . Convention,
to be held this year in Minneapolis . The hospitality of the Minneapolis group, a
most enthusiastic organization, is famous . The location is central, and the time of
the year is perfect for a vacation trip . Aren't you planning to attend?

Various members have communicated ideas to me for making the AVA even more use-
ful . Perhaps you have a pet idea, and perhaps this is the time to take action on it .
Let me hear from you if there is any way the AVA, or I personally, can be of help .

- DUANE H . FEISEL, President
American Vecturist Association
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= PERSONAL TOKENS OF VECTURISTS =

By J.M. Coffee

A growing number of transportation token collectors are having their own person-
aZ calling card tokens struck, and collecting these pieces is becoming something of
an interesting sideline to many A.V.A. members . It occurred to me that a listing of
those which already exist should be made, not only to assist those who are collect-
ing them now, but also to serve as a guide to historians in future years who my be
interested in the strange workings of the minds of vecturists in the 1960's .

I have therefore assembled all of the data possible on all of the tokens that I
know about, and am listing them below. The tokens are arranged by the A.V.A. number
of the person who issued them, which seemed the logical way to do it . All tokens of
past as well as present AVA members are listed. Where known, the number of tokens
struck is included in brackets after the listing.

This list will not include wooden nickels, because the practise of the manufac-
turers of wooden nickels, of issuing unlimited restrikes and fantasies, precludes
any serious listing of such pieces. We are therefore limiting ourselves to metal and
plastic tokens . Future issues will, from time to time, be mentioned in The Fare Box .

J . DOUGLAS FERGUSON ROCK
IN THE INTEREST OF NUMISMATICS

ISLAND QUEBEC CANADA

100A WM 35 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[500]
DON T. THRALL 610 ARLINGTON AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94707
PHONE 525-0111

103A A 35 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[200?]

116A

J .G . NICOLOSI MANAGER, A.V.A. NEW ISSUES SERVICE
3002 GALINDO ST . OAKLAND, CALIF. 94601

Pe 38 Sd Good For 1 New Issue [200]

266A A Ov Sd

CHARLES H . LIPSKY 1225 DAY STREET GALESBURG, ILLINOIS
COLLECTOR OF ROLLED COINS BUY-SELL-TRADE

(blank)(19x32mm)

266B B 32 Sd

CHARLES H . LIPSKY 1225 DAY STREET GALESBURG, ILLINOIS 61401
ILLINOIS TRADE CHECKS WANTED - PLEASE HELP

Good For 500 In Trade

312A
DONALD N . MAZEAU BOX 31 CLINTON, CONN.

Pr 38 Sd Transportation Token Collector [100]
CLARENCE E . HEPPNER STAMPS - TOKENS COINS
1331 - 3rd AVE . SEATTLE, WN . 1966

314A Bz 34 Sd Good For 10C . In Trade [200]
314B B 31 Sd Good For 10C In Trade [15][error made same size as 50c piece]
314C B 31 Sd [Like 314 B, but error with no "E" in "CLARENC"][10]

MAX M. SCHWARTZ NEW YORK CITY NUMISMATIST A.N .A. L80
VECTURIST A.V.A. L3 EXONUMIST T .A.M.S . 105

3A Bz 33 Sd

	

George Washington 1732-1799 (Bust of Washington) [100?]
3B Bz 33 Sd

	

Abraham Lincoln 1809-1865 (Bust of Lincoln) [100?]

14A

[On the edge of both tokens : "Medallic Art Co . N .Y"]

WM 35 Sd

J.M. COFFEE EDITOR OF THE FARE BOX P .O. BOX 1204
BOSTON, MASS . 02104

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)(500]

42A WM 35 Sd
MELVIN CARMICHAEL AVA #42 KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON PHONE : 884-5808

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[1001
42B B 35 Sd if

	

it it

	

" [100]

49A Pe 38 Sd
QUINCY A. LAFLIN 1476 IGLEHART ST . ST . PAUL, MINN. 55104

Collector of Transportation Tokens (trolley car) [200]

80A A 35 Sd

W . G . FYLER REAL ESTATE BROKER LAKE WALES, FLORIDA
VISIT THE BRANFORD EL. P.Y . EAST HAVEN CONN.

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[500]
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MAURICE M. GOULD FOUNDER' COLLECTORS CLUB OF BOSTON APRIL 10, 19"5
1945-1965 20th ANNIVERSARY

335A

397A

Bz Ov Sd

B 35 Sd

(blank)(l9x4Omm)[a rolled-out Canadian cent]
HAL N . OTTAWAY 3002 GRAIL, WICHITA, KANSAS, 67211

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[100]
J .M. KOTLER 725 GREENLEAF AVENUE GLENCOE ILLINOIS

399A . B- 35 Sd
399B A 35 Sd

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[100]
"

J.M. KOTLER
"

	

"
725 GREENLEAF AVE .

"

	

"

	

[1,000]
GLENCOE ILLINOIS 60022

399C Pr 38 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (trolley car) [200]
399D Pg 38 Sod „ " „ , .

	

R I,

	

„

399E Pb 38 Sd 1,

	

„ ,t

	

"

399F Pe'38 Sd „

	

„ „

	

„
399G Pw 38 Sd n n ,r "

H.C . SCHMAL BOX 5238 PHOENIX 10, ARIZ .

402A L 30 Sd
DEALER IN EXONUMIA SPECIALIST IN ARIZONA TOKENS

Great Seal of the State of Arizona 1912 Ditat Deus (Scene)(Sc)

402B

[402A appears to be lead, gold-plated]

L 31 Sd

HAROLD C. SCHMAL THE ARIZONA ROADRUNNER (PICTURE OF NEW MEXICO
ROADRUNNER [bird])

Your Invitation to the First Arizona State Numismatic Association

402C

Convention Mar . 5,6,7, . 1965 Ramada Inn Phoenix
H C SCHMAL AVA 402 BOX 5238 PHOENIX ARIZONA (TROLLEY CAR)

Bz Ov Sd (blank)(36x23mm)[rolled out on Ohio 640 A]

402D

H C SCHMAL AVA 402 COLLECTOR OF PARKING TOKENS
BOX'5238 PHOENIX ARIZ (PARKING GATE)

B Ov Sd

	

(blank)(36x23mm)[rolled out on parking token]

431A
JOSEPH ALLIS 48 E . 29th ST. NEW YORK, N .Y. 10016

Pr 38 Sd

	

Transportation Token Collector Plank & Toll Road Depotel

431B
Hotel

Pb 38 Sd

	

[like
Bridge - Ferry Bus - Taxi

431A but blue]
431C Pw 38 Sd

	

[like 431A but white]

438A

EDWARD J. STRALKO I BUY OLD TOLL BRIDGE TOKENS AND COINS
1156 GRANDVIEW RD . OIL CITY, PA.

A 35 Sd

	

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[2,000]

438B
EDWARD J. STRALKO OIL CITY, PA. GOOD FOR 25C IN TRADE

B 31 Sd

	

Pithole City, Pa. 1865-1965 100th Anniversary

440A
DON PUNSHON 3360 N. NEENAH AVE . CHICAGO, ILL . 60634

B 35 Sd

	

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[500]

441A
H D ALLEN [in script] L441 GREETINGS TO VECTURISTS Can . Art . Dies

WM 25 Sd Chibougamau 1963-64 Stop By & Park
441E Bz 25 Sd "

	

"

	

" „ „ „
441C WM 25 Sd [like 441A but counterstamped "ARVIDA"]
441D Bz 25 Sd [like 441E but counterstamped "ARVIDA"]
441E Sv 25 Sd Chibougamau Quebec (buildings)

GRANT B . SCHMALGEMEIER 1317 W. EDDY ST. CHICAGO 60657
PHONE 477-4099

462A A 35 Sd

	

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[1,000]

462B
GRANT B . SCHMALGEMEIER 1317 W. EDDY ST. CHICAGO 60657

Pr 38 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (trolley car) [200]
462C Pg 38 Sd „

	

„

	

„

	

,1

	

It

	

„

	

„

462D Pb 38 Sd n

	

„

	

1,

	

,1

	

I,

	

"

	

„

462E Pa 38 Sd „

	

1,

	

„

462F Pw 38 Sd "

	

„

	

n

472A
S .M. ALBUM 1810 UNIVERSITY .AVE. BERKELEY, CALIF.

B 23 Sd 5c In Trade [100]

514A

CARL 0. SC .'WAB
SOUVENIR DOLLAR

HAMILTON, OHIO SOUVENIR COINS & BUTLER CO . TOKENS
REDEEMABLE TILL I'M BROKE

WM 35 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[500]
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The Editor will appreciate reports of other personal vecturist tokens which m y have
been omitted from this list. The criterion for . listing is that the token be made of
metal or plastic, that it was actually issued by an A.V.A . member, and that it bears
the name of the member who had it issued. Various members have issued tokens which
don't have their names on them; these don't qualify for listing. Tokens have been
issued to honor A .V.A. members, such as Ferguson and Freiberg; these don't qualify
for listing because they weren't issued by the person named on the token .

= NEW FINDS =

During any given month, at least a few rare tokens find their way from the "out-
side world" into the eager hands of vecturists . This past month Clarence Heppner was
the fortunate recipient of the rare North Bonneville Ferry token, Wash 590 B . Only 8
of these are known . Clarence obtained it from a customer who happened into his stamp
shop in Seattle!

Harold Schmal, down in Phoenix, reports recent good fortune . "As you know," he
writes, "I am the promoter of a monthly coin show here in Phoenix for over 3 years
now . At one of my shows I was able to get from a non-collector of tokens an III 150
K in fair shape . Then in November one of my coin customers brought me a handful of
various tokens, one of which was Minn 230 D . And at the December show a fellow deal-
er sold me a small box of tokens (all TT's about 40 pieces) and while all but one
were very common, the one goodie was 111 795 Eb ." Brother Schmal's III 150 K makes
3 known of that very interesting amusement ride token dating from the Columblan Ex-
position in 1893 . And I believe his Duluth horsecar token makes about 5 of them .

Joe Kotler reports that he has just obtained a brass example of one of the China
General Omnibus Co. tokens (China 720 H) . He comments, "Anyone owning the thick al-
uminum pieces of this firm will find they come with the bus facing both right and
left . The latter," he adds with political sagacity, "probably used as the Communists
approached ." Joe also recently purchased an old unlisted omnibus token from Torun,
Poland . It was used, he says, when the Germans had the city (before 1918) and called
it Thorn .

We'd like very much to hear from you if you have acquired a census token, or a
rare foreign token . Share the news of your good fortune with the rest of us, and
thereby encourage us to keep looking . Sometimes, during a long dry spell, we need
some encouragement ;

-Decembex 1966- -Page 193-
ROBERT A, DEWEY 1544 MONTGOMERY AVENUE MUSKEGON MICHIGAN 43441

570A B 35 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[500]
MAURICE AND PAT MURDOCK P.O. BOX 411 MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149
A.V.A. 577 & 677

577A A 35 Sd Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[100]

638A
BOB PAIGE

Bz 19 Sd Dealer in Tokens [incused into 1956 Lincoln cent]

690A Pg 38 Sd
FRED E. GLAZE MINIATURE RAILROAD CO . DENVER 80223

Collector of Transportation Tokens (trolley car) [200]

743A Pg 38 Sd
S. BEZARK PARKING TOKENS P .O . BOX 861 EVANSTON, ILL . 60204

Collector of Transportation Tokens (trolley car) [200]

763A Pw 38 Sd

D . CAPPER, 32, STANHOPE ST ., REDDISH, STOCKPORT, ENGLAND
COLLECTOR OF TRANSPORT TOKENS

(blank). [100]

785A B 35 Sd
ORE H. VACKETTA A.V.A. 785 426 S . STATE ST . WESTVILLE ILLINOIS

Collector of Transportation Tokens (horsecar)[500]

828A B 26 Sd
FRED W. BORCHER

10c In Trade
1591 SOLANO AVENUE
[100]

BERKELEY, CALIF .

828B B 26 Sd
FRED W. BORCHER

10c In Trade
1591 SOLANO AVE .
[200]

BERKELEY, CALIF .

828C A 32 Sd
FRED W. BORCHER

50c In Trade
1591 SOLANO AVE .
[100]

BERKELEY, CALIF.
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= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =

This month we list another old depotel token from Marion, Kans . All we can do
is refer you to information on page 79 of the April 1966 Fare Box, wherein it is sta-
ted that Dockstader bought out Eager .

It is odd that when we compiled data for the 1963 Atwood Catalogue we thought we
had all the older tokens of Shreveport listed . It seems that more and more old tok-
ens are showing up every month now, causing us to revise everything we have done in
the past . Now Mr . Vacketta reports listings of two previously unknown tokens of this
city . In addition to obtaining the two classics he reports this month, Mr . Vacketta
was fortunate in obtaining the La 810 A as well! The number "1870" on the reverse of
810 G is probably a control number, like those on 810 A and H . However, the old
Shreveport City Railroad was founded in the year 1870, and their lines were electri-
fied in 1893. So perhaps that "1870" .refers to the founding of the street railway
system. There was also another company, which started electric service October 4,
1890, known as Shreveport Railway & Land Improvement Company, but this was a sepa-
rate firm, taken over by Shreveport Belt Railway Co . in 1893 . Then, in 1902, these
two firms merged and became the Shreveport Traction Co . So we can only surmise that
the two Electric Railroad tokens reported this month are from the electric railway
part of the Shreveport City Railroad Co ., which would date them somewhere between
1893 and 1902 . The numerals on Mr . Vacketta's La 810 H, by the way, are 3391 . A few
other firms were organized during the same period, but never operated . However, one,
the Shreveport Traction did buy out : Highland Park Traction Co ., in 1904 . If it now
develops that they also used tokens, our listings for Shreveport will be even more
complicated than they have become already!

-Page 194- -Deeembet 1966-
= DECEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE -

By Ralph Freiberg

KANSAS
Marion

G o B

620 (Reported by C .R . Ross)
EAGER & CHAPMAN HACK AND LIVERY

25 Sd

	

(blank) $5 .00

LOUISIANA
Shreveport

G o WM

810 (Reported by Ore H. Vacketta)

incuse]

	

5.0022 Pc
ELECTRIC RAILROAD EMPLOYEES SHREVEPORT

Good For One Fare Not Transferable 1870 [1870 is

H o WM Oc Pc
ELECTRIC RAILROAD SHREVEPORT (INCUSE NUMERALS)

5 .00Good For One Fare School Children (23mm)

MISSOURI
Forsyth

A o B

330 (Reported by Harold V . Ford)

5 .00Oc Sd
TOLERTON FERRY CO . FORSYTH, MO.

Good For 5o In Ferriage [22mm]

PENNSYLVANIA
Lancaster County 526 (A reported by Arthur D . Jordan, Jr.)

5 .00A o B XX Pc
NEW HOLLAND TURNPIKE (NUMERAL)[all letters incuse]

(blank) (l on obverse)[27mm high by 24mm wide]
B o B XX Pc "

	

(2 "

	

"

	

)[ex Pa 525 AB] 5 .00
C o B 28 Pc "

	

(3 "

	

"

	

)[ex Pa 525 A](Sc) 5 .00
D o B XX Pc "

	

(4 "

	

"

	

)[ex Pa 525 B][25mm] 5 .00

VIRGINIA
Appalachia 60

A o B 20 Sd

(Reported by Harold V . Ford)
M . & M. COACH LINE APPALACHIA, VA . lOc

10c 12 Rides One Dollar 2 .00
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-Page 195-
Harold Ford found the old ferry token from Forsyth, Mo ., a couple of years ag- :,,

and he sat on the listing until now while he was attempting to find more of them .
He advertised in the local paper and communicated with a number of people in the
town, but has not been able to find any more tokens, or any good information on when
the ferry operated . Forsyth, the county seat of Taney County, is situated on the
White River in southwestern Missouri . The city's population in 1940 was 290 ; proba-
bly less today.

Dave Jordan reports another New Holland Turnpike token . I don't know how many
turnpikes actually operated within the city limits of Lancaster, and after some dis-
cussion with others on the Catalogue Committee, I believe it will be more sensible
to list all of these turnpike tokens in the next edition of the Catalogue under Lan
caster County; which will be easier than constantly revising the listings for the
city of Lancaster, constantly as other turnpike tokens are discovered . So, as a be-
ginning, this month we have listed the four known New Holland Turnpike tokens under
the county. I don't know how many more varieties of these things will turn up, so
I'd like to leave E to Z open for additional varieties of the New Holland Turnpike .
Then we'll use BA,BB, etc ., for the L & F Turnpike tokens ; CA,CB, etc., for the L & S
Turnpike ; DA,DB, etc ., for the L & E Turnpike ; EA,EB, etc ., for the L E & M Pike .
We also are having difficulty describing the unusual shapes of these tokens, and for
want of a better suggestion we are now using XX to describe any odd shape not already
listed . We do hope, however, to have photographs of most of these tokens right on
the page with the listings in future editions of our catalogue, and this will remove
the problem of describing their various shapes .

Harold Ford found the Appalachia, Va ., token over a year ago, and since then he
has done everything possible to learn more about the . firm, and obtain more of the to-
kens . He hasn't been successful . It would appear that the token was used in the
1930's or early 1940's, but this is only a guess . The token is given a value of less
than $5.00 only because it is of more recent vintage than the others ; if no more of
them show up--and probably no more will--then the token will be given the maximum
value in the next catalogue . Appalachia is situated right next to Norton, in extreme
southwestern Virginia, in the Cumberland Gap country. Its population in 1940 was
3,010, but had decreased to less than 2,500 by 1960 .

Mr . Ross also reported an aluminum 21mm token inscribed "CITY CAR LINE" on ob-
verse, and "GOOD FOR 5c IN TRADE" on the reverse . If anyone has any ideas where this
was used, or how it was used, please let us know .

= DECEMBER NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =

I would like first of all to wish every one of you, all members of the A .V.A.
and their families, a prosperous and healthy New Year, trusting that they have had a
Merry Christmas. And may the New Year bring peace to this world!

As is our custom we do not send out new issues during December, to avoid the
Christmas rush. Not that it matters this time : there aren't any to send out . We
do have a couple of nice Canadians in view for January, and we hope eventually to
get the new large-size New York City token which has been in use for some time now
on special trains to the race track .

So until next month, the best of everything to all .

aa~~s

- John C. NicoZosi

Joe KotLen nepon-t4 that on page 695, November. 1892 issue ob STREET RAILWAY RE-
VIEW, .there is a pictwte ob a eowcaA! That is, a stAeetcoA daawn by a cow. Not a
butt on an ox, but a neat cow. These were used by the Houston City St'teet RR Co . in
Texas . So now, in addition to 4X~cee.tccvrb puked by honbes and mf!eb and (dwdng the
Great Epizootic) men, we now have atneetccvcs that were pu/,eed by cows .
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UNIDENTIFIED

	

(Reported by Gordon Yowell and Byron Johnson)
E-Z U PARK

3025 A 25 Sd

	

Shoppers Free Parking
3026 B 25 Sd

	

11

	

"

	

"
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= DECEMBER SUPPLEMENT TO FEISEL'S CATALOGUE OF PARKING TOKENS

CALIFORNIA

By Duane H . Faisal ,

Santa Monica 3835 (Reported by Roland Atwood)
STATE MUTUAL SAVINGS SMS SINCE 1889

F Bz 25 Sd

	

Courtesy Parking

FLORIDA

$0 .25

Fort Lauderdale 3260 (Reported by Max M . Schwartz)
DOWNTOWN PARK AND SHOP FORT LAUDERDALE

A o Fr 24 Ch

	

Good For 1 Hour Free Parking (all letters incuse)

IOWA

.15

Council Bluffs 3240 (Reported by Mrs . Mary Allen)
COURTESY TOKEN EDMUNDSON HOSPITAL

A B 23 Sd

	

(same as obverse)(1963-)

Des Moines 3300 (Reported by Mrs. Allen)

.15

AMERICAN REPUBLIC PARKING TOKEN
F B 23 Sd

	

(same as obverse)(1966-)

LOUISIANA

.25

New Orleans 3670 (Reported by Walt Fairfield)
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE' IN NEW ORLEANS

B o B 23 Sd .

	

Parking Token .25

MASSACHUSETTS
Whitinsvill.e 3925 (Reported by Ralph DeSantis)

WHITINSVILLE PARKING, INC . WHITINSVILLE, MASS . (GATE)
A o Bz 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D)(11/64-9/65)

MINNESOTA

.25

Roseville 3725 (Reported by Quincy LafI!n)
ROADSIDE DRIVE-IN FREE-OUT TOKEN

A

	

B 25 Sd

	

Good For Parking Only (10/18/66-)

NORTH CAROLINA

.25

Charlotte 3160 (Reported by Odell Morgan)
COLE FOUNDATION PARKING

H

	

WM 25 Sd

	

(blank) .50

Salisbury 3730 (Reported by June B . Barekman)
CENTRAL PARKING LOT SALISBURY, N .C .

A

	

WM 23 Sd

	

Free. Customer Parking (mid-1965-) .25
B B 23 Sd

	

Free Oestreicher's Parking

TEXAS

(mid-1965-) .25

Dallas 3255 (Reported by T .M. . Murdock)
SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SCHOOL (GATE)

M 8z 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate) (Rev . D) .25
SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY (GATE)

N

	

Bz 25 Sd

	

Parcoa Token (gate)(Rev . D) .25
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ADDITIONS & CORRECTIONS

The Santa Monica token apparently will not be placed in use as the bank has re-
turned the parking gate and decided not to use that system of parking control . En-
ough of the tokens have gotten into collectors' hands to warrant listing the token in
the regular, rather than the pattern, section .

The Chamber of Commerce in Fort Lauderdale disclaims any knowledge of the new
listing from there . Perhaps the fact that the token is the exact size of a 250 piece
has something to do with it . It is illegal to manufacture tokens the size of any
U .S . coin .

The full name of the hospital using the tokens to control parking in a gate-
equipped lot is the Jennie Edmundson Memorial Hospital .

The new Des Moines, Iowa, listing is used by an insurance company which is head-
quartered there ; details of usage are lacking . Since we are involved here with Des
Moines, it is a good place to mention another token in addition to those reported
last month used by Keck Parking . This token is used in a coin or token-operated self-
car wash ; the token is the exact size of the 23mm parking token, so it could be used
in a parking gate . However, the intent is for the car wash, and not parking . Sim-
ilarly, any 23mm token could be used in a parking gate set up to take that size tok-
en :

The National Bank of Commerce in New Orleans claims to have no knowledge of any
parking tokens used there . From the style of the token it appears to be perhaps ten
years old .

The Whitinsville, Mass ., tokens were used in a commercial privately-owned park-
ing lot equipped with a parking gate. The tokens were sold to local merchants for
free distribution to customers, and allowed free exit from the parking lot instead
of a 250 payment . The plan did not prove successful with the merchants, and when I
visited Whitinsville a few days before moving to California, a miniature golf course
had been installed on the parking lot . The parking gate was still In place, and ac-
cording to the owner of the lot it may revert back to being used for parking and the

-Deeembexc 1966-

MANUFACTURERS STOCK PARKING TOKENS
-Page 197-

Group 3056 (Reported by Sam Ruggeri)

$0 .25
AUTO,',',;;T I C GATE (GATE)

B

	

Bz 25 Sd

	

(blank)

CANADA- MANITOBA
Winnipeg 3900

A B 25 Sd

(Reported by J . Douglas Ferguson)

.25
WILACO AUTOPARKS WINNIPEG CANADA

Parking Validation Token (1966-)

Patterns 3998
A WM 25 Sd

ONTARIO

(Reported by Ferguson)
(same as 3900 A but in white metal)(1966)

Miscellaneous

A o B 37 Pc

3999 (Reported by Ferguson)
THIS TOKEN AND 75 CENTS ADMIT ONE CAR AT WINDSOR BEACH
SEASON 1934 CE JETON ET 75 SOUS ADMETTENT UN AUTO A
PLACE WINDSOR SAISON 1934

G . Lamond & Fils 1 .00

40 . NC 3020 A : add variety listing (10/66)
c . (0 -- 0)

41 . Pa 3765 F : add (Rev . D)
42 . Va 3720 A : add variety description (11/66)

(0 : Propeller points . . .)
a .
b .

(A -- between RH)
(between IA -- H)

= PARKING TOKEN NOTES BY DUANE H . FEISEL =
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Deeembut 1966-
tokens placed in use again at some future date .

Advertisements for the Roadside Drive- In, one of which was thoughtfully suppI r!l
me by Quincy Laflin, advertise "Curb Service with Safety Control, Simple as ABC, A .
Drive Right In : Park in first available space . B. Place Your Order : Free token de- ,
livered with your order . C. As You Leave : Token allows free exJt ; If no purchase is
made there will be a 250 Exit Charge . Roadside's Safety Control improves lot safety,
reduces traffic congestion, more relaxed atmosphere, improves service ." Quite an ex-
plicit description of token use, I would say!

Odell Morgan writes concerning the new listing from Charlotte : "I understand
that the Cole Foundation Is an old Cole family fortune, and that all Income from hol-
dings Is donated to charities of various kinds . Cole Foundation as such does not
have offices of any kind . Properties are managed by trustees who are local business
people and meetings, when the need arises, are held in a trustee's office . The tok-
ens are used at an office building . The token is used instead of a 500 parking fee to
exit from the lot . The office building is occupied by a drug store, some dentists,
etc ."

The Salisbury tokens are sold to merchants in the area who distribute them to
customers . Volume of use is sufficient at Oestreicher's to warrant a special token
for their distribution .

Information is lacking on the two new listings from Dallas .
The story on the two mavericks is best described by the following which is cop-

ied from The Seattle Vecturist : "The Diamond Company denies the E-Z U Park tokens
are theirs . The token manufacturer says they are Diamond's . The one aluminum token
found with a reported mintage of 100 is owned by Gordon Yowell who purchased it from
the maker here in Seattle . The brass token--also only one found--is owned by Byron
Johnson and came with a lot of trade checks . Telephone books several years ago list-
ed an E-Z U Park with the same number as Diamond . If you will check now you will find
about 4 or 5 companies all at the same address and it is assumed they are all one
company . Where do we go from here?" A good question . There are now three known of
the brass token including one found here near San Francisco (unfortunately not by me) .
The reverse is identical to that of the obverse of the Wash 3780 A to D tokens which
are used by Diamond Parking . Could these tokens have been used in one of the Diamond
operations some time ago? Could they be patterns? Could they be for an entirely
different and separate operation, and the token maker just used the die as a stock
reverse? Who will come up with the right answer?

One place where the new MSPT is used is at the A .B.E . Airport in Allentown, Pa .
The first token listed from the Province of Manitoba is sold to retailers who

give them to customers . The tokens are good for one hour of parking time . According
to information from Mr. Ferguson, only two of the white metal patterns were struck .

Little is known about the miscellaneous listing from Ontario, despite much sear-
ching by Mr. Ferguson . The token entitled the holder to pay 75¢ for what others were
charged $1 .00 . The hole in the token was probably made to allow the token to be
placed on a key chain . .

So 1966 is closed out with a bumper listing of parking tokens, and 1967 should
be equally active . Many thanks to those of you who have helped with new listings
and with information . Additional thanks go to those who also sent me tokens along
with the report .

Several items are in the works for parking token collectors . First, a compila-
tion of all parking token listings since the catalogue is planned by one of the reg-
ional AVA groups--you will hear more about that later . Next, a "Census" of rare
parking tokens will be made early in 1967 . Members of PTNIS will be asked to cooper-
ate ; any other parking token collectors who are not PTNIS members and who would be
willing to cooperate in this census which will be for the good of all, are asked to
send me their names and information will be forwarded when it is prepared .

PTNIS members will again receive a nice batch of tokens : la 3240 A, 3300 F ;
Mass 3925 A ; NC 3730 A B ; MSPT 3056 B ; Man 3900 A. Mailing of tokens may be delayed
a bit until after the Christmas mail rush (and activities that take my time) has
passed .

Please keep the reports of new discoveries and issues rolling in .
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